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...PREFACE

On the 10th and llth of August 1982, the Naval Training

Equipment Center was the host organization for a Workshop on

Instructional Features and Instructor/Operator Station pesign

for Training Systems sponsored by the Chief of Naval Research.

The goal of the workhop was to review current research and

development work related to the,opération of the instructor's

station of training Systems particularly with an eye fOr

developing functional specifications'for these stations.

Historically much of the research and development work has

been sponsored by the Naval Air Systems Command and the

Air Force; but we-feel that many of the deyelopme'nts are

applicable to a variety of simulation-based training situ-

ations.

S6eral people deserve thanks fos tptir help in making

the workshop possible. 'GDR P. 11. Curran of the Office 0'

Naval Technology cheerfully encouraged us and iirovided

support, ind locally at the Human FaCtors Laboratory of the

Naval Training Equipment Center, Catherine 8ottelman,and

Hilda Worsham both performed the many chores necessary

during the workshop and later edited the papers and pre-

pared the report for printing. We thank them all.

The Editors
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COMMENTS ON INSIRUCT1ONA FEATURES .

GILBERT L. RICARD
Naval Training Equikent Center

During the past decade we have seen dra-
matic changes/of the role instructors play in/
device-based training and of the training
tasks to which simulation has-Veen applied.
The main change we have seen has been the ex-
tension of synthetic training to tasks which
simulation previously could not support. Much
of'this haspbeen due to the development of
software and hardware to create visual dis-
plays, the application of new means of inter-
acting with computeg-based trainers, and the
proliferation of smal computer systems with
large amounts of memory.. Of course, some of
this change has been the r*sult of an in- 4/
creased celiance on simulation for training--
both bY military training commands and ci-
vilian organizations--but most has resulted
from thegreatly increased capabilities of Vie
devices themselves. All change seems to have
its good and bad aspects, and while the ex-
tension of simulator-based training to complex
tasks is most welcome, our nOtions of how in-
structional personnel should,interact with
these new trainers have not kept pace with
hardware development. Three trends have con-
tributed to this problem:

1. Device-based flight training has
developed from the,simulations of takeoff and
landing of a decade.ago to almost all aspects
of the tactical use of aircraft. Largely,
this result has come from the development of
simulations of sensors--radar, 9onar, forward:
looking infrared, low-light level TV, and
computer-generated visual scenes--which allow
all members of a crew to Onteract in the same
training scenario. Tbus,( individual proce-
dural training has expanded to tactical team
training where more than one trainee's actions
mqst be monitored by instructional personnel.
As the number pf trainees participating in a
training event increases, so also does the
number of instructors needed. The resulting
requirement for the design of training equip-
ment has been to reduce the workload and sup-
port the Communication of these instructors.
Partly this is to make their jobs easier (both
to do and to learn), and partly this is to
enable them to act MOre effectively as in-
structors.

2. The instructor/operator station is .

the interface instructional personnel have tb
a training device and ttle services it pro-.
vides. The past decade has seen a good deal
of change in these consdles. The repeater
instruments and knobs and dials once common
haye,been replaced by cathode ray tubes, alpha-
numOic and multifunction keyboards, joy-
sticks, and the like. Today training tasks
are selected by entering data in response to

choices presented in menu form on programmable
displays and light pens are used to select
many of the options. On the horizon, we see
flat panels with touch sensitive surfaces.re-
placing'much of the input/output hardware.in
current use. Such systems present in succes-s sjve displays the information and choices that
previously were spread over console surfaces.

/
These systems pose the design problem of r,e--"
casting the rules of the spatial grouping of "-
iigormation and choices into successive tem-
poral groupings. In the future we expect that
a single surface will serve to present infor-
mation and record inputs, and-system designers
shall have_to be, both Selective and efficient
in their 'choice of what to display at a given
time.and what information to require from in-
structors. Rules, or at least guidelines,
will have to be developed for moving about in
menu-driven displays, for recovering from
incorrect inputs, and for keeping track of
choices that have been made- This problem of
engineering the flow of events which;present
information to instructors and allow them to
exert control over a device seems to be at,the
heart of deficiencies in today's comp)ex
trainers. In fUture systems, probably no-
where will the conflicting requirements of
allowing for flexible usage and of providing
for standardized instruction need to be more
delicately bfilarited than at the operator's
interface to*the-device.

5

3. The past decade has seen great in-
creases of the processing power and storage
capability of computersystems--all at ever
falling prices. It has become common to see
training devices with several minicomputers

' networked to process an appropriately parsed
problem,.and we expect that the future will
only see'more of this as microcomputers are
devoted to smaller and smaller elements of the
information 'processing and display tasks.
This is true now for many of the calculations
involved in a simulation and will be true also
for the services a &Ice offers its users.
From an instructional point of view, these
developments allow possibilities previously
considered impracticable--where the computer
system of a trainer not only supports the
simulation of a training task but also stores
and manipulates data-useful for instructibnal
control. Today's computers are not only data
processors, but machines to store and operate
upon data bases as well as engines that can
manipulate symbolic relations and make infer-
ences. These new capabilities, emerging as
software with supporting hardware, will allow
training systems undreamed of a decade ago.
The problem for design then is to define how
such servsices should operate and bow to fit

46'



them into operational training devices.

, These three trends have resulted in the
requirement to define better the instructional

role a training device's computer capability
should fulfill and to define functionally the
-services a training device should support.
Research and development'efforts have stressed
the observation that devices should provide
not only a simulation of a task byt should

also be equipment to support the trainfng,of

that task. Much of the research work has ex-
amined instructional features that,have been
incorporated into current devices or ha§ sug-
gested new features. Presently instructional

features fall into two classes: thosede-
.signed to support real-time instruction using
a device and those designed to provide off-
line services for instructional or administra-
tive personnel. Many of the real-time train-
ing features are old friends such as the abil-
ity to freeze a task, set environmental con-
ditions, move vehicles and the like. Re-

search efforts have produced others such as
models to determine the actions of targets or
the output of voice synthesizers, computer
measurement of a trainee's progress, and

schemes to automate feedback for training.
Features designed for off-line support tend to
be relatively new because' the storage regyred
for them has only recently become available.
Here we have seen developments in the keeping
of students' records, in providing briefing
and debriefing information, in the incorpora-
tion of software to tutor instructors on the
use of a device, and in programs to define and
create new training exercises. While neither

of these lists is inclusive, they do provide a
flavor of the developments we expect to see-in
the training device4 of the future,

Every:so often it is prudent to review the

II

ways we do things anti-the techn ogy we employ

to do them. From problems pn vered in train-

ers currently operational, it is clear that

now is the time to examine the-functional de-
sign of the instructor/operator stations of
training equipment. We need to be able to

take advantage of hew technology by knowing
how to design it well so that it can supOrt
training Rasily. The goal of this workshop

then is to provide information for the'devel-
opment of new systems as well as to present an
overview of the knowledge currently available.

Large and growing literature exists on
many of the topics related to the design of
instructor/operator stations. These include

topics such as instructional systems devel-
opment, workplace design, and the utilftation
of training devices as well as discussions oT
the design of man-computer dialogues and de-
scriptidns of display and control equipme)it for

man-machine interfaces. Only a smell portion

of this writing is devoted to the design and
operation of traioing equipment; and for Ihe
most part it exists as a technical literature

-
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which may not be widely distributed. Because

of this, a bibliography follows that lists
many of the reports discussing instructional
features and console operation particularly
for training applications.
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INSTRUCTOR/OPERATOR STATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AT AFFIRL/OT

Dr. Harold D. Warner
University of Daytpn Research Institute

INTRODUCTION

The Operations Training Division of
the Air Force Human Resources LaboratorY
(AFHRL/OT) has as its mission the improve-
ment of Air Force combat effectiveness
through training related 'science and tech-
nology. Located at Williams Air Force
ease, Arizona, AFHRL/OT performs this
mission through two primary functions:
behavioral RID 6 solve flying training
problems through improved technology; and,
engineering RAD to develop trairOng devices
As vehicles for training R&D. The person-
nel who support these two areas form a

,diverse, multidisciplinary team of
specialists ranging from research psycholo-
gests, research instructor pilots, and

human factors -specialists to aerospace
engineers, mathematicians, and computer
programmers. AFHRL/OT operates and -main-'
tains No of the Aatiom's most advanced
simulation facilities for training and RID,
the Advanced SImulator for Pilot Training
(AS ) at Williams Air Torce Base, and- the
Si ulator for Air-to-Air Combat (SAAC) -at
Luke Air Force,Base. At present. the ASPT
is configured with an F-16 and an A-10
cockpit, and the SAAC provides two F-4
cockpits for simulated air-to-air combat.

AFHPL/OT R&D effort's have been accom-
plished in a variety of areas" including
simulator training effectiveness, training
methods, pilot performance measurement, and
pilot perception and cognition. In the

area uf, simulator training effectiveness,
effoqs have been directed toward the
deVe1Oment and assessment of visual

Ei

display uttems and display generation
techniquesmVPhcluding h lmet-mounted visual
displays and computer generated imagery;

the evaluation of alternative motion cueing
systems such as the G-seat, G-suit, and
cockpit motion platform; and, the deter- -
mination of visual displaV requirements
including field-of=view, color, resolueion,
aerial perspective, and terrain cues. As
for the area of training methods, efforts

,have addressed, for example, whole vs.

part-task training using full-mission
flight simulators and desk-top. special-
function trainers. The area of pi'ot
performance measurement has also been
strongly supported and includes experiments
on measdres of basic ,flying and, combat
skills, pilot workload, and stress. In the
area of pflet perception and cognition, a

'variety of pilbt,factors have been ekamined

such as decision making, tactical planning,
and visual cue utilization.

Because the efficacY of aircrew training
is dependent not only on the training capa-
bilities of flight simulators but also on
the quality of flight instruction., AFHRL/OT
has applied _considerable resources to the
design and- evaluation of instructor/
operator station (I0S) controls, displays,
and workstation layouts as well as the
evaluation of various IOS configurations.
Tbe specific efforts that weee accomplished
.by AFHRL/OT: and the activities in

progress, are as follows.

AFHRL/OT IOS R&D ACCOMPLISHMENTS

)

1./ A-10 Flight Simulator IOS.' Ani IOS

was designed for the Air Force A-10 Opera-
tional Flight Trainer. This effort involved
a determination of the IOS controls and
displays required for instructing simulated
A-10 flfght and, the design of an A-10 IOS
conscstent with these reiluirements. In

this R&D effort. a groop of A-10 instructor
pilots (IPs1 wag observed during the con-
duct of flight simulator training in the
Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training.(ASPT)
and each IP was administered a questionnaire

. when the training was concluded. The
questionnaire was designed to assess what
controls and displays were used to instruet
the student pilots and what should be added .

to the IOS to facilitate flight instruction.
Both the observatiohal and quettionnaire
data were analyzed to determine the control
and display requirements for an A-10 simu-
lator IOS. An IOSwas subsequently designed
which incorporated these controls and dis-
plays. In general. the IOS consists of
seven Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs), A-10
repeater instruments, a variety of controls
and indicators, and a CRT hardcopy unit.
two of' the CRTs are video monitors which
would be used ,to -display the studeht
pilot's out-the-window visual scene, and
one CRT is a closed circuit television

' monitor that would enable the-IP to monitor
the ih-cockpit 'activities of the studeqt,
pilot.. The remaining CRTs would provide
informational feedback about'the student's
flight performance. A variety of displays
were developed fO,.. these CRTs and the

function and operation of each display were
determined. The IOS also included A-10
repeater instruments which were arranged.
the sage as they are in the actual aircraft.
Additionally, a number of controls were

n,
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incorporated in the IOS for the executil/e
and administrative control- of the training
process. .The specific configuration'

these ' controls was provided and the

functton, operation, and layout of the

controls were specified. This IOS design

effort was fully described by Gray, Chun,
Warner, and Eubanks 4981),

9. A-10 Training Features Evaluation.
The utility of various inill'uEtTiiar---rei-

tures of the ASPT IOS were evaluated in the
context of A-10 flight training. Six of

the features available on the AFT IOS were
evaluated. ' They were: problem and para-

meter freeze, rapid initialization, auto-

matic demonstration, automated performance

feedback, self-confrontation, ' and tasl.;

difficulty. In the study, IPs were required

to rate the utility of each instructitial
feature and a systematic observational

procedure was used to determine the fre'

quency with which each featbre was used by
the IRs. The data analysis indicated that '

performance feedback and initialization

,* were rated highest and were used most

frequently. Problem and parameter freeze

was also used regularly. Many of the

features, such as automated- performance

feedback, task difficulty, preprogramme0

demonstrations, and self-confrontation,

were rarely used. Some of -the features,

such as freeze and initialization, were not
used in an instructional manner, but more
for training management purposes. That is,

they tended to be used to terminate a

. training exercise and to proviide a, transi-

tion to the next exercise, ratherlahan for
providing opportunities to give the student

pilots performanee feedback and the

appropriate remediation. This study is

documented in the report by Gray, Chun,

Warner, and Eubanks (1981).

3. F-15 Simulator IOS Operational Test

and Evaluation. An operational test and
evaluation of an F-15 flight trainers 105

was conducted. MeasureMents of the IOt

controls and displays, workstation dimen-

sions, and workplace environment were

compared with the published military

Standards for equipment design. These,

measurements included,CRT display character
size, .pushbutton control size, lighting

levels, ambient temperature, noise levels;
'writing surface deptft and height, and reach

distances. In addition, a number of F-15

IOS users were interviewed to determine

operational deficiencies and recommenda-

tions were provided for correcttng these

deficiencies: This evaluation was accom-

plished in 1977 for the Air Force Tactical
Air Warfare Command (TAWC).

4. F-5E Instrument Flipt Simulator

Operational Test and Evaluayion. AFHRL/OT

10

-..._

supported an operational test and evaluation

of the F-5E Instrument Flight Simulator.

This effort involved the development of the

est procedures and data collection

aterials as well as assistance in the

ollection Nand analysis of the test data.
The data collection, materials consisted' of
reing forms which were administered to

F-5E IPs to determine the fidelity and

training' capability of the simulator

cockpit and the operability and instruc-

tional capability of the 10S. The data

collection effort involved: (1) briefing

the pilots and IPs on the misSions to be
performed; (2) distributing the- rating
forms; (3) monitoring the activities of the
IPs at the IOS and 'the pilots in the

,cockpit; and (4) recording their comment
concerning the simulator. The evaluation

was managed by the Air Force Test and

Evaluation Center (AFTEC).

5. A-10 Operational Flight Trainer

Operational Test and Evaluation. -The

operational\ test and evaluation of-Ihe A-10
Operational 'Flight Trainer was also

supported by AFHRL/OT. The support involved

assistance i/the development of data

collection materials and collection of test
data. The data collection materials

consisted of rating forms that were admin-
istered yo. :the test IPs to assess the

fidelity-`and. training capabilities of the
A-10 simulator cockpit Oft the instruc-

tional capability of the A-10 IOS. This

, evaluation was also managed by AFTEC.

6. SAAC 105 tontro1l Panel Design. The

control/indicator panel tfor the Aerial

Combat Engagement Display (ACED) of the

Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat (SAAC) was
redesigned. The ACED is essentially a CRT
which is capable of displaying several

pages.. These pages present a view of the
gaming arda and the various aircraft in the
area, a pilot's view from inside the cock-
pit of the visual scene, and performance
scoring tiata. Controls and indicators are

used to display different pages andoto
change range scales. In the modified panel

design, the ACEO controls/tndicators that

,were originally contained in two separate

panels were' consolidated into a single

panel. The contr'ols/indicators wt*e

arranged in functional groups. The panel

design has been implemented on the SAAC.

AFHRL/OT IOS R&D IN PROGRESS

1. IOS Design Guide. A guide for

flight simulator IDS design is currently

under development by AFHRL/OT. The, guide

will be made up of three. sections, or

, volbmes. The first volume will include

detailed descriptions of advanced flight

simulator MS configurations. The second



'will. contain a compilation of the appro-
priate human engineering design criteria.
The third will provide an IOS design for
fighter/attack 'flight simulators based on

the data in the first two volumes. At
. present, ,several simplation training
facilities hhve beem-visited and descrip7
tions of the IOSs have been prepared.'
The facilities that were visited include:
(1) F-15 Instrument Flight Simulator. (2)

A-10 Operational FUght Trainer; (3) F-14
Weapons System Trainer: (4) Tactical Air-
crew Combat Training System ITACTS). and
(5) EA-6B *Weapons System Trainer. During
these visitl Abe operation of several other,
simulation systems Is observed, namely,'

the F-14 Operational Flight Trainer, F-14
Mission Trainer, TA-7J Operational Flight
Trainer, A-6E Weapons System Trainer, and
A-6E Night Carrier LandinV Trainer. Tactics
information will not -be included 'in the
report because of its classified nature.
Descriptions of the IOS for the F-16, F-18,
and P-4 traipere will also be incor-
porated in the report. The second volume
will° contain relevant human engineering
design criteria, standards, and specifica-
tions obtained from a compilation of

existing data and from studies conducted at
AFHRL/OT. Examples of the areas that will
'be addressed in -their IOS design guide
include control/aisplay design and layout,
workstation configuration, workplace
environment, anthropometry, and operator
seating. Volume three :will provide a

conceptual IOS design specifically for
fighter/attack simulator applications. "It
will contain detailed design specifications
and the function and operatidh of the IOS
controls and displays will be explained.
When the thred-volume report is completed,
a sequel will be prepared.for tanker/
transport/bomber simulators,

2. IOS Interactive CRT Controls
Evaluation. as een mni ma e

which alternative control devices for IOS
interactive .CRT displayi will be

evaluated. The controls are: (1) touch
panel, (2) light pen, (3) numeric keyboard,
and (4) voice actuation. These controls
will be compared in relation to three
different CRT presented performance tasks.
In one task, the subjects will be asked to
load various weapons from a menu onto the
pylons of a stylized aircraft. The proce-
dpre is to select an appropriate pylod
number with the controls, then se]ect and
enter the 'weapon number identifier. For
the second task, the subjects will be

required to move a cursor from a specific
location to another locatiOn using the
controls, which is analogous to initial-
izing a simulated aircraft at a new loca-
tion on a CRT. presented IOS navigation
map. The third task _will require the

.z

subjects to enter numeric data to esthblish
the simulator parameters suc as altitude,
airspeed, heading, radio frequenties,
latitude, longitude, and glide slope. The
subject sample will consist-of.IPs who will
be tested in a repeated measures experi-
mental design. Roth response times and
errors will be recorded to provide the

, measures of task performance. To date, the
CRT displays (performance tasks).are nearly
complete and the controls are operational.
The test:will be conducted on a special-
function, part7task traine'r which is com-
prised of i Chromatics video displaY'
"terminhl and a North Star minicomputer.

ASPT IOS Energy Maneuverability
Dis lays: Energy Maneuverability Displays
(EMDs) were developed for the IOS of the
Advahced Simulator for Pilot Trafning
(ASPT), one for use in conjunction with

JF-16 flight training and the other for A-10
, taining. These displays are presented on

an IOS vector graphics CRT, and they show
Ahe current energy state of the simulated
a)rcraft. Since aircraft maneuverability
is a function of available energy, these
displays will. enable the simulator IP to

monitor the maneuvering capab'ility of the
aircraft. With this information, the IPs

can instruct their student pilots on how to
increaSe energy . to maximize aircraft
performance without exceeding the struc-
tural limits of the aircraft. An experi-
ment will be conducted to assets the
utility of these displays for flight
instruction at the ASPT 'IOS. A group of
F-16 and A-10 IPs will be asked to monitor
the corresponding F716 or A-10 EMD during a
series of preprogramded,flfght maneuvers in
the.ASPT. Following the demonstration, the
'IPs, will be asked to rate,the instruptional
utility of the EMD and, their cotnments'
be solicited via a questionnaire. The Eng
implemented in the proposed stddy were.
adapted from the EMDs used on*the Navy's" .

Tactical Aircrew Combat Traintng System c

(TACTS) which were .originally developed by
Pruitt (1979).
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4. IOS Tactics Dis lay Bevel() ment.
R&D hat been n tie e eve op a S

display for air-to-surfhce taCtiat -

training. A codceptual model of the display .

has been designed which will be implemented
and evaluated on the ASPT. The display
provides the essential aircraft flight
parameters and tactical informatfbn such as
altitude, airfpeed, and G-load as well as
an overhead view of the tactical area with
fixed range rfngs to show the range and
bearing of ground radar and surface-to-air
missile launches. The simulated aircraft
is positioned'in the-center of the display
and the terrain moves in accordance with
the speed and heading of the aircraft. rn



the evaluation, a group of IPs will be asked

! to monitor the display- during a series of

preprogrammed tactical missions in which

radar will lock .on and missiles will be

fired: The IPs will be surveyed to deter-
-mine- the utility of the display for

ihstructing/monitoring pilots in simulated

tactical training scenarios. /
0 /

5. IOS' integrated Visual Display

Developmenl. An experimental effort is

undirway to deve'op on IOS integrated

visual display for ute by IPs diming basic'

(T-37) simulator flight training. The

purpose iDf, the display is to Orovide all

the critical flight instrument data 9n a

single CRT. similar in form to a head-up

display 'HUB/. In this effort, a question-
.

naire was deieloped and administered to 25

T7.37 IPs to determine the display require-

ments for instructing/ monitoring basic

training missions including contact flight,

aerobatics, formation flight, instrument

flight, and navigation. The questionnaire

data are currently being analyzed to

identify the specific flight information

required for each of the missions. The

appropriate display symbology will be

selected to depict this information lnd

Aisplay will be designed containing the

Symbo'ogy. .

6. IOS Instructional Features Require-

ments, A-survey was ,recently initiated to
identify, the utility of advanced instruc-.

tiodal features in aircrew training devices.

The survey will be administered to IPs at

various flight simulation facilfties. The

IPs will 'be asked to rate how frequently-
the IOS advanced instructional features are
used in flight training, how easy is it to

use each feature, and' thli'training value

1-and-training potential
Of the features. A

total of '7 features, will be examined

including Freezev 'Record/Playback, eset,

Demonstration, Crash Override, Automated

1)erformance F.eedback, "'and Automated Adap-

tive Training. The sdrvey will be conducted

at A-10, F-15, and F-4-simulator training

.sites. The results of ther survey will be

used as a guide for specifying the required

instructional features ln future flight

simulator'IOS designs.
r
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cbtausums

AFNRIJOT has provided scientific and

engineering-support to a variety of'flight

simulator IOS design'and evaluOloh efforts.
Many_of these efforts have been in.suRport
of outside Air Force agencies which lhave

involved the--assessmat of IOS instructional

utility.and the development of gtheralized
guidelihes for IOS design. .0ther efforts

have been accomplished strictly in house to
solve specific IOS design problems... It is

anticipated that AFNRL/OT will provide

cogtintied, if dot expanded, 105 RAD

support. Greater emphasis will be placed

on the use of -desk-top,' special functions

trainers in the conduct of 'future' IOS'

design studies. These devices will be used

to investigate ,IOS control and display

designs as building blocks for the develop-

ment of full-mission flight-trainers.
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OPERATIOiAL PROBLEMS IN IN-STRUCTOR,OPERATOR STATION- DtSIGNS

DR. JOHN P. CHARLES
Icon,:Incorporated

-INTRODU.CTION

In the past, training devices, as'
.

with many other systems, were all too.
often "provided".to the.user and left
for'him to use as best he could. The
user neither had been involved in the
.specification-,por in the desigh of the
device. .As a result, the operator in-
terface or instructor operating sta-
tion (IOS).was generally designed as a
simulation control unit .rather than as
a training control unit. Fortunafely,'
the early devices,simula*d relatively
simple systems and Were seldOm used
fdr (full system or drew training. -

* Thus; the instructor With the help of
,a technician, could generally ooper-
ate" the device.

Two factors have significantly,
changed this piOture. First, the
application of advanced digital tech-
nology to training devices has expan-
ded their capabilities enormously.
Existing weapon system trainers (WST)
can provide 'multiple targets 'in an
electronic and missile warfare en-,
vironment with visual and motion simu-
lation. Freeze, dynamic replay, re-
set and demonstration functions are
generally available. Graphics dis-
plays provide the instructor with
"pilot view° displeyl and plots. Hun-
dreds of pages of alphanumeric,data
on simulation options are provided.

The second factor was the in,
creased emphatis on the use of simu-
lation for training which occurred in
the 1970s. Rising costs of weapon
system ownership and operation led to
a renewed application of simulation'
to crew training;

Thus, with the requirement for ex-
panded use of simulation and with the
technology available to implement the
requirditent, a wide variety of train-
ers were developed and installed.
Each major weapon system training site
now has at least a.WST, and in addi-
tion, most have part task trainers

-

(PTT) to support crew position train-
ing.

follow t1 Tece set b) simblation
technolo . Relatively simple con-
soles designe&primarily to contzoi
the simuIationv had proVen acoeptable
'for the early devices, even though
not optimnm. fn the absence of any
more refined iequirements,-the.con-
solee for the Ilew sophisticated train-
ers_have followed much the same-4-
Oroach. Unfortunately, the conse-
quences have produced serious opAa-
bility'problems as well as sub-opti-
mum training suppoXt, .111111e-the de-
vices cary-come close toduplicating
the weapon system characteristics,
.they cannot necesdarily be-operated
to train effectively using that capa-
bility.

1
,

The Naval Training Equipment
-Center'undertook a series of studies
in the 1970s to look at instruct-Or
console problems. One of' these stud-
ies (Charles, 1975) looked at the role
of the instructor pilot (IP) in simu-
lator training. The study which sur-
veyed all of the aviation readiness
training squadrons and the related
simulator installations faund'that
severe
opera
.mdr
CO

r

changes had occurred in the
ion and use of the devices. ,Of

iMPortance was the expressed "

cern that the next generation of
ainers which were,then in design. ,

and development, woUld prove inoper-
able by instructor personnel if the,
simulation control orientation of the i
IOS'design Continved. ,The extensive
use,of cathode raj!' tube (CRT) dis-
plays would coMpound the prottlem.

IOS PROBLEM AREAS'

Alen operability problem& did
arise in some of the newer WSTs, the

,

NAVTRAENIPCEN-undertook a review of -

fhe IOSs,with-the goal of identifying
both the-causal factors and feasible
solutions. Two-WST IOSs have been re-

the EA-6B WST Device 2F119
and he F-14A WST Device 2F112...In
general, the problems whi_oh were iden-.
.tified,are similar in both devices.
They reflect two basic development.

Unfortunately, research and de- probleMs, the lack of.human faotors
velopment effort in IOS design did ,not engineering effort during design and

13
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.

.development and the lailure to'define

the of)erational environment-and re-
quirementfor the device in sufficient

detail, .

While the human engineering pro-,

blems are significant and intdract

with the operat.ional problems to coe-

pound, the operaipility prdbleM, the
operational problems are df prime im-.

portence...,:"The best human engineered
IOS cannot solve the user or Oper- ,

ational problems which exist. However
conversely,"*.the mast user responsIge
system will also beineffectiVe'if in-

operable.

AlthoUgh steps have been end are
being taken td solve some oP the oper.-

ability problems, the training 9r Uti-
lization problems in general remain.

These problems are centered about

three areas:

a. pefinition,of the user

V. definirtion of.the use
, .

o. definition of the training .
. .

fUn9tiOns -

d. definition of the operators'
. *

While the thrtee are clearly, in-

- terrelated, ea h has a unique impact

on'IOS design eqUirements'since they .

identify the 'aulationrequirements,
the trainer'and training functional
prequirehlents and the operator/instruc-

%- tov'interface requirements._
A

-eUS,AR DEFINITION, .

. The,uspn refers to the-units

which actually utilize the train r in

their training program. In the.

Navy,"the user and-the custodian and

maintainer are not tne'same.activity.
Most of the WSTs are supported`by the

Fleet AmAtion Specialized Operational

Training,Group'(FASOTRAGRU detachments.

.

4
The 'trainers are maintained and read-

,ied.for training as scheduled 4y

FASOTRAGRU perSonfiel. They ).so pro-

'iided technical support to the oper-

ation of the..device. 'The'primary
'nsers are the Fleet Readiness Sqffa-

drons (FRS) and the fleet squad:reins.

Their:rqUiretents, although similar

in te 'of thE weapon system and its

operation, iffer in-terms of the
training program content end fmplemem,

tation.
6
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'The FRSs conduct several levels

of,a.syllabi designed to familiarize
the replacement aircrew' with:the
weapon system and its operational
missions. The majority of replace-
ment aircrew are recent graduatei oi
the Naval Air Training Command and,
'are designated Naval Aviators and

Naval-Flight Officers. They cam:be
considered as the bachelors degree df

the aviatiotr bommunitY;and have the
basic prsfessionai qualificAtions.
The FRS training- programs are de-
ignea to produce;aircrews:Ao are

qualified to operate a speciLc
'weapon system and to jOin a fleet4- ',

squadron for additional.training praor

to deploying. Although bany.ofthe .
training prograMs have been.task ana-
lyzed and behavi,oral and.training ob-
jectives identified, the thrust of
the typical FRS7training program is

not criterion-based, nor is trair4ng

to proficiency the.primary objective. .

The FRS has been likened'to a 'graduate

school. As in acciemiC graauate
schools,while gradeg are utiiized,
they are considered more for informa-
tion%than for a.pass-fall functionc
The replacement aircrew are qualifie0
aviatbrs and NFOs, anekthey are con-'

,side'red to be capable 1415'f tfansitioning
to the new system in the allatted ,

training time. When unsatisfactory
per'formanCe does occur, it is initial-
ly handl d with the usual options of

counsel g, extra time and tutoring.

,
In ,pUmmary, the FRS training prO-

gram,/giVen,the limited training time,
limite0 flAtt time, and limited-simU7
lator 4ime, is organized to give the ,

replacement aircrew Ite maximum train-

ing and experience possib/e while
cltsely monitoring performance,for
safety and correct operating'proce-
dixreS-

,Fleet squadron training issimf-
larly cOnceiyed and except for NATOPS
and instrument checks which have
associated performance criteria, the
rest,of the training is aimed at im-

parting as much experience and know-
ledge across the mission requirements

as possible priorito deployment.
Readiness critefia,have been developed'
but are, in general, more experience
oriented rather than performanceori-
ented.

Theae training programs depart
from.-the classic training approach



xhich is Organized around a highlY
structured syllabus, testing 'and fixed,
driteria. t,

In summary, the discussion of the
User programs,has emphasized!,the in-
structor oriented nature of the pro-
gram since;it serves to frame some of
the oPerational problemS in existing
DOS des44gn.

t.tpE DEFINITION

t
The_FRS use of the WST varies as

a:function Ot the phase of training.
The FRS syllabuO)egins with systems,
familiarization and progrrses through
basic flight characteristics to weapon
system mission-and tactics :ilaraining.t1
Procedures'and%position training are.--(
conducted on.*PTTs if' they are, avail-
able. If not, the WST is used to
support all Plases of training includ-

e.

system familiarization

basic fl ight

Operation and basic tactiCs

advanced'tactics

spedial events

Procedures and basic flight train-
ing, when conducted on-the WST; gen-
erally utilize a manual training mode
in which the instructor can control
the initial conditions and the evolu-
tion of the subsequent events:- The"
instructors consider Et essential to
control' the onset.and removal of mal-
functions and emergencies. They also
find it easier and more realistic to
simulate the various controller func-
tion in a manual- mode.

.Systems operations and basic
.tectics training is generally conduc-
ted in a semi-manual mod& if possible.
Pre-programmed initial condition sets
are used for establishing the target(s)
and environment as well as the flight
starting'point. The instructor then
assumes control and adjusts the scer
nario to meet aircrew performance and
training needs.

Advanced tactics°and battle
problem training events are more fully.
programmed because of the almost im-
possible task of trying to control
manually the targets and the many

IS

1
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vatiables involved. Some instructor
interaction.is, however, required to
reorganizeHor reorient the problem A,
based on aircrew actions. .

\

Special events such as,spin, high
angle of attack and missile defense
'training are *generally conducted in
the manual mode since they involve
"free flight".py the student.-

Finally, alqhough not yet imple-
mented, programmed and standard
mission events are needed to permit
crew and unit eValuations. SIla-
tion proVides a-feasible means of
accomplishing such operations sihce
realistic targets and weapons (and
yeapobs effects) are generally un-
available for "shoot-offs".

Fleet squadron use is similar to
FRS/use except that familiarization
training (procedures and basic flight)
is not part of the training program.
Detailed training event gilides and
grade sheetsgare generally not utili-
zed.

In summary, the use of the WSTs
in,pqRs and fleet squadron training
includes:

manual modes'for familiariza-
tion training (if conducted.on the
device) as well as for special "ex-
periential" events such as spins and
missile defense.

semi-manual modes for systems
and basicttactics trainigg

programmed or'formulated
modes for advanced tactics and battle
or war problems

TRAINING FUNCTIONS DEFINITION

Effective training regtires a
series of tasks ranging from instruc-
tor preparation'for the event to re-
cord keeping. The set of tasks Used
to analyze the IOS designs included
the follbwing:

a. Prepare - review event, air- ,
crew files, simulator status;
get forms, guides; manuals

b. Brief - review event, objec-
tives and procedures with
aiicrew and instructor staff
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c.Initialize - configure con-
soles and cockpit; select.and
implement initial conditions
or programmed mision

d. Train - instruct; control simr
ulation; monitor performance

e. Evaluate - evaluate aircrew
pr6iciency; diagnose performr,
ance problems

f, De rief event results
with aircrew and instructors

gr. Manage data - update aircrew,
steff a simulator files

h. Develop-events - create/pro-
-gram/modify events, displays,

missions, simulation data

i. Train instructor - train in
simulatoc operation and use .

The training device should pro-
vide support to each of the funotions,
especially the brief, initialize,
train, evaluate, debrief and develop
functions.

DEFINITION' OF OPERATOR

The traditional operators of
training devibes have consisted of the
technician simulator operator (SO)
provided-by the FASOTRAGRU Detachment,
and the,instructors provided by the
squadrons. The SO is typically a
technician who is learning console
operation prior to being assigned to
a maintenance crew. Thus, in general,
the SO is not an expert in simulatbr
operation although such assistance is
generally available on-call. The SO
is available to assist the instruc-
tors inbutton smashing"%

-

The instructors from the FR will
have completed the instructor training
sy;kebus which generally includes a
shba comrse on simulator use and'some

741

-the-job.exPeiience. Of more im-
ortance is the fact that the instruc

tor will also be instructing on Other
trainers as well as in-flight. There-
foDe, with rare exception, he is not
dedicated to WST instructing. During
his tour of duty, he wilb,also be
astigned other squadron duties and his
ground instructing time will taper.off
as a function of time and.duties in
the squadron. .

The fleet squadron instructors
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-
are notAtrained in simulator operation
(except for any prior FRS experience)

-and cannot be expected to become qual-
ified in operating the trainer.

SUMMARY

The user data whidh should 'con
strainsIthe IOS design involves the
specification of the:,

a. user - primarily FRS and
fleet squadrons

b. use - primarily system oper-
ation and tactics (except
when supporting familiariza-
tion training)

c. functions - all training
tasks,

d. operator 7 the technician
operator and the squadron in-
.structors. The operator is
generally new to the device,.
the FRS ins.tructor has lim-
ited training in operating,
the device, and the fleet
squadron instructor will
have no training in operating
the device.

OPERATIONAL PROBLEM/

A variety of problems occur in
operating typical WSta, many of which
seriously impact training effective-

. nesS. Some of these problems, which
result from failure to Consider the
operational environment in terms of
the user, the use, the training func-
tion support and the pperators are
outlined below. Zhe problems wilf be
grouped in terms of IOS configuration
and layout problems, display and con-
trol problems, operating problems and
training function problems.

IOS LAYOUT PROBLEMS

FroM the,review of IOS install-
ations, it is clear that insufficient
attention is given to console location
and layout. In general, it.appeared
that the typical IOS is located in a
main traffic flow pattern, and_be-
comes a meeting place for-personnel
in the area. While observation of on-v
going training can contribute to
learning, a-ready room environment is
not conducive to either the training
or to beneficial observation. Figure
1.depicts the location and layout of
the 2F119 IOS. All traffic to and



from the cockpit must pass through the
area. In addition to the congestion
problem, the aircrew can generally get
a glimpse of the upcoming simulation
beinq initialized. Light spills onto )

the displays when doors age opened.
Noise interferes with inter-instructor
communications.

ARRANGEMENT PROBLEMS

Most IOS consoles provide a sta-
tion for each of the instructors as
,foreseen by the specification and the
design. This rarely reflects the use
and user needs. One of the major
problems occurs in the battle or war
problem event, especially for the
fleet squadrons. As can be seen in
Figure 1, only three instructor sta-
tions exist (and none for the SO!)
The battle problem instructor who is
responsible for the overall evolution
of the event and for evaluation And
critiquing of crew performance, hgs no
effective station from which to oper-
"ate. The IP'mans the flight station;
the ECMO instructor, the tactics sta-
tion. In practice, the battle problem
instructor mans the ECMO 1 station ,

where"he is forced to share the dis-
plays of the other stations, manipu-
late the station control'between the
flight and tactics modes of operation.

,and perform the ECMO 1 instructor
rfunctions. The problems are Similar
for the 2F112 as can be seen'in Figure
2. Here, the battle problem instruc-
tOr is forced to sit behind the in-
structor stations and.function with a
cgpboard and whatever display hp can
read from this "p:osition.

DISPLAY PROBLEMS

. The CRT display provided.,the de-
signers the opportunity for -displdying
literally any Simulation data avail- /

able. In many of the WSTs, the oppor7
tunity was uiilized. The'volume of

. pales-required the'use of index pages.
Table 1 Suminarizes the display options ,

available on the 2F119 WST flight sta-
tion displays.

'The:-quantity of data far exceeds
the capacity of any tP to access-and
.utilize effectively during training
and still be able to monitor and eval-.
uate replacement pilot performance.
The.options cannot bea'ccessed by an
insCructdr who is not trained and pro-
ficient or experienced in the flight
station operation. A similar set of
displays exists at_the tactics station.

.
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Instructor Area

Figure 1. Device 2F119 IOS Arrangement

_TABLE 1. 2F119 FLIGHT DISPLAY OPTIONS

Title Pages
Display Index 1
Initial Conditions Index 1
Initial Conditions 10
Pilot Instrument Monitor 1
Pilot Console Monitor

.1

ECM0,1 Monitor 1
Procedures Monitor Index 2
Procedures Monitor 99
Malfunctions Index 1
Malfunctions t.Imput Codes

13
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Function 10
Parameter Recording 1
Cross Country . 1
Hostile Environment 1
Terminal Area 1
ACLS 1
GCA/CCA 1
ChM Index 1
CEM (Alphanumeric) variable
CEM (Graphics) 1
CEM Summary 1
Demo Index 1
Demos 10
DRED 1
Visual Status Monitor 3
Graphics Test Display
Memory Monitor 3
System Time 5

TOTAL 167
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Figure 2. Device 2F112 IOS Arrangement

A similar display approach was im-
plemented on the 2F112.

CRT cockpit monitor displayi,on
the typical console pose serious prob-.
lems since the data is not displayed
in a manner readily interpreted by. the
instructor who is also training in
flight. The displays do npt.typically
parallel either the arrangement or the
format used in the aircraft. Figure 3,
depicts a typfcal page usecl'in WSTs
and is from, the 2F119. As/can be seen,
the instructor cannot glanbe at the
display and ascertain switch settings
without first locating the control by
reading the list and then reading the
control setting.

CONTROL PROBUMS
it

The typical instr ctor station
has two CRT displays 4Long with some
cockpit repeater disp ays. The CRTs
are operated by pele, ing.,the CRT (and
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OPERATOR

STATION,

sometimes the specific area on the CRT)
to be utilized, then selecting the
'display mode to be accessed and fi-
nally pagina to th e. ckata required.
The sequence of steps which involves
both switch and light pen operations,
for example, is time consuming and
requires the instructors concentrated
attentions. Errors, which often occur,
typically require repeating the entire
sequence of steps.

Light pens are widely used for
simulator control. Although light
pens are becoming more reliable, they
are still unacceptable for time sen-
sitive inpUts such as malfunction in-
sertion, weapons launches and training
control functions. IA the past, poor
light pen relia4lity has severely
handicapped console operations.

The typical joystick display-
control dynamics involves a step func-
tion which renders.it unusable for CRT

1 7
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Operations. Manual control or flying
of targets using the joysticks has
proven equally impossible because of
the lack of sufficient flight infor-
mation and because of, joystick control
axes cdupling%

CockpitSconfiguration and initial
condition control mismatches generally
require extensive manipulation bf IC
procedures to res6lve the problem.

.Communication options controls on
most WST IOSs have proven so'time con-
suming to use and so error producing
that the options are not utilized.
The c'ontrol panel is left in "over-
ride".

OPERATING PROBLEMS

Manual modes of trainer operation
ave generally proven aifficult to
utilize even though required for many
events. The exception is the IC which
involves ktarting with the cockpit pre-
flight procedure gt the take-off end

ti
of th runway. However, even for this
IC, e instructor, unless he accesses
re vent data 6ages is unsure as to
fuel state, stores configuration,
weather, etc. The major problem is

. one of knowing on wha page and in
which display mode tPle relevent data
is available, and when accessed,. how

4).. to edit and what the impact will be on
inter-related pgrameters. The task is
beyond the "novice" user.
-4-'.

Programming or formulating meth-
ods requires extensive training and
recent experience to utilize. This
requirement cannot be met by the
typical imstructor. The procedures
on most WSTs do not provide an "inter-
face" between the,instructor and the
mission programmer.

Target creation is normally ac-
complished in simulation parameters
rather then in user terminology. Thus,
targets are created in terms of "small
fighter" with an "IR" missi.le and a
spot jammer, for example, rather than
in terms of a Badger or Backfire or
.Muffcob. The result is that the in-
structor does not generally know what
the displayed target represents or
how to evaluate the aircrewstactics
relative to the target.

TRAINING FUNCTION PROBLEMS

IdeallY, a training device should
be abTe to support each of the train-

ing tasks fhvolved in the training
mission. Ye,7 do. To the ektent that
they do'not,iadditional"workload is
placed on thdiinstructOr or SO and
additional training*may be rewired.
-.table 2 is a sVmmary of three WSTs
support lEo the straining functions out-
lined earlier.

-

TABLE 2. 'TRAINiNG FUNCTION SUPPORT

Function

WST

2F111 '2F112 2F119

Prepare-. none none none
Brief _ none none none.
Initialize yes yes yes
'Train -. yes ye-6 yes
Evaluate none none some
bebrief none none none
Manage Data none inone' none
Develop events yes yes . yes

Train instruc. none no4e none

As can be seen, the typical WST6
are not designed to support training
functions. As has been disdussed in
the previous sectiors, even thoSe
tasks in Table 2, which am- recorded
as "yes", present marginal support to
the function. Yet, each of the de-
vices has data stored within the sys-
tem which would be useful for the in-

)structor in:

reviewing the scenario and
options prior to briefing
the student

reviewing the weapon system
operating procedures and
lation options.

briefing the aircrew on event
procedures, skenario and .

objectives

briefing the inStructor staff
on the scenario and training
procedures

debriefing the aircrew on the
results of the training

.debriefing the instructors on
the problems and changes re-
quired

updating training records

Communications simulation is
performed manually in most trainer
and can require up to two instructors
full time for some battle problems.

20 9 .1/
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SimdlaLon. of controllers and provid-
ing relevent background communications,
especially for sequential battle prob-
lems, is almost impossible.

None of the WSTs reviewed fpro-
vide the capability of either briefing
or debriefing the aircrew (or instruc-

, tor staff) without utilizing training
time and the instructor console. None
of the WSTs provide the additional
displays and controls required or the
interface required.

Hard copy output on most WSTs is
typically so slow and involved that it
.is not used. Yet, all instructors
agree, that hard copy is desirable,
especially if no debiiefing displays
are available.

Malfunction options far exceed a
usable set on most WSTs (typically-i*
the hundreds). In addition,:informa-

. tion on the simulation characteristics
of the malfunction is not provided.
As a result, the instructor has no in-
formation on the different cockpit in-
dicaeions and relevant procedures, for
example, for different engine fires of
flight control system failures.

SUMMARY

Recent reviews of the IOSs of
several WSTs have.documented a variety
of operational problems. In.general,
they result from_both the failure'to
conpider user requirements of to de-.,
sign the IOS to. basip human factors
engineering criteria.
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THE REAL WORLD ma INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT
FEATURES IN FLYING TRAINING SIMULATORS
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ABSTRACT

The real world is defined as the operational training environment.
Instructional support features (ISF) are simulat hardware and software
capabilities that allow instructors to manipulate, upplement and.othe ise

control the student's learning experiences with the 'ntent of promotin the

rate at which skills are learned and maximizing the vels of skillt a hieved.
This paper summarizes research findings, observations and'experiences aling

with the design and use of the following ISFs: automá a demonstratio ;

record and replay; programmable and manual malfunction co trol; automated
cueing and coaching; automated controllers; computer cont lled adversaries;
and quantitative performance measurement. Definitions of t atures are
given, followed by comments on their design arid use. A finAl sit.on deals
with persistent needs for improved.instructor training in the use o imula-

tion in general andin ISFs in particular.

BAUGROUND

The increasing complexitylof modern
weapon sysVms, combined with their ever
increasing performance capabilities, have
created a situation in which the performance
capabilities of crewmembers are becoming com-
4nensurately more critical. AS crew perfor-
mance capabilities become more critical, the
training of those capabilities becomes an
increasingly difficult problem in that'less
performance variance can be tolerated.

Training using+operatiolw4 equipment is
-4 becoming increasingly difficult. fAcquisi-

tion, operation and maintenance costs are all
high. Skilled maintenance and instructional
personnel often ai-e scarce. Finally, envi-
ronmental constraints constantly encroach
upon real world training areas and impact on
how they can be used.

The use of aircrew training device
(ATDs), while not as glamorous as inflight
training, has several inherent advantages.
ATDs still are relatively inexpensive to
procure; operate and maintdin, at least in
comparison with actual equipment. Conse-

quences of operator error or inability to'
appropriately respond to normal and emergency
requirements are significantly less in a siM-:

ulator. Control over training events is
vAstly superior to that available in the air.
Simulators can be used to create low proba-
bility conditions at will for training pur-
poses, training events easily can be repeated
until necessary operator Skill levels are
achieved, and their utilization rates are
significantly greater than actual equipment.
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The question ROW has.become how to max-
imize the training utility of ATDs rather
than whether to use them in training. With

the proper design, application and use df
instructional support features (ISFs) in
training devices, the utility and advantages
of training devices over actual equipment
can become even greater. The training sim-
ulator can become an even more integral part
of the real-world operational training envi-
ronment.

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT FEATURES

ISFs are features of training simula-
tors that are specifically designed to facil-
itate the instructional process. ISFs are

the hardware and software capabilities that
allow jnstructors to manipulate, supplement
and otherwise control the student's learning
experiences with the intent of promoting the
tate at which skills are learned and maxi-
mizing the levels of skills achieved. They
are designed to aflow control of instruction-
ally related variables such as rate of con-
tent presentation, amount of content pre-
sented in a single block, amount and distri-
bution of practice, types of tasks practicedto
knowledge of results, and measures of perfor-
mance. ISFs are the capabilities that trans-
form a simulator from simply a practice de-
vice into a flexible element of the total
training system. Common instructional sup-
port features include freeze, record and
replay, and programmable initialiving con-
ditions.



Early ISF impleMentation efforts were
frequently viewed as compromising the hard

won fidelity of simulators. While it cer-

tainly is possible to implement ISFs in ways'
that will compromise the fidelity of simula-

tion, lower levels of fidelity are not the

necessary consequence of introducing ISFs

into a training simulator. The features can

be implemented in ways that will leave the

fidelity of the simulator intact and at the

same time enhance the training effectiveness

and utility of the device. The commonly

assumed justification for high levels of

fidelity is to enhance training effective-

ness. Instructional support features are

capable of still further enhancing training

effectiveness and efficiency. Thus, instruc-

tional support features can be regarded as

"fidelity plus." This statement assumes

that the implementation of the support fea-

tures is accomplished in a professional

manner that does not compromise the fidelity

of the simulatiop itself (e.g., video dis-

play terminals used for instructional feed-

back are not placed in middle of an otherwise .

accurate instrument panel).

'This paper does not attempt a discussion

of each ISF available with current Vchnolo-

gy. Rather., several were selected onathe

basis of difficulties that seem to OVSSist in

their design and use. The content of4his

paper is based in part upon the ratheralw,

' ger experiment41 research data that eVst on;

instructional support,features, a g t
upon observations of tr4ining

applications of various instructfon*,
s are address?;.::-tures. The folio

Automated dem Aions;
Record and repfiy;
Programmable'and manual malfunction

control;
Automated cueing and coaching;

Automated controllers;
Computer controlled adversaries; and
Quantitative performance measurement.

Definitions of the features are given,

followed by comments on their design and use.

A final section deals with persistent needs

for improved instructor training in the use

of simulation in general and ISFs in partic-

ular.

Automated Demonstrations

Automated demonstrations (auto-demo)

permit the standardized presentation of a

mission segment or entire simulated flight.

All simulator systems, including the visual

scene (if msent), motion system, primary

flight controls and displays, crew communi-

cations, and sensor displays respond as
though skilled aircrews were at the controls.

Auto-demo requires substantial two-way
communication between ATD controlling soft-

ware and hardware, and crew station controls

and-displays. Given this requirement,
aut6-demo is found only in more sophisticat-

4 ed computer controlled ATDs. Teanically,
auto-demo can be constructed for any segment

of flight (e.g.otakeoff, fly straight and

level, perform aerobatic or air combat ma-

neuvers-, deliver weapons, fly a standard

approach, and land) without the student or

instructor operating any primary controls.

Two instructional values commonly are

assumed for auto-demo. First, the feature

provides a performance model that the student

can observe, analyze, pattern his own be-

havior pattern after, and use as a reference

for self-evaluation in subsequent trials.

The student's workload is considerably re-

duced during auto-demo, providing him with

a better opportunity to observe relationships-

among cues and system responses. Similarly;

instructor workload is considerably reduced,

allowing a better opportunity for instruc-

tional interaction with the student.

A second value is that automated demon-

strations may be the only way to show the

student what is expected of him in ATDs that

exactly reproduce crewstation physical con-

figuration. When the crewstation is either

single seat (e.g:, F-15) or incorporates
controls and displays necessary to execute

manual demonstrations at only on& crew posi-

tion (e.g., F-4), there is no opportunity

for an instructor to enter the crewstation

and do a hands-on demonstration. Therefore,

the only remaining avenue for a demonstra-

tion is by means of auto-demo.

In an exkination of auto-demo utili-

zation, Semple, Cotton and Sullivan (1981)

concluded,: "The training value of an auto-

mated demonstration will be greatest when

the cues, responses and task performance
requirements being demonstrated are new to

the student (i.e., they are not highly

familiar to him)." -

Navy research with the A-7 Night Carrier

Landing Trainer (NCLT) has shown that auto-

-demo has a "significant" instructional value

(Brictson and Burger, 1976). However, there

were no data quantifying the specific con-

tribution that the feature made to overall

training effectiveness or efficiency. This

application does represent a case, however,

where an instructor-flown demonstration was

not possible because the AID is a single

seat configuration. No other method for

demonstration was possible.

The only known experimental study to

address the auto-demonstration capability
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was reported by Hughes, Hdnnan and Jones
(1979). -This study attempted to address the,
instructional impact of both the auto-demo
and record and replay inaructional features.
Subjects were divided into three groups with
each grOup receiving the same basic instruc-
tion followed by either extra praftice, re-
corded replays in lieu of one practice trial
in each block of trials, or an auto-demo in
lieu of one practice trial in each block of
trials. The results indicated that extra
practice was most instructionally beneficial,
followed by record and replay'and auto-demo
in that order. fhe generalizability of these
conclusions must be questioned, however, in
that the basic instruction for all three
groups incorporated auto-demo, and automated .
instruction was used in lieu of instructors.
Given a real-world instructional setting,
these results might ncip hold-up.

There are two basic methods for creating
auto-demos. One is.t use an ATD's record
and replay capability. This method requires
that a proficient air ew member fly the
necessary profiles in the desired manner
using desired techniques. This method has
the advantage that highly proficient crew--
members.usually are available and he dis-
advantage that it is difficult, even for
highly proficient,aircrew members', to fly
profiles with the perfection often judged
necessary for a performance model for the
student. Also, the lack of well defined
criteria for the largest percentage of fly-
ing taskslmakes it difficult for instrubtors
to agree On what constitutes an acceptable
demonstration.

The second method for creating an
auto-demo is to develop customized software
for each demonstration. This approach has
the advantage that mathematically perfect
demonstrations can be created. It has the
distinct disadvantage, however, of requir-
ing computer software specialists' to create
new demonstrations or to modify initial
demonstrations. Both manufacturer and" unr
personnel view the direct software approach
as the more time consuming and castly of the
two methods available.

The need for "perfect" demonstrations
must be questioned for either method of
development. Demonstration of "typical"
performance may be more appropriate in that
no one flies "perfect" maneuvers in the real

_world. 'Appropriate tactics, techniques and
perhaps even typicdl errors and performance
problems should.be emphasized, rather than
pucise flight Oath control.

Record and Replay,

Record and replay,is tlie capability of
simulators to record relevant,system

parameters and then use these data to re-
create student's performance. Typically, the
last five:Continuous minutes of performance
are recorded. After freezing the ATD, the
instructor selects the point in time during
the Tast five consecutive minutes that he
wants replay to be initiated. All 6ents of
consequence are reproduced during replay,
including the visual scene (if present),
motion system operation, primary flight con-
trol and display movements, and appropriate
sensor disp1dy coiitent. The ATD performs as
though the student was again flying the re-
played segment exactly as it had been flown
before.

4

Experience has shown that record and
replay is used more often,in the training of
tasks that are new to the student and are
relatively complex (for him). In general,
the use of record and replay has centered on
undergraduate pilot training and on the
training of new (to the pilot) and relatively

4 complex advanced flying,skills, includeg
night carrier landing and air combat maneu-
vering.
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The primary instructional benefit at-
tributed to reCord and replay is that it
provides both students and instructors with
an objective recreation of the student'sper-
formance that can be examined for problems,
errors and their causes. In short, the
student is provided with objective knowledge
of results and the instructor with concrete
evidence from which to suggest areas or
techniqUes for the improvement of the stu-
dent's performance. Reploy seems to be most
useful when'the student%it not aware that he
had made an error or is uncertain of the pre-
cise cause of his error and resulting per-
formance problem. This situationjs,most
apt to arise .when complex ta4s are being,
initially learned. FollowingInterviews'
with instructor pilats throughout the,mili-
tary, Skple..et al. (1981) concluded: "The

training value of record and replay will be
gr6atest when the cueS-, responses and task

performance requirements being learned are,%.:
new to the studipt"

Record and replay is currently used
almost exclusively for pilot and/or copilot
training. Replay could be used, however, in
a,crew training environment as a mees to
evaluate and improve crew interaction.
Voice replay also would berequired in this
application since some of the better indica-
tors of crew interaction are crew communica-
tions. This potential value for replaytde-
pends heavily on how well Individual crew-
member responsibilities are defined.

The record and replay feature requifts
substantial two7way communication between
ATD controlling soft(4are and hardware, and

4-



crew station displaysland controls. Thus,

the feature is found only in more sophisti-

cated, computer controlled ATDs. ATD hard-'

ware and software must be configured to in.-. 7

duce changes in the operation of siinulated.

subsystems without
intervention bY the stu-

dent or the instructor..
Several factors should be considered

when implementing a record and replay fea-

ture. For replay, a total of five minults

appears to be-more than adequate. In most

uses, 1.5 to 2.0 minutes probably would be

sufficient. The amount of replay time to

be incorporated into an ATD should be deter-

mined on a case by case basis. Anqi'terna-

tive to specific time increments also should

be given consideration. A reasonable alter-

native would be to provide the instructor

with a cueing control. Replay then could

-be started atAdetermined time prior to

when the cueing control was activated (e.g.,

20 seconds; or whatever would be reasonable

for the particular training application).

This would allow instructors to relate re-

play to training events rather than clock

time. Voice replay should receive serious

consideration for training tasks where voice

communication is a significant element of

total task performance. Finally, there may

be training and user acceptance values in'

being able to deactivate replay part way

through, thereby allowing the studeRt to

assume manual control using a "fly out"

capability.
qg

Malfunction Control

Procedures trasiners, part 'task trainers,

operational flight trainers and full mission

simulators generally include capabilities to

simulate a variety of malfunctions. It is

widely accepted that ATOs proAde a safe and

controlled environment-for training re-

sponses to malfunctions and vmergencies. In

such,settings, responses to single and mul-

tiple malfunctions can be trained and.prac-

ticed either in isolation, or in mission con-

texts. The number of,malfmnctions that in-

structors can present,to'a student typically

ranges ,from 60 to several hundred. The num-

-bv typically used ranges from 20 to 50.

The most common,method of inserting and

removing simulated malfunctions is manual

operation of controls by the instructor.

Types of controls now in use include dedi-

cated pushbuttons, programmable pushblittons,

alphanumeric keyboards, and touch panels.

, Another alternative is automated mal-

function insertion. One auumed value of

automatic malfunction,
insertion and removal

is that it unburdens the instructor from

more routine tasks, freeing his.attention

and time for more important instructignal

activities. A second value involves'student

self practice. Some training managements'

encOurage students to practice whenever AM

time islavailable, even if instructors can-

not be bresent, In these cases, automatic

malfunction insertion could be used to struc-

.4ture training sessions.

Little creative thoUght has been applied

to meaningful-methods for automatically in-

- serting malfunctions. Time into.the mis-

sion is the most common method and has proved

not correlat with mission qv ts. For
unworkabre because mission li

e

e often does

example,- AID clock time into a mission typ-

ically does not take freeze into account.

If the ATD is frozen so the instructor can

work with the student, the malfunction clock

keeps running. As a'result, a new malfunc-

tion can be inserted at a very inappropriate

time in the mission.. The acceptability of

this circumstance is low, both instruction-

ally and in terms of'user acceptance.

Semple, Vreuls, CottonDurfee, Hooks

and Butler (1979) developed a functional

specification for a simulator instructor's

console which, among other things, incor-

orated'automated malfunction insertion and

removal.- In the initial concept, the in-

structor could select a malfunction and

select from a list of initiating conditions

for that malfunction. The malfunction would'

be inserted when the initiating conditions

were met and would be removed following the

completion of correct student responses. 'In

an experimental prototype of the system,

automatic malfunction insertion and removal

were incorporated, but instructors did not

have a choice of initiating conditions.

During a preliminary test of the syStem,

instructors did not respond favorably to the

automated malfunction scheme (Semple, 1982).

Their strongest complaint was lack of flex-

ibility. However, instructor training in

system utilization was minimaland it is

not known whether their commentS- would hold

if tnstructor training in the feature had

been 'more rigorous.

' There are four general issues which

should be considered when implementing mal-

function insertion options in an ATD. One

is the,amount of malfunction cue recognition

which shoulfl Ue trained in versus out of the

ATD. Using valuable training devices to

train content, which would be equally appro-

priate for other media, is fnefficient train-

ing design. Ease and convenience of use by

instructors and operators is equally impor-

tant. If a feature is difficult or trouble-

some ip use, experience shows that it is

likely to go unused (Semple, et al.; 1981).

Memory aids shoupl be designed into the

system to remind instructor5 which malfUnc-

dons are engaged/and.which are available,
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Finally,,with autbmated malfunctiog inser-
tion, programming must.allow for meaningful
failures relative ta the mission rather tnan
to an-arbitrary time-line and instructors.
must be able to override iutomated insertions
and removals.

.

Automated Gueing and Coaching

Cueing messages alert stUdents,
e.g. "check altitude:" Coaching mes-
sages instruct, e.g. i?etarn to
flight level 150. -Au omated cueing and

"ncoaching are not common in present ATDs.
Their assumed instructional values,center
on tht promptgess and accuracy of guidance
and feedback informatton provided to the
student, and the upburdening of instructors
through automatfon. Such systems also tan-
provide feedback and guidance to students
when a qualified instructor may nbf be pres-

- ent, as in "extra time" practice. They
require good automated Performance measure-

. .ment to determine what messages should be,
given to the student and tHe timing of their
delivery. Automated cueing and coaching sys-
tems can be disruptive if messages occur too
frequIptly, which suggests the need to be
able to deactiVate the system, and further .

suggests the desirability of.decision logics
,designed to keep the frequency of Cueing an
coaching messages within acceptable bounds in
relation-to student skill levels.

A programmed mission scenario typically
ts required,so that desired performance is
defined cld'arly. A quantitative performance
measurement (QPIO system and additional.de-
cision logics also are required for deter-
mining message content and timing. *A QPM
capability is needed to Sense when student
perforMance is less than what is required for
the task he is practicing. When differences
are found,,,system logics are needed'to iden-
tify the*propriate message content. Typ-
ically, a cueing message would be transmitted
first and performance monitoring would'con-
tinue. If the performance deficiency was
not corrected, the appropriate coaching meS-
sage would be transmitted. If the deficiency
continued, either coaching Messages could be
continued or the instructor alerted so that
he could intervene.

Thred technOlogies are available for
creating tlib mesages to be transmitted ta
tfte student: audio tapes; digitally stored
speech; andoomputer generated speech. Com-

puter generatdd speech is relatively new but

is readily understandable.r,Digitally stored.
speedh-is eveniii&-e-"hUMan.", Taped Messages
often involve prolonged search times and .

mechanical unreliabilities. DigitOoly stored

, or computer generated speech.technologies are
well suited to automated.cueing and coaching
message delivpv because,the messages-
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involved usually are brief, and computer
memory requirements are well within reason.
Also, changes in message content arft easily
accomplished.

The issue of which messages should be
built into an automated cueing and coaching

system must be addressed on a case by case
basis. The analysis should begin by identi-
fying typical performance problems that go
unattended by the student. Commonalities
among the mtformanceproblems (and associa-
tion cueing and coaching messages) then .

should be identified,so that the smallest
possible set of cueing and coaching messages
can be identified. Draft messages then
should be developed and reviewed for clarity
and brevity. Finally, the automated cueing
and coaching'system should be tried out
'a representative target operational training
setting before its design is finalized.

Present applications of automated
cueing and coaching center on basic flight
and navigation task training. In the uture,
it may be pOssibje'ta incorpOrate these capa-
bilities into procedures' task training. In

one application, use of ,the-feature varied
considerably from tostructor to instructor,
which was to be expected.because of lack c

of instructar training On poiential values
and limits.. SoMe'instructors indicated that
the feature was,used "quite Often" by stu-
dents who came in to practice on their Own,
but they could not quantify the amount of

, use.

It is.likely that the use of looser per-
formance tolerances is desirable early in
training to trigger cuetng or coaching mes-
sages. This coutd se7ve to reduce the num-
ber of messages transmitted to the student -

duning early training when his abilities to
perform may be significantly less than at the

'conclusion of fraining, and when distractions
maybe of negative trairiTng value. However,
there presently are no guidelines for deter-
mining'these tolerances. Fmrther research
is needed.

r

AUtomated Controllers
,-r

Control ineans to regulate on direct.
Instructors often play the roles of air ,

traffic controllers, tacti,cal controllers,

or they control the actions df simulated air-
* borne threats. The automated controller

instructional support feature is designed to
assist ATD instructors in-providing the coni
troller function.

Automated controller systems incorporate
models of the specific operational situations
that they control and require automated per-
formance measurement capabilities to relate
actual student performance to desired



performance. antroller messages are then
appropriate to,both the original incoming-

message and the operational situation. The

combinationiof automated speech understand-,

ing, situation recognition and computer gen-.

erated speech are becoming powerful instruc-
tional tools for automated controller appre-

ciations. A typical example involving both
speech understanding and speech synthesis

might be:

Incoming communication:
,From Pilot,

"Approach Control - X RAY 1

turning to final"

Situation:
>

' Aircraft X RAY 1 is turnirig
onto the final ILS approach
'at the correct altitude.
Environmental conditions are
those selected for the exercise.

Outgoing COMmunication:
From Automated Controller

'X RAY 1 you are cleared to

land. Wind now 150 at 20

gusting 27"

Synthetic hice-based controllers are
expetted to be used increasingly for many
ATD voice applications with highly struc-

tured vocabularies.

Potentiall training benefits steming
from automated controllers lie in four areas:

1) unbuedening instructors and/or ATD oper-
ators-from playing controller roles; 2) in-

creasing the timeliness and correctness of

controller messages and (edback; 3) unbur-
dening instructors from the'measurement of
verbal task performance (and associated
record keeptng); and 4) providing a.new
medium through which students and ATDs can

interact in a highly naturaloanner. As

,.,examples of the fourth point;it is tech-,
-nically possible for theystudent to ask the
ATO, "How,did I do on that bomb.runV If

the system has the necessary performanCe

models and performanCe measurement capabili-

ties, it could respond: "Very well," and

provide a detailed performance diagnosis if

' desired. Automated voice technology also

opens opportunities for very,precise, autd-

.',mated student-calching and cuein-g.

Current training,systeMs which incor-

porate computer speech understanding are

" limited tO--individual 'word recognition MR)
technology to'interpret individual words or

very short,phrases, This technology re-

', quires very precise, stylizedsspeech by the

human and requires each student to repeat
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each phrase or word.up to,1Q times to-"traie
the computer to underltand what was"said..

In a recent prototype:training system evalua-'

tion, recognition rates 50 to 97% we're found

with an average of 86% (McCauley and Semple, --

1980). This is far below the 95 to 99%
recognition rates possible under ideal con-

ditions (Lea, 1980). Connected speech recog-

nition technology has recently surfaced, al- .

lowing peoplb to speak more naturally, with-

out the ttylization constraints required.by
IWW. Also, connected speech systems seem

to be easier to "train.:'

With resliect to,computer generated
speech, present technology is quite a4equate
for creating words and sentences that can be

understood by the human. Work conttnues on

ways to make the cOmputer generated speech

sound more natural. Finally, much of the

technology needed to create the mathematical

models and performance assessment-capabili-
ties required by automated controllers also

exists. However, it still is the'case that

all such models require experimental testing
and fine tuning.

The design of automated controller
models involves two principal considerations.
Firstl the technology of computer speech
understanding is improving very rapidly.
Computer speech technology'developments in
the last,teven years have emphasized "apOli-

cations," rather than the development of
basic principles of speech understanding and

synthesis. This has resulted in certain sys-

tem inadequacies at this time, but dramatic

improvements are currently under development

and will become availa0e in'the near future'

(Cotton and McCauley, 1982. )

A second-and important consideration is

the desir of the operational performance
model that drives the controller. Early

controller models, for example, were derived
from "text book" procedures fon performing
the maneuvers that were being controlled.
In the operational world, pilots seldom fly
profiles strictly according o procedures.
Hunt) controllers are aware of this and re-

pond accordingly. For example, a pilot may

hooseto turn to intercept.his final ap-
proach courseat a distance from touchdown
and'at ao altitude that an autoMated con-
troller has not beensprogrammed to recognize

as the initiq point for a final*approach to

landinig. Two things can result. One is

that the controller model may issue spurious
commands because it has not Correttly recog-
nized initial conditions for-the start of

the approach. Seced, the automated per-
formance measurement system that provides
information to the controller model also may
.be "fooled" because of a departure from the
procedure it has been prdgramthed to accept

as baseline performance. This can,provide

ki
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!the controller model with inaccurate,infor-
mation and can result in a poorer store on
the approach than actually-was'earned.

An automated.ground controlled approach
(GCA) controller has been successfully ap-'

plied to an F.-4E simulation,as an integral
liareof the Automatic, Flight Training Sys-
tem (AFTS) (Swink,'Smith., Butler, Futas and
Ongford, 1975). This instructional appli-
cation of automated speech technology marked
the beginning of_a new era-of AutdMated con-
trollers-for ATOs: While the F-4E AFTS GCA
controller required a resident general_pur-
pose computer and i disk memory.systet-to

provide a limited repertoire of GCA oriented
words and phrases, modern microelectronics
technology now offers similar capability on
2 to 4 chips with repertbires Of up to 200
words. The AFTS technology was; however,
foundAuff#ient for it's purpose and sub-
sequently employed in A7 Air National Guard
and Greek Air Force training.

There are many prototype systems either
under development or in testing which incor-
porate automated controllers including the
'Navy's F-14A operational flight trainer
(Seeapie et al., 1979), the Brecision

. Approach Radar Training'System (PARTS)
(McCauley and Semple, 1980) and an Air
Intercept Controller (AIC) t ming system
(lictau4y, Root and Muckler: 2).

%

The use
.

of controller mod c in air-
...crew trainihg is relatively ne, The tech-

nology And the "lessons learned" \data bases
require expansion. It is stronglY\recom-

-mended, therefore, that all automated con-
troller models be evaluated and refined
.during the development process to 6sure
that the models function accurately before
their desigm is frozen.

I

tomputer tontrolled Adversaries

Computer controlled adversaries fre-
quently are referred to as "iron pilots.!'

ThWare-computer models that control the
'actions f simulated'adv,ersary ai-rcraft.

Iron,pilots have been used in visually
. equipped air combat simulators such as the

Air Force SAAC, Northrqp Corporation's
LAS/WAVS, and NASA's Differential Maneuver-
irig Simulators. properly desibried, they tan
provide realistft adversary maneuveeing-

while unburdening the instructor from con-
trolling the adversary. When combined-with
in automated performance measurementzpapa-
bility, summary iriformation can be 6enerated
describing engagement final butc,ome, offen-
sive/defensive times for each'ejrcraft,
time in the gun envelope, time in missile
-envelopes and similmperformance infor-
matibn.

.

4

Three primary instructiOnal values 'are
associate4 with computer controlled adver-
saries. One is the repeatability of the be-
havior of the adversary, which is consistent
and predidtable (by instructors) during"

training and provides a more consistent base-
, line against which'to evaluate student per-
-- fdrmance an-d diagndse learning problems. A

second value is the unburdening of the in-
structor during training so he can concen-
trate on student performance and provide
more meaningful and timely guidance and feed-
back. A third value is the lesSening of
specialized instructor skills that must be
deieloPed to continuously control a simu-
lated adversary aircraft from a remote con-

,.
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Iron pilots with.selectable levels-of
pilot skill hold"ctnsiderable potential for
air combat training. Easier adi/ersaries
could be used earlier in training. As thd
student's skill levels increase, more dif-
ficult adversary reactions could be selected.
The progressive ipproach to adversary capa-
bilities could'hasten the learning process.
This was the rationale behind the "normal"
and "difficult" autopilot apersaries de, _

veloped for the Northrop LAS/WAVS simula-
-tion. Instructors in LAS/WAVS used both,
difficulty levels for the trainim of tran-,,.,

sitioning students (Spring, 1976; Payne,
et al., 1976).

Experience gained.with iron pilots in
-the SAAC device and the'Northrop LAS/WAVS
suggests three relevant design considera-
tions'. The first is that adversary actdons
controlled by tron pilot Models must be-
realistic. Original iron pilots were "too
good" and consequently were unrealistic.

'They operated an perfect information, and
, theie decisions were made-.almost instantly. '
This made aem virtually unbeatable....:They

, had little training values as a reiujt.
When iron pilots' are designed to provide

realistic maneuyering.f they are well re-
'ceived by instructors and are used exten-
sively. The secofid consideration is that .

iron pirots with selectable "skill levels"
Should be developed so that adversary re-,.
sponses can coincide, with student pilot -

skill levels during training. ,The third con-
sideration is to incorporate fundamental dr
basic adversary maneuverIng capabilities
(such as simple turning maneuvers) for use
early to basioairicombat training,

. I

Quantitative Performance Measurement ---,

,Quantitative performance measurement
(QPM)'for training is the computer-based

monitdring, recording, processing and dis-
, playing of objective, quantitative infor-

mation for describing and diagnosing student

performance. OM systems have been fairly
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.commOn inLresearch simulators for over ten

, years, but researchsystems are.not well
tuited for operational training. They have

. been tailored for research use and frequently
produce voluminous performance data that ren
quire subsequent statistical processing. A

QPM system designed for use in training must
Iperform all statistical and other processing

. 'of performance data in real or near-real.time-
so that students'and instructors are provided
with useful, concise and timely performance
feedback.infOrmation.

Practically 411 qUantitative measurement
capabilities in existing ATDs or ATDs soon t6
be delivered are best described as perfor-
mance monitoring and data recording capabili-
ties. They allow instructors to select tol-
erance bands +/- 100 feet) around
various performance,parameters (e.g., alti-
tude). The system then monitors for cases
that exceed tolerance band values, and re-
cords and/or reports out of tolerance condi-
tions. Such limited performance monitoring
capabilities have been applied effectively
to drive automated cueingand coaching sys- '

tems wheee individual parameter varia ions
have been assuthed to'have.instructional

meaning. However., such capabilities have
found little acceptance for performance eval-
uation and learning problem diagnosis in
day-to-day training. In other words, such
systems are not used by instructors. The

volume of data produced bY,such systems often
is overwhelming and is difficult to integrate

and intenpret. Also, instructors almost
never ard'trained to use individual parameter

'variation data meaningfully for training.

APM res arch has sh,own that some mea-

sures contrib ,e more"to the total descrip-
tion of stude performance than do others.
Research also has"shown that individual mea-
sures may not be useful for aiscriminating
between "good" and "poor" performance, but
properly weighted and combined-are quite use-
ful for.discriminattng performance differr
ences (Waag, Eddowes, Fuller and Fuller,

1975). The extent to wh3ch various measures
must be weighted and/or combined remains a
re-Search issue, but the need to do so has

.

been demonstrated for basic instrument flight
maneuver training (Vreuls, Wooldridge,
Obermayer, Johnson, and Goldstein, 1576) and
air combat maneuvering training (Kelly,
Wooldridge, Hennessy, Vreuls, Barnebey and
-Cotton, 1979).

,
,

. Quentitatiye measurement of.performance
.

'of proCedural sequences is d relatively new
technology. A number Of newly acquiced-ATDs
will incorporate procedure monitoring cepa-
bilitii (e.g., F-16, A-10, F-5, B-52 and

C-130). These Systems will display tHe se-
quences in which procedures are performed.
It will be the instructor's responsibility

to determine whether or not the performance

.is.acceptable:

Under Navy sponsorship, blends of
"manual" and "quantitative/automated" per-
formance measurement capabilities Wete in-
corporated into a recent experimental
prototype instructional support system
(Semple el al., 1979). Among other factors,
procedural performance was displayed on a
video display terminal. An ideal sequence
of procedural steps was displayed, irrele-
vant procedures were separately displayed
os they occurred, and the clock times at
which all procedures actually were performed
were displayed beside the steps. In a

rather limited initial trial use;'instruc-
tor pilots found this display valuable, al-
thougeactuar event times Were not consi-
dered necessary (Semple, 1982).

In the same system, procedural Perfor-
mance scores were derived and displayed.
The scores were based on algorithms developed
by a gr'Oup of highly qualified instructor
pilots; and following much heated debate.
In practice, the weighted scores were judged
invalid by instructor piloti. The lesson
seems to e that valid quantitative per-
formance measures (Individually) and scores
(collections of weighted measures) must be
derived through statistical analyses, at
least for flking training.

et,*

Taken together; flying training QPM
capabilities which emphasize either quanti-
ties of individual measures or analytically-
derived weightings of several measures will
be of little practical value until both
inttructor training and measurement method-
ologies improve with respectqo quantitative
measure indices.

'-cuidelines for the design of prac1ic41,
valid and acceptable QPM systems are not yet
at hand. Human performance is complex, and
one human's evaluation of another human's
performance is more complex. Computer-based
systems for assessing and diagnosing human
performance are beginning to evolve, but
operatiorial applications of true QPM systems
basically are non-existent in flying train-
ing. Further research is yequired.

\..30

ISTRUCTOR TRAINING

Virtually all instructors wii-wtrain
' other pilots usidg aircrew trainipg devices,

Other than basic procedures trainers, are'
rated airmen. Typically they are motivated
and dedicated personnel who are highly cpm-
petent at performing the tasks they are
teaching others to do. They may have been,
assigned their instructional duties, br -

they may have volunteered for the job.

28.
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.Instruction (in-ATDs and/or aircraft) may be
their primary job assignment, or it may be an
assignment dominated by collateral duties.
Specific training for their instructional
assignment may have been systematic and
rigorous but more likely it was not.

The best of training equipment, by it-
self, Will'not produce operationally ready
aircrews. The equipment must be used effec-.
tively and efficiently to achieve this goal.
Obviously, instructor training should be cen-
tral to the effective and efficient use of

0 - Ans., This comment continues to haVe con-
siderable face validity even.though tbere is
no empirical evidence indicating that rated
personnel are required fo'r flight-oriented
training, or that inttructor training in
instructional principles, ATD use, or in-
'structional feature utilization actually has
any benefit (Caro, Shelnutt and Sptats, 1982).
The fact of the matter is, these issues never
have been systematically examined.

It seems self evident that ATD instruc-
tors are central to the proper' use of train-
ing devices. Part of the instructor's job
is knowitig how tooperate Ms. A second
part is knowing how to use such devices and
their capabilities effectively. Achieving
the second goal requires knowledge of deVice
capabilit4es along with.principles 'of in-j,
struCtion. Present, typical military in-
structor training provides neither with
certainty.

-

There are exceptions. : However, typical
military pilot instructor training programs
focus on how to perford the tasks to be ,
trained, safety, ansl training-related ad-
ministrative matters. On average, only about
three hours of formal instruction deals with,
how to be a teacher. The operation and use
of ATDs typically is left to informal on-the-
job training. Overall, there is little in-
structional quality control, except for
standardization and evaluation functions,
which may or may not focus on ijistructional
_processes and Products..

There is no question that the military
pilot training system, including simulation

'.-training, works. The issue really is one of
efficfency and effectiveness: could more be
done and could it be done with more efficient
use of resobroes. Simulation plays an im-
portant role io pilot training, and this role
likely will grow. As it grows, instructor
selection and ti-aining Will be keys to en-
fiance productivity. Pei'hait is timeathat
the prinpiples,of instftctional system de-
velopment are applied to the-tasks of man- .

aging and conducting training, as well as to
the tasks to be Irained.
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THEY CAN MAKE OR WEAK YOU: CONSIDERING THE INSTRUMOR
AS A USER IN AUICMATED TRAINIM.SYSTEMS

Military systems are becoming more
advanced and complex. This results in a
requirement for'increased training time by
users'. ConcurrentW, the growing manpower
shortage is causing a decrease in the
number of experienced people available'to
provide instruction and training on any
new system. Thus, the military is facing
a need to provide more training using less
instructor resources. '

One solution hes been the development
of automated training systems to help
shoulder the training burdens. These
training systems, more than just simulators
,or Part-task trainers, present design
problems Which operational systems don't
have. Designers-have to produce systems
whiCh will train the required operational
skills and also provide training related
functions for the students and instruc-
tors. ..These include suCh capabilities as
on-system instruction, performance
measurement, preprogrammed scenarios, auto-
mated feedback, and training management
fanctions.

Training system design is a fairly b
young art and the design artists are slowly
learning how to do What they intend. In
the past, the system designers have tended
to concentrate primarily on hardware and
software considerations. Mbre recently,
there has been an increasing realization

that courseware considerations (e.g., -what
is being trained, who is being trained,
etc.) should also be a driving force in
training system design. The latest reve-
lation in system design is "peopleware",
attention to the people factors in the
interface between man andmachine.

Unfortunately, for many designers the
term'"users" only means students. Training
systems have many other sets of users. The
users include instructors, operators, ad- -

ministrators, and maintenance personnel.
Each of these sets of people will use the
system and their needs should be considered
in the system,design. 'Of this additional
set ofusers, instructcrs have the most
influence on system implementation and
success. As a result, it is very important
to design the system to.be instructor

' friendly.

There.are a large number of factOrs to
, consider in Making automated training

,

0
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systems instructor friendly. It is important
to note that-instructors, often for good
reason, tend to resist a change ficultheir
traditional approaches to cqmputer-based
training. First, they see that they will
have to learn a new 5db, When they already
know the old one very well. Second, they
often perceive this change as a demotion
from an important instructional position to
an assignment as a computer system laCkey.
Third, there is a common.Pdpular fear about
having to deal with things computerish.
Computers are typically regarded as being
mysterious,4-expensive, and very brdakable.
This keeps people from just slepping in and
using them. Fourth, the instructors have
real concerns about whether the new system
will be a training improvement. They are
often concerned about both instructional
effectiveness and possible dehumanization
of the training environment.

This instructor resistance can be ex-
pressed in a variety of ways, anywhere from
an outright refusal to use the system to ,a
subtle lack of faith in the system Which
gets transmitted to the student. All these
types of resistance can lead to the same
outcome. No matterhow good a system is,
if the instructors don't like and trust it,
they can completely destroy its effective-
ness. A personal example dates back to
college, when a new videotape-based curric-.
ulum was being used to replace normal
lecturing in amoral communications course.
The instructor wasn't convinced about_the
new approach and.introduced the materials
by saying "All right, you guys'll have to
watCh these duMb tapes. Then we'll get to
.the important stuff." NOt many people
watched.the tapes very carefully. .

Implementing instructor friendliness in
a. system means anticipating the instructors'
needs and making them 4s easyas practical
to accomplish. It is not enough to put
together a system which can do many and magic
things and not also make it easy to use. For
example, many systems have extensive error
checking to help identify when
occur, but the system reports them a "TM
error 106" or a "100 413.218 error" leaving
the user to first go look up in an error
table precisely what happened and then to
figure ont What,caused,the error. A more ,

user'friendly approach would be to have the .

system report tomething like "That state-
ment is incorrectly formatted. Please



correct the statement and re--enter it."

Practically, you need to get the inr.,
structars.involved as early in the system

design process as you can. Instructors can

provide important input in identifying whidh
tasks they will use the system to accopplish-

and what ways those asks can be dOne simply

and effectively. This information can be

used in designing the system-instructor
interface and in preparing the instructor

training materials 'In one Logicon system
-design, instructor pilots were utilized in

designing the system's information-presen-
tation approadh. The result was a very con-

cise set of CRT displays which have been
well received as comprehensive and easy to
use.

Instructional design is typically 7'

accomplished by contractors or military
curriculum designers working outside the

actual instructional context. They often

fail to recognize that the instructors have
important things to contribute concerning
the curriculum and about the.instructional
approadhat and methodologies that are
feasible and practical for the student

population. It is valuable to get in,-
structor input and then make sure you point

out their contributionin the system
'materials. This will add credibility to the
system and give subsequent instructors some

pride of ownership.

Training systems are often implemented
at user commands with only a minimum of

accompanying documentation. The documen-

tation is sometimes supplemented by a
minimum of user training and then the in-
structors are left on their own to figure

out the rest. The typical result is that

the system is exercised in only the

simplest modes.

It is important to integrate'instruaor
training into the system for both initial

and continuinquiuse. This important tool

can affect the instructor's willingness to

s use the system. Itis important tbensure
the instructors' knowledge and attitudes

about the sv-tem. Important training topics

include (1) the$ontinuing importance of
the instructor's koles in system success
(2).the reasons that the system is being
used to.replace sthe old methodologies (3)
how the system it used in this instructional
situation, and how to use the system to maxi-

mum instructional advantage. Using the

_system to prOvide this training can alsoi

show the instructors that the system can

train effectively.'

This traitang must-provide the ratiOnaie

fbr the developent cf the system and present

the pystem's approadh to the instructional '

task. Trip pystem should also detail the
impart:m.1f decision-making roles that the

instructor will be asked to fill and also
explain the breadth of the system's caper
bilities fo- instruotor options. Practice
Should be provided in utilizing all the

options *and capabilities.

The initial instructor training Can be

provided through a thorough instructor
tutorial which covers all the topics listed

above in an_ instructional package. This

should be supported by a systkutHELP capac

ity.which provides access to irdividual
topics from within the tutorial. This would

allow a presentation of any area in Which

the instructor needt a review.

A pragmatic example of applying these
design principles is the Logicon developed
Instructor Support System (ISS). Designed

specifically as a tool to assist instructors
with trainer associated tasks, in its initial
application, ISS has been attached to an

existing flight simulator. ISS is being

used to replace an instructor station that
is so difficult to use that the instructor
must spend most of his energy interacting
with the instructor station, leaving very
little time or energy for the task of in-

structing.

The ISS provides many functions to
support the instructors' tasks. FOr example,

the instructors can dhoose from three
different ISS training modes:" specialized
task training (STT), instructor sclt
(ISEL), and canned. 'Each.of thesetraining
modes allows the instructor to hand tailor

the students'simulator experience during
each exercise. The ISS training curricUlum
is comprised of a set of training modules
such as "afterburner take-off" or "Miramar
TACAN 1 approwh" or "left engine fire."
Each module is separate and includes soft-

' were identifying what behaviors are to be

measured, how success is to be graded, what
checklists and procedures are involved, and
what marks the beginning and end of the

task. In each training mode these modules

are utilized different/y.

. STT mode allows the instructor to
schedule one or more training modules which
feature practice on a specificskill. This'

allows repeated executions.of a task such
as landings without having to practice take-

, offs and other tasks associated with a
normal misSion. Thus, If the instructor
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fllt the student needed-work on landings,
several landings in a row could be sdheduIed.
After each' landing the computer would
automatically set up the next one until the
session was finighed.

ISEL mode requires the instructor to
assemble a, complete'"chocks-to-chocks"
mission. In either ISEL or STT the in-
structor can choose malfunctions'to be in7--
serted into the practice.

The canned mdde providqa a predesigned
-practice.session. In this mode the
training modules have already been selected
and sequenced and the instructor need only
select the overall package. Since canned
mode practice sessions are-generally de-
signed to follow thetraining syllabus, the
canned mode helps to ease the instructors'
training burden. Canned mode exercises are
also used in check rides and "graduation"
exercises to provide a consistent reasure-.
ment environment.

In addition to assisting the instructor
with his task by providing practice exer-
cise control, ISS provides other instructa.
support features. These include stUdentN
monitoring, perfOrmance measurement,

grading, instrudtional records keeping, and
studenf performance debriefing. The student
monitoring function allows the instructor
to watdh a diSplay of what the student is
doing while it is being done. Important

display information including aircraft conr
figurations (e.g., flaps up, hook down),
aircraft parageters (e.g., ppeed, altitude),
a geographic plot and historic trail of air-
'craft position, and diagppstic nessage as
problems occur are clearly presented on ,two
dAsplay devices, rather than spread over a
ten-foot long instructor console.

The diagnostic messages are a very imr
portant.feature which appear, thus far, to
be unique to ISS. Although some training
systems have diagnostic nessages which,are
displayed at the end of a practice session,
ISS provides a real-time,diagnostics display
at a very detailed level. This allows the
instructor to know innadiately the precise
cause of a student problem. Figure 1 below
shows an example of ISS diagnostics.

The perforgence measurement function'
keeps track of student behaviors and comr
pares them to expected behaviors. The.
grading function uses these performance
measures tO provide a suggested grade-for
the student practice session on any of a
number of skills. 'Since there is often..
some instructor resistance to having the
grading function taken over by a computer,
ISS has been carefully designed so as to
easily let the instructor review all the
scoring criteria and how the student's grade ,
has been derived. Figure 2 on the following,

-

page shows a sample of the ISS "grade -

sheet." The instructor can review thQ

DIAGNOSTICS

PooR NAv CONTRoL--- FEEGA = 066 RAD 26 DME
NAV AID IMPROPERLY SET--- UHF FREQUENCY = 261.6
PooR ALT4TUDE CONTROL -- CROSS FEEGA AT. IWO FT

REMOVE
MALFUNCTION

SELECT

ENVIRONMENT --
OPYIONS (LAND)

a

RE-POSITION --
OPTIONS

SELECT

SELECT

CHECK LIST ISELECT
DESCENT CHKLST

MANUAL

f-

FREEZE HDCoPY VoICE

FIGURE 1. ISS DIAGNOSTICS DISPLAY

MENU
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FIGURE 2. ISS GRADE SHEET.DISRLAY

session and quickly and simply Change any

of the grades. The scoring criteria have
also been designed so that they can be
easily-revised if the stiridards are indor-

rect or are changed.

The ISS instructional records keeping
function stores-the performance measurer-
vents, results, and grading for immediate
CRT access and as well as for printing hard

copy records. The student debriefing
function is an extension of the records

keeping capability. The student's last

entire, practice session is recd. ed and

the individual tasks can be play back at

either nornal or fast (4 times
speeds or can be frozen at any po for

the student and instructor to review All

of the aircraft data and spudent perfor-

mance data-.are replicated'during the debrief"

playback.

.ISS playback is different than that

found in most similar systems. In newer

trOming systems, for example, the play-
back.mode recreates the coCkpit,activities
suCh as moving the stick and the pedals.

This information is not very valuablein-
structicnally. .In ISS'the diagnostics

v
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messages, aircraft parameter displays, and.

a historic radar- and connunications trail

are provided for review.

The .ISS provides multiple functions to

assist the instructor with his job. Be-

cause of careful use of instructor input

and a continuing consideration of the in-

structor as usar during the design process,
the ISS -provides a very instructor friendly

interface. The instructions for system use

are defined in terminology normally asso7.-

'ciated with the aviation environment. 15:

series of decision menus are readily acces-
sible through,touchopad controls on tW lower

display; In contrast to.man%new systdms

2F112, 2F119) where scenario'genera.,-.

tion is'very difficult, these nenus Provide

theinstructor with cdmplete exercise
authoring and, practice control capabilities
through a simple series of screen touCh

interactions.

The ISS encompaeses an extensive ir-
stentor tutorial introducing the system

and the system's functions as well as giving

the instructor an extensive series of prac-

tice exercises. The tutorial has been
sUbdivided into a set of minitutorials

c



whidh are-aocessibae at all times through
a HELP function.

There are at least two more lessons to
be learned from the ISS experience. First,
it is not enough to have the ISS features.
The features must be implemented well or
they can even make the system less usable.
FOr example, most new systems provide in-
forMation on CRTs and provide system con-
trol through light pens or function keys.
The concept is good, but the tendency is
to provide the system access and system
information without mudh thought to human
factors. Thus, the screens are crowded and
hard to read and the menus hard to use.

Second, the ISS is not yet all happi-
ness and light. It; too; still hag some ,

problems in the area of user friendliness.
Design of good practice sessions requires
that the instructors have done some prior
planning and know what they are going to
use the session to accomplish. Otherwise
the training session can turn out somewhat
haphazard and not meet its training objec-
tives. These requirements for 'planning and

forethought-can make the ISS a little
scary to the user. Requiring this pre-
planning may, in the end, be beneficial to
the process,'but it is not entirely user

'friendly. An hAarovement on this approach
might be to have the system be "smart"
enough to help the_instructor develop the
process by haying guidelines and rules
built in.

Any good training system design will
attempt to design the training syStem to
be sufficiently capable and flexible to
ensure that the machines serve the users
rather than the other way around. The
users should not have to accamAodate the
hardware and software by learning little
tricks and changing their behaviors to
meet the machine's needs. However, the
choice qf any approach will constrain the
ultimate flexibility of the design and its
ability to meet all of the usevs' needs.
If, for example, you put the "ON" key on
fhe left, people who are used to having the
"ON" key on'the right or Who have never

, had to turn anything "on" will have to
learn to adapt to the machine. MOney,

c...)

pe sonnel, and time constraints tend to
co spire to make your design choices for

' , but it is important to remember to
ild in as Much 'user consideration as you

an and to learn from your mistakes. ISS,'
in its next incarnations, is going to pro-
vide a mode Where it acts jtistlike the
instructor console it is tpplacing. 'This
way the instructors will have to learn
fewer new skills, but will still have the
power of the ISS at their disposal When
they want it.

37/g8
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It is crucial to remember that instruc-
tors are a vital instructional resource.
Instructors can help a training syptem pro-
vide effective and'efficient training or
they tan-severely limit the system's useful-
ness simply by how they respond to the
System. Instructor friendliness, then be-
coAes a major consideration in training
system design. Two important initial steps
in building an instructor friendly system
are getting to know the instructors' needs
and getting the instructors involved in the 1,
development prccess. A third very *portant
step is using the training system to train
and convince the instructors about the
system's usefulness. A fourth important de-
sign consideration is building the system
to serve the user, rather than vice versa.
Lastly, one must remember the"user friendly"
includes all the users, not just the stu-
dents.

A
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INTRODUCTION

Use of the comPuter in its vari-
ous manifestations as a medium for
instruction has contributed much to
our understanding of the instruction-
al. process. Impact of this powerful
medium on instructor roles, however,
has received little theoretical at-
tention. It is.4the,purpose of this
paper to examine the impact of tom:
puter-based instruction on tradi-
tional instructor roles and funct,ions
in order to achieve a better under-
standing of the possibilities it
creates for enhanced instructor-
machine interfacing.

Use of instructional media of
any kind tends to alter in some ways'
instruCtorst roles, at least how they
are performed. Some media may alter
the functions performed by instruc-
tors to such an extent that qualita-
tive changes in rolew..results. It is
our contention that such changes
occur wherever the computer is em-
ployed as the primary medium for
instruction. wherever it is used in
whatever mix with other media, ie
seems that the computer uniquely
alters instructor functions.

The type of computer application
we shall consider consists of a net-
work of terminals tied to a central
processing unit (CPU). In its sim-
plest form the system may consist of
a single tefminal devoted entirely to
student use. 7/n more elaborate form
the system may contain several termt-
nals,.at least one of which would
serve as the instructor's console.

In even the simplest form of 'tile
system, there would exist two-waY
communication between terminal and
CPU.: In its more elaborate form,
there also may exist the capability
for coMmunication among terminals
directly and via the CPU. Theoreti-
cally, the inputs to and outputs from
such a network may include virtually
any response a human is capable of

making so long as it tan be tranSdus.
ced at the terminal, and any pattern
of energy change a.human is capable
of perceiving f it can be displayed
with fidelity to the human's'sehses
at the terminal. As futuristic as
this conceptiOn may appeary-such
networks already form the core of
multi-terminar training systems.
Indeed, simplified versions may be
found in your child's toy box. This
is not to say that limitations on
transduction, processing, and dis--
plays are not real, but rather these
limitations are currently technologi-
cal as opposed to conceptual. The
basic idea seems clear, but its rami-
fications for instruction do not. It
is to achieve a better understanding
of this that we shall attempt to
explore the conception more closely,
especially as it applies to the in-
structor.

How mdch of the human instruc-
tor's traditional-roles may be taken
over by computer-based instructional -
systems? What functions will remain,.
or newly emerge for human instructors
to perform? These are questions
.especially pertinent to the desigm of
instructor stations.

For purposes of this paper "in-
structor station" is defined as one
methber of a network,of computer ter-
minals driven by a CPU'programmed for
interactive instructional delivery
and two-way communication between the
instructor's terminal and'each stu-
dent's terminal., Clearly, the.role

, of an instructor operating spch a
station would diEfer significantly
from his.role in the traditional
classroom eveh if the instructional
subject matter remained the same:

40Before changes in instructor
roles and functions due touse of the
computer as an instructional medium
can be assessed, it seeMs4necessary
to first arrive at &time categoriza-
tion-of them as they have been tradi-
tionally practiced, and to further
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examine khe major *classes of Tactors
which deteymine their selection.

TRADITIONAL ROLES_

Five instructor rolei may be
distinguished as-a minimum nuMber of
categories-needed to describe the,
major-domains of instructor activity
Within.traditional settings. These

are:

1. Cecturex
2. Leader

'3. Supervisor
4. Tutor
5. Aide

InStiuctor roles are here dis-
tinguished in terms of the emphasis
each glves to the performance.of
seven categories of instructor func-

tions.

TRADITIONAL FUNCTIONS

The major categories of instruc-

tor functions in traditional instruc-
tional contexts may be divided rnto

seven categories. These are:

1. Information development
2. Information delivery
3. Student supervision
4. student guidance
5. Student evaluation
6. Data management
7. Course management

It will "be apparent in the fol-

lowing definitions of traditiortal
instructor functions that all cate-
gories are not mutually exclusive of.

one another. Even though various of
,

these functions are interdependent
and overlap somewhat, they neverthe-
less represent different channel,s
into which instrpctional energy is

directed. Function definitions are:

1. InfOrmation development: The
gathering, synthesizing, and organi-

zing of subject matter (facts,. con-

cepts,, Rrinciples, procedures, etc.)
pertinent to course objectives into

formatS appropriate Torpresentation
in partiCular instructional situa-

tions. In many industrial and armed

services situations, morelormil
approaches to instructional systems
development (ISD) would be taken,

beginning With task.analysis.

2. Information delivery:,The
presentatidn of subject matter neces-

sary to achieve course objectives by
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whatever means that are'available,
effedtive, and consistent with the
instructor's role and situation.

3. Student supervision: The
direction of student learning activi-
ties toward timely realization Of
course objectives through mandate,
directive advice, personal example,
assignment of study materials, stipu-
lation of praitice techniques,, per-
formance evaluation, praise, criti-
cism., etc.

4. Student guidance: The assis-
tance of students in discovering,
orienting toward, and developing

'feasible approaches to realization of

future goals through counseling,
interpretative evaluation of apti-
tudes, providing information perti-
nent to formulation ahd realization
of long-term objectives, etc.

5. Student evaluation: Assess-
ments of relative performance, Sub-.

ject matter and/or skills mastery,
and any other dimension of behavior
correlated with success in an area of

activity (attitudes, motivation,
emotional stability, etc.) on the
basis of test scores, proficiency
scores, subjective ratings, physio-
logical indices, etc. -

6. Data, management: The record-
ing, categorizing'and filing of indi-

vidual performance data; calculations
of norms, trends, statistics, etc.;
documentation of instruction-related
student activities (attendance,
promptness, awards, demerits, etc.);
collation of summary data for, and
preparation of, stu,dent Progress
reports; etc.

a
7. Course management:-Control-

ling the conduct of a course of in-
st,Fuction incluting all decisions
regarding subject matter, examples,
demonstrations,,etc., to be presen-
ted, the study materials and practice
exercises.to be required, the irk-
structional media to be Used, the
tests and other evalvative instru-
ments to be used, the sequencing and
time allotments.foi instructional
segments,' the updating and revisions
of course objectives, syllabii, 'and
instructional,materials, etc., the' .

allocation of instructional resources
(funds, supplies, etc.) and facili-
ties, etc.



ROLES AND FUNCTIONS

Rdles are not sharply delineated
in terms of the traditional instruc-
tor functions, but rather,in terms of
the ways the functions are-Performed
and the level of responsibility each
role assumes for the execution of a
given funbtion. Not all of .the tra-
ditional functions are peisent in
every instructor role, e.g., aides
are usually not responsible for in-
formation development and lecturers
are minimally, if at all, responsible
for student guidance.: Even where two
roles are responsible for the same
type of function, they would rarely
carry them out in the same manner,
e.g., delivery of instructibnal

by lecturers_ and super-
visors is entirely different.

Both the level of responsibility
for, and the manner of performing
each of the traditional instructor
functions may be viewed as outcomes
of a deterministic process.

DETERMINANTS OF FUNCTIONS

There appear to be four immedi-
ate determinants of instructor func-
tions. These are:

1. Instructional objectives
2. Instructional media
.3. Delivery situations
4. Instructor/student ratios

Usually, the above condftions
are established by a more remote
group of determinants, including:

1. 'Instructional goals
2. Entry-level requirements
3. Through-put requirements
4. .Exit-proficiency requirements
5: Resources and facilities
fi. Time/Cost constraints

While the above by no means
exhausts the realm of potential de-
terminants, immediate or remote, they
seem to be the ones tha; are most
influential in most instructional
settings. Consider the following
examples:

EXample T., Assume that the
instructional goal A a university's

.

department of philosophy is 'to offer
instruction in philosophy of science
at a.level which could be taken by
graduate students irr all areas of
science. Entry-level requirements in
this case would be quite general,
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limited to students with graduate 4

status, but stipulating.no specific
.prerequisites.' pniversity and de- *

partmental policies would determine
the through-put requirements; a mini-
mum and maximum acceptable,number of
students per academic term. Exit-
proficiency requirements could be set
by a committee of expertsAconsistent
'with the instructional goal, but
,usually this would be done,by the
instructor(s). Resodcces and facili-

1 ties would include instructional
, manpower, library holdings, media,
rooms, etc.

In order to satisfy the instruc-
tional goal, a high level of exper-
tise would be required.of the in-,
strdctor, usually, a Ph.D. with a
specialty in the philosophy of sci-
ence. Few universities would have
more than one such individual avail-
able and it is unlikely that the
university could afford to bring in
additional instructors. The bottom
line would be that this course of
instruction would be offered by one
instrudtor and that the delivery
situation would be a classroom with
media support restricted to that on
hand (slide projector, blackboard,
textbooks, mimedgraphed handouts,
etc.). This would not be a serious
handicap since, in this case, the
instructional objectives would be
conceptual rather than skilled. At
this point all major aspects of the
instructor's functions have been
determined.

The cost constraint has limited
the number of instructors to one and
the through-put requirements, to-
gether with the available delivery
situation, has set the acCeptable
'number of.students at, say, between
15 and 30. The teSulting SMall in-
structor/student ratio combined with
a single instructor delivering ab-
stract conceptual material in a class-
room.situation with only rudi:mentary .

media support would mean the_follow-
ing:

a) The instructor's responsi-
bility for information development .

would be nearly total and probably it
would have to be carried out persón-.
ally, the.result depending heavily on
thA level of specialiied expertise of
which the instructor is capable;

b) The instructor would bear 0

total responsibility for delivery of
subject matter information in the



ssrood, and, due to the limited

sUpport media at his disposal and the

number of students he must reach, the

*only mode'available for information
delivery would be that of the lec-

ture;

c) The verY conditions that dic-

,tate the lecture form of information
'delivery would pre-empt one-to=pne-
student interaction (unless it occ#r-

red outside of cfass) and, therefore,
would render'negligible any presump-
tion of responsibility by the in-

structor for the "functions' of student
supervision or student guidance;

mot

dt Unless the instructor were

assigned an'assistant to evaluate
assignments, grade tests, and keep'

track of attendance, etc., the in-j.

structor'soresponsibility for the
functions of student evaluation and

data management would be total. In

the case thatan assistant were avail-

able for these duties, the 'instructor's
responsibilities could be reduced to

a minimum depehding upon the competence

of the assistant;

ej The instructor would assume
complete reSponsibility for develop-

ing the course,syllabus,.determining
when and how much time will be devo-

ted eo each instructional-section of
the course, the nature and.number of
assignments and tests to be given,

selection of textbooks and other
reading materials, and all other
decisions,affecting the conduct of

the course.

It is appprent that the job .

description which emerges from the

above enumeration of functions could
only,be that of a lecturer. The
roles of leader a d tutor would en-
tail,similar levels of responsibility
for,informatidn de elopMent and de- ,

fivery, as well asifor student evalu-

, ation and the management functiods,

t the-levels of responsibility
assumed by leaders and tutors for

student supervision and guidance
would be considerably greater than

that affOrded by the determinants.
%

the example under considers-
tiOn, the instructor could-be a (dis-,

cussion) leader if, the instructor1
student ratio were reduced-thus enab-

'
ling a more informal mode of informa-

tional delivery. In order for the
instructor to serve as a tutor (per-

mitting a_highfy interactive,,one-
on-one mode of information delivery)

,
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the university's through-put require-

ments, resources and restraiht allo-
cations, perhaps eyen its instruc-

tional goals,wourd 'have been quite

'different. 'Certainly,,requirements
for student supervision and guidance
in,aseociation with this course of
instruction would have been far more
compelling than they were. The point
i5kthat, given the assumptions in

this example, the only role thal is
feasible within this traditional
instructional context is that of

lecturer.

It should be.noted here that a
distinction can be made between two

kinds of,instructional.leaders., The

first kind is that mentioned in the,

example above, i.e., the discussion

leader. The second kind is what we
shall call the field (or team) 'lead-

er. Both provide instruction for

relatively small groups of students

and the levels of responsibility
assumed for each of the seven in-

structor functions is approximately

the same. (Incidehtally, the ranges
of levels of responsibility assumed
byleaders for the various functions
appears to be more variable than in, '

the case of any other instructor

role.) Tho chief tlifferences between

field and discussion leaders are that

the latter serves within classroom-
like situations pnd the former relies
heavily on personal example, usually

with some authority beyond that of

instruction.

>cample 2'. Assume that the
instructional goal of a major airline ,

is to train technicians in the main-
etenance of a particular kind of jet

engine. The entry-level requirements'

for students tO be admitted to this

program inclUde previous training in

basic electricity theory, circuits
design ana construction, blueprint
reading, transformers and motors,

electro mechani,cal devices, micro-

processor controls and operations,

etc. The through-put requirements
call for six students to be trained

in an 11-week apPrenticeship-type
training program. Exit-proficiency
requirements stipulate that each

stgdent must be capable of performing .

sly normal ma4intenance functions,

trouble shooting eledtrical circui,tS,
carrying out performance tests,and
measUrements, making minor repairs,

etc.^., Physical resources and facili-
ties are available at a centralized

company maintenance school. The
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information delivery situation will
be a skills laboratory with.such
media as engine mock-ups, engine
-circuit mock-ups with programmable

"than o e student Superficially, the
superv sor's role ears most like
that o the aide in t the latter

.might ell work with th same number
malfunctions, testing instrumenta- of students under much th etion, individuel student study-car- ditions. HOWever, in this example,
tells equipped with audio-visual

. '' , ail aide would have little responsi-:
devices, studeht notebooS contanng

,
k ii bility for information delivery and

job-aides, etc. moderate to low responsibility for
student supervision; guidance, and
evaluation,. In this situation an ,

aide's responsibility for data manage-
tent could range between high.and
low, and relatively little responsi-
bility would exist for course manage-
ment. Thus the configuration Of
resi5onsibiiities assumed for in-
structor fuhctions in this example',
clearly iirriits the-choice of roles V:).
that of a supervisor..

Th ,relationships between deter-

Altholigh t'he cost for skills'
laboratory and media-are consider-,
able/ they are made feasible by coh-
centratihg the training into one 4

well-equipped centralized facility. ,

This also reduces the number of in- .

structors needed to one. The in-
structor's qualifications include
several'years experiente in aircraft
maintenance plus.successful comple-
tion ofan extensive instructor

,

training program conducted by the .

manugacturer of the engine in ques- 7 miriantS/Afunctions, and instructortion0 It may be assumed that the cl.._.,/TAles are both interesting ahd,com-
company's maintenance training pro- plex, involving considerations-othergrim is a somewhat streamlined ver- than just those mentioned in the
sion of the MaDufacturer's instructor abave exampleS. One such considers-training program. The instructional tion is the level and'type of exper-objectives would consist almost en- tise that js generally required for
tirely of concept applications and eaCh role. Since expertise is usu-.handsTon skilis.

. ally inversely correlatecrwith supply,

.
t in the market place, within limits

The instructor's responsibilities expertise can be translated into
for informatign develosiment'in this dóllar cost. However, when instruc-
case would be negligible, but he tor'costs are added to the total
would be almost totally responsible costs of instructional delivery and
for informatiOn delivery, student . the cost per student is calculated,
supervision, student guadance, stu- the'cbstpf instructor expertise ih
dent evaluation, and data management. some roles may be markedly dimini-
The inStructor's level of responsi- shed-,- While a highly qualified lec-
bility for course management would be turet may be expehsiv4 relative to amoderate since all decisions regard- supervisor, the cost per student for
ing sequencing of instructional Units, the lec%ure-type instruction usually ,

testing, evaluatton, etc. would have would be less due to the larger num-
been made at the time of training ber of students and the absence of
Apeogram development. Given this any need foi expensive media. Even
array of function responsibilities so, the matter of instructor exper-
and their determining conditions, the tise seems to be more a problem of
role of this instructor could only be .supply than,cost. In fact it appears
that of.a supervisor, that, the higher the level of re-

Although this instructor may,
'from time to time, carry on group
discussions with his students, his
role could not.be that of a discus-
sion leader because the instructional
objectives.dictate that he perSonally
supervise hands-On exercises in a
skills laboeatory. Neither cOuld
this intructor be regarded as a
tutor becduSe he has no'responsi-
bility for information development,,
is minimally concerned with generdl,
theoretical knowledge, and he is
required to demonstrate and oversee
the acquisition of skills by more
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quired expertise is, the shorter the
supply of qualified instructors.

Instructor availability is one
factor that is directly impacted by
modern instructional technology,
especially computer-based instrucA
tiOn. If the supply of insfructors
in any given field is.reduced or even
limited by the,time it takes to
train, or educate, those instructors,
then .any'approach to insttuction
which can replace at least some sin-
structor functions with automated
functions should decrease the time
required to produce'the needed



supply,,This iS not to say that the
-'number of months or years it takes to
train effective instructors is'the

.
only factoraffecting their tupply at
any point in time. Monetary-and
career incentives, job satisfaction,
aptitude and previous education are
among the major factors which control

-the number of individuals who are
motivated and competent,to receive
instructor training in the first
place. In this area also, compu-
ter:based systems should improve
supply through incentives and job
,satisfaction. Time savings in train-
insemend increased motivation, of
instructors are two faCtors which .
should prove especially important to
instructional systems'that e*perience
Iligh rates of instructor, turnover,
such as those in the*Med-services.

It is ,frot the purposeg)f the
present paper to examine the ways in
which computer-based instructional
systems provide motivational incen-
tives and ind'Egased job satisfaction.
for the instructors that operate
them; but some of theSe ways will
beCome,,apparene la'ter on in this
'paper. Suffice ito say that the
possibilities for instructor motiva-
tion inherent in the network-type
computer-based system is an exciting

00and,important frontier tor fupre-
development. It .is the other avenue
of impact that the computer-based.
system has on instructor supply (in-,;;
deed., instructor effectiveness als0_
with which,we are.concerned here,
Le., the alteration Of instructor
functions. .

Which of the traditionarfunc-
tions will betItzred?' Each of the
functions will be-altered in some
ways, and several may be virtually
eliminated. However, One further
aspecle6T traditional instruction
needrtome mention before proceeding
to an examination Of automated in-

structor functions. That is the

relationship between-traditional
instructional delivery situltions and'
instructor roles.

TRADITIONAL SITUATIONS

The physical situations in which
instruction is traditiOnally de-
livered constrains instructor func-
tions ana thus narrows the choiceof
roles appropriate to be performed in

them.- Five'riajor classes of instruc-
tional delivery situatiOns may be
distinguished: 'These are:

1 It
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1. Classroom
2. Skills laboratory
3 Individualized study-station
4.---Simulated operational en-

vironment' .4k
5. Actual operational,environ-

ment .

A

It is-probably unnecessary to
enumerate the distinguishing chatac,-,
teristics of each of these situations
since they are generally familiar.
Certainly, this classification scheme
could be expanded it'liner distinc-
tions were made. The Scheme offered
here is the minimal number of cate-.
gories of situations in which in-
strUction is traditionally delivered
and which,permits the distinctions we
-wish to make.

The degree and kind of interac2
tions between students and instruc-
tors differ in these situations,
i.e., the emphasis on functions and
the way they are carried out change
as do instructor roles. Instructors
simply do not lecture in situations
3,.4, and 5. Only rarely would a
lecture occur.in situation 2. It '

seems that the lecture form of in-
structional delivery is largely 'con-
fined to situation 1. Thus it goes
without saying that the lecturer'is,
---,at-home only' in the classroom, Like-'

wise, the discugion leader.also
finds his primary place there. The
role..of field leader, on the other
hand, seems to opcur with greatest
frequency in actual operational en-
vironments, but this role would not
be uncommon in simulated environ-
ments. Of course, the supervispr, is
mast at home in the skills laboratory
but he may be found in situations 4
and 5. : Tutors, which appear to be
decreasing in their frequency of
appearance, probably due tO their
high cost per student, carry out
their,functions only in individual-
ized-StationS%) By contrast, aides
appear to be the most ubiquitous of
instructors, occurring.in all situ- .

ations except the.classroom.

The changes in.roles with situ-
ations reflect changes in other tra7
ditional determfnants as well. In-
structional media, objectives, de-.

"livery techniques, and instructor/
student ratios also change with titu-
ations. The covariance of these
immediate determinants of instructor
functions is attributable to the
combined influences of the conditions
referred to_in the jest section as

tJ
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'remote det'erminants. The flow of
influence between remote and immediate
determinants, however, is.not always
unidirectional, i:e., from remote to
immediate to functions and ultimately
to roles. Rather, the flow of influ-
enCe occasionally is two-waY, in both
the vertical and horizontal directions.
For example, if the situation we have
is a one-room schoolhouse, just money
enough for one instructor who must
meet btate qualification standards, a
blackboard, a couple boxes of,:=Chalk,
a closet full of,dog,eared books, and
30 or so right-handed chairs, then
the instructional goals and otheg'
remote determinants have to be modi-
fied to suit the more immediate ones,
it they are considered at all. It is
inescapable that, in this'situation,
the instructor is going to be a lec-
turer regardless of what behaviors
are-to be trained (taught).

If there is any truth to the
assertion that the behaviort which
can be trained'in anysitqation de-
pend oh the behaviors wh±h can bp
brought to occur there, then it must
also be true that instructional de-
livery situations substantially in-
fluence training effectiveness since
they certainly limit (if not induce)
much of the behavior that does occur
ih them. Unfortunately, too much of
what appears to occur in the school-
room today, seems,to be learned, the
surprise being that a#Ything else
(e.g., academios) could be.. An an-
swer,to this problem that one so
often.hears calls for "more disci-
pline." It would seem that this
sentiment is, if nothing else, t
least in the right direction for it,
implies control of behaviog. We
suggest that it is the interactions
with subject matter that needs most-
to be controlled. It is just this
kind of control that.automated sys-

.tems,can be effectiV1 in providing.

AUTOMATED FUNCTIONS

In this section we summarize
what, 0 general, a'compRter-based
instructional system can provide in
the place of eacti of-the traditional
instructional functions. The lists
of automated functions pr.esented here
are state-of-the-art. As exciting as
current capabilities are for instruc-x
tional application, it should_be kept
in mind that considerable progress
remains to be achieved in all areas
of .this man-machine interface (re-
sponse transduction, intelligent

4
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programs, information displays).
Although some of automated func-
tions listedob ow can be performed
by relatively mall:systems, the type
system we are considering consists of
a network of sophisticatedterminals
(both student and instructor) driven
by an imaginatively, programmed large-
capacity CET.

1. Development of instructional'
information: (a) serves as a guide to
instructional development by means of
programs (menus with prompts and
messages) based on algorithms for
each successive stage of course de-
sign; (b) facilitates writing,' edit-
ing, and drAwing of instructional
materials through programs for word
processing and graphics production;
(c) permits convenient filing, cross-
referending, and combining of in-.
structional information through pro-
grams for.information management.

2. Delivery of instructional
information: (a) presents course
subject matter ranging from abstract
concepts to factual itemizations in
self-paced,Pmastery-based formats
displayed in written, spoken, and/or

, graphic forms; (b) delineates rele-
vance and applicability of subject
matter by presenting contextural
information and sample problem solu-
tions, problem-solving exercises,
etc.;' (c) provides instructions .for
proceeding through programmed les-
sons, performing skills, correctimg'
mistakes, or obtaining remedial in-
formation for review; (d) produces Or
controls simulated representations of
operational devices, field or job
situations, abstract processes, per-
formance pnocedures, job aides, etc.,
enabling demonstrations, practice,
rehearsal, etc., of concepts, rules,
skills, procedures, attitudes, Eoles,
team exercises, "what if" explora-
tions, etc.; (e) delivers individual
and/or ,group response-contingent
feedback designed to aide self-diag-
nbsis of learfling progress; informa-
tion may consist of prompts, ques-
tions,encouraging messages, scores,
etc.,in a variety of display,formatt
that may include special auditory or
'visual effects; (f) provides summary
feedback at the end of each instruc-
tional unit or major exercise con-
sisting of scores, outcome state-
ments, evaluations of relative per-
formance, necommendations for im-
provement, overall course performance
profiles, course grades, etc.



. 3. Student supervision: (a)
guides students along inStructional
paths adjusted for level,of achieve-
ment and rate of progreis; (b) opti-
mizes individuadized instructional
paths through frequent performance .

jchecks, variable,palh b.ranching, and
review sequences; (c) prevides super-
visory instructions and feedback
(written, spoken, and/or visual;
graphical or simulated visual demon-".
strations of ,"do this") contingent
upon individual or group actions with
possipe instructor intervention;

4. Student guidance: (a)' pro-
vides repommendations for future
courses of action (remedial study,
more in-depth study, information
sources, job possibilities, etc.)
based upon performance profiles; (b)

-response to student questions about,
their performance profiles with tn-
terpretive answers and comparative
data; (c) provides job descriptions
(requiremeras, work conditions, sal-
'ary data, etc.) in at'eas related to
course of instruction.

5. Student evaluation:-. (a)
determines correctness of choices,
problem solutions, or actions on an
item-by-item basis; (b) tests per-
formance proficiency relatiVe to'
instructional objectives, group
norms, and standards; (c) 'diagnoses
learning progress, detects learning
difficulties early, prescribes reme-
dial work, and adjusts difficulty
levels/rates to match students' a-
bilities; (d) provides overall per-
formance profiles, course grades,
percentile ranks, etc.

6. Data management: (a) acceptS

as inputs any properly computer-
interfaced responses by students and
instructors; (b) automatically .
records in central memory input data
from all system terminals, pools
group data, forms generic data bases
and carries out statistical!Dr other
processing while preserving-indi-
vidual-student records; (c) displays
selected data files, analysis results,
or interpretative messages auto-
matically, or on command to designated
terminal in written, spoken, and/or
graphical tourists.

7. Course management: (a) de-

scribes syllabus-controlled sequen-
cing of, and time allocations for,
successive instructional units and'
the,timely exeCutiog of tests, evalu-
ations, and student feedback; (b) .
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tracks individual and group progress
relative ta establiShed course mile-
stones, performance standards, and
through-put rates; lc) carries out
course evaluations and recommends-
tions'for revision based on data
analysis and success in attaining
instructional objectives; (d) enables
monitoring of individual or group
peTformance by instructor who may
selectively intervene or interact .
with individuals or group; (e) pro-.
vides prompts and messages to in-
structors to insure timely occurrence
of non-computer instructor functions..

The above lists of automated
functions inClude no mention of"how
they ar,e, or might be, effected.
Even tHough this question'is cer-
tainly beyond the scope of this paper
there are at least three good reasons
why it is worthwhile to consider
automated functions indepndently of
the technological means.by which they

can, or might be, achieved; (a) appli-
cations of technology mast be justi-
fied in terms of the fUnctions it can
perform, and these functions must
stand-on theirown merits; (b) the
same functions may be accomplished in
different ways depending on the re-
quirements of particular applica-
tions, and (c) new applications of
the same functions and new techniques
for effecting them may be developed.-
It is also the case that new tech-
nologies result in the emergence of
previously,unanticipated functions
and applications. As we shall show,
applications of computer technology
in instruction modifies instructor

,
roles not only by assuming and im-

\proving upon traditional instructor
funaions, but also.by laying the
\foundation for emergence of new in-
structor functions. Rut first, let
s compare automated and traditional
nstructor functions.

F NCTION DIFFERENCES

Perhaps the approptiate cplestion
this point would be, what instruc-

to functions can, and must, humans"
pe form that computerized machines
ca not? In answer, we must admit to
ig orance. It is the word "must" in
the que'stion-that renders its answer
obs ure, at least to us.-. Even if we

cou d enumerate every possible-human
activity that might be. zanstrued to
.be an.instructor function, we could
not say on the,bas.i'S of s "entific
svidence which of them were sential
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to the learning process. Perhaps
none ere.

It would seem safe to conclude
from the last half-century's research
on the learning process that the
minimum necessary conditions for
learning:are. (a) the presentation of
energy-borne information to-the senses
of a living organism, and (b) the
consequent occu-rrence of some sensory
effect within the organism that may
be overtly manifested in its behav-
ior. While these two cOnditions 'are
necessary, even if they are met the
occurrence of learning is not as-
sured. Information enhancement,
repetition of its presentation, re-
sponse-feedback, etc., ,also may Joe
required in certain circumstances td
increase the probability that learn-
ing will occur, that it will occur
rapidly, and that it will endure.
Whether or not.such conditions are
essential to the learning process in
some fundamental theoretical sense
(if, indeed, there is just one learn-
ing process), it seems they must.be
considered practically indispensible

ircumstances appropriate for the
accom lishment of instruction. Since
instructor functions traditionally
have been the means through:which
production and manipulation of these'
conditions for learning, has been
effected, it seems reasonable to
assume that any instructor function
which,a computerized machine cannot
be.programmed to simulate effectively
should be consitiered a "must" for the
human instructor. Some insight into
what these "must" functions should be
may be gained,by examining the dif-
ferences between instructor and auto-
mated functions. Function differ-
ences are summarized below using the
same numbering of categories as be-
fore.

1. Computer-based systems can
facilitate the development of in-
structional information, but they
cannot recognize instructional needs,
originate program goals, or conceive
of the means by which to attain them.
Humans must assume virtually all
responsibility for gathering and
synthesizing information, evaluating
what would be important and interest-
ing, creating stimulating cofiaptu-'
aliiations, examples, etc., of the
information, and finally, originating
innovative computer programs to
'achieve effective information delivery
to, and interaction with, students.
However, these indispensible
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instructor functions do not have to
'be carried out by the Andividuals who
serve as instructors with computer-
based "systems. In,fact, it would
probably be more cost-effective for
information development functions to
be exclusively the jurisdiction of
professional scientists, scholars,
computer programmers, instructional
designers, etc. The salience of this
specialist approach to information
development is ramified in the rapid-
ly'emerging areas of computer-based
imagery, animation, simulation gam-
ing, etc. If the possibilities for
computer-based instruction are to be
exploited to the fullest in the years
to come, it is apparent that we shall
have to rely more upon the specialist
(better still, teams of specialists).

2. It is in the perforrhance of
information delivery functions that
the computer-based instructional
system proves its worth. The degree
to which such a system can carry out
the 'automated functions listed pre-
viously depends on the fidelity of
its tan-machine interfacing .(sensors
and manipulanda; visual, auditory,
etc., display devices), its CPU
capacity,,and the sophistication of
its software. 'If we-wish to think
very far ahead, display functions
might be expanded to include computer-
driven machine movements (robotics).

It is apparent that we can ex-
pect dramaticadvances in all areas
of computer technology in Ehe rela-
tively near future. However, even
current capabilities permit the exe-
cution 6f nearly all information
delivery functions for which human
instructors are-responsible, includ-
ing some functions unachievable by
any means other than the computer
(e.g., interactive video displays).
This is not to say that computerized
machines duplicate human actions in
carrying out the same functions, or
that such duplication is always de-
sirable even when it is possible.
For example, it may be that some
information cat, be transmitted to a

student more effectively in a writ-
ten, visual display than in.a spoken,
auditory display, wl-ere the latter
might be the format traditionally
used ty human instructors. Converse-
ly, if it were belleficial to transmit
the information in a simulated human
form, a speech synthesizer could be
employed. Thus, in order to dupli-
cate human functions, it may not be
necessarAto simulate hunan actions.
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A review of the capabilities
listed under automated functions
indicates a high order of individu-
alized and interactive information
delivery by computer-based instruc-
tional systems. The question'is, are
there any additional delivery func-
tions that must be performed by a
human instructor-operator Whose sta-
tion is a terminal tied into a net-
work of student stations? It is
implicit in this questiOn that the
instructor's communication with stu-
dents is limited to just those chan-
*nels available in his station. These
may be of two types: (a) extra-CPU,

and (b) intra-CPU. Ey means of the
extra-CPU channels, the instructor

may deliver non-computer-based inforz
mation (e.g., speech and'other accou-
stic signals, visual signals and
displays, etc.). These displays may
be presented either independently of,

or in synchrony with, CPU-produced.

information. Also, the instructor
,may selectively open channels to one

or more student stations, enabling
two-way video and/or-audio communica-

tion. By means of the intra-CPU
channels the instructor may interact
in ways and at times permitted by the
program (e.g., as a team leader, as a
competitor in a gaming situation, as
a prompter, etc.1 or he may override
the program and.initiate appropriate
pre-program directives, messages,
data listings; etc.

.
these are some of the delivery

functions an,instructor may perform
from within a network'station. Due

to this system's large capability far
-performing automated functions, prob-

ably none of the possible human in-

structor information delivery func-

tions an be considered a priori to

be indispensible. Depending on spe-

cific training program requirements,

both extra- and intra-CPU instructor
functions may be considered desirable
features and incorporated as part of

the whole delivery systeM. Since

non% of the automated functions need
be sacrificed in order to accomplish

this, it seems highly likely that
instructor fdnctions of the sort
indicated above would be included

wherever possible. In addition to
monitoring students, inclusion of

these functions would enable the -

instructor to interact with his stu-

dents on an individual or group basis,

competing with or leading them, cor-

recting or encouraging them, di-

recting or questioning them, etc.

The motivational influences of these

kinds of interactions on both in-

structors should magnify the effec-
.tiveness of the entiee learning ex-
perience in this situation.

The instructor's responsibili-

. ties for delivery information outside

of the network station probably should

be regarded as essential. They would

include familiarization of students

with training systems operating pro-
cedures, demonstrating system opera-

tion, orienting students to training
objectives and performance expecta-
tions, carrying On post-training
session discussions with students,

etc. These functions woUld probably
require that the instructor serve in

several teaditionalsro1es: as -lecturer

during initial familiarization: as
supervisor during demonstration of

system operations; -and as discussion
leader during pre- and post-training

sessions. By contrast, during system
training sessions the instructor's
role would be characterized by a
mixture of elements from the tradi-
tional roles of field (team) leader,

supervisor, and tutor. An additional

set of elements of'a non-traditional
nature may aasd be included, i.e.,
those of a competitor. The compound

of these elements resalts in the
emergende of a new role for the in-

structor station. For want of a
better name for this role, we shall

call it "coach".
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3. Student-supervision is
category of functions which ulti-

mately depend,on the delivery of
information-from instructor to stu-

dent. Although this information is,

instructional, the.knowledge compo
nents of it are generally limited to

system, or machine, operations con-
veyed through demonstrations'of the

skills involved in performing the

operations. Supervisory information
Also consists of evaluative feedback

from the instructor regarding both-

the actions made in skills perfor-
mance and the outcomes or products of

those dc*tions. Characteristic of
supervisory information is a strong
directive component which is intended

to control both actions and outcomes.

As the instructor's responsibility

for supervisory functions depends on

how closely the students' actions are

to be controlled. As indicated in
,the list of automated supervisory '

functions, the computer-based system

enables a high order of student di-

rection on a response-by-response
basis. The instructor is thus
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relieved of mon of the drudgery of
student supervision, this being re-
placed by finely attuned immediate
'response-contingent feedback to the
student. Supervisory functions re-
maining for instructors to perform,
os in the case of information de-
livery functions, must be divided
into stotion and non-station func-
tions, the former being broken down
into extra- and intra-CPU functions.

While operating from his netwOrk
station, the instructor's supervisory
responsbilities would require moni-
toring of student performance via
both computer,and non-computer dis-
plays. Instructor supervision via
intra-CPU channels might consist of
program overrides, re-initializing
some portion of the program, inter-
acting with students in ways permit-
ted,by the program (e.g., entering
instructions, calling up visual dis-
plays, manipulating pointers and such
on visual displays; etc.), activating
pre-programmed directives, etc. By
means of extra-CPU channels, the
instructor might issue commands,
instructions, corrections, etc., at
any point independently of CPU-con-
trolled actions. Whether or not, and
the degree to which, any of these
activities were considered necessary'
would depend on particular program
requirements. The instructor's super-
visory duties outside of his network
station, and after initial familiari-
zation and demonstrations, probably
would be negligible consisting mainly
of informal advice and encouragement.'
Thus none of the instructor's super-
visory functions can be considered a
priori inditpensable, though certainly
they would be desirable in most cases,
especially those involving skill
performance.

It is interesting to observe
that, even if the instructor'ssuper-
visory functions are strong, in this
type of automated instructional situ-
ation his role would not be that of
the traditional supervisor. Rather,
it would be that of a coach as indi-
cated earlier. On the other hand, if
supervisory responsibilities were
pegligible, the instructor's role
would tend toward that of the tutor
(if he supplied knowledge information
interactively) or that ofthe com-

,_petitor (in a gaming simulation).

4. The advisory and counseling
responsibilities usually subsumed
under student guidance pfobably would

be largely peripheral to the instruc-
tor's network statiob functions. The
instructor's responsibility for stu-
dent guidance...outside of the network
station, however, would include both
formal and informal discussions re-
garding student career goals, rele-
vance of the current training to
attainment of those goals, job avail-
ability and,requirements (some of
this may be available at the stu-
dent's network terminal), etc. Fur-
thermore, specific advisory or coun-
seling sessions probably would be
scheduled to correspond with major
course milestones. , At such times
students may be faced with decisions
involving changes in job aspirations.

-The instructor's counseling respon-
sibilities probably should be-limited
to providing recommendations for
alternative courses of action for
students to pursue depending on their
-success in the present course of
instruction. Formal counseling by
instructors might be carried out in
conjunction with, or referred en-
tirely to, a professional counselor
"knowledgeable in the area of instruc-
tion. Thus, the computer-based sys:
tem of instruction under considera-
tion would seem to permit a large
range of instructor commitment to
student guidance and, consequently,
this may not be regarded as an indis-
pensible area of instructor func-
tions. At least some' modest level of
informal counseling, however, would
appear to be beneficial.

5. As indicated in the list of
automated student evaluation of func-
tions, the computer-based system
requires little additional instructor
input in this area, if any at all.
However, if the instructor's super-
visory responsibilities within his
network station constitute a signifi-
cant element in the training program
the instructor's responsibility for
some forms of evaluative feedback to
students would be greater. Such
feedback would be in the form of
corrections, reprimands, indications
of performance deficiencies, etc.
Likewise, because the system can be
programmed to provide the student
with virtually any form bf evaluative
performance index, diagnoses of learn-
ing progress, overall performance
profiles, etc., the instructor's
responsibility for student evaluation
outside of his network station would
consist largely of interpretation and
explanation. Of course, need for the
latter would depend on the ease with
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which students could read and inte4-
pret their machine-generated evalma-
tions. In this, as in any other'area
Of computerbased instruction, pro-
gramming inadequacies devolve into
instructor responsbilities. In sum-
mary, the network system instructor's
student evaluation functions are
negligible except where supervisory
responsibilities are high. In that
case, the two areas of instructor
functions are parallel and, to some
extent, indistinguishable:

6. In the area of data manage-
ment, instructor functions are elimi-
nated. Instructors may enter their
commeuts, evaluative scores,Jetc.-,
.ipto student records, but the in-

. 1-structors bear no responsibility-for -

filing, up6ting, or other processing
of performance data.

7% 'The mechanics for course'
management are all pre-set in the
training program. Instructor respon-
sibilities in this area consist main-
ly of keeping the prearranged program
on,schedule, ensuring smooth inte-
gration of non-program activities'
with the schedule. Thus, insofar as
course management is'concerned, the
instructor's role is essentially that
of an aide. He must service and
otherwise work to ensure, the uninter-
rupted conlinuance of the program'.
In a sense, the program manages it-

self. This is.to say that all man-
agement decisions regarding schedul-
ing, resource allocations, program
requirements, contingency plans (in-
cluding provisions for instructor
intervention), etc., are made prior
to implementation.

INSTRUCTOR STATIONS

The kernel of our analysis is
that, if computer-based automated
instructor functions are utilize 'CO\

their fullest potential, no huma
instructor functions may be consi
ed a priori, as indispensible. The
machine is muCh moxe than an extra-
ordinary medium far the delivery of
instructional information. It is
also a capable instructor.

The question becomes, then, what
human instructor functions may be
considered desirable? A cursory
enumeration of these functions was
given in the preceding section. They
were divided into two situational
classes; functions to be performed in

the instructor's network station, and
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functions to be performed outside of
the station. Within-station funCl-
tions were further divided into extra--
CPU channels and intra-CPU channels.
The question now that we have to
address is what characteristics of
network instructor stations are nec-
essary to 'permit the performance of
human instructor functions?

The model of the computer-based.
instructional system (trainer) that
we are considerini consists of a
netwOrk'of terminals tied to each
other through a CPU and through di-
rect circbits., The CPU assume§ the
lion's share of responsibility for
presenting' information, collecting'
performance data, data management,
interactive processing of inputs and
outputs, sequencing, etc., depending
on the ways.it is programmed, the CPU
may call for instructor actions,
decision's, feedback to students,
etc., thus structuring and integra-
ting instructor functions into the
complex flow of events. If%the pro-
gram involves a gaming simulation,
the instructor may interact,with
students on a competitive basis as an
opponent or as a team leader. Fur-
thermore, through the CPU the in-
structor's station may be tied into.a
network of instructor stations there-
by placing at the instructor%s dis7
posal a generic data base built u
through common experience with tth
system or originally designed for
instructor training.

It should be clear that the core
of this system is the CPU, not the
instructor. Its programming, capa-
city, and speed determine what it can
process (the inputs it can accept,
the decisions it can make, and the
displays it can present). The in-
structor station, as well as student
stations, are the peripheral input
and output interfaces with the CPU.
Excluding direct links between sta-
tions, the specifications for station
input sensors and output displays
must conform to CPU capabilities. At

present CPU technology appears to be

more advanced than sensing and dis-

play:technology. With some temerity
we suggest, therefore,'that,dtlything
which can be sensed in anal;Og and
conVerted to digital, and vice versa,
is within the capabilities of exist-
ing CPU technology and thus can be
incorporated into student and in-
structor stations. Ignoring tech-
nological limitations due to such:
problem§ as digital conversion of



analog inputs and ouputs, etc., let
us. examine some desirable input and
display characteristics of instructor
stations.

Interface features of the in-
structox station moy be organized
into a two-by-two contingency table.
The columns of this table designate
channel type and the rows designate
interface type. The two channels
are, as before, intra-CPU and extra-
CPU. The two rows are controls and
displays. Thus we htve controls and
displays for each channel, resulting
in four categories of instructor

or station features.

' 1. Intra-CPu displays: there
are two classes of displays within
this category: (a) monitors and (b)
read-outs. The intra-CPU monitor
displays provide the instructor with
duplicates of the CPU outputs to
student stations. These would in-
clude both visual displays (CRT) and
auditory displays (headphones) . The
student station being monitored would
be selectable from the instructor
station, as would the type display.
Since these displays duplicate those
in student stations, they could be
used by the-instructor while partici-
pating in g'ame sinitulations.The
read-out displays would provide the
instructor with private CPU outputs
thereby enabling him to receive in-
formation from the computer indepen-
dently of that available at student
stations. Status reports on all. sta-
tions, data files, promPts and mes-
'sages, etc., would be delivered at
these displays.

2. Extra-CPU displays: these
displays permit two-way communication
between students and instfuctor.
They may be audio (headphone) and/or
video (television) displays. In
-addition to communication between
students and instructor, these dis-
plays could also be used as extra-CPU
monitors. In either case, s'tudent
stations would be selectable by the
instructor, as would open channel
communication with all stations (audio
only) . By means of one of these
diSplayb (probably audio), students
would be able to initiate communica-
tion with the instructor.

3. Intra:-CPU controlp: TheS:e
instructor response inteeTaces are of
two types: (a) operator and (b) mas-

' ter. The operator controls duplicate
those present in each student station.

They permit the instructor to engage
the system as a participant (competi-
tor kik leader) ih game simulations,
etc. The master controls enable the
instructor to atldress the CPU inde,
pendently of student stations. By
means of the master control terminal,
non-automated instructor functions
provided for in the computer program
could be carried out. '

4. Extra-CPU controls: these
cont4ols include"all switches, knobs,
levers, etc., necessary to activate,
select, operate, etc., any non-CPU r
devices or,displays. Instructor
controls for extra-CPU displays would
be included in this category.

Of course, specific design fea-
tures of instructor-stations would be
determined by the same soets of de--
terminants that were shown to influ-
ence traditionai instruction- In--.

deed, the entire netwoik system would
be impacted by these factors. There
is, however, an additional element
which must I5e taken into account in
designing the instructor station'. It
is the CPU; the sophistication of its
programming, the capacity of its
memory, and the speed of its opera-
tion.

The technology'exists to Provide' -7
advanced CPU hardware as it dpes for
controls.and to a lesser extent for

4displays, but the program software
has to be created for each applica-
tion of this ,teanology. We suggest
that system design and software de-
velopment should be parallel efforts,
both directed toward the same end, 4n
integrated instructional system. If
the contributions of instructional,
software, and hardware designers are
weighted equally throughout the plan-
ning and development stages of com-
puter-based instructional systems,
then the instrvctor station Concept
may be fully realized. At that point

4 we will see the new instructor roles
emeige: the coach, the competitor,
the team leader, etc. Whatever kind
of animal we build, let us design it
so that its appendages and its brain
form an fhtegrated whole. In that
the instructor will be but one func-
tioning organ.



FRONT-END ANALYSIS LEADING TO
VTX INSTRUCTOR OPERATING STATIbNS

FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

Jeffrey N. Punches
Vice President

MATHETICS, INC. -

P.O. Box 26655
San Diego, CA 92126

INTRODUCTION

The emergidg Ndvg Undergraduate PilOt.(VTX)
training system, designed under the guide-
lines of OMB' Circular A-109, is a training
system composed of a number of integrated
elements. These elements are the aircraft,
simulators, training management system,
academic system, and an integrated logistics
system. In the McDonnell-Douglas/British
Aerospace VTX system, the simulators are in
reality a family of training devices which
provide a systematic, hierarchial method of
training hands-on learning objectives. The
purpose of this paper is to present the
front-end analysis procedures which were
used"during design of the instructor
stations or the family of VTX trainidg
devices.
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PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

The VTX-training system (VTXTS) development
effort 'centered. around-..a.r.itt=effective
meirrod tip meet-the trainihg requirements of
Navy jet pilots through theyear 2010. The
VTXTS is based upon.the requirement to train
to criterion 87 Navy:provided objectives
and any developed during the ensueing ISD.
analysis. Each of the contractors in-
volved in the VTX procurement was required
to use Instructional Systems Development
(ISD) principles and'mettrodology in. the
desigm of the system. the ISD analysis also
provided answers to problems in areas of
design-to-cost and life cycle cost and re-
source requirements. Through the use of ISD,
a usable, integrated system was created into
which the family of tr'aining devices were
fully interfaced. This paper describes the
udown-in-the-trenches" procedures that were
used by the team of analysts who developed
the functional specifications for the VTXTS
simulator Instructor Operating Station.
Figure 1 depicts the Mathetics analytical
process which lead'to the functional spec-
ifications fox the VTXTS Instructor
Stations. The right hand blocks depict the
groups or personnel who provided data to or
received data.from the study. The left hand
blocks are the analytical steps used during
the effort.

Within the ISO process, considerable work
was performed as part of the process of
developing functional'specifications for the
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Figure 1
VTXTS Simulator Front-End Analysis

i'amily of Simulators. The ISO steps
volved were:

in-

. Navy Jet Pilot Warfare Specialty
Job Analysis

. Navy Jet Pilot Task Analysis

. Objective Hierarchy Development

. Media Selection

. Syllabus Specification

. Course Map Development

Of he above steps in the ISD process, the
media selection and syllabus development
inputs formed the Oase on which the analysis
began. The media selection models suggested
three types of devices, an Instrument Flight
Trainer (IFT), an Operational Flight Trainer
(OPT), and an Aerial Situation Trainer
(AST). These devices and their associated
capabilities support a hierarchial acquisi-
tion (simple prOgressing to complex) of
flight skills. Table 1 lists the types of
training devices, the key capabilities and
the associated pilot training stages.
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TABLE'1

Device
-

.

Capabilities

.

Training Stages

IFT No visual .

Platform Motion
Flight & Ground Modes
Auxiliary IOS

' CPT mode

Flight Support
.

FAM
BI

RI

ANAV

OFT Large field-of-view
` G-suit,-G-seat

Interactive Target
CGI Visual

,

,

FAM
BI

-RI
ANAV

' FORM
NFORM

' GUNS
WEPS Pulot,

' TACNAV
' CQ

AST

.

' Dynamic Visual
Dome Visual

.

G-seat/G-suit
buffet systems
Interactive Target
Auxiliary IOS

FORM
NFORM

- TACF
GUNS

, ' WEPS,

ACM

Building on the data produced during the 1SD

development process, Mathetics, Inc. per-

formed an analysis which led to a functional

specification for the instructor operating

stations for these devices. The design was

, to be specifically oriented toward making

the instructor a teacher rather than an

operator.

CONSIDERATIONS

Initially MATHETICS' study team reviewed the

literature on prior simulator design and

applicable human factors considerations.

Although many studies and authors con-
'

tributed to the data base for this study,

. two works were particularly valuable. The

first, "The Instructor Pilot's Role in Sjmu-

lation Training" by Dr. John P. Charles.

(1978), formed the basis on which the design'

algorithms were formed. The .second,

"Training Device Design: Human Factor's

Requirements in the Technical Approach", by

Dr. Alfred F. Smode (1972), provided a

wealth of information pertaining to design

considerations and presents many pertinent

examPles of human factors considerations for

design of simulators.

This concept of 'a generic instructor station

for all of the training deVices was a

desirable goal for the VTXTS for several

reasons, including cost and risk reduction,

Commonality of hardware and software, and a
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reduction in instructor training require-

ments. The instructor consoles, although

generally common, would.have some dif-

ferencet due'to the varying capabilities of

the devices and therefore, the magnitude of

the requirement for instructor monitoring

and instructional activities.

The s dy of all factors to le considered in
design'ng a generic IOS revealed that the
instructor console should have a number of
computer-assistance features designed to aid
the instructor.. jhese features were:

Standardization of Training
Preprogrammed TiSsons which woUld
provide a series of stamdardized
exercises graduated in difficulty
with some capability for instructor
intervention in prescribed ways to
control the training process. This

concept includes the possible manual
override of defined mitsion events to
accommodate students who 'perform
below expectation for a given exer-
cise and for insertion of additional
related events in an exercise to
challenge student who exceed scenario
requirements. These additions and
deletions of training eyents are only'
allowed if the preprogrammed mission
scenario software allows manual
intervention.



Computer Assisted Measurement System
Automated evaluation and scoring with
objective criteria adjusted to the
stage of instruction and level of
difficulty for eacli student. The.

system would provide error indica-
tions and information which are disr
played at the instructor console.

Automated Monitor and Control
Capability
Computer driven multi-format, inter-
active CRT displays at the IOS which
present performance/error and sylla-
bus status information tn all
relevant modes and in variable for-
mats (both alphanumeric and graphic).

Records of Student Performance
Software recor-71Tig of student perfor-
mance for debrief. Student perfor-
mance information (syllabus event
would be error, and summary informa-
tion) available.on demand for use
during and after a training exercise
(for both debrief and for record-
keeping purposes).

The first f these computer assisted fea-
tures became a driving factor in the IOS
design. The nature of the Navy Jet Training
C9rmand requires that specific prerequisite
knowledges and/or skills must be acquired
prior to the follow-on event. Therefore,
the training 'problem in the Undergraduate'
Pilot Training (UPT) context is best placed
under software control where the instructor
can only minimally alter the training
scenario. This allows for training sallabus
configuration control across the entire Jet
Training Command, in that the learning
objectives, conditions and standards
assigned to a particular lesson cannot be
modified by the instructor who thinks he has
"a better way". These preprogrammed lessons
are designed in such a way as to specify the
applitable instructional features, controls,
and strategies. which may be empToyed to
teach certain objectives maneuvers, or
flight.elements. One might contend that
such an* approach would take the instructor
"out of the.loop" however, it is believed
that such an approach would actually enhance
the instructor's capability to teach rather
than operate the device.

Heavy programming of lessoni is also neces-
sary where automated performance measurement
is to be utilized. One cannot alter the
training scenario and/or lesson methodology
without impacting the results from the per-
formance measurement system. Preprogrammed
lessons also create a predictably capable
pilot with the skills necessary for entry
into the weapons system oriented aircraft
located at the various Fleet Readiness
Squadrons (FRS): Therefore, a conscious

effort has been made, in concert with ISD
/ methodology, to design out the flexibility
Of past simulators. Designing out flex-
ibility means, designing in standardization.
It is believed that designing out flexibil-
ity would also reduce cost and increase
operating simplicity. The MATHETICS study
team held that it is possible to design an
IOS which has no training controlS other
than interactive CRTs which were conlrolled
by a package of training soffware designed
specifically to enhance the instructor's
capability to train.

The last consideration of note was the con-
cept of separating the simulation system
software (aero model, motion.model, etc.)
from the package of training software
(syllabus, scenario control, etc.) in terms
of configuration control and management.
Detailed unique training software programs
cad be created for each-lesson containing
the initial conditions Tor each segment,
allowable instructional features and strate-
gies, and performance measurement routines.
These packages of training software would
act as executive routines for the entire
training device computational system,
prioritizing progtams, routines and features
_in terms of training requiremints. The
training software would-be under the control
of a Training Support Center add would be
easily updatable as part of the training
system quality control effort. Instruc-
tional personnel would create the training
methodologies which would then be imple-
mented in software. This concept would
allow Tor training implementation of the
syllabus by flight instructors trained to
instruct in the visual/motor skills sif
flying high performance jet aircraft.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

Based upon the results of the initial data
collection, the MATHETICS study team
selected the Operational Flight Trainer
(OFT) as the first tre.iner for analysis.
This was done primarily because the OFT
syllabus encompassed every training module
within the yTXTS curriculum and varitd in
complexity from simple hands-on system
familiarization to weapons delivery. The
functiblial specification for.the OFT could
then be later adapted for use in the Instru-
ment Flight Trainer (IFT) and the. Aerial
Situation Trainer (AST). The MATHETICS
study team selected sixteen lessons from the
OFT syllabus for full development-and analy='
sis. The lessons were written froM the
existing lesson specifications developed in
previous project work. The :sixteen lessons
were selected for their instructional con-
tent, the nature and intensity of insteuctor
involvement; and the possibility for use of
training features or strategies.
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Each of these sixteen lessons.was then fully

analyzed in order to determine the sequence

and validity of the learning objec,tives,

detail instructor and student activities,

and estimate the scope, possible application

of simulator learning strategies and the use

9f instructional features. After full lesson

development the analysts looked at each of

the lessons tor a number of-attributes and

selected six of the original sixteen lesson

scenarios for further analysis. The scope

of the general training requirements

included:

Basic Instrument Procedures
Procedural Demonstration

Requirements
Modulized Lessons
Emergency Procedures
Verbally Described Demonstrations
Self-Training Requirements
High Density Student/Instructor/

System Interactions
Visual Task Training
Replay requirements
Performance Measurement

System Requirements
Backward Chaining Requirementi
Intense Instructional Activity
Subjective Instructor Evaluation

The second portion of the analysis utilized

a functional flow analysis procedure adapted

from the work of both Smode and Charles.

Ihe functional flow analysis involved the

development of "training algorithms" aided

by Subject MattExperts (SME). The SMEs

were asked to examine each of the lessons

and describe how they, as flight instruc-

tors, would best teach each of the lessons.

This process yielded a set of eleven
training algorithms which were entitled:

Pre- riefing
Les on Modification
Briefingi .

Initialization
St rt
De onstration --

Single Pask Sesnent
Multiple Repetition Segment

(loop sesnent)

Post-Mission
Debrief
Post-Debrief

The analysts then created strings of these
algorithms which corresponded to the lessons

as written in the earlier ddvelopment

effort. The instructional methods and in-
structional flow for each of the six lessons

was:then validated by SMEs. These strings
of algorithms became the functional flow

diagram for each lesson. This step in the
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process really 'involves developing, an over-7.,

view of the initructor's role in ihe

.trainidg system in order to consolidate

thinking about 'design philosophy and aid-in

the further definition of design require-

ments for:the instructor station.

The next step, the allocation of features,
displays, and controls, began with a review

of the literature to determine the types of,

Instructor Station capabilities which were

currently being utilized in existing and

near term simulators.,.These capabilities
fell into seven categories:

Instructional Features'

Displays
Controls
Console Type
Instructor ActiVity Type

Controlling System/Software
Subsystem Involvement

A "relative time-line" allocation of simula-

tion system capabilities was then performed,

again utilizing heavy SME inputs. The

"relative time-line" analysis allowed speci-

fication of activities, instructional fea-

tures; controls, displays, etc. for each

activity on the functional flow diagram. An

alphabetical character was assigned to each

of the above listed instructor/system capa-

bilities. Each subactivity was assigned a

numerical identifier. The alphanumeric
identifiers were placed under 'each func-

tional flow diagram in "relative time-line"

fashion. This data format can be seen in.

Figure 2 which depicts a portion of a func-

tional flow diagram containing a single .task

algorithM. This format was utilized to i

determine the instructional requirements for

each lesson and tp provide a qualitative

indication of frequency of use and an indi-

cation of critisality. Additionally;---the

functlonal ,flow analysis permitled the
analysts to "visualize" the Aesined sequence

of instructional activities and options

available to the instructor while actually

involved'in a training evolution.

SPECIFICkTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES

AND STRATEGIES

Based upod the data that was generated

during the\preceding analyses, a set of
'instruction'al strategies and features for

the simulator was devejoped. Instructional

strategies are defined as simulator capa-

bilities whiah are utilized as methods of

presenting sAmulator training materials.

The instructio1al strategies applicable to

the VTXTS OFT kare DEMONSTRATION, REPLAY,

PREPROGRAMMED '\LESSONS, MANEUVER/SEGMENT

RERUN, BACKWARD, CHAINING and FREE FLIGHT.

These strategies\are defined beldw.
;
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Functional Flow Diagram

features applicable to the OPT were deter-
mined to be SELECTABLE DIFFICULTY LEVELS
(SDL), DIGITAL SPEECH GENERATION, and
PARAMETER FREEZE. SELECTABLE DIFFICULT1
LEVELS is an OFT instructional feature that
consists of a simultaneous programming of
three levels of difficulty for any scenario
and which is utilized to either challenge or
unload a student whose performance is above
or below the UPT student average resped=
tively. SDL is in reality a simple "poor
man's" adaptive training capability.
DIGITAL SPEECH GENERATION unloads the
instructor of the requirement to act as a
manned interactive system (GCA controller,
ATIS, 'clearance delivery ACLS messages, LSO
control, etc.) by means of speech synthesis.
PARAMETER FREEZE allows the instructor to
selectively freeze a certain flight para-
meter (airspeed, angle-of-attack,- etcJ or a.
portion of a,flight path (glideslope, cen-

of pivrecorded points (initial conditions)._
-acceptableper-for---

which allow a student to learn the laSt
response (last portion) in a response or
maneuver chain first. Learning then pro-
ceeds "backward" up the chain until all,

membersof that chain are acquired. .FREE
FLIGHT lessons, comprising approximately 2%
of the scenarios, enable the instructor to
construct his own flight scenario from a
menu of init40 conditions, malfunctions,
flight.segments, and instructional modules.

DEMONSTRATION is an OFT instructional strat-
egy that consists of a 'prerecorded aircraft
maneuver, or series of maneuvers, that pro-
vides.a model of desired performance for a
flight event. REPLAY enables the instructor
to replay the student's performance during
any portion or all of the most recent five
minutes of simulated flight. PREPROGRAMMED
LESSONS comprise 98% of all training events
and consist of a pre-defined sequence of
maneuvers, segments of flight, instructional
events and allowable instructional features'
and strategies which reside in the OFT
training software. MANEUVER/SEGMENT RERUN
is ao instructional strategy which permits .

the Instructor to return to the flight con-
dition which existed at the beginning of a
manuever, either by flight segment designa-
tion 6- by entering any mission time yithin
the five minute replay recording. BACKWARD
tHAINING is a strategy which presents a set

Instructional features are defined'as simu-
lator capabilities which enhance the
training of a student by modifying the
instructional scenario or strategies. ), The

mance measurement parameters.

. It is felt by Wany simulation industry
observers that information about the in-
tended use to.be made of a simulator's in-
structional features, if. made available
during the' design process, could be used to
design a more effective. vehicle for
training. The needed information must con-
vey to the designer the-prospective simula-
tor user's concept of how the various in-
structional features are to be employed
durifig simulator instruction. It was
decided by the study personnel that the use
of Instructional Feature Design Guides,
adopted from Pohlmn, Isley and Caro (1978),



would best accomplish this purpose. The VTX

Instructional Feature Design Guides
accounted for -learner characteristics and

teaching methodologies appropriate to Und&-

graduate P'ilot Training. Each of the
instructional strategies and features waS

written up in an individual design guide

which described the feature and how it would

be employed by the simulator instructor to

perform coaching, demonstration, feedback

and instructional functions for relatively

unskilled pilots.

A six-element format was uiilized for the

instructional feature designguides' and

included the following items:

Feature name

''inconiorate a number of features that were
deeited appropriate as a result of the pre-

viously discussed analyses. These capa-

bilities of :interest are as follows:

F-14 Instructor Support Station (ISS)

Interactive CRT Touchpanels

Preprogramed/LesSon
Digital Speech Generation
Performance Measurement

System

Purpose and Intended Use
Function Description
Concurrent Events
Feature ,Diagram

Figure 3 is an -example of a Feature

Diagram.

I

Sadveril Chaining Featinv Diagram

Tenainat

Figure 3
Example of a Feature Diagram

SYSTEM,DEVELOPMENT
,

A ,sUrvey of existing and emerging simulator

technology was conducted in order to,incor-

porate ideas and technology which would

improve tile instructoes capabilityto
teach. The two devices"Which most dramati-

oally influenced.the IDS design process were

the F-14 Instructor Support Station sand the

F-18.0FT, Device 2F132. These two devices'

F-18 OFT
Display System
Interactive CRT
Procedures Monitor
Preprogramed Missions

Of particular interest is the simplicity of

of training devices all include an IOS which

is very much simIlar in hardware configura-

tion to the-2F132. However, they are
markedly different in software-design,
ope.ra ti onal capability and syllabus
implementation from the F-I8 OFT.

The analyses indicated that it would be

desirable to include two additional sub-

systems into the simulator design to further

enhance its capability to,meet chailenges

the training system. Theselsubsystems were

an Automatic Performance Measurement System.

(APMS) and a Remote Briefing and Debriefing

Seation. The APMS would provide a computer

system that would score a -student's perfor-

mance automaticallxand package those scores

'in a manner whieh would be useable to the

instructor in.real time and during,the sub-

sequent debirief: The APMS programs will

compare the student'S performance with a

definitive criterion, normalize these scores

in order,to provide peer ratings, determine

students errors, and suggest remedial strate-

gies. The APM system is designed ih such a

way that performance on one leg or segment

does not affect scoring on subsequent legs

except that the possible UST Rf the SDL

feature'may be continued.

The Remote Briefing and DebriefingConsole

-------consi-stsof-an_lsolAted station i nterfaced

to both the simulators and the Training

Management System. This coniole can ,be

utilized for Simulator lesson preparation,.

pre-mission briefing, Rost-mission de-.

briefing, student data management and

training management functions. The intent

of the Remote Briefing and Debriefing Capa-

bility is two fold; one, to allow briefs and

debriefs to be held in an area, more com-

patible to the instructional, activities

involved in pre- and Post-mission training

than the simulator itself, and two, to

increase the available OFT training time by

freeihg the device from the briefing and-de-
..

briefing activities.
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The analyst team then used the funCtional \.
flow diagrams to validate the IOS design,
ensuring that ;the six lessons could be
taught as envisioned. This validation pro-
cess was iterative in nature as..,,the IOS
design and the functional flow di4grams were
continually changed and .updated until
working design was completed. This analyti-
cal, step is similar to, design "mock-up"
review and ensures that the instructor can
instruct from the instructor station. The
final step was documentatcon, of the actual
functiorfal speci fications.

LESSONS LEARNED

The front-end analysis leading to the VTXTS
IOS functi'Onal specifications was not
without pitfalls. AS the analysis pro-
ceeaed, it, was necessary to work 'around a
number of problems. The folloring para-
graphs describe the most important lessons
learned'from the Mathetics study effort.

1. Simulation engineers are hardware
. specification oriented. It was dif-

ficult to communicate traini.ng require-.
Tents to the engineers due to the lack
of hardware definition. Feature design
guides describing in detail the use of
instructional features to meet the. UPT
training requirements largelrobviated
thi s probl em.

2. The ISD base on which the IOS 'fi:ont-end
anal sisiranchT)FeTmust-V comp ete.
onsl era6Te effort mirilThe expended on

the development of learning 'objectives,
conditions and standards prior to media
selection and lesson specification.
Improper media selection and/or poor
lessoh specifications, could lead to

, functional specifications which do not
address actual training requirements.

3. Subject Matter Expert '(SME) participa-
Th7-1 is essential durciillesson deve-
Torment, and the functlor'lla
analysisTritFoTA user inputs-Th-1
analytical effort may end up in left
field. SME input injects reality into
the ftont-end efforts.

4. Fanctional flow analyses are labot
intensive ,aTrinust be iterative in
nature. Th-e-Tun-CTionir flow analysis
is not the area to skimp on manpower.
The work must be iterative in nature
and previously developed algorithrps
updated as theidiagrams are created.

5."The'analytical "mock-up" is necessary
to validate the functiOnal flows.
TrErforming a "riTa-up" review with SMEs
identifies weak points and allows,for.
improvement of the specification.
Without this step, the furktional flow

diagrami, add feature allocations will
never -communicate the instructional
requi rements.

,6.. Front-end analysis can ylield signifi-
cant improvement in user manufacturer
cooperation. SFr inputs,Oefore the
development -of the functional specifi-
cation, if properly ifnplemehted, will
reduce the adverse impact of Fleet
Project teams later.

7. Without front-end anaTysis "gold
FiTfirTe may r-7Firr, t ,.- This front-en
analysis s owed that existing or near-
term technology was adequate. for the
VTXTS simulators and incorporation of
exotic features and capabilities was
not necestary.

FINAL COMMENTS

A number of conferences have addressed the
value of front-end analysis in simulator
instructor station design in theoretical
terms. This paper has presented an examplf
of one approach to performing a front-end
analysis leading to functional .specifica-
tions that has been trietl. The methodology
utilized in this.study is not original but
is ,adapted from previously published work?
This front-end analysis achieved a much
better collaboration with project engineers
than ordinarily occurs during simulator IOS
design efforts and, thus greatly enhanced
their understanding of the LIPT training
requirements and how A typical scenario
would be taught on 'the device. The
Mathetics study team sees the actual
development of working specifications for a
simulator IOS as an iterative process which
continues throughout the simulator procure-
meglotrell The functional specifications
generated as a result of this front-end
analysis was an initial training input to
that iterative process. The training team
must remain involved throughout .the
ensineering design, constructiontnd user
acceptance processes in omder to ensure
incorporation and proper implementatiOn of
key training recommendations. Without
training requirements inputs and analysis,
there is a risk of user dissatisfaction with
the4device when placed in the actual
training situation.
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FIGURE 1. GENERAL CONFIGURATION OF VTXTS SIMULATOR-INSTRUCTOR CONSOLE
(US'ED ON IFT, OFT, ACMT)

is located in back of and to the left of the
student's seat, and at right angles to the in-
strument panel.,- An instructor seated at the

.console can thus see the student and his in-
strument panel and/or the simulated outside
visual scene by looking over his right ghoul-
der. For an ACMT, a fnll console is located
outside the simulator, and a miniconsole con-
sisting of an interactive disrslay module is
located in front of a jumpseat next to the
cockpit.

The configuration of the interactive mod- .

ule is presented in Figure 2. The swiches oh .

the interactive module tonsist of dedicated
special function switches and'the CRT touch
screen, which is used in conjunction with var-
ious tYpes'of menu "displays presented on the_
CRT. The selection of membrane-eype off-
scieen tou h pane over mechanical switches
and of th a parent membrane-type touch /
screen over nfrared and sonar-type touch -

streens was made on the basis of a detailed
cOmpariton'of the ease-of-use, initial cost,
reliability and maintainability of these al-
ternatives. A caution in making these kinds
of controUiardware comwfsons js that,the
cost of the/decoding and-interface equipment
requi-eed for different types of switches and
switch panels is often much greater than the
cost of the'switches or panels themselv'es,_and
thus must' be broken out separately.
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Functional Design

The functional design of the instructon

console consists of several major features

which appear capable of dramatically simplify-

ing procedures and improving training. These

features are as follows:

1. -An extension of the task module con-

cept developed.by Logicon and the Canyon

Research Group for the F-14 OFT ISS. (Semple,

et. al., 1979)

2. The use of "event" modules in addition

to task modules.

3. The inclusion,of explicit provisions

for conducting three basic types of simulator

training: routine; partially specialized; and

fully specialized.

4. The itclusion of explicit provisions
for controlling four basic types of simulator

learning events: IP demonstration; autopilot

or canned demonstration; live run; and replay.

S. A special, minimal set of dedicated

function switches and switch logic designed to

interact with event modules, task modules and

special purpose displays in a way that pernits

high4y efficient control of each type of

training and each type of learning event.

6. Low-density pictorial and tabular

special-purpose displays designed to provide

the instructor with the essential information

at each point in the training process..

The following sections describe the na-

*ture, use, and projected advantages of each of

the above instructor console design features.

Task Modules. As originally conceiveo by

Logicon and the .Canyon Research Group for the

F-14 OFT ISS, a task module is a detailesl pre-

specification of the initial conditions, per-

iformance conditions, and automate0 performance

measurement algortrs appropriate to a given

maneuver or task, whfi is stored in computer

memory. One of the primary functions of such

modules is to automate maneuver set-up. Using

this approach an instructor can set up a simu-

lator to train any given maneuver by simply

identifying the name of the maneuver to the

computer. The computer then sets up the simu-

lator automatically according to the speci-

fications in'the task-module. Task modules

thuS.greatly:reduce instructor workload by

eliminating the need to remember or look up

and then manually enter all of the information

which must be speci(iedto set up a simulator

to train a.specific maneuver.

The proposed approach expands the original

task module concept in two ways. First, the

task module specification is expanded to in-

clude additional information such as 1) the

method to be used to control the second air-

craft in ACM and formation training; 2) the

standard and optional instructor console ais-

plays to be shown ta the instructor in each

part of each maneuver; and 3) the displays to

be recorded on videotape for later use in de-

briefing. Second, "auxiliary" task modules

are created which enable the instructor to

quickly set up standard variations on basic

maneuvers in order to tailor training to the

needs of individual students i.e., to con-

duct partially specialized training as dis-

cussed below. This is done with a minimum

impact on computer memory requirements or
software development costs by using auxiliary

modules to specify only those parameter values

which are different from those in the "core"

module for the basic maneuver. Standard var-

iations on a given maneuver can then be set up

by selecting a desired maneuver variation from

a menu of standard variations. In addition to

greatly reducing instructor workload, core and

auxiliary task modules will increase training

standardization to a level not possible with

current consoles, in that all maneuvers and

manedver variations will be set up, displayed

to the instructor, evaluated, and recorded in

the same way for each student and instructor.
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The procedures for fully specialized
training are simplified by requiring the in-

structor to manually input only those parame-

ter values which are different from those in

the core or auxiliary task module under con-
.,

sideration, as discussed below.

Event Modules. Event modules are an ex-

tension of the canned mission mode defined for

the F-14 OFT ISS. As defined here, an event

module is a detailed prespecification of the

lesson pl'an for a given training event which

is stored in computer memory. An event module

is created for each simulator event in the

flight syllabus. The event module for a given

event specifies the specific maneuvers to be

trained in the event, as well as the sequence

in which they will be trained. It also spec-

ifies the type and number of demonstrations to

be used in the training of each maneuver, as

well as the minimum, standard, and maximum

number of student practice trials to be flown.

The use of a prespecified mT'.jifl, standard,

and maximum number of trials will be further

discussed below under controls and displays.

In general the everirmodule will automatically

set up the simulator to fly each run of each

maneuver in the sequence called for by the

lesson plan for that event. It will do this

by calling up appropriate task modules. For

example,'at the start of a training session

the event module will automatically set up the

siNlator for the first run of the first Ma-

neuver. This might be, e.g., an automated
demonstration of a lazy 8. After he finishes

talking to the student and verif/ies that the

student is ready, the instructdr starts the

run by OUshing the START switch. The run will



CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF AN INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
FOR FIGHTER AND TRAINER AIRCRAFT FLIGHT SIMULATORS
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VERNON E. CARTER
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ABSTRACT

A conceptual design for a comprehensive
instructional support system (ISS) for fighter
and trainer aircraft flight simulators was de-
veloped as part of an independent research
project to develop and evaluate advanced pilot
training techniques. The major elements of
this ISS are:

1. A low-workload flight simulator in-
structor console based in part on the task
module approach developed by Logicon and the
Canyon Research Group for the F-14 Operational.
Flight Trainer ISS;

2. A corpprehensive automated performance
monitoring system based on techniques devel-
oped by Northrop, Vought, and Systems Technol-
ogy, Inc. (STI)

3. A set of automated and nonautomated
simulator instructional features selected on
the basis of a review of the literature and
recent field experience

4. A low-cost, low-workload brief/debrief
console designed to minimize the time spent in
the simulator on tasks other than active
instruction.

These elements are designed to work together
to reduce instructor workload and increase the
effectiveness and efficiency of simulator
training. Although the design is oriented to-
wards large, highly-structured training sys-
tems, many of its features appear applicable
to other trainin§ envionments.

.r
INTRODUCTION

A conceptual design for a comprehensive
instructional support system (ISS) for fighter
and trainer aircraft flight simulators was de-
veloped as part of an independent research and
develOpment project to develop and evaluate
advanced pilot training techniques. The major
elements of the ISS are 1) a low-workload in-
structor Console based in part on the task
module approach developed by Logicon and the
Canyon Research Group for the F-I4 operational
flight trainer ISS; 2) a comprehensive auto-
mated performance monitoring system based on
techniques developed by Northrop for evaluat-

' ing student performance in introductory air-
to-air tactics, by Vought for evaluating stu-
dent performance in carrier landing and by STI
for examining pilot control techniques in a
variety of tasks; 3) a set of nonautomated and
automated simulator instructional features se-
lected on the basis of a review of the recent

literature on instructional features, supple-
mented by interviews with research and user
personnel; 4) a low-cost, low-workload brief/
debrief console designed to reduce time spent
in the simulator on tasks other than active
instruction.

Working together these elements appear ca-
pable of dramatically reducing instructor

workload and significantly increasing the ef-
fectiveness and efficiency of simulator train-
ing. In general, it appears that the proposed
approach should

111.

1. reduce the instructors perceptual and
procedural workload far below that of current
simulators;

2. reduce the time required to achieve a
given level of student performance;

3. permit a much higher level of training
standardization and control than is possible
with current simulators;

4. provide a full capability for tailor-
ing training to the needs of individual
students;

5. reduce instructor tr.aining require-
ments;:and

6. minimize the need to refer to user's
manuals.

DESIGN GUIDELINES'

Two basic design guidelines wehe estab-
lished for this development. The first, a
point often stressed byftMr. William Harris of
the Analysis and Design Branch at NTEC, is
that the design of all equipment to be used by
military flight instructors should reflect the
fact that they are typically undermanned and
already working long hours. Their time, as
well as their energy and patience, should
therefore be treated as a scarce, essential
resource to be conserved wherever possible.

It should be recognized for example that in-
structors do not have time to stop in the mid-
dle of a training session to try to remember a
complex procedure or a set of parameter values
in order to set up a given maneuver. They
have even less time,to look up the correct
procedure or,information in a user's manual.
Instructor consoles and other equipment to be
used by instructors should thus be as simple,
self-explanatory, and eksy to use as possible.
Achieving such simplicity not only reduces the
time normally spent in remembering, looking up
and performing procedures, but also reduces
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set-up errors which are time consuming and
frustrating in themselves. Finally,-equipment
that is simple to operate should significantly
reduce instructor training requirements, or at
least allow more time to be spent on teaching
instructors how to instruct rather than how to
operate the equipment.

The problem with all this is that making
operating procedures simple and self-evident
for something as complex as a flight simulator
typically requires the development of fairly
complex software to partially automate the
procedures. Vie development of such software
is both time-consuming and expensive. Al-

though it seems clear that simpler procedures
can contribute to redueed life cycle costs in
several ways, there is simply not enough data
at this point to prove that the projected sav-
ings will be enough to offset the cost of
developing and maintaining the additional

software. A second and very important guide-
line established for the study was thus the
working assumption that the cost of developing
and maintaining the software required to sim-
plify operator procedures will be offset in
the long 'run by savings in investment and op- .

erating costs resulting from such benefits as
reduced instructor training requirements and
more effective and efficient student training.
For example, the proposed instructor console
design appears capable of reducing the time
now spent in deciding what maneuvers to train,
in obtaining needed information, and in set-
ting up the maneuvers. These savings should
translate into reduced time in the simulator
for each student. This in turn should result
in a reduction in the total number of simula-
tors requi.red, and/or a reduction in the op-

erating and maintenance costs per simulator.

An example of the problems caused by not
simplifying operator procedures is provided by
some current military instructor consoles that
are reported to require the instructor to per-
form as many as 40 procedural steps to set up
a single maneuver for training. Obviously

such a design will waste a great deal of stu-
dent time, instructor time, and device time in
each of thousands of training sessions through-
out its life cycle. Lengthy set-up procedures ...

lower simglator training efficiency by reduc-
ing the ratio of productive training time to

total simulator time. They further lower
efficiency and effectiveness by introducing -

continual delays in training which have an un-
avoidable effect on student'and instructor
concentration and motivation.

INSTRUCTOR CONSOLE

Design Approach

A high level of partial automation is used
to achieve a very low level of workload for
the most frequent case of routine or standard,.

ized training. A moderate level of automation
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is used to achieve a relatily low level of .
_workload for the less frequent case of parti-

ally specialized training. A low level of
automation is used for the relatively rare
case of fully specialized training, resulting
in a level of workload for this type of train-
ing which approaches that found on current

consoles.

The application of automation to the sim-
plification of console procedures is thus in
accordance with a frequency-of-use approach in
that the size of the development effort.to
simplify procedures is proportional to how of-
ten the procedures are used. This results in

a console that is "managed by excertion" jn
that the instructor has to do very little un-
less he wishes to deviate from the standard
"default" condition. From a different stand-
point, the console design makes use of the
principle of least effort in a way that should
result in a much higher level of training stan-
dardization than is realized with current sim-

ulators. For example, the console design
hakes it easiest of all for the instructor to
conduct the standard training specified in the
syllabus and lesson plan; harder but still
relatively convenient to conduct partially -

specialized training; and least convenient of
all to conduct fully specialized training.
Thus, the more the instructor deviates from
the syllabus or leston plan, the harder he has

to work. In this way the design strongly en-
courages standardized training but makes it
possible for the instructor to introdUce spe-
cialized training whenever he decides that it
is necessary.

Physical Configuration

The general physical configuration of the
instructor console consists of an interactive
control/display module, a secondary display

module, and a two-axis controller as shown in

Figure I. The interactive mod reconsists of
a 21" calligraphic CRT with a transparent
membrane-type on-screen touch anel or "touch

screen", and several off-screen membrane-type
illuminated touch switches, where individual
switches are created from a continuous matrix
of switches by making cutouts where desired in
a thick, e.g., 1/8", plastic overlay. The

secondary display module consists of a second
21" calligraphic CRT plus a smaller CRT in-
cluded primarily for the purpose of presenting
the instructor with the view seen on and
through the students HUD.

The configuration shown in Figure I was
designed for use with an instrument flight
trainer (IFT), operational flight trainer
(OFT), or air combat maneuvering trainer

(ACMT). The interactive dispJay module by it-
self can be used as the instructor console for
a cockpit procedures trainer (CPT), whVre it
can be swiveled to face the student fO1- self-
instruction. For an IFT or OFT, the console



stop when the instructor pushes' the STOP
switch or when the run time reaches some pre-
specifted maximum stored in the task module
for that maneuver. When the tun stops, the
event module will start setting the simulator
for the next run to be flown, typically a stu-
dent practice run ("live run") for the same
maneuver. After the standard number of stu-
dent practice runs have been flown for the
first maneuver, the event module will start
setting up the simhlator to fly the first run
of the second maneuver. This procedure is re-
peated until all maneuvers have been flown.
Unless he wants to deviate from the standard
lesson plan, the only inputs the instructor
has to make are to push POSITION SIM to ini-
tialize each run, START to start each run, and
NEXT MANEUVER to proceed to the next maneuver.

Although it may appear at first that the
event modules are too restrictive, a variety
of ways are provided to permit the instructor
to deviate from the standard lesson plan to
tailor training to the needs of the indiVidual
student. As with task modules, the difficulty
of deviating from the standard lesson plan for
an event is inversely proportional to the es--
timated frequency of the need for such de-
viation. Thus, modifying the number of trials
within the prespecified minimum and maximum
iTrrnEFF of trials is very easy. Modifying the
lesson plan to provide training on a maneuver
which is not even in thejesson plan is rela-
tively cOmplex, although still fairly
straightforward.

On the surface it may seem desirable to
let a student practice each maneuver or task
until he reaches the specified or customary
level of performance for that point in train-
ing, regardless of the number of trials called
for in the syllabus or lesson plan. In prac-
tice, however, most large-scale training pro-
grams permit only slight deviations from the
planned number of trials for each maneuver.
This is due to the fact that large deviations
have a chain reaction effect on subsequent
syllabus events. For example, excessive time
spent on one maneuver will usually result in
insufficient practice on one or more of the
other maneuvers scheduled for the same event.
,The student is then faced with the problem of
going to the next regularly scheduled simu-

lator or aircraft training event without being
able to perform these other maneuvers at the
expected level. This is yet pother example
of how individualized progression, although
desirable from a theoretical standpoint,

creates serious problems in large scale train-
ing systems. Recent advancements in dynamic
scheduling techniques may someday provide an
answer to this dilemma.

Provisions for Routine vs Specialized
Training,. The proposed design makes explicit
provisions for three types of training: rou-
tine training; partially specialized training;
and fully-specialized training.

In the context of individual maneuver
training, routine trafning consists of train-
ing the student to perform one of the standard
versions of the maneuver called for in the
flight syllabus. Partially specialized train-
ing in this context refers to tailoring train-
ing to the needs of the student by having the
student fly a relatively common variation of
one of the standard versions of the maneuver,
e..g., under different visibility conditions or
with a different e.g. Fully spkialized
training refers to training the student to.fly

,

-uncommon variations on one.of the standard
versions of the maneuver, e.g., ln turbulence
with one engine out, etc.

In the context of the training of an en-
tire event, routine training refers to con-
ducting the training exactly as specified in a

pre-established lesson plan, in terms of the
maneuvers trained, the sequence of maneuvers
trained, the type of runs or "learning events"
ided to train each maneuver and the number of
rues of each type flown. Partially special;
ized training here refers to making relatively
slight variations in the lesson plan, e.g.,
varying the number of student practice runs
for a particular maneuver within pre- ,

established minimum and maximum limits. Fully
specialized training here refers to making ma-
jor changes in the lessOn plan such as exceed-
ing the maximum number of runs specified for a
given maneuver or introducing a maneuver which
is not in the lesson plan.

As discussed above, the console .k de-
signed so that routime training, which should
be completely adequate most of the time, re-
quires an absolute minimum of instructor in-
puts. Partially specialized training, needed
occasionally, requires a moderate number of
instructor inputs. Fully specialized train-
ing, needed only on rare occasions, requires a
relatively hjgh number of manual iRputs. In

comparison with current cowles instructor
workload should thus be very low,for routine
training, higher but still relatively low for
partially specialized training, and approach
that of current esonsoles only for the rela-
tively.infrequent case of fully specialized
training. ,

4

Provisions are also made to record the
number and nature of each partially or fully
specialized maneuver or task used by the in-
structor to identify: 1) standard variaSions
of maneuvers and tasks which are used ffe-
*fitly enough that they should be added to
thesyllabusto-become part of standardized
training; and 2) nonstandard variations of ma-
neuvers and tasks which are used frequently
enough that they should be added to the menus
of standard variations available to the in-
structor for conducting partially specialized
training.

.
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Provisions for Different Run Types. The

proposed console design also makes explicit

provisions for four basic types of runs or
"learning events" which are used in simulator

training: IP demonstration runs; automated
demonstration runs, student practice runs; and

replay runs.

In IP demonstration runs the instructor

pilot flies the simulator from the instructor

console using the inside-out and outside-in

graphid4displays and the two-axis controllgr.
This feature was included to permit the in-'

structor to actively fly the simulated Sir-

craft in order to illustrate-facets of perfor-

mance that are not adequately illustrated by

any of the automated demonstrations. Auto-

mated demonstration runs are runs flown by an

interactive autopilot or by a "canned" tape.

Studgnt practice runs ("live runs") and replay

runs are self-explanatory. The use of the in-

structor console to set,up and control each of

these types of runs is described in the fol-

lowing sections.

Controls. Figure 2, above illustrates the

three basic types of controls provided on the

instructor control/display module. These are:

I. A transparent CRT touch screen used to

-select items from alphanumeric or pictorial

menus displayed on the CRT.

2. Dedicated function switches located

both above and below the CRT. These are

grouped, into five subpanels corresponding to

five basic functions- performed by the instruc-

tor: simulator status monitoring; event con-

trol; maneuver or task control; number entry;

and malfunction insertion. The switches used

to perform each of these functions are dis-

cussed below.

3. A two-axis controller located to the,

right of the control switch slant panel. (For

use with an IFT, OFT or ACMT. Not required

for a CPT.) The tw -axis controller can be
used by the instru tor a) to fly the student's

aircraft during m nual demonstrations of cor-

rect maneuver per nmance ("IP demos"); b) to

manually control t e simulated enemy aircraft

during ACM and gunnery training; and c) to fly

one of the friendly aircraft during close for-

mation or traffic pattern training.

Five tyries of dedicated function indicator

switches were defined for the console: 1)

EMERG
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those used to control and monitor the status .

of the simulator itself; 2) those used to

identify and modify the event to be trained;
3) those used to monitor and control the
training of individual maneuvers and tasks;
4)4those used to enter numbers into the com-

puter (e.g. to change the value of parameters

defining initial conditions, etc.); and 5)

those used to insert, monitor, and remove
malfunctions in the simulated aircraft. The

subpanels containing each of these types of

switches are shown bejow in Figures 3 and 4.

The Simulator Status Panel, the Numeric
Entry Panel, and the Malfunction Select Panel

are self-explanatory. The functions asso-
ciated with the Event Control Panel and the
Maneuver Control Panel are described below.

Event Control Panel. The Event Control

Panel is used a's follows. Pressing the STAGE

switch causes a menu of the different stages
of training to appear on the CRT display,
e.g., Instruments, Formation, ACM, etc. In-

dicating a specific stage with the touch
screen calls up a menu of the different train-

ing events (simulator sorties) which must be

flown during that stage. Indicating a spe-

cific event on this menu causes the detailed
lesSOn plan for'that event to be displayed,
showing the sequence of maneuvers and tasks to

be trained, and the minimum, standdrd, ant
maximum number of trials for each maneuver or

task. If the lesson plan is mord than one
page long, pressing a point on the bottom

right (or left) corner of the touch screen
will cycle forward'(or backward) through the

pages in the menu. Indicating a specific

event 4lso causes the event moduleifor that
event to be loaded into main memory. Pressing

the START EVENT switch then calls op the task

module for the first maneuver or task to be
trained and starts setting up the S4jmulator
for the first trial of the first mapeuver or

task. (Where desirable, this could,be mech-

anized so that an instructor could start an
event from somewhere other than the beginning
by simply touching the screen to indicate the
first maneuver or task to be trained befor

pressing the START EVENT switch.)

The LESSON PLAN switch shown in Figure 4

can be used to call up the lesson plan for re- '

view at any time during the event. The lesson

plan can also be used as a menu to conduct
specialized training by,introducing maneuvers

and tasks out of sequence, e.g., to skip a

STAT 5 DICAT,D9 CON.YR a

WITON
SySTEM SEAT 511IT

ATA

FIGURE 3. SIMULATOR STATUS PANEL
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FIGURE 4. LOWER SUBPANELS .

section of the plan, or to return to a maneu-
ver already completed. Similarly, event menus
and stage menus can be used to introduce maneu-
vers normally practiced only in other events
or even maneuvers normally practiced only in
other stages. Again, the more radical the
departure from the standardized training pre-
specified for the event, the greater the,num-
ber of procedural steps required.

Maneuver Control Panel. The Maneuver Con-
trol Panel is used as follows. The POSITION
SIM, START, FREEZE, and STOP switches were
carefully selected as a minimal, necessary and
sufficient set of_simulator run controls on

. -
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the basis of our experience in conducting sim-
ulator training experiments over the past sev-
eral years. The function of these switches is
described below in Figure 9 which presents a
detailed sequential description of instructor
control inputs and display indications for a
standard prerecorded maneuver demonstration.
These controls function in exactly the same
way for an instructor flown demonstration (IP
DEMO), autopilot or prerecorded demonstration
(AUTO DEMO), student practice run (LIVE RIJN),
or replay. The functions of the NEXT MANEUVER'
and EXTRA TRIAL switches are described below
in the discussion of the Quantitative Perfor-
mance Display.



Dis la s. Dynamic "inside-out," and
$outside,.1nu pictorial representitions of the

student's aircraft and its relation to other
aircraft or ground features are now relatively
common, at least for certain maneuvers. For

example, many current instructor consoles can
show dynamic two-dimensional pictorial
-representations of aircraft glideslope and

localizer error. Similarly, dynamic three-
dimensional perspective outside-in and inside-

out pictorial representations of ACrengage-
ment like those developed by Cubic for the-
Tactical Air Combat Training System/Air Combat
Maneuvering Range (TACTS/ACMR) have been de-

veloped for ACM simulator instructor consoles
by Northrop and other companies. (Spring,

1970 In the proposed design,'dynamic inside-
out and outside-in views of the maneuver being
flown are combined With a number of special
purpose displays to provide' the instructor
with the essential, information required at

each point in training. Figure 5 shows an

outside-in display of an ACM engagement. The

numbers in Figure 5 show the relative position

of attacker and bogey at four different times
during the engagement.

FIGURE 5. OUTSIDE-IN DISPLAY OF ACM ENGAGEMENT

As noted previously, the generalized (all
except CPT) configuration of the instructor
console has three CRT displays. These are:

1. A small CRT at the top of the.left-
hand or "secondary display" module. This is

normally used as a repeater display to show
the instructor the view through the HUD and
the HUD symbology being seen by the student.

2. A 21" CRT on the secondary display

modulg. During a run this is normally used to
present a dynamic outside-in pictorial rep-
resentation of the student's aircraft and its
relation to other aircraft or features 'on the
ground.
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3. A 21" CRT on the interactive control/
display module. During a run this is normally

used to present a dynamic inside-out pictorial
representation of the view through the wind-

screen of the student's aircraft. Between

runs this CRT is used to present special-
purpose displays which provide the instructor
with a variety of additional information
required to'set up, conduct, monitor, and

evaluate training.

A desCription of the primary special-
purpose displays developed during the design

study is presented in the following sections.

Maneuver Description Display. A sampt
Maneuver Description Display is shown in Fig-

ure 6. This display is autoTatically pre-
sented-to the instructor at the beginning of a

training for each new maneuver or task. The

Tlispltly shows:

1. The type and number of demonstrations
to be flow; and the minimum, standard and max-
imum r11,er of student practice or "live" runs

to be Ilown following the demonstrations.

2. The standard or "desired" tiMe of oc-
currence of critical points or "windows" which
normally occur during the maneuver, on a time
scale appropriate to the maneuver.

3. A detailed description of the perfor-
mance standards, initial conditions, and per-
formance,conditions for the maneuver to be

flown.

The purpose of the maneuver description
display is to refresh the instructor's memory
as to a) the way in which the maneuver should

be flown and b) the specific criteria which
should be used to evaluate student
performance.

Quantitative Performance Display. A typi-

cal Summary Quantitative Performance Display
is shown in Figure 7. This display is

automatically presented to the instructor at

the end of each triaj. The display shows:

1. An indication of the training status

for the maneuver. This part of the display is

unchanged from that shown in the Maneuver De-
scription Display except that the number of

the trial just completed,is brightened to show
the instructor the number of trials completed
and the number yet to be trained.

*

2. Both the actual and desired (standard) ."
time of occurrence of each critical point or
"window" for the maneuver. This display was

added because of analytical studies which sug-:
gest that the times of occurrence of critical

points in a maneuver are sensitive indicators
of overall maneuver performance.

3. A description of the most important
out-of-tolerance conditions detected at each
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FIGURE 6. MANEUVER DESCRIPTION DISPLAY

window or in the segment or "corridor" immedi-
ately following that window. The out-of-
tolerance conditions for windows and corridors
are detected by the,automated performance mon-
itoring system discussed in the following
section.

As illustrated in Figure 7, the Summary
Quantitative Performance Display shows out-of-
tolerance conditions detected for each window
and succeeding segment. Each out-of-tolerance
condition is indicated by a very brief English-
language description of the out-of-tolerance
condition, followed by the observed value of
the parameter and the standard or desired
value in parentheses. For example, Figure 7
shows that the pull-up occurred very late,
that it was initiated when the attacker was
1/2 miles from the bogey, and that is should
have been initiated when the attacker was ap-
proxiMately 7/8 of a mile from the bogey. The
values in parentheses serve to continually re-
mind the instructor of the qualitative,perfor-
mance standards established for the maneuver.

It would of course be possible to present
this same display to the student by projecting
it on the simulator's image presentation sys-
tem or by displaying it on the student's mul-
tifunctipn display ifi the cockpit. This
feature could 'be used as a tool to assist the
instructor in providing feedback to the stu-
dent. With appropriate controlsadded to the
cockpit this could also be used to provide the
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simulator with a capability for self-
instruction, which can be highly efficient
when alternated with conventional instruction.

It should be noted that the display pre-
sents only the two or three most important

out-of-tolerance conditions detdcted for each
window and accompanying segment. This is done
to prevent overloading the instructor,: with too
much information. It is done by malls of a
table look-up system which identifies the most
important errors by consulting a table con-
taining the prespecified rank order of impor-
tance of each of the known errors for each ,

window and segment for the maneuver. This
table is part of the automated performance
monitoring algorithm which is in turn part of
the task module for the maneuver. If de-
sired, the instructor can.obtain information
on additional performance information.for any
window and segment by simply touching the name
of the window. This causes a Detailed Quanti-
tative Performance DiSplay of all the out-of-
tolerance conditions detected for that window
and segment to be displayed. This detiiled
display for a given window and segment would.
probably "group out-of-tolerance conditions-by

parameter type.to make it easier for the in=
structor to read, e.g., under headings such as
"Energy Parameters," and,"Relative Geometry
Parameters.4,

oprom-

The time scale at the top of the displar
has a second, possibly very useful function.
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By pressing any two points on the scale the

instructor can preset the starting and stop-

ping points of any automated maneuver demon-

stration or replay. This might be done to

save time or to highlight some aspect of ma-

neuver performance. Thus, in the example

shown in Figure 7, the instructor could use
this technique to quickly set up the simulator

to replay a just completed live run from a

point just before the low reversal to a point

just after the inverted position, in order to

illustrate some detail of correct or incorrect

performance in that part of the maneuver.

A similar capability can be provided for

live runs by developing additional software to

enable the computer to pick off,donsta

initial conditionsetc. fromirit diate

points in a canned demonstratis of the ma-

neuver. The ability to set arbitrary start

and stop points for live ru s provides an in-

herent capability for back rd chaining and

similar instructional tec lques as discussed

below in the section on istructional

features.

Normally,"as soon as the standard number

of student practice trials ("live runs") have

been cdmpleted for a given maneuver, the in-

structor will debrief the student and then,

press the NEXT MANEUVER switch. This will

cause the simulator computer to call up the.

task module for the next maneuver specified in

the event module and start setting up the

simulator for the first trial of the next

maneuver, typically a demonstration. If the

standard number of practice runs have not been

completed but the instructor decides'that no
further practice is necessary, and if the num-
ber of trials completed is equal to or greater

than the minimum shown on the display, the in-

structor can move directly to the next maneu-

ver to by pressing the NEXT MANEUVER switch.

Similarly, if the standard number of practice

runs have been completed but the instructor

es the student needs more pract e, and

if the n of trials flown is s than the

maximum shown on e instructor

can set up'a'n extra trial on the same maneuver

simply by pressing the EXTRA TRIAL switch. In

this way the instructor can easily vary the

number of trials flown within prespecified
limits to tailor training to the student's

needs. He cannot exceed these limits without

going through a more complex procedure. This

feature is designed to make it difficult to

reduce the number of trials to the extent that

a student receives little or no practice on a

maneuver, or to increase the number of trials

to the extent that insufficient time is left

In add ion to e sling the instructor to

keep track ,
he is in the training for

- each maneav the part of the display showing

the trials completed and tPials remaining are

used by the instructor in connection with the

NEXT MANEUVER and EXTRA TRIAL switches shown

above in Figure 4.
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for training on remaining maneuvers. 'Here .
again, the actual number of trials flown on
each maneuver could be recorded to provide an
empirical basis for modifying the minimum,
standard, and maxinium number of trials spec-
ified in the event module.

Other Displays. Several other displays
were developed to reduce instructor workload
for various tasks. For example two-
dimensiondl tabillar menus Were developed to
enable the instructor to guickly set up the
desired mode of controlling each aircraft in a
three ship formation, or in two-on-one or one-
on-two ACM engagements. This type of display
is illustrated i4 Figure 8.,

ATTACKER AUTO -STUDENT...7
..,/ 1 \ IP

OTHER
SIM

WINGMAN

_

AUTO . STUDENT -
\'' I / ....

IP
--... OTHER

BIM

-

BOGEY

\ ' /...
7, AUTO Z

..,,
STUOENT

IA ...

IP

. .

OTHER
SIM

FIGU E 8. MENU'DISPLAY FOR SELECTING METHOD
CONTROLLING EACH AIRCRAFT FOR ACM

Detailed Fifgtions Analyses. Detailed
functions analyses have been developed showing
exactly how the Event Control Panel, Maneuver
Control Panel, Maneuver Description Display,
and Summary Quantitative Performance display
would be used to carry out each of the follow-
ing instructional functions and subfunctions:

Identify event to be trained

Conduct standardized training
demonstrate maneuver
instruct live run
replay live run

Conduct partially standardized training
modify start-stop points
modify number of trials per maneuver

normal transition
skip to next maneuver
give extra trials on current
maneuver

introduce standard variation of
maneuver

Conduct fully specialized training

introduce nonstandard variation of
4

maneuver

introduce mueuver out-of-sequence
introduce maneuver not contained in
event module

Insert and remove"malfunction

Specify method of controlling each aircraft
for ACM and Formation Flights.

A sample functions analysis for demonstrat-
ing a maneuver is shown in Figure 9. This
type of analysis is an important.first step in

developing instructor console software in that
it can fairly easily be translated into a com-

.
outer flow diagram.

Automated Performance Monitoring (APM) System

As discussdd in the previous section., the
automated performance monitoring (APM) system
generates a quantitative performance display
at the end of a maneuver which is a summary of
the most jmportant out-of-tolerance conditions
deteCted during thg maneuver. An example of a
quantitative performarice display is shown
above in Figure 7. This information is Pre- '

sented to the instructor as an aid for evalu-
ating and diagn..0,ing student performance on
the maneuver.

The APM system is based primarily on tdch-
niques developed by Northrop, Vought, and Sys-
tems Technology, jnc. (Carter 1976; Carter
1977; Sepp 1977; Heffley et. al. 1982). It
also uses APM concepts developed by Appli-
Nation, Inc., the Canyon Research group, and
Vreuls R. esearch,'Anc. "(Semple, et. al. 1979;
Vreuls, et. al. 1975).

The system is designed to detect three
types of errors: flight path errprs, control
technique errors, and procedural (switch se7
quence) errors. In all, cases, errors or out--
of-tolerance conditions are detected by"
comparing the observed valye of a paraheter
for a specific point or segment in a maneuver

, or task with the standard value and tolerance
limits stored in computer memory. Flig4 path
errors, e.g., "excessive airspeed at roll in,"
are currently being measured in_this way by-
the Vought A-7 NCLT APM system now in opera-
tional use at NAS Lemoore. Control technique
errors, e.g.;' "controlling attitude instead of
Nz" can be measured in this way by pilot be-
havior identification techniques like those
developed by STI, which were used in Northrop
simulation studies to evaluate theaTfective-
ness of alternate training aircraft configur-
ations for wrier landing. Procedurar
errors, e.g., "arming switch _thrown out of
sequence" are now being detected in this, man-
ner by the EA-3 Low-Cost CPT developed by
Appliglaion, Inc., and several other systems.

The potential impact of-APM techniques on
the effectiveness and efficiency of simulator
training has been demonstrated by studies on
the inter- and intra-obseriVer reliability of
instructor judgments. (Carter, 1976;Knoop &
Welde, 1973) These studies show that instruc-
tor judgments of overall maneuver performance
are fairly reliable, but that instructor judo-
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A

, .

CONDUCT STANDARDIZED-TAANING
, . ,.....

.,

li Following the identification of the event to be trainedthe instructor conducts a standardized train* event Oy using the Maneuver

ControVanel pnd the specill papose displays as follows: , .

1. Demonstrates Mareuver (AUTO DEMO) , 0
.

. a.. Presses "POSITION SIM" switch which causes the "POSITION SIM" ligAt -to start blinkineand the computer to start setting 0

up the sknulator for the prereCorded demonstration specified for this maneuver in the task module.

b. ("POSITION SIM" switch comes on steady and first frame of HUD, flight path, and instrument repeater dynamic dil.Olays

.,. are displayed on instructor consdle CRTs, indicating that simulator is ready to fly.) .
4

c. Comments on the demonstration to be flown and verifies that the student is ready,

d. Presses "START" switch fo start the prerecorded demonstration. .

e, Makes comments during the demonstration. .

f, Presses "FREEZE" switch to freeze demdnstra.tion in mid-air. (This freezes the visual scene, motion glatforin, g-seat,

g-suit, instruments, etc, in the position existing at time-of freeze.)-

9. Presses "START" switch to restart prerecorded demonstrationtom fro en position. ...

h. Instructor presses "STOP" switch/demonstfation reaches auto stop point.
(1) Turns off visual scene qnd returns rribtion platform, g-seat, g-sUit, i ruments, etb, to a netitral position. .

(2) Freezes last frame of HUD and flight path displays. 4.'

(3) Causes Summary Quantitative Perforinance Display and Grading Scale Display to appear on the interactive CRT. ,

IGURE 9. SAMPLE FUNCTIONS ANALYSIS

,-c

ments relating to the accePlability of spe-
4ific parameters at specific points or over
specific segmenbiz daring the maneuver are

highly unreliable. 'Since these judgments arp

the basis for the instructor's diagnosis Of

the causes of substandard maneuver perfor-
mance, it follows that mUch of the feedback
currently given to Students is in error: The

effect of this on.the effectivenesSanireffi-
ciency of training "Can be understood-by con-
sidering the effect of telling a Student he

pulled up late when he.actaally pulled up
early, ighich is precisely what the data indi-

cite is happening. :

-.-

features were classified into twb b.road types:

nonautomated and automated.
0 4 ,

NonautoMated Features. .Figure 10 illus.:. ,

trates the results of an analysis performed to

evaluate a variety of nonautomated inStruc-

tional features.identified as candidates for

simulator ,training, hi genera) , the features ,

shown as rejected were rejected because of a

total lack of emPirical data on their training

effectiveness.

Backward chaining has been found to be a

highly effective simulator training technique

0 in an experimental setting. (Hughes, 1979)

It is:therefore'recommended for IFT;.OFT;,and
.ACMTstraining pending further investqations
of its,tost-effectiveness inrmilitary pilot

training peograms::. The7instcuctor.console feal

ture used to,set u "arbitr4ry start and stop

points for live runs provides a basic capabil-
ity fortackwftd chaining and similar instruc-

.
tipnal techniques,.as discussed above in the

Itectfon on instructor console displays.

a

The proPdsed APM'system is deligned to -

cOrrect this prob4em by providinginstructors
With objective data which can be used to give .

students more accurate feedback. This same

data can be Y'ecorded to provide-an objective

data base for improved mdhagement ttudent,

progress, improved student selection, and more
accurate evaluation of total sgstem

performance.
. - .

Although the benefits of the proposed APM
system are extensive, the-46tt of developing
and perfecting an APM algorithm for a single

complex maneuver can be quite high. For

,large-,scale.training sistems a phased APM de-

velopment may be required to spread these
cost§ over OR_ In this approach algorithms
are first developed,only for selected,

sensitive maneavehs. Algorithms for addi-

tional maneuvers cari,then be deyelopethas parit

of an ongoing ISO effort.

INSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES

A review of*current literature on instruc-
tional features served as a starting point for
the identificatio.6 and evaluation of candjdate

instruCtional features. (e.g., Bailey V
Hughes,'1980; Caro et..al. 1979, 1980; Hughes,
1978, 1979;lintern tcGopher, 1977; Lintern
1978; Semple, et. al. 1980; Shaw 1979; and

Meller, 1979) Candidate instructional

Eas'-t time has been found to be very effec--

tive simulator tPaining technique at NASA-Ames

for preparing NAS test pilots for the severb

time;-compression effect encountered in actual

test flights. Fast time is a technique

whereby the program'integration'interval is

Ireater than the elapsed real-time interval,

causing fnequencies and velocities to in-
;crease, i.e., things happen more quickly than

in real flight. Fast time ig thus a form of

overtraining whichocould conceivably increase
the training effectiveness of IFT and OFT'

training by be.tter preparing students for the

'increased-stre'ts and workload assodiated with

aircraft flights. Like other types of over-

'training It could also result in excegsive
simulator training-time. ,While current imu-

lator computers have an.inherent capability'
for fast time, the cosf of upgrading image
generation computers, motion system sOyvo
and other hardware to achieve the required

,
'frequency response would be very high. This
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,
FEATURE. .

REJECTED SELECTED

J PARAMETER F,-REEZE .CAPABILITY FOR
_

X

,FREEZING ONE O'R MORE SELECTED PARA-
METERS. E G RANGE TO TARGET)

c ,
'

2, BACKWARD CHAINING (CAPABILITY. FOR . IFT, OFT AND ACMT
',...TRA INING LAST 4§GMEWT-IN A MANEUVER F 1 RST ISEE DISCUSSION/

PROGRESSIVELY ADDING EARLIER SEGMENTS)

3 FAST TiME (CAPABILITY FOR FLYING SIMU: - X

LATOR AT FASTER THAN REAL TIME)
.

.
'

SLOW TIME.ICAPABILITY FOR FLYrNG SIMU- . X

LATOR AT SLOWER THAN REAL TIME) -

.
6 .

5 NON INTERACTIVE DYNAMIC VISUAL SCENE X
, ear

FOR`CPT (DISPLAY EhABLING STUDENT TO
CORRELATE PROCEDURES INIfH tHE SIGHT,- .

,
PICTURE, E G , FOR LEARNING TRAFFIC ,..

PATTERN PP(OCEDURE)
.

" 6 INSTRUMENN BLANKING (CAPABILITY FOR X

BLA'NKiNG OUT SELECTED INSTRUMENTS FOR 6.

SCAN TRAINING)

7 EYE-TRACK DISPLAY (DYNAMIC DISPLA.11

SHOWING INSTRUCTOR WHERE STUDE,NT IS r

LOOKING AT EACH MOMENT)
...,

8 MANUAL REPOSITIONING (CAPABILITY FOR

'
X

INSTRUCTOR TO CHANGE ATTITUTE AND ALTI-
TUQE OF STUDENtS AIRCRAF T DURVIG FREEZE
TO ILLUSTRATE CHANGE 14'1HE SIGHT PICTURE

.
-

(A TYPE -OF PARAMETER FOEEZE)
)6

',. 9 AUGMENTED VISUAL CUE,STREDICTOR DI-S- OFtACMT .

PLAYSIO BE DISPLAYED ON HUD.' '

FIGURE 10. ,EVALUATION OF NON-AUTOMATED INURUCTIONAL FEATURES

technique is therefore not recommended pending

a more direct demonstration of its effective-,

ness for military.flight training.
. ,

LaAding-point predi,ctor.displays and aug-
Mented visual.cues such as the 'pole track"
-display are'recommended as setectable OFT HUD

ays for field and carrieY landing train-

ing, :The "pole track" is a display of succes-
sively shorter "poles" on each....side of the

glideslope showing the correct guideslope and

providing 'an external indication of aircraft

veloOtty. The effectiveness of such displays

, .for simulator training in field and carrier

landings" has, been deMonstrated in the studies

by Lintern (1978) and Weller (1979)..

Electronic tOacer bullets and funnel dis-

plays like those on the G.E. HUD are recom-,
mended.a selectable ACMT HUD displays for
air-to-air gunnery training. These displays

a have been shown to be extremely effective for

.64*

teaching a student the effect of aircraft
control inputs on the dynamics of the bullet
stream. A continuously computed impact point,
velocity vector, and bomb fall line are recom-
*nded as selectable OFT HUD displays for air-

to-ground weapon delivery training. It is

assume that these HUD displays woutd dupli-
cate those in the aircraft.

Automated Features. Figure Willustrates
the results of an analysis performed to evalu-
ate automated instructional features which
were identified as candidates for an ACMT.

3

The capability for preprogrammed initial
conditions and preprogrammed malfunctions is
inherent in the task module condept.' Tech-
niques for using normal and emergency proce-
dure task modules in conjunction with other
types of task modules are described in Semple,

et; al. (1980).
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FEATURE REJECTED
. .

SELECTED

.--:'PRePROGRAMMED INITIAL CONDITIONS CPT, IFT, OFT, ACMT
(TASK MODULE)

*
- PREPROGRAMMED MALFUNCTIONS

CPT, IF1/2sOFT, ACMT
(TASK MODULE)

AUTOMATED GROUND CONTROLLER
IFT, OFT

PRERECORDED BOGIES AND FRIENDLY NC ' OFT, ACMT

MANEUVER-SPECIFIC AUTOPILOT BOGIES AND OFT, ACMT
FRIENDLY AIRCRAFT

Il
GENERALIZED AUTOPILOT BOGEY

ACMT (ADVANCED
TRAINING ONLY)

AUTOMATED PERFORMANCE MONITORING
CPT, IFT, OFT, ACMT

AUTOMATED AUDIO ALERTS DURING MANEUVER CPT, IFT, OFT, ACMT
(TO INSTRUCTOR)

AUTOMATED GRADING
OFT ONLY

(AT THE INSTRUCTORS CONSOLE)
(RECOMMENDED FOR
FIELD AND CARRIER

AUTOMATED FEEDBACK AFTER MANEUVER
LANDING) ,
CPT ONLY

(TO STUDENT)

AUTOMATED INSTRUCTION
CPT ONLY

ADAPTIVE TRAINING
OFT ONLY

(USE OF HUD SYMBOLOGY)
.

AUTOMATEQ COACHING DURING MANEUVER x
.

(TO STUDENT)

-

FIGURE 11. EVALUATION OF AUTOMATED INSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES

An automated ground controller similar to
that developed for the F-14 OFT Instructional
Support System is recommended for IFTs and
OFTs for simulating the ground controller's

'voice instructions in ground-controlled ap-
proaches and carrier-controlled approaches.
Instructor pilots consulted agreed that in-
structor pilots cannot accurately simulate
ground controller voice instructions due to t

the specialized training and practice re-
qucred. This feature should thus increase the
training effectiveness of IFTs and OFTs while
reducing instructor workload.

Maneuver-specific "autopi7ot bogies" are
recommended for controlling the simulated
1:0ogey and wing-man in introductory ACM train-
ing and for controlling the lead aircraft,
second aircraft,-Or third aircraft in close-
and tactical-formation training. This ap-
proach was used with success in ACM simulator
training experiments perforMed by Northrop for
NADC An 1976. (Spring, 1976; Carter, 1976)
The autdpilot bogey is used for introductory
treining in classic maneuvers. Typicdlly, it
-1%0 relatively simpfe algorithm which causes
tife bogey or friendly aircraft to react to a

,.

change in student aircraft position in the
same way that the instructor would react at
this stage of training. For example, a barrel
roll attack bogey is programmed to tighten its
turn as the student reduces angle-off.:tail and

nose-to-tail, and to reverse when the student
overshoots. Autopilot bogies increase OFT and
ACMT training.effectiveness in two ways: 1)
they provide much more realistic training than
is possible with noninteractive pi.erecorded
bogies; and 2) they significantly reduce the
need for the-simulator instructor to fly the
bogey aircraft in ACM and formation training,
thus permitting the instructor to concentrate
on observing and coaching student performance.

Theterm "generalized autopilot bogey"' is
used here to refer to en autopilot bogey which
is capable of flying an entire ACM engagement-
against a human pilot. This type of bogey is
us in the Northrop Large Amplitude Simulator
AS), the Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat

(SAAC) at Luke AFB, and the 2E6 ACM simulator,
at NAS Oceana. 'A generalized autopilot bogey

is recommended 'for ACMTs to be used in ad-
vanced training but weitild probably not be

cost-effective for undergraduate ACM training.

3.4
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As shown in Figure 11, an automated per-
formance monitoring,system is recommended for
all four types of simulators. As described in
the previous section, the APM system detects
out-of-tolerance conditions during each trial.
of each maneuver or task, and,displays this
information to the instructor at the end of
the trial. .By providing more detailed and.

,more accurate data on student performance, the
APM system performs three essential functions.
First, it increases the effeetiveness of ac-
tive instpction by providing the-instructor
with objective information which can be used
as an aid in evaluating and diagnosing indi-
vidual trials. Second, it puts the management
of stydent progress through the syllabus on a
more objective basis by providing instructors
with more complete and accurate data on which
to base grades. Finally, it provides a-
greatly increased system evaluation capability
by providing operatidnal ISD personnel with
objective data on the effects of variations in
training content, sequence, techniques, and
equipment.

Automated audio alerts are recommended for
all four types of simulators ,to alert the in-
structor to certain critical student errors
which might otherwise be missed. This enables

the instructor to correct errors as soon as
they occUr to prevent formation of unsafe
habits; such as pulling too many Gs. This is

done by means of audio tones and/or digitally
rec rded voice messages.

Automated verbal coaching arid cueing of
the student during a maneuver is,not recom-
mended because of research evidence that such
Coaching fs at best distracting, and at worst
constitutes an irrelevant cue to correct ma=
neuver performance which can be used con-
sciously or unconsciously to "beat the
system."

Automated grading is recommended for field
and carrier landing training in OFTs because
of the demonstrated agreement between A-7 NCLT
Landing Signal Officer (LSO) grades and the
grades assigned by the A-7 NCLT automated
grading system developed by Vought.

A capability for fully automated Computer-
Assisted Instruction (CAI) is recommended only
for CPTs. At,the completion of each procedure
this system Kovides automatic feedback to the
student by disp.laying the errors and the cor-

rect procedures Oh the instructeristudent con-
sole CRT display. The system then instructs
the student to reset all switches to their
normal positiops. Depending bn performance to
that point, it then instructs the student to
perform the previous procedure again or to
start training Oh a new procedure.

Adaptive training is recommended for OFTs
in conjunction with an A-7 NCLT-type grading
system to vary the difficulty of field or car-
rier landing as a function of student perfor-'
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mance. Task difficulty is decreased by
displaying a predictor display'and augmented
visual cues _such as a "pole track" display on
the student's HUD. Task difficulty is in-

creased by removing these displays. While it

is possible for ,tha idstriictor to insert and,
delete these displWys manually, the training
effectiveness of these displays is greatest if
they are inserted and deleted according to an
.optimized adaptive training algorithm.
(Lintern, 1978)

Adaptive training in wilich task difficulty

is varied by varying system dynamics, (e.g.,
changing the stability of the simulated air-
craft) has been shown to be ineffective and is
not recommended. (Shaw, 1979).

BRIEF/DEBRIEF CONSOLE

The brief/debrief console for the proposed
ISS is essentially a CAI terminal interfaced
to a videodisc system, which has an added
video cassette playback Capability for de-
briefing. It is assumed that the brief/
debrief console would.be interfaced to a com-
puterized, scheduling and records keeping
system.

9
Physical Configuration

The physical configuration of the console
consists of a 21" CRT display with a transpar-
ent membrane-type touch screen and a set of
dedicated function switches located on an off-
screen membrane-type touch panel, where indi-
vidual switches are located and grouped by
means of cutouts in d` thick plastic overlay.
Ideally, the brief/debrief console would be
identical to the CAIlvideodisc terminals used
for academic training, with the exception of
the vileo cassette,unit and additional func-
tiondWitches used only for debriefing. A
detachable alphanumeric keyboard i required

to permit the IP to enter nonstarida d comments
in the students computer file.

Functional Des*

The console is desdgned to be used for
both simulator and aircraft flights. It, sup-

ports five major instructional functions, as
follows:

1, Event Planning: The console is used
by insti-uctors to determfrie student status; to
review the student's performance in past
events; to request schedule changes if oeces-
sary; and to identify minor changes'in the
standard lesson plan which could beliefit the
student.

2. CAI Briefirm and Test. The console is

US to give studeFts a,CAl review and test on

aca mic and fligNtsupport materials relevant
to the flight to be flown.



3. IP Briefing. The console can provide
a hard copy of the CAI test results to be used
by the IP as a starting point for the IP brief-
ing which follows the CAI briefing. (A hard
copy printer could be time shared by several
brief/debrief consoles.)

4. Debriefing. The console Can be used
for debriefing both simulator and aircraft
flights, assuming that the aircraft has an
onboard videvecorder.

5. Data'Entry. The console is used by
the IP to enter grades and comments on the
flight in the student's computer file.

Debriefing Displays

For simulator debriefings, a multiplexing
scan converter is used to make a two-channel
videotape record of what was shown during and
after each maneuver on any, two of the instruc-,,,
ttr console CRT displayi. Thus one videotape 11
channerwill typically show a dynamic "inside-
out" presentation lilf the pilot's view through

windscreen during the maneuver, including

.)
c tinuously changing digital readouts of key
pa ameters on the edges of the display. This

,i followed by the Summary Quantitative Per-
formance Display shown to the instructor at
the end of the maneuver, plus any detailed
quantitative performance displays requested at
that time. The second channel will typically
show a dynamic "outside-in" presentation of an
outside observer's view of the maneuver; also
including digital readouts. This is followed
by a static graphic display of the desired arid
actual flight path flown. The instructor can
switch 'back and fonth between these displays
a's.required during debriefing.

Debrief Procedure

For debriefing, the brief/debrief console
is used by the IP and tfle student to review

the videotape record of the aircraft or simu-
lator flight-to be debriefed. For both air-
craft and simulator debriefings it is expected
that only selected segments of the tape would
be reviewed, since reviewing the entire tape

_would require as much time as the original
flight. To make this process as efficient as
postible, three different methods are proVided
to enable the IP to quickly get to a point-of
interest on the tape. First, he can slew di-
mptly to any electronic flags which he
serted on the tape during the_event. Second,
he can slew to a specific trial-of a specific
maneuver, using a display of the lesson plan
as a menu. (This approach will be most effec-
tive for simulator debriefings, due to fre-
quent changes in lesson plans which are

dictatedby events and'conditions in the air.)
Third, he can use fast-forward and rewind con-
trols to slew to an approximate time in the
flight, where the approximate flight time at
each point on the tape will be continuously
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displayed on the screen. Once the approximate
point is 16cated by one of these three meth-
ods, the precise segment of the tape to be re-
played will be controlled by conventional tape
playback controls (fast-forward, rewind, stop,

_pause, and play.) Detailed functions analyses
'have been developed which describe the proce-
dures used for slewing to a deiired point on
the tape with each method.

Data Entry Procedure

The instructor grades each event using the
console touch screen and an event-specific
grading form displayed-on the-CRT,The grad-
ing form consists of a matrix of grading cat-
egories listed vertically down the left side
of the display and a grading scale displayed
horizontally across the top. To grade a spe-
cific category, the instructor simply presses
the touch screen across from the category in
the column corresponding to-the desired grade.
Standard comments on the students performance
are entered bylpressing the touch screen next
to tne or more appropriate comments in a menu
of standard comments. Nonstandard comments
are typed in with the alphanumeric keyboard.
It,is assumed that all grades and comments
entered by the instructor at the console would
be automatically entered into a centhlized
computer file containing a record of the stu-'
dent's perfsrmance in each event.

CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE PLANS

An independent research and development
project is now_in progress to develop a work-
ing model of the Summary Quantitative Perfor-
manee Display. Current plans are to follow up
this 'effort by developing working models of
theAther instructor console features described
abcive.
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INTRODUCTION

A DESIGN WITH THE INSTRUCTOR IN MIND;
'THE OAS/CMC PTT INSTRUCTOR STATION

MAJOR JOSEPH C. STEIN AND CAPTAIN MICHAEL E. SHANNON
OAS/CRUISE MISSILE TRAINING MANAGERS
4235 STRATEGIC TRAINING SQUADRON

Carswell Air Force Base, Texas 76127

Separate areas or windows will be set aside
for various types of- infonmation.

The Offensive Avionics System (OAS) PPT
(See Figure 2) includes' two user interfaces,

one for the crewmembers and one for the
instructor. The instructor can-interact with
the CPT in three operational modes: Pre-Run,
Run, and Post-Run. The interface has been
designed to facilitate moving back and forth
among any of the thr.ee modes (See Figure 1).

The Pre-Run mode occurs prior to the training
(simulation) session and allows the
instructor to select and edit a scenario for
training and complete setup and initial-
ization procedures. The Run mode is the
actual training period during which the
instructor monitors the crewmembers' actions
and injects changes into the session. The
Post-Run mode occurs after the training
session in which the instructor can initiate
a limited revieW and analysis. All sessions
mist go through some minimum initialization
via the Pre-Run mode of the user interface.
Depending on the desired degree of
interaction, initialization can var ly.

After the appropriate initialization, th
instructor will enter the Run mode to begin
the training session. He will be provided
with commands that allow him to abort the
session and return to the Pre-Run mode or
interrupt for a time period and then resume
within the Run mode itself. Once the run is
complete, the instructor enters the Post-Run
mode in which he may conduct limited review
and analysis or he may return to the Pre-Run
mode to initiate another training session.

The largest area at the top of the
;console is reserved for two major functions.
'In the Pre-Run mode this area is used for
displaying tables of values describing flight
path characteristics of a selected scenario.
During the Run mode, this area shall be
dedicated to the real-time display and update
of a set of variables denoted as real-time
parameters. During Post-Run mode, this area
shall also be used to reflect real-time
parameter updates, but shall reference only a
subset of those parameters used during the
Run mode.

The Command Menu area, at the bottom
left, will be used in all three modes to
display the commands, in menliiform, available
to the instructor for selection. As the
instructor transits from one menu to another,
this area will display the new menu.

The area located to the right and top of
the menu consists of two lines displaying
faults and pilot-controlled status
information. This area will he active only
during Run mode and will be empty during both
Pre-Run and Post-Run modes. The first line
of the area, the Faults Injected line, will
indicate any malfunctions or faults currently
in effect. The second line shall display the
current status of both the Pilot Steering
mode (manual/auto) and Terrain Avoidance mode
(on/off).

EXECUTIVE MENU

[ PRE-RUN IPOST-RUN

Figure I

Instructor Interface

COMMANDS AND DISPLAY LAYOUT

Within any given mode, the instructor 'has
a set of commands available.for carrying out
his responsibilities. The command menus and
other information will be presented on an
alphanumeric CRT laid out as in Figure 3.
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In all three modes, prompts to the
instructor for input and notification of
errhrs will appear in the Prompts and Error
Messages area. If the instructor
inadvertently enters any form of unacceptable
input, he will be notified, told the nature
of the mistake, and xequested to reen-ter the
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desired input. The Instructor Input line is
active in all three modes and is the only
line able to receive and echo input from the
instructor. The bottom line "of the terminal
is hardware-controlled and outputs terminal
status j.nformation.

The tables which can be viewed,by the
instructor during the Pre-Run Mode are used
for purposes of preview, editing, and
scenario generation. The information
contained in the tables describe the selected
flight plan values and cover such items as
destination points, air speed, missile
information, etc. These entries may be
altered by the instructor to develop a
different flight plan and can even be

by typing the number of the desired command.
All keyboards input will be displayed in the
instructor input area of the screen. Once
the number has been input, the instructor

merely has to hit the CARRIAGE RETURN (CR)
key to activate the selected command. If the
command then requires additional input such
as a numeric value before activation can be
'completed, the instructor will be given a
prompt indicating what information is
required and what will have to be typed in.
Editing keys will be provided to allow the
instructor to recover from typographical
errors. Once the numeric value desired is
displayed in the active field, the instructor
again hits the CARRIAGE RETURN for final
input into the system. This menu-select-

PRE-RUN: SCENARIO
RUN: REAL-TIME PARAMETERS

COMMAND MENU

FAULTS INJECTED
1 PILOT STEERING ANC TA MODE STATUS

1 PROMPTS AND ERROR MESSAGES

t

INSTRUCTOR INPUT

TERMINAL STATUS

Figure 3

Instructor Console Layout

"trimmed" down to create a much shorter
scenario.

-

A wide variety of variables are displayed
during the Run mode. These variables relate
such information as aircraft status,

navigational system accuracy, INS drift,
crewmember input, system state values, etc.
°dee displayed, the values of thesevariables,
are continuously updated at 5-second
intervals.

A menu of available commands will be
preseated in the Command Menu area. The
command labels wilI-be numbered on the
display and may be selected by the instructor

to -activate design is aimed at minimizing
the amount of typing required.by the
instructor. It also has the advantages of
always displaying the available commands,
eliminating any errors due to command-typing
mistakes, and allowing the user, via the
numerical select procedure, to quickly access
and activate commands of interest.

SYSTEM EXECUTIVE

When the mainframe is brought up and
initialized, the first thing that the
instructor sees is the EXECUTIVE MEN (See
Figure 4) which consists of the three simple
mode selections of Pre-Run, Run, and Post
Run. In the hierarchy of menu organization,
the instructor can always return to the
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EXECUTIVE menu to change modes any time
during a training run. From this menu, the
instructor may choose to enter any of the
three modes or exit the training program
entirely. In the event the instructor
activates the Run or Post-Run modes without
having specified a working scenario, a
default value..will beassumed and scenario #1
will be loaded irito the system as the current
working scenario. Once the instrucIor
selects any of the modes, the terminal
displays the master menu for that mode.
Using the commands in these master menus, the
instructor can move to other subsets of
commands that allow him to carry out any of
the tasks required in the selected mode. At
any time, the instructor can activate the
RETURN TO EXECUTIVE commandavailable in each
of the master menus atir-FiturrT to EXECUTIVE
menu to select a new mode.

EXECUTIVE MENU

selected, the default working scenario will
be scenario #1.

The canned scenarios can be modifked by

the Instructor. Modifications to the workiqg

scenario are divided into two categories:
(1) direct alteration of specific flight leg
characteristics (such as aircraft speed,
altitude, wind velocity, etc.), and (2)

scenario redudtion. The first editing
capability is accomplished by identifying
specific flight legs of the working scenario,
and replacing current flight plan values with
different values. Scenario reduction is
achieved by specifying a contiguous set of

flight legs that exist in the working
scenario. This set becomes the new "reduced"
scenario, and retains all flight
characteristics4s defined for the ,

corresponding legs of the original working
scenario. All editing functions which create
a new scenario description cause the original

1) PRE-RUN working file to be repladed by the new

2) RUN scenario which then becomes the current

3) POST-RUN working scenario. Only the working scenario

4) EXIT stored in the mainframe is changed by the
editing functions; the scenario stored on the

Figure 4
The Executive Menu

OPERATIONAL MODES AND FORMAT OF COMMANDS

The instructor will be provided with a
set of seven pre-canned scenarios and .

material describing each of these, including
navigational charts. The seven scenarios
will be permanently numbered 1 through 7 and
will be available, at any time for the

instructor's-Use. There is additional space
for three more scenarios, numbered 8 through
10, which can be generated by the instructor
through modification of any of the available
scenarios and stored in these last three

slots. Thus, there are a total of ten
possible scenarios, seven permanent ones

(numbers 1 through 7) and three replaceable
ones (numbers 8 through 10).

Upon entering the Pre-Run mode, one of
the first requirements of the instructor is
to select a scenario by recalling one of the
ten that are stored. Once recalled, all of

the initialization values stored under that
scenario's number will be loaded into the
mainframe. This scena o now becomes the

"working" scenario and an be used for the

training session as is o edited to create a

new, Modified working scenario. Note that if

a working scenario is not explicitly

disk remains unchanged. When the instructor
has completed editing a scenario, he may
choose to save,a copy of the working scenario

for future retrieval. If the copy is.not

saved, all modification and initialization
which has occurred duringPre-Run will be
lost when the CPT program is exited. If no

editing has-occurred, it1s not necessary to
save the working scenario since it is merely
a copy of one of the scenarios already
stored.

PRE-RUN C(MMANDS

The four commands' which are available for

: selection during Pre-Run mode are listed in
menu form in Figure 5. When activated, each
command will either produce a new menu of
sub-commands, or will cause a request for
additional information in the form of a
prompt. In the following sections each
command will be addressed in detail with the
corresponding display changes and required
inputs clearly outlined.
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PRE-RUN MENU
1) SELECT SCENARIO

2) EDIT/PREVIEW SCENARIO
3) SAVE SCENARIO
4) RETURN TO EXECUTIVE

Figure 5

Pre-Run Menu



Activation of the SELECT SCENARIO command
is required before any manipulation of any

_scenario other than scenario #1 may be
accomplished. When the SELECT SCENARIO
command has been activated (by having the
instructor type 1 CR ), the command menu
will remain on the screen, but a prompt will
appear requesting a scenario file number.
The instructor must then input a number from
1 to 10 (representing the ten scenario files)
followed by a CR . This will define she
scenario file which will become the current
working scenario. Any pre ious working
scenario will be replaced b this selection.
Should the instructor decide ot to define a
(new) working scenario, he may nter a CR by
itself. This will be accepted as a negation
to the original command and control will
resume at the command menu level. Any
illegal input.will be flagged as such in the
error and prompt area of the console and the
instructor will be requested for new input.

By entering 2 CR , the instructor
activates the EDIT/PREVIEW SCENARIO command
which causes a new command menu to be
displayed (see Figure 6). Each command in
the menu is related to the display of

particular data tables or values providing
information describing certain attributes of
the working scenario. These tables or values
can be requested for purposes of preview by
the instructor, or can be edited for
production of a new scenario.

and scrolling of the flight plan. , The

editing commands will explicitly call'out
only those columns in the flight plan which
may be edited. Whenever the instructor
decides to change one entry in the table, all
other entries which are affected by that
change will be automatically replaced and
updated on the display.

The second commiand available in the
EDIT/PREVIEW SCENARIO menu is SRAM TARGET
TABLE (see Figure 6). Activated by a 2 CR
keystroke input, the SRAM Target Table is
displayed in the scenario display area, and
the SRAM TARGET TABLE menu appears in the
command menu area. All targets in the
scenario are listed in the table by target
number, with the flight leg destination
number and target characteristics such as
latitude, longitude, and elevation displayed
in the corresponding row. The only two
columns which are available for editing by
the instructor are SAIR (Safe And In Range)
ENTRY and SAIR EXIT.

The Destination Table (see Figure 6) is
called up by selecting 3 CR from the EDIT/ .

PREVIEW SCENARIO menu and presents the
working scenario flight plan by listing each
destination point, type of destination point,
latitude, longitude, elevation, and planned
time of arrival. The DESTINATION TABLE menu
will also be displayed in the command menu
area. No editing of specific values in the
Destination Table is possible, but the

EDIT/PPEVIEW SCENARIO
1) FLIGHT PLAN
2) SRAM TARGET TABLE
3) DESTINATION TABLE
4) FIX-POINT TABLE
5) MISSILE STATUS
6) RETURN TO PRE-RUN

instructor may create a new scenario by
reducing the current working scenario by
selecting a contiguous sub-portion of it.
This sub-portion will then become the new,
working scenario.

The Fix-Point Table (4 CR) is only
available for presentation; no editing may
occur. This table will list all fix points
which may be accessed within the limits of
the working scenario. The points will be

Figure 6
Edit/Preview Scenario Menu

The first command on the menu is the
FLIGHT PLAN command (see Figure 6). Entering
a 1 CR will cause the first page (11 lines)
of the Flight Plan table to appear in the
scenario display area (upper window), and the
FLIGHT PLAN menu to appear in the Command
Menu area. The Flight Plan table lists, the
destination points and flight characteristics
associated with each flight leg in the
working scenario. The FLIGHT PLAN menu
contains a set of commands allowing.editing
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listed sequentially by number with the
corresponding latitude, longitude, and
elevation of each point displayed as well.
This table wiAl usually exceed display
capacity in sPze and will require a paging
capability.

, By entering a 5 CR , the instructor can
blange Missile Status. This parameter is set
to either 1 (Fully Aligned) or 2 (Power Off)
in the scenario. The Fully Aligned status
will cause the elimination of the required
warm-up time of missiles and weapons within a
scenario. It will initialize the scenario
with missiles fully targeted (powered, armed,
and in "GO" status) and MIlla fully powered.
The Power Off status assumes no warm-up of
missiles or weaf)ons has occurred. Upon
entering the command, no change in the menu
occurs and nothing is displayed in the



scenario area. Rather, ,a message appears In

the prompt and error area indicating the.
current value of the missile status parameter
and requesting a new value. Entering

anything other than 1 CR or 2 CR will

cause an error message to appear and a

request for new input. Entering CR only

will negate the command giving control to the
EDIT/PREVIEW SCENARIO menu.

When the instructor selects the RETURN TO
PRE-RUN (6 tR), the EDIT/PREVIEW SCENARIO
command menu will clear from the display area

and control will return to the PRE-RUN,master
command menu (see Figure 6).

If the ingtructor wishes to save the
current working scenario and its
corresponding parameters4lor later
retrieval/udage, he mustliktivate the SAVE
SCENARIO command by entering 3 CR in the

PRE-RUN master menu (See Figure 5). A prompt

will appear requesting a scenario file number

for 8 to 10 (representing the three
replaceable files available for storage).

Once selected, the old contents.of the file
will be,destroyed and replaced by the current

working scenario. If the instructor decides

not to save the working scenario, he may '

enter a CR by itself. This will negate the
command activation, and control will return

to the PRE-RUN master command menu. All

illegal inputs will be flagged as such to the
instructor and he will be requested_for new

input.

Activation of this command will clear the
PRE-RUN master command menu from the display
and control will return to the EXECUTIVE
command menu (See Figure 5).

RUN MODE

The insteuctor activates the Run mode by

entering 2 CR from the EXECUTIVE menu.
Upon entering this command, the training

session (simulation) starts:.

,
Throughout the training' session, a set of

real-time parameters reflecting aircraft,
navigational, and command information are
displayed in the upper window of the console
and updated every 5 sec .(see Figure 7). The

simulated time is displayed at the top,

right-eide. Below that is tir aircraft data

FAIPCRAFT DAT-3 ,

LAI": N 47-00.00 TH: 305

LONG: 019-00.00 TK: 300

TIME 14:12:30f

ALT: 21500. DEST: 16 828-TOT

W/V: 300/50. TAS: 420

pAV1G4TIONAL DATA
LAT: N 47-15.10 TH: 300 ALT: 22100

LONG: 14120-10.00 TK: 410 W/V: 310/30

!_AST COMMAWISSUE4
RN-IKB: XHAIR 10,12
N-IKB! MDFY 24

PTA: L 00:16:13

RNMP:,RANGE/SCALE 75
PANEL: WCP -- LP 1,2,3 WPN PWR

RUN MENU
1) FAULT INJECTION
2) AIRCRAFT MANEUVER
3) TAL RECOGNIZED
4) TERRAIN AVOIDANCE MODE
5) FREEZE
6) RESUME
7) RETURN TO EXECUTIVE

RNMP-FAIL WCP-FAIL

pILOT STEERING: MANUAL TA MODE: OFF

(PROMPTS AND ERROR MESSAGES)

(INSTRUCTOR INPUT)

(TtRMiNAL STATUS)

Figure 7

Run Display
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COW St 0 : latitude and longitude, truehe i and gr und track, altitude and
win eloci , current destination point, and
true air speed. Next 13. the navigational'
data reflecting values or.the prime
navigational aystem. These parameters are:
latitude add longitu

, true heading and
ground track, altit e and wind/velocity, and
the planned time pt artival'error (early or
late). N4vigajdnal errors can be determined
from these ameters by ,subtra ng
corresponding values of the aircr ft and
navigational data.

The bottom portion of the window displays
the last command issued by the crewmembers --
separately for the three major panels:
RN-IKB, N-IKB, and RNMP. Ihe'.1ast command
issued for the remainang set of panels is
designated by.a panel label followed by the
command given.

4-

This display of real-time parameters
allows the instructor to have immediate,
completely updated information as to the
aircraft state and crewmember actions.

In addition to the real-time parameter
display, entering the Run mode causes the RUN'
menu to be displayed in the command menu
area. There are seven commands associated
with the Run menu and the followi,ng sections
will explain each of these in detail.

_RUN MODE CCMMANDS

-
The instructor has the capacity' to inject

malfunctions-, or faults, at any time Auring
Run mode (see Figure 7). This allows,him to
cause failures to occur at critical times
corresponding with crewmember activity. The
fault s ecified will occur at the moment of
selecti n. He also has the ability to
termin e a given malfunction that is

,currently in progress.

Upon entering a 1 CR , the FAULT
INJECTION menu will appear in the 4ommand
menu area (see Figure 8). 'The menu provides
four fault commands and to RETURN To RUN
command.

FAULT INJECTION
1) RN MANAGEMENT PANEL
2) WEAPONS CONTROL PANEL
3) DOPPLER RADAR
4) OAS BUS FAILURE
5) RETURN TO RUN

Figure 8
Fault Injection Menu

Selection oi the RN-Management Tanel
command_O CR ) will cause the current
status of the 4N Management Panel (RNMP) to
be indicated in the_prompt and error area
jl(FUNCTIONING),.2 (FAILED)] along with a
request for input. If the current, status is
FUNCTIONING and the instructor enters a 2
CR, the RNMP will immediately cense to
function, and the message RNMP-FAIL will
appear on the Faults Injected line of the

A instructor's console. If the current statu'S
is FAILED and a 1 CR is entered, the RNMP
will begin to function again and the
RNMP-FAIL message will bejerasect. If a CR
is-input by itself, the command will negate
and the,fault status will remain unchanged.
An input-of any value other than,1 or 2 will
cause an error messige'and a request for new
input.
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Validation checking will oCtur by the
system prior to activating any fault. Since
no other fault can occur simultaneously with
an OAS bus failure, the system will check the
OAS buastatus before initiating other
&failures. If the OAS bus status is FAILED
and the instructor attempts to inject an RNMP
failure, an error message i411 appear in the
prompt and error area and RNMP status will
remain FUNCTIONING. '

Weapon Control Panel failure (see Figure
8) is activated by entering 2 CRL . It
operates exactly as the RN MANAGEMENT PANEL
command except that' die message WCP-FAIL
appears in the Faults Injected area of the
console.

The Doppler Radar failure ( e Figu e 8)
is activated by entering 3 CR It
operates exactly as the RN MANAGEMENT PANEL

- command except that the message DOPPLER-FAIL
appears, in the Faults Injected area of the
console.

The OAS Bus Failure (see Figure 8)
differs from the other fault commands in that
once this fault is 11jected, it. must remain
FAILED for the rest of the training sesaion.
Thus, there is no need to' prompt for an input.
value for the command.

When 4. CR is entered, the system will
check the status of the other three panels.
If any of them are currently FAILED, an error
message.will appear snd.the command will be
ignored. If all three of the other panels
are currently FUNCTIONING, the/system-then
checks the OAS Bus status. If it is
currently FAILED, anot,her error message will
appear and the command will be ignored.
Finally, if all three panels and the OAS Bus
status are currently FUNCTIONING when the
command is activated, the system changes the
OAS bus status to FAILED and the message OAS
BUS-FAIL appears in the Faults Injected area



of the console.' Once the-instructor has
injected this failure, he will have no
further'need to return to the Fault Injection
menu throughput tbe remainder of the training

session.

Entering 5 CR (see Figure 8) will clear
the FAULT INJECTION menu from the display
area and control will return to the RUN menu
(see Fitre 7).

During the progression of the training
session, the instructor has the capability of
acting as a simulated pilot in taking the
aircraft through changes in speed, altitude,
heading; and steering-mode.. He can also
change the wind/velocity (direction and
magnitude) and the alternate navigational
heading Aror.

Upon entering , the AIRCRAFT
MANEUVER menu will be displayed in the

' command menu area (see Figure 9). This menu

consists of seven coalmands for maneuvering
the aircraft, changing conditions, or
returning to the RUN menu.

AIRCRAFT MANEUVER
I) TAS

2) AL ITUDE
LADING ,

4) PILOT STEERING MODE

5) W/V

6) ALTER NAV HgADING ERROR

7) RETURN TO RUN

ltFigure 9
,Aircraft Maneuver Menu

When T S is selected by the instructor

with a (1 TYa prompt will be issued for
input of a new air speed value. The current

air speed value is displayed continually and
updated in the real-time parameter display

window.

Once a new value has been successfully
input, the aircraft will begin a constant
acceleration/deceleration until it reaches

the desired velocity. The real-time

parameter will reflect this 4hange.

As with the aircraft velocity, when the
.ALTITUDE command (see Figure 9) is activated

by entering 2 CR , a prompt will be issued

for input of a new altitude. The current

altitude is another real-time parameter that
is displayed in the upper window.

4 //

Once a new altitude has been successfully

input, the aircraft_will ,begin a conseant
2000 ft/min climb or descent'unal it reaches

the desired aleitude. the real-time ALT
parameter will reflect the updaeed

. After a new altitude ties beed'input by
the.instructot the aircraft remitns at thait,

new altitude ntil further input from the '1:e
:-

instructor.

a The instructor hab ehe capability to
input a new hiading by Seleceing a CR

command (see figure 9). Before changing the

heading, the system will 'dheck.ehe Pilot

Steering Mode. In order for the pilot
(instructor) to manually change the heading,

the Pilot Steering Mode must be MANUAL. If

the Pilot Steering Mode is AUTO, no change in
heading can be initiated by the instructor,
an error message will appear, and the command

, will be ignored. If the Pilot Steering Mode
is MANUAL, the HEADING Command will be-

initiated.

After successfully entering a new
heading,,the aircraft will begin a turn of

constant radius until the new heading is

reached. Once attained, if this heading does

not take the airdraft to the expected
destination point, it will remain in effect
until a new heading value is issued.

The Pilot Steering Mode can be changed
(see Figure 9) by entering 4 CR -. The

current value of the mode Pl(AUTO), 2
(MANUAL)] will be displayed in the prompt and
error area along.with a prompt to enter a new

value. Entering a value pther than 1 or 2

will cause an error message to appear and a
prompt for a new input.: The current setting

of the Pilot Steering.Mode is also displayed
on the console below the Faults- Injected

line. At the start of the training session,
the Pilot Steering Mode will default to AUTO.

Entering 5 CR allows the instructor to

update the wind/velocity (direction and

magnitude). A prompt for a new value of
wind/velocity will appear. The new value of

W/V entered by the instructor will remain in
effect until the next turn;:point in the

scenario is reached. Aftes the turn point

the next wind will be obtained from the
(scenario) flight plan. All changes to if

wind/velocity will be reflected in the
real-time W/V parameter value. fa

The instructor can change t he Alternate

Navigation Heading Error (see Figure 9) by

entering 6' CR . A proppt for a new value,

not to exceed +5, will aPpear. Any illegal
input by the instructor will be flagged with
an error message and a prompt for a new inputs

will appear.

If the Alternate Navigation system is the



pripe navietional model, the instructor can
deEermine ehe current alternate navigation
heading error by subtracting the realtime TH
values for aircraft And navigational data.

Upon entering.d new acCeptable value for the
alternate navigation heading error, the
alternate navigation system will replace the
old error with. this new value and update'the
TH parameter to reflect the new error. Any
other navigatiOn parameters affected by the
change (such as TK) will also be up ted.

If the alternate navigation s stem is not
the prime navigational model, the instructor

cannot determine the curient alte nate
navigation heading error. He can still enter
a value within the +5 limit and t is new
error will be stored in the alter ate
navigation system replacing the o value.
However, the aircraft and the current prime
navigational model:will not act upon this new
value until the alternate navigation system
is selected as the prime navigational model.

Entering 7 Cg will replace the AIRCRAFT
MANEUVER menu with the RUN menu (see Figure
7) and pass control on to it.

When missiles and weapons are powering up
and reach the Transfer Alignment (TAL) mode
(see Figure 7), a TAL REQD message will
appear on the crewmember's display. In order
to complete transfer alignment, the
instructor must issue a TAL RECOGNIZED
command. This is done by entering 3 CR
from the RUN menu. Once entered, TAL is
completed and the missiles enter Fine

Alignment (FA) mode. 'If the TAL RECOGNIZED

command is entered before either the TAL mode

is reached or the TAL REQD message appears,
it will be ignored and have no affect on the
system.

The Terrain Avoidance (TA) mode affects'
the width of the sector that appears in' the
radar video display. There are two values
for the mode: 1 (OFF) and 2 (ON). Upon
entering 4 CR , (see Figure 7) the current
value of TA will be -displayed along with a
prompt for a new value. Entering a value
other than 1 or 2 will result in an error
message and prompt for new input.

The current TA mode is also displayed on
the console below the Fault Injection line
following the Pilot Steering Mode display.
Any change in the TA mode will be reflected
op this display. At the start of the
training session, the,TA mode will default to
OFF.

The FREEZE command (see Figure 7) allows
the instructor to halt the training session
at any point without destroying the validity
and consistency of the simulation. The
complete session can be frozen at an instant
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in time, allowing the instructor to go to the
crewmembers and point out a sequence of
operations or recent commands that were in
error or inadequate.

The instructor "freezes" the session by
entering 5 CR At that instant, all
training and simulation procedures for
crewmember activity will halt.:'The
instructor may interact verbally with the
crewmembers and advise them of any problems
they may be experiencing.

Once the instructor has finished his

verbal instruction during the "freeze", he
can then resume the simulation at precisely
the point at which it was stopped, and the

training session can'continue as plahned from
that point.

To continue a "frozen's' session% the
instructor enters 6 .CR (see Figure 7). The
training session resumes from the exact point
at which it was frozen.

POST RUN MODE

The major purpose of the PostRun Mode
(see Figure 4) is to provide a limited review
of the'currently defined working scenario.
The ingtruCtor may specify an arbitrary point
in the scenario as astart time for review.
Once selected, he may begin a review of the
scenario by activating the RESUME command.

When the review is in progress, the
_instructor may Stop the reiriew at any time.

This will enable him to make any notes of the
scenario without missing critical'material or
allow him to,define a new starting point.' .

Thus, when used in conjunction pith defining

start._ pointa_and_ressoing the ,reviewsprocess,
a particular sequence can be replayed many
times.

POST RUN COMMANDS

Four commands ,are available during the ?

-PostRun mode and arepresented in menu form
in Figure 10. Onry the DEFINE START POINT
command requests additional input Irom the
instructor, and none of the commands invoke a

',-second level of command menu.

POST-RUN MENU '

1) DEFINE START POINT
2) FREEZE
3) RESUME
4) RETURN TO EXECUTIVE

Figure 10

Post-Run Master Menu



Activated,by a 1 Clt'. the system will

display the current,start 'time (which
defaults to the beginning Of the flight
plan). The instructor wilithen be prompted
for a new start time and must enter a value
that is between the start and end of the

flight scenario. If he enters an illegal

value, an error will be flagged,and he will
be requested for new input. Once a new start

time is successfully entered, tt will become
the point at which the review proce.ss will
start when the RESUME command is aceivated.

The FREEZE command only meani.ngful:

during the review process. Activatedby a
keystroke sequehce of'2 CR , this coMmand

tdll stop the revIewing process.'

. When RESUME command is,activateds the
reviewing process will be star.ted or
restarted., The scenario wil,l begin at the

currently defined.start pOtipt, or freeze
point if-the session was frozen, qnd will

continue along-as though the aircraft was
following the flight path perfectly. Radar

video will correspond to the exact flight
path with MFD formats available for

inspection. No online interaCtion of
crewmember Commands will be available except

for radar video presentation format. Once

the postrun,review is completed, the
instructor can return to the exective menu by
inputing a 4 CR command..Activation of this
command will clear the POSITRUN master
command menu from the'display and control
will return to the EXECUTIVE command menu.

HAREWARE

The PTT has been designed in lipdules to
facilitate modifications as the OAS itself

changes and as additional OAS trainer
capabilities are identified. The five
modules'-- independent subsystems -- of the
hardware configuration are depicted in Figure
4 and described below. They illustrate the
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use of off the shelf equipment.

The Mainframe Processing Subsystem (MPS)
consists of a minicomputer with.disk drive,

magnetic tape drive, and system console (see
Figure 11).t The disk is used for realtine
storage and.retrieval of radar imagery data;
the magnetic tape is used for transfer of
software amok updates,of terrain data.

- The MPS is the centralprocessor for the
PIT. 4 is responsible for logical and
nuliterical processing plus cdntrol of all
other subsystems. The PTT Software runs on
the MPS:

The virtual console is a CRT required for
the PRMAOS Operating System. The disk drive
is requrred for the operating system, for
software and data file storage, and for
realtime access to display files for
synthetic radar imagery updates. The
magnetic tape drive is required for loading
terrain files and software updates on the
operational systems in the field.
peripherals are seandard PRIME equipment.

All peripheral devices on the PRIME 550
CPU (disk drive, magnetic tape drive; and
virtual console) have standard interfaces
supportei by PRIME hardware and software.

The mainframe processing subsystem
capabilities are listed below for the PRIME
550*CPU.

PRIME 550 CPU

5z Bit CPU Architecture ;

128 Registers

512 K Byte Error Correcting Code Main

Memory (expandable to 2 M Byte)

1 K Word GaChe

Single/Double Predision Floating Point

INSTRUCTOR'S CONSOLE:SUBSYSTEM (ICS).

The Instructoes,Console Subsystem (ICS)
serves as a system monitor and control
inferface for the instructor. It provides
for interchange of textual data with the Part
Task'Trainer control programs execueing in
the MPS. The following data are displayed at
the Instructior's Console on an alphanumeric
'CRT display:

Flight Parameters ,

Mission,Data
Status of OASEmulated Subsystems
OperatiOnal Faults
-AlPhanumeric data and'dontrol codes are

input through a keyboard.

:Functions which can be exercised are:

1

1

Trainer Session Control
Alteration of, Flight Parameters

Modification,of'OASEmulated Subsystems
Status

Fault Seeding

Recovery'from Operational Faults

The ICS is a SOROC _IQ 140 CRT terminal (See
Figure 12).

.

GRCWTH POTENTIAL

We realized that if we did not build a '

growth capability into the basic PTT design,
we Would start at square one'again if furture

considerations required an expandion of PTT
Capabilities. Therefore, grbwth potential
was a high prioritS, nsideration throughout

<7
the entire program This requirement for
growth' potential sp led over into the design.
of the instructor station as.-well. ..

..

First, the instructor station EXECUTIVE
software was designed'with this growth
capability in mind. For example, we realized
that we'would eventually have to include more

,

malfunctiohs in the PTT. Therefore, the
instructor software had to be able to handle
these additional malfunction requirements-as
well. Therefore, the EXECUTIVE,sdftware --
design included a group of unused

.

input/output flags. Thus, when an addition
is made to the PTT software, the EXECUTIVE

routines will not have to change:. This will
greatly reduce the tithe and cost of software
development.

,
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The syitem hardware also lends itself to
expahsion. 30% growth capability was
designed into the PTT mainframe computer. If

expansion requires mire than the planned pad,
we can add a 50% memory capability by

purchasing.a $12_,C00 memory board.

.The SOROC IQ 140 terminal (see Figure lj
also,provides us with tremendous growth
potential. We have not even-begun to take
advantage of the speci$1 functions available
on the SOROC. ,

'

Finally, the instructor's command formats
and displays are ideally suited to'expansion.
The single keystroke command foimat can
easily haildre doubledigit or even triple
digit commands. In addition, the
instructor's displays can be easily-changed
to meet growth requirements. For-example, if
we were to add mote faults than could fit on
the Fault Injection Menu (Figure 8), we could
simply scroll this menu just.as'the
destination tables are already.scrolled.in-,-

i the present configuration.



"StNMARY

The 3-52 Offensive Avionics System (OAS)
Part Task Trainer cPTI) is a trainer that is
designed to focus on procedures fraining;
specifically those procedures unique in

operation of tl'e new B-52 Offensive Avionics

System. With emphasis on procedures
training, .the,instructor p/ays a major role

in the training of the students. The OAS PIT

"was a two-.user interface, one for the
crewmembers and one for the instructor. The

instructor's interface is designed to free
the insE-ructor to i%teract with the students

at all times. Specification requirements of

the instructor stat'on included; ease of
operation, rapid scenario setup, access to
students, easy student and system monitoring,

the growth capability. Wit!, these -

requirements in mind, an instructor station
and interface was designed to rake the
instructor's job si-lple and effective.

-

'Figurel2
-Soroc IQ 140 Instructor Console

spaoc

4
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TRkUTING EFFECITVENESS EVALUATIONS' OF
SIMULATOR INSTRUCITONAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS

DR. STEVE R. OSBORNE AND DR. GEORGE W. NENZER
Allen Corporation of flerica

Substantial increases in simulator
technology have dramatically increased the
scope and potential of simulator training.
-Ultimate simulator trairEng- -effectiveness,
however, is not only a function of a
device's capability to simulate training
tasks accurately, but also of its Ability to
operate as an effective instructional tool.
Its effectiveness as an-instructional tool
depends upon Instructor/Operator Station
(ICS) factors such as instructor/operator
workload, performance monitoring,and evalua-
tion capabilities, and training task/mission
set-up. Effective design and proper utili-
zation of the ICS can affect'the potential
and achieved effectiveness of simulator
training.

Advances in simulat technology, and
attempts to ,incorpora state-of-the-art
instructional technology, have resulted in
increasingly complex and sophisticated
instructOr/operator stations. Unfortu-
nately, this application of new technology
has not always led to advancet in instruc-
tional effectiveness of efficiency. This;,

shortcoming, and the potential importance of
effective IOS functioning, highlight ,the
importance of evaluating IOS design and
innovations in simulator instructional
support systems. However, accurately
assessing the effectiveness of simulator
instructional support systems poses a set of
problems that ,often are not solved by
traditional approaches to evaluating simu-
lator training effectiveness.

Ibis paper discusses some of the
problems encountered in attempting to
evaluate the effectiveness of si4lator
instructional support systems and prOvides
some potential soltutIons to these prOblems.
Three areas are addressed: selection of a
suitable evaluation model and sensitivity of
performance measuresj evaluation Objectives;
and instruct& training.

, *

EValuation NOdels

Additions ornoodifications to training
,systems usually must be justified by showing
that they either increase training effective-
ness and/or 'that they somehow reduce
training costs wbile maintaining some given
level of effectiveness. This is especially
true.if the addition or modification repre
sents a prototype- or proof-of-concept
tiaining device or instructional aids

In general, eValuation models used to
assess training effectiveness can bewouped
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into one of two categories: analytical
models and experimental_mcdels. Analytical
models span a broad variety of procedures
ranging from simple questionnaires and
opinion surveys to well-developed, highly

- structured rating scale evaluations.

Analytical models usually do not involve
direct measures of student or instructor
performance. Instead, they rely upon esti-
mates, .judgements, or opinions that are
based on direct Observation or experience.
Experinental models rely on direct measure-
ment of performance. Tbey normally involve
=paring the performance of one group of
students trained with the addition/modifi-
cation to the performance of another group
of students wbo are trained without the
addition or modification. Under this model,
differences in performance can be attributed
to the influence of the instructional addi-
tion or modification provided that other
factors that influence performance axe held
constant for both groups of students.

A transfer of training evaluation is
representative of the experimental model in
ybioh the_asncunt of training required to
attain proficiency with the actual equipuent
is related to the amount of previous
(simulator) training. Transfer of training
studies allow simulator training effective-
ness to be expiessed as the amount of actual
equipnent training that can be saved by
simulator training. Such studies also allow
calculation of potential cost savings.tbat
can be achieved through simulator training.

Experimental comparisons, guch as
transfer of training studies, have become
the standard fgr assessing simulator
training effectiveness. There has been a
natural tendency, therefore, to apply these
same experimental models to assess the
effectiveness of simulator instructional
support systems such as instructor/operatoi
stations, special instructional features,
and sintaator instructional capabilities.
From a methodological standpoint, experi-
mental, models represent the preferred
approach to assessing training effective-'
ness. However, 'there are at least two
factors that limit the adequac0 of this
approach for evaluating simulator instruc-
tponal support systems.

Tbe fiist factor cOncerns the expected
- contribution of the isistruction4a1 system

addition/modification to training compared
to the contriblatia4.made by the overall



. .

,training system. If the relative increment
in training effectiveness is small, then it
may not be detected on the overall system
level, i.e., in terms of student performr
ance. For example, student performance
typically is affected by multiple =Talents
of the training system suCh at academic,
classroom, simulator, and actual equipment
training. In most cases, the imstructional
support system of a simulator, compared to
the overall training system, represents a
modest influence on student performance.
Such small effectS require very sensitive
performance measures and a level of experi-
mental control and rigor that usually is not
available for evaluations conducted in

operational settings.

The second factor concerns using
instructor-assigned grades as a measure of
student performance. Although instructor

grades frequently are used in training
effectiveness evaluations, they normally are
not very sensitive to actual differences in
student performance. Instructor grades are
used more to manage student progresS through
the training -program than they are to

measure performapce. Instructor grades also'
tend to be'norm-referenced, i.e.,Xhey are
assigned relative to the average performance
of other students of comparable training and

experience. Although grades serve their
intended Purpose, they alone usually are not
sufficient to detect differences in performr
ance, especially if those differences are
small.

The solution of the first problem
requires that the evaluation be conducted at
a level commensurate with the expected

increrrent in training effectiveness. If the
change or addition to training represents a
major impaat on training, then it may be'
sufficient-to assess that change at a molar
level, such as by yeasuring differences in
student performance. On the other hand, if
the change or modification represents a

small impact then it will be necessary to
assess that change at a more -molecular

level. This may require a change in the way

training effectiveness evaluations are

conducted. Experimental comparisons -of

student performance may need to be replaced
or supplemented with more analytical compar-
isons. For example, changes in the instruc-
tional-features of a simulator, which repre-
sent a small change in the overall training
system, could be evaluated by establishing a
list Of behavioral objectives that the new
instructional capability should achieve.

The evaluation would then assess the extent
to which those objectives were met. Such
objectives should be a natural part of the
design process itgelf and they should

reflect the original purpose for developing
or modifying a particular instructional

feature or capability. Establishing a list
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of behavioral objectives would allow a clear
and specific statement.to be made about the
expected results of a particular simulator
feature and also would provide a clear basis
for assessing the extent to which those
results were achieved. This inforMation

could be used to evaluate the,merits of a
given simalator feature, regardless of how
small a component that feature was, relative
to the overall training system. An assess-
ment of behavioral objectives also could be
viewed within the context of a broader scale
evaluation of student performance.

The second problem, i.e., sensitivity
of instructor grades con be addressed in a
nuMber of ways. First, set (4-Objective
measures of student performancettpiild be
developed. However, the time and cost'

requirements to develop good perfOIance
measures often exceeds the resources avail-
able fOr training effectiveness evaluations.
Second, instructors could be asked to record

actual deviations. in performance for a

selected set of parameters judged to be
especially critical to successful perform-
ance of the task being graded. This would
provide some additional performance infor-
mation for the purpose of the evaluation.
It also would allooW subsequent instructor
ratings to be based, in part, on selected
aspects of student performance. Third, the
standard four-point grading scale used by
instructors could be expanded to a seven-
point scale by inserting intermediate points
between each original scale point. This
would increiSe the potential sensitivity of
the middle part of the scale which'is most
frequently used, but it would not signifi-
cantly alter the basic format of the scale.
Tilerefore, instructors still would have a
scale they are familiar with, but one that
has greater sensitivity. Finally, automated

performance . capabilities of simulators

should be utilized if they are available.

Evaluation Objectiv4
Related to the topic of evaluation

models is the issue of evaluation objec-
tives. Although the overall goal of an
evaluation may be to assess the training
effectiveness,' or efficiency of a simulator
instructional sUpport system, more specific
evaluation objectives should be formulated.
Specific evaluation objectives are especi-
ally important for evaluating instructional
support systems because the specific proce=
dures for evaluating such systems, including
depenent variables, are not as well defined
as they are for evaluations of total

simulator systems. Specific evaluation

objectives can provide a conceptual

framework for the development ,of specific

evaluation procedures. Clearly stated,

specific evaluation objectives al6Y can be
helpful in Selecting an evaluation model and
for guiding the development of measures of



instructional effectiveness. )

The development of evaluation Objec-
tives can take'many forms, however, some
criteria that Objectives Should satisfy are
as follows. First, Objectives should be
based on the overall' purpose of the
evaluation. Objectives, therefore, Should
be stated so that their fulfillment will

J. provide answers to the questions that
originally generated the evaluation.
Second, Objectives should be operationally
meaningful in the sense that their fulfill-
ment will provide useful information.
Third, Objectives shoulTstated clearly.
Finally, Objectives should be testable
within the operational context in which the
evaluation will be conducted.

Instructor Training

Another important factor in conducting
an accurate evaluation of any instructional
support system involves instructor/operator
training. A device rust be used correctly,
and with sufficient knowledge of its limita-
tions and capabilities, to achieve an
aCcurate assessment of its true effective-
ness. Instructor training also plays a key
role in user acceptance of new training
systems. Unfortunately, many evaluations
begin without adequate instructor/operator
training.

The solution to .the problem of
instructor training is straightforward.
Training effectiveness evaluations of simu-
lators and their instructional support
systems should not be started until the
instructors/operators who are going to use
them are adequately trained. The nature of
such training should be threefold. First,
instructor/operators need to know haw to
operate the simulator. Second, they need
todoe trained in how to effectively utilize
the instruetional capabilities of the simu-
lator. Third,.they need to be trained with
the procedures that-are going to be used
during the evaluation.

Theoretically, instruct= training
should be a simple task to complete.
HOWever, it often poses a nutber of
proiblems, including the time required to
train all of the instructors, scheduling

_instructor training around the existing
training schedule, *and rotation of instruc-
tors in and out of the training command.
Many of these problems could be solved by
selecting a set of instructors who are not
expected to transfer away from the training
squadron 'until after the evaluation is
completed. Having a smaller group of
instructors participate in the evaluation
would simpl4ysthe instructor training task,
and would perhaps allow enough time to
provide, them 'With some individualized
on-the-job tutorials. Alternatively, using
a sUftetof available instructors will

reduce the number of students that can be
followed at any given time and, hence, will
increase the duration of the evaluation. It
also may cause same prOblems for scheduling
simalator training events.

Summary

Conducting training effectiveness eval-
uations of simulator instructional support
systems involves all of the problems gener-
ally associated with assessing simiLator
effectiveness and poses -some special
problems as well. This paper addressed some
of these problems and discussed some poten-
tial solutions.

Listed below are some guidelines that
may help in designing and conducting
training effectiveness evaluations of
instructional support systems. These guide-
lines incorporate some of the proiblem
solutions discussed above as well as some
recommendations not discussed.

- Ensure that the system to be evaluated is
sufficiently developed and debugged before
the evaluation begins.

- Develop specific evaluation Objectives
that can be, addressed with the resources
available to conduct the evaluation.

- Select or develop an evaluation model that
will allow evaluation Objectives to be
satisfied.

- Ensure that, the evaluation model is
appropriate for the size of the training
effect expected to be detected by the
evaluation.

- Select or develop a set of measures that
together will allow all evaluation Objec-
tives to be addressed.

z

'1- Ensure that measures of performance are
sensitive enough to detect differences
attributable to using the instructional
system being evaluated.

- Develop a conceptual plan for relating
measure of performance to evaluation
objecti e (this is especially important
for eval ions that use ana

t

ytical models).

Ensure that is s/operators are
adequately ed operate the simulator,
and to utilize a e capability of the in-
structional system being evaluated.
Instructors/operators also should be trained
with the evaluation procedures to be
followed.

--Monitar daily the conduct of the.evalua-
tion and data oollection protedures.
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Following these guidelines will not

guarantee successful evaluation and they
do-not Radress all of the issues associated
with conducting a training effectiveness

' evaluation. However, they may provide some
assistance in designing and planning an
evaluation and they may help minimize some
of the prOblems encountered by previous

evaluations of instructional support systems.
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ABSTRACT

The increasing tethnical cOmplexity of modern
systems require the appltcation of' new techniques in
the design of the man-thachine interface. Stress
caused by information overload and "underload" will
not be relieved by increased training or better per-
sonnel selection. Rethinktng'the man-machine dialogue
is required. Advances *modeling methodologies offer
promising possibilities for the future; 3-0 Computer-
Aided Design (CAD) systems offer solutions that are
available today. Application of one such system, the
Enhanced Interactive Design System (EIDS), is dis-
cussed with reference to its use in actual weapons
system design.

INTRODUCTION

Ever more complex technological demands
for ever more accurate weapons systems have
made these systems so complex that the oper-
ating personnel are being pushed toward their
operational performance limits. Neither pro-
longed training nor increased personnel selec-
tivity can ensure the right solutithis to these
pressing problems. The use of -human engi4
neering principles to define the man-machine
dialogue and the man-machine interface has long
been stressed as the solution to the need for
shorter training times and lower qualification
profiles, with better oper'ating results. How-
ever, appropriate human engineering principles:
have yet to be adequately applied.

Human factors engineering considers a
large area that includes not only anthropomet-
rics, mechanical, and chemical (chemo-physi-
cal) stress factors but also the whole range of
man-machine interactions. These factors im-
pact the man-machine dialogue through indica-
tors, controls, and visual and auditory infor-
mation from the environment and also include
other sensory data and informationthat are not
directly related to the operator's task, such
is movement, especially accelerations and vi-
brations, sound, noise, temperature, and the
wjiole microclimate. Another factor in the man-
machine dialogue is the proprioceptive infor-
maiion, i.e., the information regarding the lo-
calization of the body and its extremities in
space, its movement, etc.

In today's human engineering community,
our efforts must no longer be primarily ori-

AffP,

ented toward further increases in the rate of
data output. The way toward higher efficiency
is increasingly dependent on how well we suc-
ceed in reducing stress. Man has become the
weakest link in the chain. This ts mostly be-
cause engineers and system designers have al-
ways tried to solve the technical problems
first. Because of their mechanistic blinders,
they have hardly ever confronted man-related
problems unless forced to. Those human factors
that were recognized and respected were the
most primitive and easiest to capture, e.g.,
anthropometrics (at least I have no other ex-
planation why, for a lot of people, ergonomics
is still understood as a synonym for anthropo-
metrics). Man is much more complex than simply
a set of measurements. A lot of physiological
and psychological knowledge,has been collected
during the past 50 years, but little of this
has been directly applied to workstation de-
sign. Actually, having approached the limits
of man's capabilities, we largely lack the
methods for applying this knowledge to the en-
gineering of a modern workstation.

STRESS AND.INFORMATION LOAD

One of the major tasks for human factors
specialists is stress reduction. In order to
achieve optimum results in stress reduction, we
have to work with both the chemo-Ohysical
stress factqrs and the proprioceptive informa-
tion. Only a coordinated effort on all areas
can assure good results, since otherwise iso-
lated "peaks" of stress can affect the results
of all the efforts. (It is often.noted that an
isolated disturbance in an otherwise undis-
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turbed environment will generally be much more

noted and have more effect than if surrounded

by a higher level of other disturbances.)

In order to achieve a better, more ef-

fective, and more ,ogerational interface by

structuring the man-machine dialogue, we must

have as a goal the reduction of stress. Stress

itself is in some respects linked to informa-

tion. There can be all kinds of information,

not only those regarding the task itself.

Stress, from this poinf of view, can be caused

by both under-information and over-informa-

tion. If one gets too little information, one

instinctively starts to worry and tries to fill

the gap, searching for more information. This

applies not only to information needed con-

sciously for the task, but as well to subcon-

sciously needed information regarding the en-

vironment and oneself, e.g., .proprioceptive

information.
Over-information as well can pro-

voke stress and thus hinder tM proper accom-

plishment of a task. We must therefore strive

to suppress all unnecessary and superfluous in-

formation. Stress reduction by structuring the

man-machine dialogue goes beyond the anthropo-

metrical positioning of controls based on the

criteria of reach and operability and beyond

positioning of indicators, in order to read

them better and more quickly. Structuring the

man-machine interface is a very complex proc-

ess, which, under given time-cost constraints,

and manpower constraints,
requires new, more

effective tools and methods.

THE ROLE OF MODELS IN SYSTEM DESIGN

Many different tools have been developed

that attempt to handle the complexity of param-

eter interdependence in the anthropometrical

field. Man-models have been developed and suc-

cessfully applied in many different areas.

Techniques include bidimensional approaches,

the simplest being the Dreyfuss scale, the

'Bosch drawing aids developed by Dr. Jenik of

Darmstadt University, and other very special

application-oriented approaches, like the com-

puter-based design for car driver's worksta-

tions by Volkswagen, the Reach model for astro-

nauts used by NASA, and more complex man-models

such as SAMMIE; BOEMAN, CAR (Edwards, et al.,

1976), CAPE (Bittner, 1975), COMBIMAN (Evans,

1972; Kroemer, 1973; Dillhoff, Evans, and

Krause, 1974), and HOS (Strieb, 1974; Lane,

Wherry, Strieb, 1977). It is tempting to con-

sider developing even more complex computer-

based man models, where many more parameters,

like comfort and maximum limitt of movement and

joints, forces, reaction time, manipulatiiie

precision, resonance frequencies of organs,

. etc., would be considered. The data from these

models could be stored and automatically-

studied in relationship to postures within the

working environment.

Such models are feasible and given the
increasing power of modern computer systems
will be developed as man reacht6 toward more
perfectionistic levels of elaboration of such

man models. However, because of economic con-

siderations and pending the development of such

elaborate models, we must be satisfied with

less perfectionistic approaches and make opti-

mum use of available low-cost computer-aided

design systems, available specialized man-

power, and last but not least common sense.

COMPUTER-AIdED DESIGN SYSTEMS

Today three-dimensional computer-aided

design systems (3-0 CAD systems) are available

that, for a reasonable price, can run on the

medium-sized computers already available in

many institutions and companies. The Enhanced

Interactive Design Systems (EIDS), a CAD soft-

ware package that we use for engineering,

architectural design, and human engineering of

man-machine interfaces, can run even on small

16 bit computers such as an HP1000. With such

a CAD system, we have a tool at hand which can

be used in developing interesting alternative

approaches to workstation layout.

A tool is, of course, only worthwhile if

it is both helpful and cost effective. Al-

though initially expensive, the cost effec-
tiveness, i.e., the return on investment, of a
3-0 CAD system is favorable if you take into

account that through its use we are really mul-

tiplying the output achievableffrom the rather
limited human factors manpowerlavailable in the

system design field. The rate of return on
investment is very much dependent on the use
one makes of the data base once it is devel-

oped. In our engineering designs, we make re-
peated use of the data in designing (and rede-

signing) the man-machine interface. Once we

have established the linkages between the data,

the engineers can continually redesign the

"black boxes" and their contents, to optimize

the system's functionality.

State-of-the-art CAD systems allow a

total three-dimensional description of objects

and structures. For most crektation detign
situations, only a true 3-0 solid modeling CAD

system will suffice. So-called 21/2-D systems

are nbt of much help ,nor are wire-frame 3-D

systems that lacethe hidden line and hidden

surface capabilii4ies of .solid modeling sys-

tems. The data structures of a 3-0 solid

modeling system are such thatIthe topological

description of the real object is stored in the

computer. All imaginable views, planes, iso-
metric, or p&spective, as well as cutaways are

just "aspects" (in fhe Latin sense of the

word). The computer does not "think" of the

objects as planimetric projections. But any

desired view can be obtained by choosing a
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vieWpoint, a direction of view and the type of
view, and striking a few keys on the computer
terminal's keyboard.

A further important feature is the abil-
ity to remove or suppress hidden lines and hid-
den surfaces. Only with such features can we
evaluate visibility and parallax problems and
obtain views of the objects that adequately re-
flect the real product or structure being de-
signed. With such a system, we can design
every item of our workstation and assemble
these items and structures in many different
ways, trying-out alternatives and testing for
reach and legibility for representative popu-
lations. Since the system is a 3-0 system and
since the computer's internal description is an
entirely three-dtmensional topological one, we
are able to try different inclinations of
paoits, examine parallax problems from dif-
ferent viewpoints, etc. (Eichweber, 1981)

But besides enabling us to control every
detail of the layout and enabling us to examine
different anthropometric conditions and pos-
tures for representative populations, EIDS
aids us in the process of organizing the man-
machine dialogue by enabling us to try out dif-
ferent arrangements of indicators and con-
trols. , We can design and test symbols and
scales and develop new integrated solutions for
the man-machine dialogue. We can determine the
best organization for readability. If the in-
dicators move, we can test different positions
and combinations of the respective symbols,
even in their extremes. We can "build" our
workstations and examine them from any vies-
point, test and discuss them with others. The
tedious time-Consu ing and costly process of
building mock-ups c in many cases be almost
totally omitted. We san ensu in most of
our man-machine inte , little or nothing
will have to be changed as the result of trials
even if we go directly to prototype construc-
tion.

For different workstations involving
similar tasks, we can design functional
modules, which, once they are stored in the
data baJe, can be reused for different applica-
tions. For standard engineering analyses, we
can use the gegmetric data in .finite element
stress analysis programs and for the numerical
control of parts myhining equipment.

Three-dimensional data bases can also be
used for simulation processes. Indicator sys-
tems can, for example, be represented on dis-
play screens, linked to simulators of the re-
spective workstation or weapons system, and
then be used together with appropriate controls

to simulate the response of the system to the
actions of the operators. This can be helpful
for instance in the layout and immediate.
testing of crew stations for airplanes,_ fire
control systems, traffic controllers, etc. ;
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Finally, we can use the data base to ob-
tain the documentation drawings needed for
training handbooks, service manuals, and tl-
lustrated parts lists. Perspective drawings
ahd exploded views are readily-available by-
products of the same data base. If one con-
siders the extensive amount of manpower and
time it costs to obtain these with traditional
drafting techniques, it is obvious that the re-
peated useof the same 3-D data base multiplies
its cost-effectiveness.

At Eichweber, for Apstance, we have used
EIDS for the engineering design of the newest
generation ofour Tactical Laser Illuminating
Shot Simulators (TALISSI) systems for directly
aimed weapons. All mechanical parts in the
system were entered into the data base. Moving
parts are simulated in their various opera-
tional positions. Perspective and exploded
view drawings for documentation are also pre-
pared with EIDS.

SUMMARY

In oUr work, we have found 3-0 CAD
tems to be a vital tool in the proper human
engineering of a modern weapons system. Never-
theless, a tool is only worthwhile if it isaFT-
applied well. Human engineering can only be4'
done well if all available knowledge and cri-
teria are applied adequately.

To achieve this goal, we use interdisci-
plinary teams and what we call the Value Design
method (Eichweber, 1981). This method is based
on Value Engineering and helps to get close to
the optimum in both function and cost. (By the.
word "design" we mean,to indicate that man and
man-related functional considerations are in-
herent in the conceptual design.) -This approach
helps us to easily integrate specialists into
an itterdisciplinary, goal-oriented working
team, with the rules of Value Engineering and
Value Analysis serving as. the "rules ,of the
game."
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The ever-increasing.sophistication and
coMplexity of weapon systems and the atten-
dant rise in costs are parallel trends in the
devices being procured to support weapon sys-
tems training. Compounding the situation is
the explosion in simulation technology which
has led to development of sophisticated trein-
ing devices. Oftert the devices have resulted
from the technology because,it is available*
and not as a result of ananalysis defining
the specific training requirement.

In the development of a training device,
the first step is an analysis of the train-
ing requirements which the device will satis-
fy. Over the years these analyses have been
non-existent or when conducted have taken
various forms with differing levels of accur-
acy and thoroughness. All too often the
analyses haye been a cursory assessment of
the existing or projected training require-
ments. As a result the design and develop-
ment of the devices have been left in the
hands of engineering, computer, and software
specialists., .Their primary orientation and
interest is the development of training hard-
ware,which.operates in accordance witb the
approved specification. This does not, how-
ever, necessarily mean that the_device satis-
fies the training requirements, .

The emphasis on the engineering develop-
ment of a training device has developed by
default (i.e., the lack of an ahalysis of the
training requirements). The lack of partici-,
pation by human factOrs and training analysis
personnel in providing the necessary input
related to the training requirements, the
instructor role, ease of operation, and in
particular thp.design of the Instructor/Oper-
ator Station (IOS), has been a major contri-
butor to the situation.

As a result training devices have been
delivered with IOSs which are complex and
difficult to operate. For example, many IOSs
have multiple data entry methods such as
switches, light pens, numeric keyboards,
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alpha-numeric keyboards, multi-function
switches, pages and pages of CRT information
which must be called up before the specific
item can be located, etc. Extensive formal
training is required for the instructor/oper-
ator to become proficient. Daily usp is
required to remain familiar with the opera-
tion of the IOS, In the "real world" situa-
tion the instructor/operator may or may not
have had formal training. More likely he
has received an abbreviated on-the-job train-
ing program and does not use the device daily.
Many instructors are, therefore, not quali-
fied to administer training in the,deviCe.
The result is that training quality, -quantity,
standardization, and efficiency.suffer.

TOS design is not just the physical lay-
out of a work place. It also encompasses

. consideration of instructional features, in-
formation management, software capabilities,
and many other varied factors. To properly
incorporatesthe Many factors into an effi-
cient training-effective design, requires a
systematic analysis process% 4 is.apRarept
that-many'IOSs currently in use,have not
evolved through such an analysis and,design ,

procesg.

The purpose of this-paper iS to, summar-
ize the prOblem,areas which have resulted
from analysis and design shortdomings and to,

. present deSign principles and concepts to
overcome these deficiencies. The fociiefs.- .

on operational flight trainers-10Ft). Many

of the problems and'recomendations, however,
-are applicable to a wide range of training
devices.

e

RROBLEM AREAS

There are significant differences in the
design features of existing simulator IOSs.
Some Work better than others; some: have. ,

sophisticated feitures, but do not work very
wells others are simple and work quite well.
Collectively, howeVer,'there are weaknesses ,

, which characterize OFT IOSs. These weaknes-
ses are as f011ows:



- Layout; labelling, coding, etc. do

not optimize device operation and

,minimize i.nstructor workload.

- Steps required to accesi many CRT

,
displays are time consuming and

inefficient "/'

-' Delays in display access cause inef-

ficiencies in training problem con-

', trol and monitoring,

- Data entry methods are.confusing,

:redundant; and inefficient.

- Many features and capabilities are

not needed, not used, or difficult.

to use.

InstrUctot'training does not ade-

quately prepare instructors for their

roles and responsibilities in using

simulators.

Instructor roles and responsibilities

are not completely defined and

implemented.

Student traintng syllabi are poorly

ddveloped and used. Standardization,

organization, efficiency, and qual-

ity of instruction are, therefore, '

impaired.

- Simulator capabilities are not keyed

to the training requirements (i.e.,

objectives) tlf the training system.

%in which it will be used. The

simulators areo therefore, not.pro-

perlx integrated into the-training

system as an efficient element

whtch fills a clearly-defined need.

Instructor han dbooks S're.not properly

organized.and formatted to provide

instructor assistance in operating

the deyice in a traintng situation.

They are massive informational

voRmes,.not training tools.

When taken'togethet tbe clear impression

is conveyed that the to,1 concept of design

for the.instructor is very "loose" (i.e.,

the systematic principles of man-machine,.

interface, human factors, and training tech-

no1ogy have not.been propetly applied). The

get'result is that planning and design for

operation of the device are secondary com-

ponehts'of the total simulator development

process. Actual operation of the device
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and training using the device, therefore,

suffer.

In many cases it is evident that a num-

ber of the features and capabilities'were

included, not because they were clearly re-

quired to accomplish the desired level of

traiaing,-but because no one really knew.

whether or not they should be there; so they

were put in. This tendency toward overkill

has resulted from two-primary causes: (1)

failure to perform the proper training analy-

sis-efforts leading up to device design and

(2) the explosion in potential device capa-

Iiilities resulting from technological ad-

vances in the state-of7the art. The former

can be characterized as follows: "We're not

,completely sure what we need'to teach in the

device or how we should teach it, so we'll

stick these characteristics in just to be

isure.", The latter could go something like

this: "We do not know just how we'll use

these instructional
features, but we'll put

them imanyway. They're neat." 'The overkill

increases the,reqUirements
for,software and/

or hardware and escalates cost.

The easyWay is to allow simulator ,

technology to dictate 'and inclbde everything

that it permits and hope every contingency

is included. The ratidnale sometimes.ex-

pressed, "we may need it someday" or "its

nice to Nave",or "ft doesn't cost anymore".

This approach is-the
development of a sub-

stitute aircraft and not.a training vehicle,

with the result that due to the complexity

of the IOS, the instructor pilot has neither

the skill, the time nor the inclination to

utilize the capabilities of the simulator.

Thus training capabilities of the simulator,

are degraded.

While the capabilities,and features may

be very desyable on paper, they tremendousl

complicate device operations and increase

costs: Complications result from the amount

of Informatidn which
must.be handled, the

variety of data presented to the instructor,

the complexity'of the simulator control,'the

amount of trainidg required for fnstruction,

andhuman'limitations.

ASSUMPTIONS

The data on JOS problem areas lead to a

set of assumpttons which provide guide-H/1es

and a framework for the design principles and

concepts. The assumptions are as follows:

- A specific simulator training
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syllabus will be s eloped as pdrt of the
,overall planni , design, and fabrication of
a device. T syllabus will.result from a
systemati front end analysis in which the
simulat r is treated as a component of an °

integrated training system. _It will be ap-
proved by the User and will form the basis
for implementation of training on the'coar
pleted device. Admittedly this assumption
does not always embody the way things are
usually done. Rather it embodies the way
simulator acquisitions should work and is a
direction in which acquisition policies and'
rocedures are moving. A well-designed syl-
us is an iMportant prereqaisite to good

sim tor design.

ining system and human engineering
personnel ill participate in the design of
he IOS. It is further assumed that these

personnel will have the Skills- required to
develop and valtdatethe training tasks and
Syllabus to convert the validated data into
an effictent IOS station. ihe emphasis is
that the IOS will be,keyed to the training,
requirenieryts and situation,,not to technology,
excess c abilities,,and designer.whims".

Instructor pilots (IPs) will continue
as simulator training instructors for the
.forseeable future, This assumption has boa)
positive and negative aspects. Positively,
it means that tactically and with resPect to
flight skills, the instructors Will be ttighly
qualified. ,They.will, possess the ability to
closely identify with student problems. .Neg-
atively, they'may not be highly motivated and
trained to perform the_roles and responsibil-
ities of simulator:instructors. IOS design
must, therefore, encompass instrtictor aid'
features which minimize instructor shortcom-
ings and'which maximize their strengths.

Training of IPs will not improve in
the future. As boted previously, most in-
structor training is insufficient to 'properly
prepare them for their role in admidistering,
monitoring, and evaluating training,exercises:
IOS hardware and software must, theicefore, be
easily interpreted and used, and mUSt provide
support'to offset the effect of insufficient
training.

- Simulator teainology will continCle to
advance in rapid strides. It will, therefore,
be increasingly important for analystS and
designers to stay abreast of technological

.

developments and to'ciosely-evaluate their ,

app1icationsto indiV.idual simulator acqui-
sitions.

,
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- Simulators will be used as,training

vehicles and not,as substitutes for the air-
craft. They will, therefore, contain,only
those attributes which contribute to training.
The attributes will be determined through a
systematic analysis of the-training require-
ments.and the training system.-

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The flight simulator design and-operag
tion weaknesses, and the assumptions form
the basis for the IOS design principles. The .

design pripciples serve two primary purposes;
(1) to provide a summary-Of what should be
done to correct the weaknesses discussed
previously and to implement the assumptions
and (2) tp provide'a sebof guidelines which
will direct the development of IOS design-.
recommendations. The design'principles are
as follows:

RUuce the instructor/operator re-.
quirements for formal training by.
providing an instructor/operator in-
structional aid s'ystemrat or near the

. IO. jhis feature will not only pro-
vide training in the operation of the
deyice but will actively assist the
IP throughoutthe training exercise.

-, Emphasize the use:ctf automated train-'
ing as the normal mode of.training.

Reduce the instructor/operator work-'
"load by automating the ancillary
tasks.

- Reduce thi number andtype of data
entry methods at the NS.

- Use "touch" panels On CRTs and elec-

tronic "touch pads" on the IOS con- 6

sole as the primary data eiltry.
methods.

- Design IOS layoUts to- enhance opera-,
tion, interpretation,.sequences of
actions, etc:

,- Eliminate the use of multi-function
controls/switthes, ,

Standardize the nomenclatdre used orf
controls to reflect IP terminology.

,Investigate the'.use of cplor on CRT
displays to highlight iraportant
points. , '''

t
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As discussed above, display location is
standard. There is, therefore, no oncern
with where a given dilPlay will appear. Also
displays which are candidaSes to replace a
'given display which is heiTig presented on a
CRT are selectable using the tblich pads on
the CRT face. In most cases cnnging dis-
plays will require a one-step touch. In

most other cases software design should
minimize the number of decision points (i.e.,
-steps) the.instructor must handle.

- Minimum steps to manipulate training
exercises. Minimum steps'..to manipulate.As

closely related to minimum steps to change
displays. In this case, however, rather
than changing displays for monitoring pur- 1

poses only, the instructor is locating the
display from which he will affect training
problem control (e.g., locate and select,a
specific emergency, locate and,activate a
specific navigational beacon, etc,).

- Large 'selection of programmed exer-
cises. One of the'stiTngths of the proposed
approach to IOS design and operation is a
high-quality front-end analySis. Among
other things, the analys4s yields a realistic
training device syllabus which is keyed to
the training requicements and training situ-

' ation. The progNmmed exercises designed
,from the syllabus are, therefore, essential
parts of the total training systeM and should
be administered to, each student. The large
selection allows consideration of student
skills and progrest, a variety of equally
difficult exercises for differlent students,
standardized training, programed exeiTise
capability for all training Aases, and
elimination of time-consuming'set-up required
in conventional free flight exercises. ,

- Large selection of initial condi-
tions. Setting up initial conditions in the
free flight mode on many simulators is time-
consuming and may be nbn-standard. A large
set of initial conditions gives instructors!,
the flexibility they desire and improves use
'of time'and standardization. Selection of a
given set of initial conditions wowld ke'y
ottier responses from the 10S. For- examplefts,_

; selecting initial conditions for an-airci.:aft'
on the parking ramp may activate diSplay of
the-normal cockpit checklist, or selecting
initial an aircraft in mar-
shall may activate the carrier approach
display. 4

IAS teaching and prompting. The IAS
has`two primary roles. The first is to
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teath instl-uctors howTo use the.simulator.
In this role jt is a CAI terminal used to
present information on the operation of the
IOS and on the procedures for conduct)ng
training exercises. The seconrdle is to
prompt instructor'S during set-u0.and execu-
tion 'of training exercises. In pis role
the IAS is a job aid which improves instruc-
tor efficiency and standardization of. in-
struction.

A quote from the 2F114 (A-6 WST) in-
structor handbook. is as follows: "This vol=
ume,is designed to give'the instructor the
flexibility necessary to provide,each student
with the complex and repetitive trainino he
requires." This emphasis on flexibility has
led to IOS designs which are needlessly com-
plex and which actually hinder training.

, This is not to say that flexibility
should be eliminated: certainly not. De-

grees of flexibility are necessary to meet .

the variety of needs in a typical FRS train-
ing situation. A major thesis of this paper,
however, is that too much flexibility is a,
hinderance. To balance flexibel4 with
ability to meet realistic training require-
ments, the IOS Skould be accurately program-
med based,on the results of a thorough
front-end analysis. ,The software concepts
presented above provide the guidelines for
this programming. The more structured
approach embodied in the inalyses and result-
ing software will help en71ire that simulator
training is standardjzed yet sufficientlY
flexible to meet training needs, 1-eadily
manageable, and is easy for instructprs to
learn to administero

CONCLUSION

4



Upgrade student and intiActor"train-

ing and oPerating materials. .

Improve reliability and maintainabil-
ity by use of touch

5controls elimin-,

ating light pgns, etc.

Reduce cost by limiting IOS oapa-
.bilities to training requirements.

Eacb of the IOS design principle's is dis-,
'cussed in the following paragraphs.

INSTRUCTIONAL AID SYSTEM. To implement the
Oinciple to reduce the need for formal r
training of IPs, it is proposed that a com-
puter aided instructional (CAI) system be
incorporated as an integral part of the IOS.
This Instructional Aid System tIAS) will have
the capability of presenting instructional
programs to the IP for.operation of the de:
vice; provide'the neessary instructions to'
the IP in.the set-up', operation, and conduct
of instructional exercises for a selected
mode of operation; and cue the IP as neces-
spry during a training exercise.

As a pure instructional tool.it will be
programmed to present instruction on basic
operations of the device to include topics
such 4s control locations and operations,
display formats and, interpretation, exercise
control, and use of related training material
(e.g., instructor guides and checklistS).
During set-up and conduct of exercises it
will aid the instructors via prompti which
guide them through the required operational
steps. , For example, set-up on most devices
requires the-instructor-to make a sequence
of decisions which establish the character-
istics of the exerciSe. The IAS would step
instructors through this process-, thus re-
ducing instructor training requirements and
reducing error rates_ During exercises the
IAS would provide cues and instructions to
ephance instructor performance, decision
making etc., as he monitors, controls, and
evaluates.

AUTOMATED OPERATIONS. The most sophisticated
-simulator,' whichmill be efficient to use in
achieving the training objectives and which

. will simplify the instructor workload, allow-_
ing him to concentrate on instructionwersus

, operation, is the trainer which incorporates
automated (programmed) training exercises':
TiOt'apprehension that automating training
will be highly structured and thus rigid can
be eliminated by astute planning in the
deVelopment of a simulator training syllabus
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and ehe specific training exercises. By us-
ing'the analytical approach, the planning
will consider all the variables and contin7
gencies required for achteving the training
objectives and, therefore provide all the.'
required flexibility in simulator training,-

Use of an automa ted simul.ator instrbc-

tional system, by its very nature, Oill pro-
mote standardization. The training txercises
are the same for each trainee. The informa-
tion 'presented to the trainee is consistent
and in the correct format and the performabce
measurement parameters and scoring procedures
are the same for each trainee. Evaluation
of the trainee performance is more objective
and, therefore, more valid. Due to simpli-
city of the design of the IOS, Instructor
Pilot activity at the IOS is greatly reduced,
allowing him to concentrate on his instruc-
tional role.

The use4of automated instruction will
require,a reorientation in the concept of
simulator training. This requires the recog-
nition..that the simulator is a training ve-
hicle and not a poor substitute for the air-
splane. As a training vehicle.it should be
responsive only to the determined training
requirements as defined by specific training
syllabi.

The use of automated training exercises,
specifically designed to provide training in
achieving designated training objectives,
will eliminate excessive trainer stt-up time
required in a "free flight" mode. In the
"free flight" mode of operations in many,
devices, the instructor must determine, se-
lect and insert every parameter such as
initial conditions, aircraft 'location, fly-to
points, ground communications facilities,
geographic displays, environmental factors,
and others. A manual.set-up time of 15-30,
winutes is not unusual; this situation not
only is non-productive time for the trainee
but deprives, him of scheduled training.

It is recommended that automation go one
step further. There would be no "free flight'
mode as currently defined. Free flight would
be asross between current free flight and
automation (i.e., certain aperations would
be automated, and,instructor prompting would
be provided). For example, the instructor,
could not enter initial conditions on-line.
Rather, he Auld always select from the ph-
grammed set of initial conditions. To accom-
modate this feature the set of initial condi-
tions would .be large and would be systemati-.
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cally derived f
ing requirements

an analysis of the train-

Selection o initial conditions to begin
an exeixise woul automatically branch the-

-IOS to pre-deter ned displays and instruc-
tions for instru r actions. This basic
philosophy of preselecting those displays
and actions whictt can be predicted ahead of
ime, based on t e syllabus and.type of
training to be to ducted, would be carrie4
.throughout the five flight mode.

DOS LAYOUT. At first sight the IOS for a
sophisticated aircrew simulator may be
overwhelming in its size and complexity. The
numbers of switches, displays, keyboards,
and other assorted,inpUt/output features may
be ominous to the potential simulator in-,
structor. Even after the instructor has be-
come familiar with operation of the device,
there may still be a feeling of being
overwhelmed.

The IAS and emphasis on automation are
features which will reduce the complexity
of the IOS. Even with these features, how-

. ever, there will still be requirements for
enough controls and displays to present a
confusing operating' situation. In order to
reduce confusion and increase the efficiency
of operation, the IOS design must be develop-
ed through.a systematic human factors analy-
si. The analysis is not just to meet'the ,

requirements of MIL--STD 1472C (Human Engi-
neering Design Criteria foOilitary Systems,
Equipment, Facilities). Iris intended to
yield the most efficient training/operating/
environment possible for the instructors.
Principles such as placement based on fre-
quency, criticality, and sequence of use,_
must be used.

Characteristics of the CRT displays
must be.closely considered. Many of the dis-
plays used in existing devices are cluttered
and difficult to interpret. One salient
point is the possibility of using color to
highlight selected portions of displays.

DATA ENTRY. Data entry in many devices,is
needlessly complicated. For example, in
some devices combinations of 'light pens,
fixed function keys, and variable function
keys are required interchangeably throughout
an exercise.. This mixing of modes increases
the time required to gain proficiency and the
probability of error and confusion.

To remedy this weakness it is recommend-
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ed that data entry modes be limited to a sef
of fixed function electroric touch pads on .

the IOS console and touch panels on the IOS
CRTs. The touch pads available on each CRT

'display would be a function of the trai,eing
situation as reflected on the:CRT and would
vary from display to display. Basically
the fixed function keys would provide simu-
Oator control. The CRT touch pads would
provide training exerci7control.

STANDARDIZED, NOMENCLATUR. Operating inef-
ficiencies may be caused by unclear, confus-
ing, ambiguous, or unfamiliar terminology.
To help remedy th4 problem, it is recommended
that standardized terms be adopted and used.
Since IPs are the prima0 operators of the
simulators, the terms Used should be ir)
11pilotese". Abbreviations should be avoided
when feasible. Coding should be minimized
and when used should be used in a clearly

interpetable,easily reMembered scheme.

SUPPORTING MATERIALS. Although he student
and instructor materials are no directly
involved in.IOS'design, they do play an
direct role in that they will be used in con-
junction with the IOS to carry out training
exercises. They should, the'refore, be de-
signed to.prepare the students and instruc-
torsito carry out their roles during training
exercises.

The IAS is intended to fake over some of
the functions served by the instructor train-
ing and operating materials. Adjunct written
materials, however, will still'be required.
These materials include the'instructor hand-
book, exercise guides, and checklists. As

noted previously, the quality of these mater-
ials for existing simulators, is generally
inadequate. Their shortcomings contribute
o simulator utilization problems. For emer-
ging systems they must be upgraded.

RAIABILITY.AND MAINTAINABILITY. Reliability
and maintainability will be enhanced by the
application of thepdesign principles, stated
above, to the IOS wOch in turn will be re-
flected in the total simulator. The elimina-
tion and/or reduction of switches and replade-i'
ment with Wash controls; elimination of com-
plex keyboard3 and light pens will make the
IOS more reliable and require less mainte-
nance.

COSA' Reduction in cost for the IOS/simula-
tor is a primary goal in the application of
the design principles. Eliminating the
overkill capabilities inherent in currerit

- J



simulators will result in,lower 'procurement,
operating, and maintenance costs.

/
DESIGN CONIT

. The design concept is based upon ton-
sideration of...four data sources:

- Instructor tasks: the roles and
responsibilities of IPs in administering
training exercises. For example, brief stu-

dent, select mode of operation, initialize
exercise, monitor'trainee, evaluate perv
formance, etc.

- Training tasks: tasks the trainee,

will pFactice in the device: Thee..e the
tasks from a typical Instructional Sys mg

Development task listing which are sele ted

for simulator training.

- Design principles discussed in ge

previous section.

- Technology resulting from an astess-

ment of current and projected state-of-Ae-
art.

The design concept consists of t4Ycom-
Ponents: hardware and software. The dom-

ponents interact and are dependent one upon

the other. A major issue in any design in-

volving both hardware and software is,es-
tablishing the Orope-functional balarkbe-
tween the two. In pointing out the ditinc-
tion between hardware and software, there is
an emphasis that IOS design is much more than
using good humaefactors principles in deter-
mining what the 10Sishould look like.1, It is

a systematic process of.determining the,in-

.formation storage, retrieval, display, and
manipulation requirements and implementing
tkese requirements in a combination of hard-

ware and software which optimizes instructor
performance. Major design condepts are dis-

cussed in the following paragraphs.

HARDWARE. The IDS hardware must be reliable,
maintainable and easy to operate and yet
must contain the components required for
control, monitoring, and evaluation. Major
hardware components of the proposed IOS de-
sign concept are as follows:

The main console. The main console

is compact and is designed for a single in-

structor/operator. All layout is consistent

with good human factors design principles.
Particular emphasis is on ease of use of
controls, orientation of CRTs for ease of

+a.

display interpretation, and a functional

work surface which accommodates instrt%tor
gdides, checklists, etc.

- Instructor Aid Station (IAS). The

IAS is a separate small system with associ-
ated controls. It is an integral part of

the IDS and serves two functions: (1) pre-

sent instruction on basic trainer operation

and (2) prompt and guide instructors during

the course of training exercises. It may

also be used to display selected cockpit
instruments (e.g., multi-function display,
horizontal situation indicator, etc.).

- Instructor's control panel. T4 in-
structor's control panel is the major "hard-
wired" part of the ICS dedicated to simula-

tor control. It consists primarily of fixed-

function electr6oic touch pads.

'SOFTWARE. In order to combine simplicity of
hardware with complexity of weapons systems
and training problemt, it is essential that
software be designed to enhance instructor

performance. The software must be simple to
manipulate, present information in easily
used formats, and facilitate problem control

and monitoring. Major features of the pro-
posed software design concept to meet these

goals are as follows:

Display continuity. A given display
is always presented on the same CRT. There

is no switching of displays.between CRTs at
the instructon's discretion. ,When a display

is selected or is called up automatically by
the software, it always appears in the same

place.

- Standardized displays. Each type of

.display has a distinct, precisely prescribed
format which is always used for that type of

display. Fainats are developed to enhance
interpretation and use of the information
presented. Display highlights are empha-

sized by spacing, graghics, bold alpftnumer-
ics, etc. It isvaldrecommended that color
be.used to highlight portions of the displays.

- Automatic presentation of displays.'
Maximum use is made of software selection of
displays, so that minimum instructor inter-
vention is required. During pre-programmed

modes all displays are software selected.
During free flight the amount of instructor
display selection is minimized through keying
displays,to trainee tasks.
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- Minimize.steps to change displays.

4



As discussed above, display location is
standard. There is, therefore, no ,concern

with where a given dieplay will appear. Also
displays which are candidaps to replace a
-given display which is beiTig presented on a
CRT are selectable using the topch pads on
the CRT face. In most cases cAnging dis-
plays will require a one-step touch. In

most other cases software design should
minimize the number of decision points (i.e.,
-steps) the,instructor must handle.

- Minimum steps to manipulate training
exercises. Minimum steps'to manipulateAs
closely related to minimum steps to change
displays. In this case, however, rather
than changing displays for monitoring pur- I

poses only, the instructor is locating the
display from which he will affect training
problem control (e.g., locate and select a
specific emergency, locate and,activate a
specific navigational beacon, etc,).

- Large Selection of programmed exer-
cises. One of the'strengths of the proposed
approach to IOS design and operation is a
high-quality front-end analySis. Among
other things, the analysXs yields a realistic
training device syllabus which is. keyed to
the training requirements and training situ-
ation. The programmed exercises designed

,from the syllabus are, therefore, essential
parts of the total training systern and should
be administered to each student. The large
selection allows consideration of student
skills and progress, a variety of equally
difficult exercises for different students,
standardized training, programzed exercise
capability for all training ppses, and
elimination of time-consuming set-up required
in conventional free flight exercises. ,

- Large selection of initial condi-
tions. Setting up initial conditions in the
free flight mode on many simulators is time-
consuming and may be nbn-standard. A large
set of initial conditions gives instructors!
the flexibility they desire and improves use
of time'and standardization. Selection of a
given set of initial conditions wourld key
other responses from the IOS. For- exampleo
selecting initial conditions for arraircraft'
on* the parking ramp may activate display of
the-normal cockpit checklist, or selecting
initial conditions for an aircraft in mar-
shall may activate4,the carrier approach
display.

4

- IAS teaching and prompting. The IAS
has'two primary roles. The first is to
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teath instructors how To use the simulator.
In this role jt is a CAI terminal used to
present information on the operation of the
IOS and on the procedures for conduaing
training exercises. The secoad,rdle 'is to
prompt instructor-i during set-urNand execu-
tion 'of trairiing exercises. In pis role
the IAS is a job aid which improves instruc-
tor efficiency and standardization of. in-
struction.

CONCLUSION

A quote from the 2F114 (A-6 WST) in-
structor handbook. is as follows: "This vol-
ume.is designed to give'the instructor the
flexibility necessary to provide,each student
with the complex and repetitive trainino he
requires." This emphasis on flexibility has
led to IOS designs which are needlessly com-
plex and which actually hinder training.

, This is not to say that flexibility
should be eliminated: certainly not. De-

grees of flexibility are necessary to meet .

the variety of needs in a typical FRS train-
ing situation. A major thesis of this paper,
however, is that too much flexibility is a,
hinderance. To balance flexiiklily with
ability to meet realistic training require-
ments', the IOS should be accurately program-
med based.on the results of a thorough
front-end analysis. ,The software concepts
presented above provide the guidelines for
this programming. The more structured
approach embodied in the palyses and result-
ing software will help ennre that simulator
training is standardjzed yet sufficientlY
flexible to meet training needs, 'readily
manageable, and is easy for instructors to
learn to administer.
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MODULAR CONTROL OF SIMULATORS

Steve leidensticker
Catherine Heyn

Tactical and Training Systems Di/ision
Loiicon, Inc.
Sah Diego, CA

ABSTRACT

ne of the issues facing the designer of sophisticated simulators today
is how bc control their operation: The traditional approach has been to
supply tike instructor/operator with a Aeries of hardware delaices (push buttons,
teys, swi ches% etc.) with which to command the machine. AJecent.trend
has move the functions to a CRT where commands are activated via an-associated
light i, special func.tiarkeys, or, in nome cases by touching the CRT screen.
Although the methods of entering commands to a simulaor are changing, the
commands themulves are not. f

Thtis paper,explores a concept,in1which series of lower level events
of commands are grouped into a lafger entity called, for the sake of this
discussion, a "task module". Marhpulation of 'these task modules permits
simpler operation of a simulator and the task modules themselves provide
natural' vehicles for performance measurement, scenario generatlon, briefing/de-
hriefing; replay, and other'associated functions. ,In the future this concept
can provide the framework for modeling intelligent adversaries or support'
organizations in multi-unit simulators.

BACKGROUND -

Simulators for flight traihing purposes
have hien in use for' many yearb. As material
"nd energy costs clidb, the need for inexpensiive

effective training has xorrespondingly grown.
The simulator is a natural tobl for this
kind of training: The typical-'simulator
of today is a highly mechaniZed collection
If dials, gauges and displays, connected
to a computer, relying on limited numerifalt.`
inputs by a skilled technician to drive
a mockup of the equipment being simulated.

A tylaicallexample is the 2F95 F-14 Operational
Flight Trainer (OFT).

Typical Cockpit Simulator Characteristics/Op-
eration

ThesF-14 :Tom

\
cat is S. Navy high

performance_aircraft. To fulfill its role,
the aircraft contains very ophisticated
and complex avionics and weapon systems.

The 2F95 OFT is a relatively modern
device consisting of a'aimulated F-14A cockpit'
(pilot only) mounted on a motion platform
capable't*-froviding pitch, roll, heave,
and lateral displacement about the related
axes. Visual scene simulation La provided
by a single channel, field of view

I.

$
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VITAL III-S display that provides night/dusk'
scenes for both land'and carrier-based oper-
ations.

' The 2F95(incorporates a single XEROX
Sigma 5 computer system for all simulation
and interaction with the atudent and inttructar.
Opfmation is controlledefrbm a remotq instruc-
tar/operator statIon located away from,
but in sight of, the simulated cockpit.

1 ,

. -.1..
,

The instructor controls operation
in two ways, 0124 sets up an exercise,,and

c

one controls Operation during the training
seas on.

The set up operation of the 9FT is
done by "programming" an Alphanumeric Data
Display (ADD)-system. 7his system.consists
,of a CRT terminal and'a ten key ktmeric
keypad. The ADD system has a cotal of 22
informational displayS, nine of which deal
with the parameters of flight (that is,

"carrier site, sea state, wind state and
so forth)" To create an exercise, the infor-
-Mation on thes dieplays must be updated

session. By edting tha informat' on
to reflect the intent of the current ;ring

j.

the parameter pages ,. the that:tutor programs
the malfunetionaland repOsition options
to be encofintered\in the training exercise.

1
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The second method of controlling the
exercise is via a special control panel,
which contains hardware switches, dials,
and indicators that allow direct manipulation
of the simulator (fig. 1). From this panel

the instructor cab reposition the aircraft,
insert malfdnctions, adjust air turbulence

and sea state arid coAtrol the motion platform.

9

Now the plane is on the runway.

4. To program the malfunction, a
new page number must be entered to put up
the malfunction display..

5. An engine fire, represerited by
another code number must be addep to the

tisk

,

..11111377

\
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Filure 1. OPT Control Panel

Unfortunately, this method of control

. results in the instructor spending more
time playing with numbers than with doing

the primary job, instructing a student.

For example, to give a seudent experience

in dealing with an engine fire on takeoff,

i

ollowing inputs must occur.

1, First, the plane must be on the
end of the runway to start takeoff. To

do this, one must enter the ADD page number
of the rposition display on the keypad

...

mentioned previously.-

2. Next, )4 code number representing
t e.desired position is entered.

3. Then a reset button is pressed.
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list of available malfunctions. Another

number, associating this malfunction with

a malfunctiom insertion push button on the

control panel, must be entered.

6 When the student starts takeoff,
the instructor monitors the airspeed indicator

and inserts th* malfunction by pushing the
malfunction button at precisely the right
time.

7. A fire light goes on in the cockpit.

At no time during this button lushing
exercise has the instructor accomplished
anything that has a direct impact on teaching

the student. In the worst case, the entire
instructional function can be lost in the
mechanics oi controlling the simulator.

e

(



Instructor Support System

To alleviate this situation and other
problems associatdd With simulator training,
the U.S. Navy through NAVTRAEQUIPCEN spOnsored

the development an Instructor Support System
.(ISS). The purpose of this system is'to
-take the mechanized aspects out of the training
program and replace them vith intelligible
user interfaces that describe an exercise
functionally and in terms familiar and fcceptable

toutay trained flight instructOr.'

. The ISS completely replaCes the 2E95
IOS with a new station consisting of two
graphic CRT displays, placed one above the
other, with a touch sensitive device overlaid
on the lower display. All information needed
to conduct a training session is presented
dynamically on these displays and all conirol'
of the problem and the 8,imulator 'itself
is,via the selection of menu choices with
the touch panel.

The subject of this paper is.bui one
aspect of the ISS. Other important o.nes
are dealt with in other papers presented
aethis workshop.

TASK MODULE CONCEPT

In a system as c.omplex as the F-1,4
OFT a valid 'training structure is imperative. "

To facilitate such a strpceure, logic suggests
the breakdown of the. student pilot's tasks,--)
into functional groups. For the sake of
this discussion these groups are, called
"task modules". A task module is a logically
related series of external everits and pilot
actions that should result in the meeting'
of predefined criteria. Examples might
be the takeoff from a particular airfield,
a presrhrt checklist, or a wing sweep mal
,function. Task modules ai conceived here
have certain important characteristics and
qualities. A brief identification follows,
more detailed discussion is provided later.

1. TheY can be "run" or executed.
That is, they have beginnings and endings
in time.' They can run in parallel, that
is, two or more task modules can run at
the same time independent of each other.

.2. They can be easily identified
and manipulated. This forms the basis of
high level simulator control, exercise defini
tion, replay, and the like.

3. They provide' the vehicle for
associated training functions, such as perfor
mance &Valuation and record keeping.

' TASK MODULE TYPES

In the development of this concept
task modules have quite naturally fallen

4.

into three, types or groups: They are.normal,
flight and malfunction. Normal task modules
include pie and postfligkt-checkouts and
checklists duDint flight. Flight task modules

.encompass those Xasks related to flying
.skiLls, procedures and navigation. Malfunction
task modules relate to system failures;

Normal

These are non'emergency procedures
suchbas engine starts, checklists, etc.
An example of this type is the takeoff
checklist. In this 6ase, the task module
is activated by an instauctor request at
the touch panel. At this time, the checklist
appears on the instructor's display containing
the items to ,be accomplished (fig.,2).
Additionally, the trainiag system may monitor
these procedures. The student pilot will
perform such actions as are required, and
when through indicated completion verbally.
To end this task mqdule., the instructor
pushes,another button. The checklist 'disappears,

and data concerning performance is recorded
for later replay, review, or analysis.

Flight

Flight task modules are those concerned

with the student's ability to carry out the
mission, be it navigation, landing practice,
or the kike. This can be exemplified by
the TACAN II approach to,Miramar Naval Air
Station. The pilot flies a tear drop pattern
from,an initial approach fix to a final.
approach fix (fig. 3).- In this situation,
the events beginning and ending the task
module are entirely automatic. The instructor
can devote all energy to monitoring the
stydent's performance. The task module
starts when the pilot is going in a specific
direction at a specified speed and altitude.
When the student has started the approach,
and by inference, the approach task module,
monitoring begins again. This,time, however,
the events being monitored are those specifically-
related to the approach task. The student'
flies at certain speeds, headings, and altitudes

to follow the proper approach patterns.
When the student completes the approach,
'based on speed, altitude and heading, the
task module also ends.

Malfunction

Malfunctions are activated by instructor

request, again through the use of a puah
button. In this case, however, the button
is on a touch panel, and is labeled with
the n me,of the malfunction ..to be inserted,
for e....le,,ENGINE FIRE. Once the instructor
has .ressed the button, an indicator light
appe rs in the student cockpit and a malfunction

che klitft appears on the instructor's display
4(fi . 4). As the student follows procedures,
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- TAKE OFF CHECK LIST -
I tRAXES CHECK

ACCUM PRESS UP
-- CHECK.TAPES 1200/1500 MAX --
2 FUEL NORM CUD/AUTO TRAM
. DUMP OFF
3 CANOPY CLOSED

4 SEAT ARMED
S SAS . ALL ON
E nem ALL ZERO
1 WING 20 AuTo
1 FLAIS/SLATS/SRLAS OvN/OVNA, ,
0 coNTRoLS FREE/1003000
10 UR ;RAKERS ALL IN S .

.1 mASTEA TUT OFF
12 SI DI PUMP, NORMAL

13 COmP/STS GRY0 ALICVCD
Iv .ARNEss Loon
15,CAUT/ADV LTS ALL OU

- PILOT S VERSA. inSPoNSE -

sAT -,r[sarc9 uNsAT SELECT

DIAGNOSTICS

AC -IyATE NEXT
mALFuNCTION

ENvIRONMENT --
OPTIONS (LANO)

1§,ELEC

-RE-POSI.TION IssLscil

ORTIONS

ofEcx LIST --
TAKEoFF cmKLST

MANuAg (FREEZE

43'

OCOPy VOICE MENU

Figure 2. Takeoff Checklist
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ARA/53 20 RAD SRI
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410,
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/ 7000 r.
r

,3 Of 1" "
gra) INK

x- 0;;;:,
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LEI

A/C MALFUNCTIONS

UNSCHEO WHOsvEEP

t.

itC PARAmETEAS

ALT iffgl vs/ -4,5

spo 2.4 MACH .ISS

100 ORD AOA /35
0 $22 FUEL C 13

A

A/C CONFIGURATION
GEAR uP RAmP LA/RA

FLPS ft APLT OFF
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Figure 3. Tacan 2 Approach dhecklist
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RIGHT ENGINE FIRE

.1 noarrut

Autsaact

.5 IF LITE GOES ouT
CHECK FIRE DETECT SyS

IF - LITE STAYS ON
- FIRE DETECT FAILS TEST
- oTNER INDICATIcftS

A FUEL SHuT oFF HANDLE

THRoTTLE

5 CLIMS A DECEL

S FIRE EXTINOuISNER

DIAGNOSTICS

7.000 NAV coNTRA. SEAVOLF 2f0 RAD 7 OmE

<<< 7C GRADE FOR AScENT cHKLST - DO >»
POW HDO coNTRoL mAINTAIN H00 255 FOR mOuSE TRANSITION

MALFUNCTION
SELECTIONS

SELECT ENVIRONMENT --
ORTIONS (LAND)

RE-POSITION
OPTIONS

SELECT

SELEC;i

CHEcx LIST --
DESCENT CHKLST

ISELECT

TIAPAJAL NEE NOccPy VOICE HEM

Figure,4. Malfunction Display

updates appear on the checklist indicating
activity in the dockpit as it occurs. If
a student completes ail procedures correctly,

themalfunction is removed automatically,
or., if the instructor has requested it,
may stay in until the instructor chooses
to remove it manually with another button
press.

APPLICATION OF THE CONCEPT

Simulator Operation
A

In thi examples above the relationship
/between task modules and simulator operation
is implied. The key is lite linking of the
larger,Units of the training operation to
the simulator directly. In the ISS this
is done via touC.h selections of dynamic
menu items put on the display. That is,
the instructor is now allowed to manipulate
the problem using tools that ate natural
to the application; not those tied to the
simulitor hardware. In a sense then, the
task module structure becomes A kind of
high orider language, where pilot-relevant
expressions replace numerical code commands.

In contrast the proCedure outlined
earlier for inducing an engineifire on'takeoff,

a single menu selection marked ENGINE FIRE
ON.JAKEOFF will accomplish the same thing.
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Exercise Definition

Exercise building is much simplifiedo
Here the task modules can be likened to
building blocks. A-complete training session
can be developdd quickly and_conveniently
'from a list of task modules. In the exercise
set up facility of the ISS,0moupt of available
task modules which are related in function
are presented to the instructor in logical
sequence (fig. 5). The, instfuctor then
simply selects the task modules whiCh are
appropriate fox_the eiercise. All such
building can be performed at the start of
an exercisON and thus the instructor does
not have to work "on the fly" to make sure
all exercise components are covered.

Performance Measurement
4

..--/

Performance mea urement and monitoring
is also simplified. Grading parameter-s,....-
and performance criteria may be associated
with specific task modules. The computer
is therefore free to monitor only those
events which have direct hearing on the
task module procedures bfipg graded. Without
such a mechanism to limit'the processing
requirements, the system designer is faced
with the prospect of hiving to watch everything
all ,,the time. This can be an overwhelming
requirement.
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ISEL MODE APPROACH SELECTION

0 .+IS4-7ACAN-1 (NKX)

.,:sm-TA!AN-a op(x)

.RE-IN1'10,6:ZE '-.!SE,ECT

Figure 5. Exel-cise Definition Selection Page

A relatedhenefit in this area is
the self limiting nature of the performance
data generated. Diagnostic messages and
grades sre oniy displayed for task modules
associated with that training session.
This simplifies and reduces the amount of
data the instructor needs to examine to
make valid decisions regarding the student's
perfimmmnce and abilities.

Modeling Outside Agencies

Another area in which task modules can improve
a training session is handling mathematical
models of outside agencies. Usually the
actions of FAA. controllers and other individuals
who interact with the pilot can be li'nked

to a Single task modkle. For example, all
the ac4vity of a GCA controller can be
linked to a final approach task module
Thus, a specific function can be tied to,
a specific task module. This contributes
to a.simplification of softwsre design.
If a function changes, the related task
module can be altered without interfering
with programs or other task modules. Mo&darity

natural part of the system.

An extension of this concept, which
has not been incorporated into the ISS,
is that-task modules could be built to providp
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intelligent adversaries.or supporting entities
in multi-role simulators. For example,
the skill or sggiessiveness of an enemy
pilot in an intercept,.trainel. could beeasily
manipulated using the tasOmodule concept.
In Another application the imaginary crew
Of an ASW aircraft could be commanded to
perform some complex manuevers in support
of a shipboard ASW simulator via a simple
menu choice.

- -

Debrief/ReolayikecordKeeoinK .

_>,de

Debriefing the student is much enhanced
by the use of ta-sk modules. The student
can be shown a specific taslc during a replay
without extraneous information unrelated
to the learning experience. Since grading
ia linked to a task module, record keeping
becomes more viable And more clear to Student
and instructor alika:Any_task modulemay
be replayed in any order, saving-rime and
-enhancing tke student's.undersettillas_jur
emphaiizing the specific areas that need
work. This is win sharp contrast to ,the
problems that ensue when,replay is time
related and the action of interest.must
be searched for, or worse; when no replay
is available.



STANDARDIZATION AND FLEXIBILITi

,
The concept of handling operation

via high.livel task modules also has some
secondary benefits..

Gene,rally, the task module also provides
, standardizat on, which allows-student _pa:fun:lance

to be- ev d more cosksistenf14. A task
module wil ways start at the same time
under the same conditions. Tbe same procedures

must be followed and nothing will be overlooked.

At first glance ix may appear that
this .approach may reduce general flexibility
in simalator operation. This could be a
problem if only a, small numbeF of task ,modules

are jaaintained,.. However, to support a full
syllabds such as that associated with F-14
replacement training, a. large number (150
in the ISS)' is required. This ,. plus the
fact that the task modules can be linked
in a variety of ways, assures adequate flexibi-
bility.

SOME CAUTIONS

In order for this concept to work
effectively dm task modules must be constructed
very carefully. Less than a very.thorough
analysis of start/stop evenEs can cause
task modules to run or stop running unexpeCtedly.

Haphazard definition of scoring criteria
can have very defrimental effect of user
acceptance of the system.
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/The greatest problem ficed by the
developers of the TEE was, an`mnderest-imat ion

of the reseurces requirea io define Che
training tasks from Vbich the task modules ,
were derived-intEAMbime and effort required
to createeitnd cheeiaut the task modules..
A means his:-.-...heen identified tb`ease the
latter burden 3.-"Y ati,toating some of the
task module,creation functions. This will
enable members of the user's community tD
create and modify task modules interactively
st a ccoputer terminal. This will not require
programming skills nor a knowledge of the
simulator itself, but it gill requrre
thorough and very deta4ed understanding
of the learning process, not' i trivial task.
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SIMPLIFIED CONTROL OF TIJE SIMULATOR INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM.

ROBERT Ai GAMACHE.
The Singer Company

Link Flight Simulation Division

INTRODUCTION.

Recent-advances in information processing and
display capabilities have permitted significant
increases in both the number and the complexity
of training features found in today's simulator

.

--> instructional systems. These advances reflect
a combination of more detailed user requirements
as 'well as the rapidly increasing complexities
of the systems and vehicles being simulated.

,

These oveN)1 advances in capabilities have
produced a correspading and steady increase

,

in sy§tem_operating and control requirements.
,Efforts to advance the state of the art have
focused primarily on system capabiTities and
fitlelity rather than instructional value,

often short-changing the role and the needs
of the simulator instructor. These and other
factors have contributed to increasing task
loading up to and in some cases beyond accept-
able levels. This need not be the case; in-
structional system control'and operatiOn-can

be made\simple and straight-forward,. \Task
loading tan be dramatically reduced and

instructional effectiveness increased through
careful front-end activities combined with
the systematic application of appropriate 4

design principles. These principles concern
the recognition of the goals of the training
program and the unique capabilities and re,
quirements of the simulator instructor in
meeting these goals:-

The simulator instruCtor, like the flight
instructor, performs several key functions
in the-instructional process. Some of these

.

functions can be automated while some can be
fdcilitated.through the provision and
formattjng of training-rdlevant information.
In addition, information and control capa-
biIitiesican be made available with minimum
idstructdr intervention. The instructor's
workload can be minimized and, equally
significant, the instructor can be given ready
access,to the instructional capaPilities he
r'equires.

.. ,

.THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM.

The function of the simulator instructional
system i to support the goals of the instruc-
tional,drogram and to sUpport the instructor
as ne perforatà the tasks required in facilitat-
ipg instruction. Tpe 'instructional system can
be optimized throup the application of two key
design considerations: OPERABILITY and ACCEPTA-
BILITY. 'Operability is achieved when an in-
structional system is as easy to use as is
practical, while acceptability is achieveti when
the system makes optimum use of the instructor's
unique talents and of the simulator's unique'
capabilities. Wiile these are somewhat.simpli-
fled and_ generic definit-rons of criteria which

touch On virtually every aspect of system design,
they do address the main concerns. For this
reason they are the primary guidelines for the
system design approach tp be developed here.

tasks hy observing the performance of the
student and the aircraft comparing these
performances with the pr scribed perforMance
stapdards and with his n estimate of the
capabilities expected of the student at a
gaven time. In addition, he fkcilitates learn-
ing by prescribing practice condhtions.within
the limits :imposed by_the flight,environment.

The simulator has the inherent capability of

providing more task-relevant information than
is available to the instructor in flight. In,
addit.ion, it has tne inherent capacity-for pro-

viding and standaridizing practice conditions as
they are required for effedtive instruction, and.

it.has the ability to provide information in many
different forms and relationships.

AWEXAMPLE.-4-

Y
Except for the aircraft preflight, the jobs of An example'of a trainihg exefcise as it might
the simulator tnstructbr and the flight instruc- occur in a typical simulator is used to illus-
-tor are closely anAlogous. They perform highly trate the application of twelve basic tiesign
similar functions, including the arrangement of objectives used to achieVe optimum ins ructional
training conditions, briefing, demonstration, peN system operability and acceptability. hese
formance monitoring and.biagnosis, modification ,design objectives assume that the simula or
of preplanned training exercises, coaching and and its instructional program pave been dveloped
guidance, performance evaluation and critique, in response to a set of well-defined trairT4ng
and communications functfons. In addition, of objectives. The definition of these Ajectives
course, the flight instructor devotes a major results in the Identification of relevant practice
part of his attention to acting as a safety conditions, performance measures, and performance
pilot. the flight instructor performs these criteria reflecting,Student progress in the

.
k..,

.
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trainth,g exercise. The design objectives are as

follows:

Mi.aimize the number of individual conthls

and functions on the instructor Console

2. 'Automate non=instructional tasks to the

greatest extent possible

3. Minimize the instructor control attions

required ter perform all operating and

control tasks

4. Minimize,requirements for changing displays

during critical tnstructional periods;

anticipate and programrdisplays needed in

eacrphaie of the exercise

5. Provide maximum instructor flexibility in

the control of the instructional proce

6: Provide continuod trainee performance

feedback

7. * Correlate the simulator's graphic display_

arid performance-data capabilities with
tr'ainee monitoring techniques used in-

the aircl'aft

8: Minimize requirements
variable data through

to enter or modify
exercise pre-planning.

9.. Provide instructor selectable performance

data recording

',10. Make-maximum use of relevant advanced
instructional techniques to enhance feed-

back, control the training" setting, and

simpliq performance data interpretation

Minimize use of the instructor for exercise

preparation

12. Design each feature to minimize requirements

for handbook reference

A

>.

Many of these guie11nes appear to be contra-

dictory. How, fo example, does one design an

instructional sy% m to provide maximum instructor

flexibility and co trol while restricting the

number of controls, control actions and'modi.:-.'

ficatiohs of variable data?

The answer lies,in a thorough analysis of the

training-to be provided in the simulator. The

training analysis must define the training ob-

jectives,qo be-addressed, the optimum conditions

neceisa-ry for effective training, the perfor-

mance parameters tb be monitored, and the cri-

teria associated with acceptable performance

and learnirig. In .addition, the training -

analysis must:Anticipate the needs of both the

student and 014_,instructor in practicing and
-learning-and,Ik,directing and instructing.. The

functional requirements,in the training analysis

are reflected in the approach illustrated in

the following _example as they indicate antici-

,
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TRAINING
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM

FLIGHT SIMULATOR ACADEMICS

Figure- 1. Training Maoagement System Overview

pations of:training events and instructor

involvement.

The example used here assumes the existence

of asystem by which academic, simulator, and

flight training are managed. Figure 1 is an

overview of a typical training management system:

Data used in scheddlIng training resources-and

aircraft and simulator maintenance as well as

data relating td syllabus preparation and stu-

dent grading are handled by the training

management system. Data are entered through

compdter terminals in appropriate areas of the

training facility.
'

The instructional design approach illustrated

in this example is concerned with three major

phass of a typical.simulator training session.

The Tqrst phase includes the activities of the

instructor from the onset of his preparation

tasks up to he point of commencing-the train-

ing session.' The second illustrates instructor

conduct of an instructional task of moderate

complexity% while the final phase covers post-

exercise activities from the completion of the

final tuining task to the completion of the

debrief.

Each of,these three phases begins with a dis-

cussion of instructor activities performed for

a training flight in the aircraft, followed by

the corresponding activities and supporting

instructional system characteristics required

for a simulator traiaing session: A one-to-one

correlation is used to simplify the presentation.

The training tasks, task sequenceS: and grading

methods and criteria are representative of today's

instructional environment and its requirements. ,

'"Single Engine Landings" has been selected as

the typical instructional task. An instructional

environment relating to a mid-phase aircraft,

familiarizatlow session is used to provide.-
,

overall contmnuity.

TRAINING PREPARATION - AIRCRAFT.

Prior to commencing the briefing the insthuctor

obtains a print-out of the flight grading form

by way of the remote flight Training Management

(TMS) terminal located in the briefing area.

The form proVides an up-td-date list of the

required training for this fTight since it is
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Figure 2. RepreSentative Grading Form

an output of the TMS training selection process
l'esulting from the request for data. The
instructor then obtains the complete training
record file which includes all 'previously com-
pleted and annotated flight grading forms and
reviews this information to identify performance
trends, weaknesses, and.strengths. External
factors such as weather, traffic density and
restrictions, and practice landing field:se-
lection are.introduced to complete the in-
structor's overall flight planning requirements.

rind trainee proceed to the flight Aine,'review
the assigned aircraft maintenance data by way
of the remote aircraft mainteflance TMS terminal,
and then perform the aircraft preflight con-
cluding the preparations for flight.

TRAINING PREPARATION - SIMULATOR.

Instructor preparations for the corresponding
(mid-phase familiarization) simulator session

/are identical to those required for the aircraft
7 excepting those areas that pertain solely to the
actual flight (i.e., external environmental
facWs, air traffic instructions, eircraft pre-
flight). The grading form is obtained 6, the
i%tructor through the remote simulation TMS

, terminal located in the simulator briefing area.
'The format, identical for both flight and simu-
lator applications, is shdwn in Figure 2.

As an output of the TMS the form provides
'the instructor with supporting information
tnat is not available through conventional
means. Note, for example, ,that a performance
indicator (dl'is identified for each of the
listed training areas or tasks preceded by the
letters P or R. This indicator represents a
past performance average accumulated from all
previous instruction. The letter P denotes
tasks or performance areas primarily introduced
and graded while R identifies areas of difficulty
where performance has been substandard and addi7
tional (beyond the norm) review and instruction
is required. Tasks preceded by the letter I are
to be introduced for the first time, while A
identifies areas of advance instruction to be
introduced providing time and trainee performance
permit.

The format briefing is a fairly standard in-
structionaV event and requi-res no special con-
sideratiod here. Typically, it includes dis-
cussions and review of the flight profile or plan,
sequence of events, environmental factors, per-
folvance expectations, procedural knowledge,
and dther trainee fljght preparation require-
ments, and other related areas as_applicable.
On completion of the briefing, the instructor

Upon completion of the briefing, the instructor
and trainde Rroceed to the simulator, pausing
briefly at the remote simulator maintenance TMS
terminal to review simulator and instructional.
system status. Upon arrival at the instructor
console the START function is selected on thp
instructional system input device configured
as showd in Figure 3.

2

0

HELP

fl

VFART TASK
INDEX

501101 a 171
inn

FREEZE FRIT
171 Ld
tmI CLEAR

8 9

ENTER

Figure 3. Instructor Input Device
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This action initializes all r'esources of the

instructional system in preparation for the

activation of the training selection process.

To simplify the instructor's input procedures

all displays and repeaters are' blanked and the

following instruction is provided.

ENTER TRAINEE IDENTIFIER

preparation or planningpthode. Many of these

systems extend simulator turnaround times beyond

acceptable limits and often require extensive

instructor knowledge of complex and cumbersome

data manipulation procedures.

INSTRUCTIUNAL TASK-AIRCRAFT.

The flight has logically and sequentially pro-

The four digits selected on the numertc pad gressed on through to the pattern entry, and the

(Figure 3, extrime right) are repeatedlfor practice of previouslj introduced normal landings

verification on the CRT immediately beneath has been concluded. As an introduction to the next

tpe displayed instruction. Assuming the maneuver the instructor takes control of 4e air- .

p.'lelection is acceptable to the TMS/(incRrrect craft and d monstrates a single-engine-down-

or unacceptable entries are ignored and specific wind and ap roach to a touch-and-go landing

corre.ction instructions provided) ENTER causes (simulated y retarding of throttle to idle).

the displayed data to be cleared and the following Extensive verbal commentary is provided on

data and instruction.presented:
cockpit procedures and aircraft handling tech-

niques including the shut-down procedures for

FAMILIARIZATION simulated engine fire on down-wind. In addition,

INSTRUMENTS the instructor must initiate and respond to

NAVIGATION., required voice communications with the tower ,

FORMATION , and monitor the traffic pattern'to insure safe

1 TACTICS . s
aircraft separation at all times.

161 CARRIER QUA6 . .

SELECT PHASE

The phase is isientified through selection of

the corresponding enclosed
numeric, in this

case 1, for the familiarization phase in the

instructor's input device (Figure 3,, lower

left). Selection again causes ell display , ,

data to be cleared, and through direct inter-

face with TMS, initiates the ti'aining selection

process. After a short pause (during which an IN-

PROGRESS message is provided), the following in-

struction and corresponding cqntrol function are

displayed:

Upon completion of the demonstration the in-

structor returns the aircraft to its, normal

two-engine pattern configuration, and once re-

established pn downwind,.coqrol is returned

to the trainee.

The instructor then introduces the maneuver by

announcing a simulated engine fire and begins

to mon)tor the trainee's procedural response and

control of the aircraft, coaching and guiding as

necessary. In this capacity the instructor's

sequence of monitoring activities might typically

include:

1.

Do rNITIALIZE FOR TRAINING

Seleotion causes a complete training initiali

zation to occur by positioning and configuring

the simulated aircraft, selecting and depicting

the appropriate visual scene content to both the 2.

instructor and trainee, and displaying the appli-

cable monitoring and control data for thp initial

task at the instructor console. Upon completion of

theSe processes, the simprator is placed in freeze .

and a READY message is displayed to the instructor.
3.

In review, the simulator preparation procedures

have included:

1, Selection of the START function to perform

a complete instructional system reset.

.2. 'ENTERin) the trainee four-dtgit identifier.

3. Selecting the desired instructional phase.

4. Activating the training intlalization process.

These procedures differ significantly from

those used with systems that employ extensive

and'time-consuming selection and modification

of instructional data in the special exercise

I

Procedural response to the simulated engine

fire as related verbally by the trainee;

the trainee reduces the throttle to idle

at the appropriate time to simulate the

engine shutdown

'.Response of the trainee to the aircraft

flight requirements (e.g., the addition.of.

power on the remaining engine to maintain

altitude and airspeed, maintaining balanced

flight, smooth basic airwork, etc.)

Establishing the proper downwind path for

the existing wind condition and arriving

at an optimum single engine abeam distance

4. Simulated transmission to the tower requesting

emergency clearance

5. Completion of landing checks and trans-

missivn to the tower requesting landing

clearance insures gear check is verified

and landing clearance is receivpd and

acknowledged

6. Basicoaircraft control during the approach.,

focusing on.angle of bank, rate of descent,

angle of attack, power setting, verifies

parameters at key checkpoints



7. Final approach for proper distance at roll-
out, smogth basic airwork, proper alignment,
minor corrective adjustments

.8. Touchdown in first third of the runway on
center line at the optimum rate of descent
and angle of attack

9. Acceleration on the-runway for aircraft
control on center line, and smooth power
application

10. Optimum pitch angle at lift-off; stable
lateral control, smooth acceleration to
single-engine climb speed, and a poisitive
rate of climb throughout to pattern
altitude

11. Proper angle of bank during downwind turn
to establish an optimum
distance from the runway

In addition, and throughout the maneuver, in-
struction is provided, the traffic pattern is
monitored for safe separation, all transmissions
on the selected frequency are monitored, and
trainee performance is noted for post-flight
analysis, debriefing, and grading. The maneuver
is repeated as required to achieve the desired
level'of skills developmerlt for this flight.

INSTRUCTIONAL TASK-SIMULATOR.

The corresponding simulatoV'training'session
has also logically and sequentially progressed
on'through all the pattern entry, and the prac-
tice of previously introduced normal landings
has been concluded. Upon instructor request,
the instructional system is advanced to the
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next task area (SINGLE-ENGINE L

A
as the

trainee completes the crosswindll t the
.downwind leg. Through this simple request
(discussed later) the required instructional

system features (visut repeater, CRT displays,
an& supporting prograMs) are selected and
configured to monitor and control this specific
training event as it evolves (in addition to a

view of the visual scene of interes,t, the
instructor is provided with two CRT displays
configured as shown in Figure 4).

The prtwy display (on the left) provides a
graphic depiction and tabular performance list-
ing in the main areas, with supporting data Ind
controls to the right. The secondary CRT display
(on the right) provides the instructor with a
view of the applicable cockpit instruments and
indicators with supporting problem and task
controls depicted to the right. The arrangement
of the instruments and indicators'corresponds
to the rear aircraft cockpit configuration to
support the normal in-fLight scan patterns of
the instructor.

Figure 4 also identifies the applicable control
functions from the instructorinput device
(Figure 3) used to interact wittl each display
type. Since the functional arrangements are
dedicated, the requirement to assign controls .

to a CRT and the accompanying input errors that
often result from such an arrangement,have
been eliminated.

Continuing with the task, the instructor takes
control of the Simulated aircraft by activating
freeze (Figure;3, upper right) ant alerts the
trainee to an tmpending initialization. As an
introduction to the maneuver the instructor
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selects function 6 by way orthe input device

(Figure 4) to access the prerecorded demonstra-

tion. When selected, the supporting data

area of the primary display is updated as shown

in Fijure 5. Function 1 is selected, causing

the simulated aircraft to INITIALIZE for the

start of the demonstration. Upon completion,

a READY indication is provided (lower area)

with the system awaiting the release of freeze

to initiate the'playback. Function 2 is seldtted

to activate the accompanying prerecorded verbal

commentary.

'Upon freeze release, the instructional system

takes control of the simylated aircraft and

demonstrates a prerecorded single-engine down-

liind approach to a touch-and-go landing (also

simulated by retarding the throttle to idle).

The simulated single-engine configuration is

again used to maintain continuity with the pre=

viously describoraircraft
training flight

maneuvers. Extensive prerecorded verbal com-

mentary is provided on cockpit procedures and

aircraft handling techniques, including the

shutdown procedures for a single-engine fire

on down-wind.
Commvications wirth the tower

are included in the commentary.

As the simulated aircraft passes the 90-degree

position in the approach, the instructor momen-

tarily deactivates the
verbal commentary to pro-

vide additional remarks that are applicable to

this specific trainee based on past performance

trends.' At touchdown the commentary is reacti-

vatet.

Throughout the demonstrated maneuver, the CRT

displays and visual repeater provide all normal

DEMONSTRATION

SIMULATED SINGLE
ENGINE LANDING

INITIALIZE

27.1 COMMENTARY ON

3 TERMINATE AI" PRESENT
POSITION IN FREEZE

RETURN TO PREVIOUS
POSITION

RELEASE TO TRAINEE
CONTROL

RESET DISPLAY

READY RELEASE FRZ

Figure .
Demonstration Control

feedback to the instructor, including the per-

formance data (discussed later) depicted in the

lower main area of the primary display (Figure 4).

Once the simulited
aircraft returns to the down-

wind leg and while still under demonstration

control, a normal flight
configuration is re-

stored ond the primary display is cleared of 40

all accbmulated track and performance history.

At this point, the instructor alerts the trainee

and returns control of the simulated aircraft

to him (Figure 5 - Function15) and then resets

the supporting dita area to its original data

configuration (F4nction 6). Once assured that

the trainee is in comfortable control of the

situation, the instnuctor introduces the maneuver

by announcing a
simulated engine fire and begins

to monitor the trainee's procedural response

t
and,control of the simulated aircraft, coaching

and guiding as necessary. In this capacity, the

instructor's sequence of monitoring activities

and Tupporting system control inputs might

typically include;

1. Procedural response uo simulated engine

fire as related verbally by the trainee

through the simulotor communications system.

The instructor verifies, the the correct

throttle is reduc,d to idle at the appropriatE

time by way of the ACTION MONITOR feature

(primary display),or the THROTTLE Position

status (secondary display). No control or

selection Inputs are required.

2. Response of the tta14e to the immediate

aircraft flight requirements (e.g., the .

addition of power on the'remaining engine

to maintain altitude and airspeed, main-

taining balanced flight, smooth basic air-

woek, etc.) by scanning the cockpit instru-

ments and indicators by way of the secondary

display in the forArd view s-cene of interest

in the visual repeater. No control or selection

Inputs are required.

3.,
Establishing the proper downwind

for the existing wind conditions and

arriving at an optimum single-engine abeam

position by observing the aircraft symbol

and track history
depicted relative to the

optimum downwind corn-dor (primary display,

upper area) and abeam position (key check-

point B) and by scanning the abeam view

area of interest on the visual repeater.

No controller selection inputs are re-

quired.

4. Simulated trainee transmissions to tower

requesting emer,gen'cy
clearance with the

simulated communications system. Frequency

is.verified on the ACTION MONITOR feature

(primary display) and the instructor re-,

sponds to the transmission or selects a

pre-recorded message. Available messages

are accessed on the PROBLEM CONTROL INDEX

(secondary display, Function 11). The

desired message (Figure 6) is activated

120
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MESSAGES

DOWNWIND CLEARANCE

ACKNOWLEDGE
EMERGENCY

TOUCH AND GO
CLEARANCE

E FULL STOP CLEARANCE

16

CEI

REQUEST GEAR CHECK

ACKNOWLEDbE
GO-AROUND

COMMAND GO-AROUND

CONTINUE APPROACH

20 RESET DISPLAY.

Figure 6. Message Control

upon selection of the appropriate function
-- in tpis case, 12. ,

5. Completion Of landing ,checks by observing

the ACTION MONITOR feature and the cockpit
instruments and indicators display. Jrans-
mission to the tower requesting landing
clearance is monitored in the simulator
communications system and the instructor
transmits or activates landing clearance
(Figure 6) and monitors for acknowledgment
and gear.check verification from the
trainee.

6. Basic aircraft control during the approach
focasing on angle of bank, rate of descent,
angle of attack, and power setting as pro-
vided by the cockpit instruments and indi-
cators (secondary display); verifies parame-
ters at key checkpoints by observing the
aircraft track history and performance data
areas of the primary display reinforced by

the varying scene-of-interest view from the
visual repeater. No control or selection
inputs are required.

Final approach for proper distance and
runway alignment at roll-out by observing
the aircraft symbol relative to the ideal
distance (checkpoint G) and the optimum
path reinforced by the visual scene of
interest. Basic airwork and minor correc-
tive techniques are observed in the cockpit

instruments and indicators display and are
also reinforced by the view of the visual

121
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scene of interest; no cOntrol or selection
inputs are required.

8. Touchdown on the first third ef t runway
as indicated on the runway depicti n (pri-
mary display) on center line as viewed from
the visual scene of interest and at the op-
timum attitude rate'of descent, etc. as
depicted in the Rprformance area of the
primary display (checkpoint TD), no control
or selection inputs are required.

9. Acceleration on the runway for center-line
control as monitored in the visual scene'
of interest and smooth power application
depicted in the THROTTLES status area of
the secondary,pisplay; no control or
selection inputs are required.

10. Optimum lift-off attitude (performance
data area, checkpoint LO), smooth acceler-
ation to single-engine'climb spee and a
positive rate of climb to level f at
pattern altitude as observed on the
c2ckpit instruments and reinforced in
ipe visual scene of interett. The in-
structor Vansmits the downwind clean-
ance or activates the applicable pre-
recorded message.

*11. Adjustments to angle of bank during the
downind, turn to- arrive'at an optimum
distance'abeam the runway as depicted by
the aircraft track history on the primary
display, supported-by the cockpit instru-
ments and ttirvisua1 scene of interest for
b4sic aircraft control and airwork. No

65ntrol or selection inputs 4re required.

Upon completion the rimary data display pro-
, vides the instructor with a concise, graphic

and alphanumetic perfOrmance history of the
maneuver. When combined with occasional notes
on basic airwork and general performance trends

recorded as required by the instructor, A com-
prehensive base of informatiom is made available
for post-training analysis debrief and perfor-
mance reassessment. A sample primary data
display depicting a completed touch-and-go
is shown in Figure 7. (Some of the depicted
data is applicable to additional instructional
capabilities to be addressed shortly.)

The HARDCOPY feature (Figure 4, Function 2)
provides a printed copy of the entire display
as it appears on the CRT and is commanded by
the instructor at the conclusion of each
maneuver. The print-out (which does not affect
the op rability of the system) occurs when se-
lected thus avoiding storage problems and the
delays ften encountered when processing large
amounts f accumulated data at the conclusion
of train ng. Once a print-out has been commanded,
the tract history and performance data may be
cleared (Figure 4, Functions 3 and 4) at the
instructor's option in preparation for the next
maneuver;
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Figure 7. Sample Primary Display Data

Note that a number of additional simulation
capabilities are provided to the instructor;
these offer training assistance.and tdsk control
not available during aircraft instruction.
The supporting data area of the secondary dis-
play provides access to a variety of these man-
euver-applicable control features (Figure 4,

PROBLEM CONTROL INDEX). In addition to the

prerecorded messages discussed previously,
environmental controls and engine failures
are also available for selection.

The index udes control of environmental

conditio s and parameters that are required
in providing the flexibility fdr complete

instruction. Changing the wind component,
for example, requires the trainee to alter
his approach path over the ground, while
varying the temperature affects engine perfor-
mance and resultant power requirements.. In-
creasing the turbulence level makes smdtTO baSi,c
airwork more diffiCult, while limiting visi-
bility effects judgments which depend on the
pilot's perception of the fltght area. Varying-

aircraft qpight and center of gravity can
totally dEange handling characteristics requir-
ing altogether different approach techniques.
Since the simulator provides the only safe
enviromnent for the development of proficiency
in single-engine landings, the index also pro-

vides access to selected failures to realis-
tically create the required conditions.

All selection and contnol functions are accom-
plished in the supporting data area allowing

, the cockpit instruments and indicators to be
44,continuously displayed for performance in-status

momitoring. All control actions (e.g., selection
of desired malfunction, wind component, air-
craft Height,, etc.) are accomplished through

uie of the enclosed.numeric functions (Ref-
erence 7, Message Activation). The se-et:ter--

A

A ./4
conditions Are dis yed and the lower graphic
area of the primaryollisplay as shown inligbre .

7. Active malfunction titles are depicted in 1

the lower left and the letter M is displayed
in the graphic maneuver area at the poioot of

activation. This information provides the
nstructor with a continuous tiisplay of simu-
lator s Ia tus during training and also facili-

tates pos -training man ver reconstruction

add debri fing.

. -

The I1ITIALLZED2 unction, also found in the

'supporting data a'nea immediately abpve the
PROBLEM CONTROL INDEX, resq-sthe simulated'

,aircraft-to an optimum position irom which
the task may be commenced. As a Wisual

aid to the instructor, the,position is
identified in a graphic area (Figure 7) by

depicting the correiponding function. Control

dnd system checks are performedxupon selection
and appropriate cuing messages provided to
insure the simulated aircraft is compatible
with t4e demanded configuration prior to re-
lease of cdntrol to the trainee.

The,ACTION MONITOR system depicted in the
supporting data area of the primary.display
(Figure 4) is a continuously active procedure
monitoring display feature that lists all'

trainee actfons that are detectable by the
computational system. The CLEAR MONITOR

function provides the instructor with a means
of erasing all displayed actions-in preparing
to monitor a specific procedure-or sequence.
As a part of the primary display, ACTION
MONITOR data is-included in all NARDCOPY print-

out selections.

Interaction with the final instructional system
feature assigned for use with this task and to be
addressed here is also accomplished with the

primary display. Selection of the depicted

function (Figure 4) reconfigures-ft.supporting
data area with typical KSET and REPLAY control
features as shown 14 Figure 8. As a visual aid

to the instrucOr selecting the optimum time.,
increment, positions corresponding to the available
reset pointsJare depicted in the graphic area of
the primary display on the simulated aircraft

, track history (Figure 7, Diamond Symbols).

These basic and straightforward control and
monitoring features offer thd instructor all
of the flexibility required to successfully
complete the prescribed instruction with mini-

mum distraction and maximum commonality with

aircraft training proceddres.

Obviously, the simulator provides much greater
capatfility for the control of training in many
significant respects than the airtraft. BY the
same token, however, these capabilities must be

implemented in the simulator and in the instruc-
tional system with operability and acceptability

as primary guidelines. These are neflected in

the example used here as unique simulator capa-
bilities areorganized,tocsupport the methods
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simulator TMS terminal and integrated with the
existing data in the trainee history file. The

training-selection process is initiated and the
grading form for the next simulator familiari-
zation training session is printed out. Its

contents and corresponding proparation require-
ments are briefly reviewed with the trainee
(who retains the form for subsequent reference).
The instructional event is concluded by placing
the completed grading form in the trainee's folder

DRAWING THE CONCLUSIONS.

Although brief and 'limited to someiihat con- -
fined areas, the information presented.should

,provide a sufficient basis to allow the main
issues identified at the onset to be re-addressed.

6. Was maximum instructor flexibility
and control of the problem provided?

-N7. Did the system prOvide continuous
feedback of trainee perfbrmanee?
Was performance data recording
instructor selectable?

9. Did graphic and perfOrmance data
correlate wIh aircraft monitoring
techniques and procedures?

10. Were applicable advanced instructional

features made avaflable?
11. Did exercisR preparation minimize

the use of the simulator?

12. Would'it be possible for new instructors
to operate.this system totally without
referencing a handbook?

One remaining issue needs to be resolve' be-
.

fore any valid conclusion can be drawn. How

were these guidelines and objectives selected,
and do they accuratelyNidentify the critical
esign areas to be addressed? Since they have

a (and for some, repeatedly) appeared in
nili<.procurernent specifications in the
recent past, it is fairly safe to assume

that they.do.

SOME FLNAL THOUGHTS.

Have the two key design considerations of
operability and acceptability been satisfied?
Would the design approach promote ease of use?
Is it one to which instructors could relate?

'There is a third and equally important consi-
deration as well: Is it realistically achievable?

How well did the desigkapproach conform to
the twelve objectives and guidelines stated at

de onset? Specifically:

1 Were the number of individual controls
and functions minimized?

2. Where iequired ipstructor control
actions minimized?

3. Did the design minimize requirements
to enter or modify variable data?

4. Were non-instructional tasks auto-
mated to the greatest extent possible?

5. Were diSplay switching requirements
minimized?

124'

8.

Efftctive and efficieqt simulator instructional
systems can be designed and produced today, but

a few significant trends mus.10412 altered. First

is the specification that call% for minimum in-
structor task loading,,but then demands maximum
system capability combined with complete and
continuously Wailable instructor control of
all system variables and, training features.
Minimum task loading is normally stated as

. a design goal and maximum control as a require-

ment. Since the two are essentially incompat-
ible when specified in this manner, the require-
ment must obviously take precedence, often re-
sulting in systems that are characterized by
unnecessary and burdensome operations. This

situation is further compounded by the erron-
I eous tendency to measure capability and train-
ing effectiveness by the amount of instructor
control provided. These and other similar

trends serv only to mask system capabilities
and discour ge effective utilization.

The answer, therefore, will not necessarily be

found in more systems and more technology, but
more likely from a willingness on the part of
koth users and designers to make the true dis-

tinction between want and Oed when identifying
the trainee, instructor and the system require-

ments. This is,a matter of analytical procedure
tempered by self-discipline -- a process that
must be totally oriented toward the specific
learning objectives of each system.

THE WRITER'S CONCLUSION.

This paRer has explored and expanded on some
very basic design concepts emphasizing practical
application and common sense. It has offered no

really new or innovative technology, but simply
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A
simulator TMS terminal and integrated with the
existing data in the trainee history file. The

training-selection process is initiated and the
grading form for the next simulator familiari-
zation training session is printed out. Its

contents and corresponding praparation require-
ments are briefly reviewed with the trainee
(who retains the form for subsequent reference).
The instructional event is concluded by placing
the completed grading form in the trainee's folder

DRAWING THE CONCLUSIONS.

6. Was maximum instructor flexibility
and control of the problen provided?

-7. Did the system prOvide continuous
feedback of trainee perfbrmanee?

8. Was performance data recording
instructor selectable?

9. Did graphic and perfdrmance data
correlate wi9 aircraft monitoring
techniques and procedures? --

10. Were applicable advanced instructional

features made avaflable?

11. Did exercise preparation minimize
the use of.the simulator?

12. Would'it be possible for new instructors
to operate.this system totally without

referencing a handbook?

One remaining issue needs to be resolved be-
.

fore any valid conclusion can be drawn. How

\\kx
were these guidelines and objectives selected,
and do they accurately-videntify the critical

NN 41

esign areas to be addressed? Since they have

a (and for some, repeatedly) appeared in

bili specifications in the

recent past, it is fairly safe to assume

that they.do.

SOME FINAL THOUGHTS.

Although brief and 'limited to someWhat con- -

fined areas, the Information presented 'should
,provide a sufficient basis to allow the main
issues identified at the onset to be re-addressed.

Have the two key design considerations of
operability and acceptability been satisfied?
Would the design approach promote ease of use?
Is it one to which instructors could relate?

'There is a third and equally important consi-
deration as well: Is it realistically achievable?

How well did the design.approach conform to
the twelve objectives and guidelines stated at
de onset? Specifically:

1. Were the number of individual controls

and functions minimized?
2. Where required instructor control

actions minimized?
3. Did the design minimize requirements

to enter or modify variable data?

4. Were non-instructional tasks auto-
mated to the greatest extent possible?

5. Were display switching requirements
minimized?

1211

EfActive and efficient simulator instructional
systems can be designed and produced today, but

a few significant trends mus,10.0.1 altered. First

is the specification that caIn for minimum in-
structor task loading,,but then demands maximum
system capability combined with complete and
continuously aVailable instructor control of
all system variables and, training features.
Minimum task loading is normally stated as

. a design goal and maximum control as a require-
ment. Since the two are essentially incompat-
ible when specified in this manner, the require-
ment must obviously take precedence, often re-
sulting in systems that are characterized by
Unnecessary and burdensome operations. This

situation is further compounded by the erron- ,

/ eous tendency to measure capability and train-
ing effectiveness by the amount of instructor
control provided. These and other similar

trends serv only to mask system capabilities

1
and discour ge effective utilization.

2

Jhe answer, therefore, will not necessarily be
found in more systems and more technology, but
more likely from a willingness on the part of
izoth users and designers to make the true dis-
tinction between want and pted when identifying
the trainee, instructor and the system require-

ments. This is.a matter of analytical procedure
tempered by self-discipline -- a process that

must be totally oriented toward the specific
learning objectives of each system.

THE WRITER'S CONCLUSION.

This paper has explored and expanded on some
very basic design concepts emphasizing practical

application and common sense. It has offered no

really new or innovative technology, but simply



proposed some logical and straightforward
approaches in helping to resolve some rather
old, frustrating, and costly probleals-. It is
not the answer, but if your response to some

. -*-2.

or even just a few of the areas addressed was
positive, then perhaps it is a step in the
right direction and merits further consider-
ation.
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THE INSTRUCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM, A MAJOR COMPONENT
OF THE TRAINING DEVICE

Or. Thomas J. Hammell
Eclectech Associates, Incorporated

North Stonington Professional Center
North Stonington, Connecticut 06359

ABSTRACT:

The instructional subsystem has tradition-
ally been a part of every simulator/
training device. However, it has s often
been a misnomer onsisting of little more
than an rator's station for the
controllin of the sophisticated
simulator. The necessary technology
curre y exists, both in the form of
har ware/software capabilities and
training/instructional techniques,, for the
Avelopment and application of potentially
gh cost effective instructional tools to

enhance the instructional prOcess. Thus, a
"bonafide" instructional subsystem should
be a part-of every training device. This
paper addresses the methodology for
developing the instructional subsystem,
suggests* several capabilities of that
subsystem, and presents an applied example
of an instructional subsystem in the form
of SMARTTS.

INTRODUCTION

Jhe General Accounting Office, in their
report to Congress concerning "How to
Improve the Effectiveness of U.S. Forces
Through Improved Weapon System Design"
(1981), focused on the importance of the
operator to the overall effective
functioning of the weapon system, and the
current situation of insufficient early
planning to provide° an adequate operator
interface. They estimated that human
errors account for at least 50 percent of
the failures of major weapon systems. They
fOrther subdivided these failures into
operator skill level and proftciency
limitations, amongst other factors. Their
findings attribute these problems to the
increasing complexity of modern day
systems. Two important issues are evident
from this recent investigation. The most
obvious is the need for improved training,
as one means of improving operator
proficiency and reducing operator error.
This points to the need for more effective
trafning .systems, of which the instruc-
tional subsystem is one contributing
aspect,.albeit A major aspect. Second, the
corj3pjexity of training systems is
in reasing n parallel with that of the

1).

, operational systems; requiring better human
'factors 'design of the training system
itself (i.e., instructor and trainee
interfaces). Both of these issues point to
the need for effective human factors design
of the training system from am instruc-
tional process standpoint.

This problem of developing a more effective
training system is not- really new, since
the training community has always been
concerned with effective instruction. The
predominant .emphasis in the design of
training systems.4n recent years, however,
has been placed on the engineering aspects,
such as concern over adequate simblation
fidelity and the technology to achieve that
fidelity. Although cost-effective fidelity
should be a major issue, proportionate
emphasis should be given to the other
training-related aspects of the training

. device and system. In an investigation of
the training effectiveness differences'
attributable to differing levels of
fidelity of major simulation characteris-
tics (e.g., 120 degrees versus 240 degrees
visual scene horizontal field of vtew, for
a shiphandling/shipbridge simulator),
instructor differences were found to have
several times the impact on the
effectiveness of .training in comparison
with any of the simulation characteristics
investigated (Hammell, Gynther, Gra$so, and
Gaffney, 1981). The relattve importance.of
the instructor was not unexpected (e.g.,
Caro, 197), although its strength was
surprising fn the presence of simulation
Characteristics selected for their
potential impaCt on training effective-
ness. The importance of this finding is

that the instructor typically embodies most
of those non-simulation characteristics of
the training device and training system
(e.g., exercise design, monitoring of
student performance, student feedback).
The instructor is that "catch-all" that
magically transforms the simulator into a

training device. This, of course, should
not be the case. The training device
should. be more than just a simulator, it
should. have capabilities specifically
designed to augment the training process.

The training device is rapidly becoming a

most important element of the training
system, and is often the..centerpiece of

liD



that. tratning system. This paper focuses

on, the simulator-based training system,

wherein the simulater/training device is a

major element of 'that system. Other

elements include the 'training objectives,

the training syllabus and other training

media (e.g., at-sea. training). The

training device,o_as 4t has often been

traditionally known, is nothing more than a

simulator. It' merely, seeks to imitate

aspects of the real world, such as

providing a44-adar display showing informa-

tion similar to that which would be seen on
a the actual ship. The simulator is, of

course, limited .in that which it can

reproduce faithfully. Those aspects ,that

ane'simulated are presumably those deemed
peCessary to the conduct of an effective

traihing process, while many others are

simply not addressed by the simulator.

The training- device is more than a

simulator" (Wammell, 1981). Whereas the

simulator simply has a simulation system,

theitraining device has' both simulation and

training subsystems. The simulation

subsystem is that noted above. The

training subsystem, on the other hand,

'should consist of capabilities that are

designed' sPecifically to enhance the

training process via aiding the instructor,
providing +nformation to the students, and

so op. The instructional iiiRystem (i.e.,

training subsystem) has traditionally been

a part of every simulatoe/training device.

However, it has often been a misnomer

consisting of little more ,than an operator

'station - for the controlling of the

sophisticated simulator; it has seldom

really provided capabilities to support the

training proess. The necessary technology

currently e>dsts, both in the form of

hardware/software capabilities and

training/instructional techniques, for the

development and application of potentially

high cost effective instructional features

to enhance I the instructional process.

Thus, a "bonafide" instructional subsystem

should be a part .of every training device.

The instructional subsystem should be

tailored based on the many considerations

surrounding' the particular training

application ,'and the training device.

Training assistance, capabilities should be

provided to sUPport ''.4the instructor, the

trainee(s), and training system management

(see Figure 1). The instructor support

capabilities should provide tools and

information for (1) development of training

exercises and support material, (2)

monitoring and control of the training

process, and (3) assisting in achievement

of an effective training process interface

with the trainee(s). The trainee support

capabilities are often coincident with

"(3)". Management support capabilities

should deal with inter and intra site

coordination, -the continual improvement. in

.,training cost/effectiveness, and so on.

Although management support capabilities

are a part of the _instructional subsystem

since they-directly impact the effective-

ness of training, they will be--only

cursorily addressed herein. .

The availability of sophisticated

compuIer-display technology and its

traditional incorporation in virtually all

sophisticated simulator-based training

systdms enables a. wide variety of training

assistance technology to be Lapply

integrated into the simulator;Med

training device. The issue, then, is

twofold: (1) instructional technology

should be, incorporated as a major part of

every training de4ite, and (2) the extent

to which the instructienal technology

shOuld be incorporated depends upon the

particular training objectives, , the

capabilities feasibly available on the

training device, and the many other "issues

and constraints surrounding the particular

training situation.

Third Generation Training System -

The issues currently faced in the

development and integration of instruc-

tional support capabilities represent the

start of the third generation training

device. The first generation training

device, which is typified by early efforts

at simulation (e.g., Link Trainer) had as,

the primary concern simulation fidelity.

The problem at that time could be viewed as

one of simulation fidelity at almost any

cost. It was simply necessary to achieve a
sufficient amount of fidelity in the early

simulators so as to achieve what was

considered as meaningful training. The

primary requisite methodologies and

research information at that time concerned

engineering-related issues; that is,

engineering design and simulation

techniques. These issues, of course, still

remain and will continue as relevant issued

for the develbpment of simulators.

As adequate simultion -capabilities were

achieved in several areas, the second

generation of training devices emerged.

This generation was no longer concerned

with achieving adequate simulation at any

cOst, since the engineering capabilities

were often available. Rather, the second

generation training device had. as its

primary issue cost effectiveness -- the

cost of design with regard to the

effectiveness of resultant training.

Rather than maximizing simulation fidelity

at any cost, the major considerations

focused minimal level of simulation



fidelity necessary to achieve requisite
training effectiveness (ite., identifica-
tion of the essential features of the
-simulator, and their respective levels of
fidelity, required to meet specific
training objectives and performance
standards). The variety of methodologies
developed to address this issue focused on
a systematic approach to the dtsign of the
training system and/or the training
device. Examples include the Training
Situation Analysis (TSA) and the
Instructional Systems Development approach
(ISO-7' These methodologies typically
identified the specific behavioral tasks
(i.e., including skills, Anowledgeo and
training objectives) of the trainee, and
then sought to identify the Minimum
necessary simulator/tratning device
characteristics for tOeir achievement.
was the case with tht first generation
training device issues, the second
generation issue (i.e., cost effectiveness)
remains today, and will continue to remain
pertinent.

The training industry is' currently
embarking on the third generation training
device. As the second generation was a
further refinement of the first, so the
third generation training device and issues
represent a further refinement of the
second and first generattbns. Whereas the
second generation's emphasis was on
i'dentifying the minimally acceptable level
of simulation fidelity and thus minimizing
the cost while maintaining effectiveness,
the third generation will , focus on
providing training enhancement features to
greatly improve the effectiveness 'of

training at relatively small additional
cost. This further evolution of the
training device will augment the earlier
generations in substantially improving the
cost effectiveness of training, by
specifically ,designing in instructional
support capabilities.

Recognition of the importance of the
instructional support capabilities has been
a fundamental problem, but one that is
being steadily overcome in both the
training and operational communities.. The
major technological problem is twofold:
(1) the development of appropriate
methodologieS and resulting research
information pertaining to the design of the
instructional subsystem, and (2)
utilization of these methodologies and
information to' actually design the
instructional subsystem. The third

°Oheration training device does not, as
yet, have, appropriatt methodologies
adequately developed, much less an
empirical informatten base fromr which to
draw, to gutde the design of the instruc-
tional support subsystem. This is a
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substantial problem currently facing the
training device industry-

Methodologies for design of .the
instructional subsysfem have not been
formalized. Hence, the instructional
subsystem has traditionally not been
included as 4 part of the training device.
Instructional subsystems, of course, have

-been developed and implemented on certain
devices, although to an extremely limited
extent. The instructional subsystem should
consist of (1) instructor support
capabilities, (2) trainee interface
capabilities, and (3) training system
management capabilities. The remainder of
this paper will identify aspects of these
capabilities, and issues to be considered
In their development. Since one of the
most effective means of instructing is that
of presenting examples to the students,
this paper preSents an example of an
instructional subsystem known as SMARTTS
(Submarine Advanced Reactive Tactical
Training System), which has been recently
implemented on a Submarine Combat System
Trainer (SCST).

INSTRUCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS AND
ISSUES

The instructional subsystem, as noted
above, should address the instructor, the
trainee, and system management (Figure 1).
Each of these are considered as important
elements of the instructional subsystem
(Hammell and Crosby, 1980; Hammell, 1981).
This paper, focuses particularly on
capabilities to support tile instructor and
trainee.

The Submarine Advanced Reactive Tactical
Training System (SMARTTS) (Hammell and
Crosby, 1980) is a pioneering effort in the
development of instructional support
capabilities, in that it is currently
integrating a sophisticated instructional
support subsystem with an existing
submarine combat systems trainer. This
project developed a substantial body of
information regarding the -design and
application of the instructional subsystem,
and may' be used as a departure point for
directly addressing many relevant issues.
The SMARTTS project has, for example, (1)
developed and applied some of the
potentially useful techniques for the
generation of information to design
instructional support .characteristics, (2)
has designed a variety of instructional
support characteristics which are currently
being implemented, and (3) is planning to
embark on a test and evaluation of the
instructional support subsystem and its
particular set of characteristics. The
problems identified, the experiences, and



the techniques developed during the SMARTTS

project brovide considerable insight into;

many specific issues- relevant to the

instructional subsystem.

:The instructidnal subsystem is addressed

below in terms of (1) design methodology,

which discusses the overall approach to the

design of the instructional -subsystem; and

(2) training assistance technology, the

sAciftc capabilities, of the instructional

support subsysteM, Several issues are

addressed- under each of these, with

examples drawn from , SMARTTS as apPro-

priate. 'Also, concepts for future

development are introduced.

Design Methodology

Hi,ghly structured methodologies are

available for the selection and design of

training media (e.g., Training Situation

Analysis (TSA), Chenzoff, 1965;

Instructional System Development (ISD),

NAVEDTRA 106A). These methods, which have

been demonstrated as effective, are

primarily intended tO address the

Student/trainee interface with the training

media. For example, a major use of the ISD

approach is to determine simulator/training

device fidelity characteristics .(e.g.,

level of visual scene fidelity). These,

systematic approaches relate the Araining

device/training system characteristics to

specific trainee operational tasks. This

of .course is necessary. However, such, an

approach does not directly address those

training device/training systems -capabil-

'ities that can directly augment ;the

training process but are not directly

linked to the operational tasks (e.g.,

external feedback). These other

training-related characteristics do not

sierive from the operational _tasks, but

rather derive from the base of generic

training researth and methodologies. There

is obviously a need to design the training

syste0 vith regard to both operational

tasks* and generic training methodologies.

In practice, both are ad%essed, although
the-latter is not done7so l'ormally% ,

INSTRUCTOR INTERFACE ANALYSIS. The

available methods . (lave not adequately

addressed the initructor interface (i.e.,

including various forms of instructor aids)

to, the training /invite/training system.

Relatively little emphasis has typically

\ been placed on the design characteristics

\ of the training device/training systew to

, directly assist the instructor in

\conducting the training process. Needed

is a structured approach for the design- of.

the instructional subsyttem. The analysis

Should be. quite similar to that of ISD,

S

although not focusing on operational' tasks,
but rather focusing om instructot tasks and

training methodological prinCiplet. This

type of analysis has been employed' in the

past, - although to a.- very limited extent

(e.g., the SMARTTS'example presented later;

also, Charles, 1978). Several' elements of

an -ISO process for the' instructional

subsystem might include the following

elements:

Instructor task anal)sis -- a

detailed analysis of the functions

and jasks to be performed by, the

'instructor on atl aspectt associated'

with ,his training role. . This

analysit should form the basit for

the 'design, of, training "system/-

training device characteristics to

support the instructor in conductirig*

an effectiVe training process.

Analysis of instructor loading -- an
estimate should be made of the load

placed on the instructor in the

performance of his functions and

tasks. This load should address for

each task the difficulty, time to

perform, frequency, available

resources, accuracy of. performanCe

required, and so on. The intention
is to- develop an accurate profile of,

the loading placedon the instructor
across his functions.and tasks, and

his expected performance level on

the basis 'of the training system

design.
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Identification _of 'critical

instructor fqnctions and tasks --

based on the above two elements,

thote instructor functions and tasks

that would benefit ' substantially

from other assistance should be

For examPle, data

recording is a task that a good

instructor -would perform frequently,

so as to have good' postexercise

feedbatk information. Data

recording can be extremely cumber-

some and time consuming; further=

more, it is a task that'can often be

readily-oerformed by tt,e computer/-

training device, _thus off loading

the instructor to.devote more Of his,
time to those tasks that only he can
adequately perform (e.g., monitoring
student communication).

Determine instructor .support

.tapabilities -- specific instructor

support capabilities sho41'd be

determined via a .cost/effective

.trade-off analysis )based- on the

above elements, alternative design

approaches for providing -support

capabilities, and their expected



effectiveness in assisting the
instructor and enhanCing the
effectiveness, of the training
Process. A-media selection approach
to support the instructor functions
and , tasks should be performed,
similar to that accomplished. under
ISD for the trainee.

This type of'Iront-end analysis is devoted
to the instructor, and should result in the
-generation r of cost/effective training
device/training system characteristiCs.
Although aimed at spesifically supporting
the instruCtor, their usefulness is based
on enhancing t training process 'with
regard to cost effective, considerations.
Many of these Jharacte,istics will also
directly imp.kt the trainee interface as
welle since .man of the instructor tasks
deal with the tr inee interface.

4-

TRAININL .400DOLOGY AIDS ANALYSIS. A
similar'nnalysis sheuld be conducted -to
determine support capabilities with regard
to generic .trainihg methodologies (e.g.,
importance of specific external feedback).
This the of. analysis, which would impact
instructor and trainee interfaces, would
have a similar series of elements, as

Tra pg Methodology characteristics
i htification of those specific

train, g process characterTstics
that a relevant to the particular
training\situations supported 113, the

training device/training system
(e.g., iMmediate graphical 'feedback
of tactical parameters). This would
be siMilar to a task analysis, but
conducted to identify the specific
training methodology characteris-
tics. The intention is,to identify
all those characteristics of''the
generic training Methodologies that
may be important for this particular
training process. .

Priorttization of training
methodology characteristics -- each
of the training methodology
characteristics shouild be evaluated
with, .regard' to 'its potential
effectiyeness during the training
process, for the particular traihing
device/training system 'under
consideration. The result would be
a prioritization of those character7
istics on the basis of their likely
training effectiveness iMpact.

. .),stem/device capability analysis --
the capability of the training'
device/training system to support
each of the training methodology
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characteristics should be deter-
mined. This should be done wtth
reg rd the specific aspects of
the tr ining situation and

methodolog characteristics desired
to achieve an effective training
process. For example, if a complex
tactical problem is being .trained,
delayed feedback regarding detailed
tactical and performance parameters,
may be desired to enable detailed
analytical investigation of
parameter interrelationships; the
ability of the training system/-
training device to provide the
detailed feedback information in an

appropriate form (e.g., on a large
screen graphical display) should be

4
evaluated.

s Identify . instructional support
capabilities .7'. based od the above
elements and a cost/effectiveness,
trade-off analysis, specific support
capabilities would be 'identified.

The resu)ts could identify deficient
capabilities on the existing
training device/training system, or
'cduld identify/select capabilities
to be developed .in a new training
device.

The above elements represent an outline of
steps, similar to that of the ISD process,
for the design of the instructional
subsystem characteristics. Obviously, all

of the steps have not been detailed, nor
have their specific procedures been
adequately developed. Rather, they are
intended to indicate that a structured
process similar to that of ISD sbould be
accomplished for each of the major ,aspects
of the instructional support subsystem.
Furthermor, the instructionpl support
subsystem includes several major parts of

.the training device/training system, each
of which requires B distinct 'analysis. . It

is important to note that the above
analyses should be 'adequately developed,
but done so quickly with a minimum of
frilTs. The,analysis should be tailored to
the available information, the sophistica-
tion of the training device/training
system, and the available resources. Many
of the characteristics could be evaluated
from the standpoint of.a ghOpping list of

4potentially useful charoterigtics; and the
final set selected from the list.

This approach is appropriate for the.design
of a new training device/training system,
as well as that of improving an existing
one. SMARTTS is an example of the latter
case. The methodologies are likely to be'
slightly different for each oase, but
basically the same.



SMARTTS DESIGN. The SMARTTS instructional
support subsystem design was the result of

several analyses similar to the above, over

a period of years. The initial concepts of

SMARTTS stems from an investigation of

submarine tactics training (Hammen, Sroka,

and Allen, 1971; -Hammell, Gasteyer, and

Pesch, 1973). Of the variety of

recommendatibns that were deyeloped

regarding basic and .advanced submarine

officer training systems, many addressed

the need for appropriate instructional

support capabilities. Pigure 2, taken from

the latter report, lays, out the fundamental

instructional support capabilities that

were later to be developed under SMARTTS

The concepts developed in these' earlier

investigations'-were later fully deyeloped

in specific detail on the basis of a front

en4 analysis conducted under the,SMARTTS

project. This later analysis included

several of the aboverecommended steps,

focusing on both the instructor tasks and

generic training methodologies. This

analysis also selected which of the

Capabilities recommended in the earlier

studies were to be developed in-the initial

preprototype SMARTTS, and which will be

developed in subsequent developmgntal

versions of SMARTTS.

An overview of the instructor function and

task analysis conducted _for SMARTTS is

presented below.

Instructor Function and Task Analysis. An

overview of the analysis of instructor

functions ,and taSks is presented in Figures

3, 4, 5, and 6. This analysit identified

the major functions conducted by the

submarine tactics instructor, the specific

tasks he performs with regard to each'

function, and estimated the time loading

and difficulty associated with performance

of those tasks. The major instructor

functions were determined as follows:

exercise development

o: monitor and control of the training

process
briefing (pre, freeze, post)
training system management

Monitor and control of the training process

.is the instructor function given th, .

greatest recognition by training device

builders (Figure. 4). When i training

device, is employed, the instructor must

set-up the exercise, .control the device

during the, exePtis0 (e.g., maneuvering

targets), monitor the,trainees' activitfe,s,

and provide some amount of training during

the exercise (e.g., guidance and feedback

to the trainees). Capabilities, in one

form or another, are provided on most

training devices to enable set up. and
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control of the exercise. Some capabilities

are often provided to permit monitoring of

trainee activities, and often some

recording. Occasionally, capabilities are

available for providihg some training

assistance, such as feedback. However, all

too often the monitoring .and Control

.capabilities installed on a training device

are designed from an engineering-control

standpoint, rather than from an instruc:

tional process control viewpoint. Specific

instructor tasks, A-1_, are included in

Figure 4, along with generic training

issues and consideratiohs under each task.

Also, the multiplicity of branching paths

between tasks -is also indicated to some

,extent by the (A) and (E)' symbols. The

information contained in Figure 4 is a

summary of the type of analysis information

upon which the SMARTTS characteristics were

based. For example, the instructor has a

task to monitor the scenario (i.e., Task

C). A consideration under that task,

particularly in a complex system, is

providing cues ta the instructor regarding

current and upcoming scenario events.

Capabilities were developed in SMARTTS- to

provide cues and alerts to'the tnstrUctor

regarding various tactical actions on the

part of the target, as well as when various

performance indicators (e.g., probability

of ownship counterdetection) went beyond

preset standards. These capabilities,

which are easily provided by the .computer-

controlled traiding device, reduce the

instructor's scenario monitoring load,

enabling him to devote a greater proportion

of time to monitoring'the trainees (i.e.,

Task H). Other examples are given later

under Training Assistance Technology.

Briefing of tile trainees (Figure 5), in its

various forms, is probably the most

important function performed by the

instructor. In this function the

instrxtor has a direct interface with the

trainees, 'and provides them with specific

information to reinforce and/or modify

their behavior. In a simulator-based

training system briefings may be given

prior to, during a pause in, and following

completion of the session on the'simulator

(i.e., pre, freeze, and , post briefings

-respectively). Although essential to the

effectiveness orthe training process, the

emphasis' placed on briefings varies

considerably across training establish-.

mentt. Furthermore, the capabilities

provided .as part of the training device/-

training system to assist in conducting

effective briefings are often quite

limited. Examples .of capabilities to

support briefing tasks will be provided

later below under, Training Assistance

Technology.
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Exercise development (Figure 3), which

proceeds the conduct of training sessions,

consumes a substantial portion of an

instructor's time. This is a complex

function wherein the iostructor actually

develops the training program and its

supporting materials. It is complex in

that it often requires the creative design

of the course and its training exercises,

with the instructor drawing upon the

state-of-the-art in training methodology to

achieve an effective training process.

Whereas some capabilities, although usually

quite limited, are often provided on the

training device/training system to support

exercise monitoring, control and briefing,

usually little if any capabilities are

provided to support exercise development.

It is the exercise development function,

interestingly, that determines how the

training device will be employed within the

training system. Examples of system

capabilities to support exercise develop-

ment are presented later under Training

Assistance Technology.

Training system management, similar to

exercise development, is typically an

overlooked function of the instructor, and

one with which he spends substantial time.

A wide variety of tasks, issues, and

considerations may be associated with

training--system management. Furthermore,

each of these.may depend on the particular

training establishment under which the

training---deviteitraining system operates.

Nevertheless, several training system

management tasks are common across training

establishments, as indicated in Figure 6.

Perhaps the most important common Set of

tasks involves monitoring the effectiveness

of training over time. For example, it is

highly desirable to identify those training

objectives (i.e., with associated

exercise's) that the typical trainees can

readily perform upon entering the training

program; and likewise to identify those

training objectives (and exercises) that

the trainees typically., have sUyantial
difficulty.with, even near the end of the

training program. Ideally, reduced

emphasis would be placed on the former

while increased emphasis would be placed on

the latter training objectives in subse-

quent training programs. For another

example, alternative training methods and

training materials should be periodically

evaluated to continually upgrade their

quality and the effectiveness of the

training process. These are major

management tasks directjy impacting the

cost/effectiveness of traillinT, and

subsequently the operational readiness and

effectiveness of.,weapon systems.

Each tiMe a training vercise is run dn the

simulator valuable training performance
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data is generated. These data could be

collected over time and used as the basis

for the above evaluations, and other

training system development activities.

These data would be extremdly useful to

most levels of managdMent for evaluation

and planning purposes. Relatively little

of these data are recorded and used today

with regard to most training device/-

training systems. This is one example of a

set of training device/training system

capabilities that could substantially

augment training system management.

The instructor function 'and task analysis

conducted on SMARTTS was integrated with

the generic training methodology analysis

as indicated in Figures 3 through 6. This

analysis resulted in the identification of

issues and constraints deemed important to

the conduct of an effective training

process for submarine officer tactics

training. These form the basis for the

subsequent design' of the SMARM preproto-

type system (i.e., the instructional

support subsystem capabilities which make

up SMARTTS). A similar process should be
conducted as part of the design for each

training device/training system.

The next step of the design process is the

trade-off analysis to identify and design

the specific capabilities to be included in

the particular instructional support

subsystem for the particular training

device/training system. This trade-off

analysis should be -conducted similar to

that of other cost/effective analyses done

under fhe ISD*process. The results of the

analysis conducted for SMARTTS, although

not the analysis itself, will be summarized

later in this paper under Training

Assistante Technology.

Other Design Issues. The above recommended

analysis has as its objective *the

development of the characteristics of the

instructional subsystem from the stand-

points of the instructor functions and

application/enhancement of effective

training methodologies. Several other

issues should also be considered during the

designInof th)s subsystem. Of primary

import ce is the flexibility of the

nstructional subsystem with regard to

future upgrading. That is, the subsystem

should be designed with efolution in mind.

As the training device/training system is

used, and as information is generated

regarding the effectiveness of its various

charcteristics, the instructional slibsystem

-Should be continually improved. More

effective training methodologies should be

incorporated, new pe.rformance indicators

and feedback displ'ays developed; and so

on. As .'the instructors continually



increase their experience in raining and
with the device/system, as the operational
systems continually change, and as the
trainees continually improve their
performance the training device/training .
system should ltkewise change. to refocus
training emphasis and to continually
improve the effectiveness of training. The
flexibility, to permit evplution in this
regard must be designed-in at the onset,
with a conscious effort made to continually
upgrade training. The" engineering
characteristics of the system should be
such that the major training-related
characteristics can be readily modified,
and new characteristics added. This
imp,uts the design of the hardware
comPlonents and, the software architecture.
For example, new performance indicators Snd
feedback displays will always be required.
Hence, the software architecture should be
designed to permit easily adding new
performance indicator algorithms, which may
require access to a wide variety of
scenario parameters; generic display
formats should be set up which enable the
construction of new displays drawing upon
the variety of parameters generated and
recorded, and a variety of graphical
formats. Although details of system design
flexibility are not discussed in this
paper, they have teen incorporated into the
SMARTTS system. It is anticipated that as
SMARTTS is used demand for new capabilities
will continually exist. The SMARTTS
software architecture is designed to
readily accommodate such modifications and
additions as relatively minor software
changes. Some of the capabilities
identified under the SMARTTS front-end
analysis that would further enhance this
evolution/modification process have not
been included in the preprototype, put.are
obviously considere& for the further
developmental units.

It is apparent, as indicated above, that
the training process conducted using a

particular training device/training system
will change over time. Furthermore, in a

similar vein, at any given point in time'

the complex simulator-based training system
is likely to be used for a wide range of

_training levels and training needs. Hence,
system flexibility should also address the
ready tatloring of the instructional
support capabilities to a particular
training situation. That is, different
types of support capability characteristics
are required for the different levels of
training likely to be encountered. Many of
these can be determined in advanced, while
others must be tailored close to the time
of initiating the training exercise. The
training device/tr6ining syitem, and its,

instructional support .subsystem ,should be
flexibly designed to .permit on 'the spot
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tailoAlk of the training exercise,
performance indicators used, feedback
displays and their.formats, and so on. For

c
example, it may be necessary to generat -
modify the next training exerci e
specifically on the basis of performance i

the previous training exercise. ,Also, the
performance standard on which a cue is

presented -to the instructor may likewise
have to be modified shortly pnior to
running the exercise. . The system
architecture should be flexible to enable
this type of tailoring with relatively
little effort.

As noted in the introductory paragraph to
this paper, human factoring of. the
instructor and trainee interfaces is as
important in the training device/training
system as it is in the operational weapons
system. Too often this aspect of design is
Qverlooked. Many of the instructional
support capabilities provided to the
instructor could simply be included under
the cathory. of "good human factors
design", since their main purpose is to
facilitate the, instructor/system interface
and improve the effectiveness of his
performance. This includes, for example,
the specific human computer/training device
interface for exercise set up, control and
monitoring. An effort should be made to
minimize the amount of training 'necessary
for the instructor to be able to operate
the training device. On SMARTTS, for
example, the traditional alphanumeric/-
function-key input devic p. was replaced with
a touch-sensitive- Plasma display device.
The plasma input device has many advantages
beyond those 'which have been incorporated
into the preprototype SMARTTS; neverthe-
less, those plasma-related input features
incorporated into SMARTTS'should provide a

substantial increase in the effectiveness
with which the instructor can communicate
with the training device. The instructor
does not have to learn, for example, a

large number of input codes for effecting
control of the training device; he does not
have to remember the options available to
him, and look up the appropriate codes, or

coordinate the options from the CRT to the
alphanumeric* input keyboard; he does not
have to input a sequence of alphanumeric
commands on the keyboard. Rather, the
complete set of input commands are
logically laied out ill a tree structure,
and only those commands available ta, him at
any point in time are displayed on the
plasma entry device. These available
coMmand5 are displayed in English. To
enter a command, he simply points with his
finger to ;the appropriate command. This
type of interface is user friendly, and to
a large extent self-teaching through use of
the device itself. Careful consideration
should lie given to tar many other aspects
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of the instructor and trainee interfacqs

with the training device (e.g., location of

instructor information, location of trainee

feedback displays).

Training Assistance Technology

Jhe remainder of this paper identifies'

aspects of training assistance technology

that Ave important elements of the

instructional support.subsystem. These are

presented with regard to each of the four

major instructor functions identified

above. Specific examples of characterit-

tics are given, pertaining to the SMARTTS

system, where applicable.

EXERCISE DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITIES. (Figure

3). Exercise development may include the
development of the training objectives, the
course syllabus, and so on. Although these

capabilities can be supported by parts of

the instructional subsystem, under this

function and under the training system

management function, they are not directly

addressed - here*. Rather, 'those

capabilities more directly related to the

training -device activities itself (i.e.,

conduct of scenario exercises) are

specifically addressed -- herein, and

summarized in Figure 3.

Instructional Support Material. A variety

of material should be available to the

instructor as his primary resource for

yieveloping the training device exercise

scenario. Most of this material would

likely be in the form of handbooks,

although some .could be available in a

computer data base. This information

should inclu.de (1) a complete set of

tactical and behavioral training

,o6jectilget, cross-refey:enced to exercises

and operational situations; (2) -a complete

.set of tactical reference information, such

as Naval Weapons Publication (NWP) series

documents; (3) a set of guidelines

regarding training methodologies, training

device 'operations, and training exercise

development; and (4) trainee input

characteristics information, including

previous trainee/team performance

information, and training/tactical needs.

The -Ifformation related to trainee input

characteristics could lie available on a

large information base assembled from

previous training exercises of that

particular individual or team, together

with comparative data on the population of

similar trainees, and so on. The necessary

data would te collected under the training

system 'management function of the

instructor.

The SMARTTS system, to support this

exercise development function, has

developed documents to aid the instructor

in the design Of exercises. SMARTTS has

developed not only the standard system

operating handbook, but also an

instructor's handbook which addresses how

to design exercises, alternative training

methods that can be employed, how to

conduct a training exercise, and so on!

Additionally, a comprehensive set of

training objectives have been developed

along with a set of training exercises

cross-referenced to these objectives. A

training structure has been developed

across multiple levels of trainee

proficiency, with diagnostic information

supplied to evaluate the trainee/team input

Characteristics; remedial training

activities have also been included to help
assure that all trainees meet the mininum

entry level standards. Furthermore,

training materials for the initial tactical

course, including exercises, have been

developed utilizing the SMARTTS capabil-

ities. This approach not only has provided

the structure and guidelines with which

instructors can develop subseouent training

courses and exercises, bdt has also

provided an example in the form of the

igitial such course.

Exercise Development Simulation. A

flexible high speed simulation capability

is necessary to enable the instructor to

review existing exercises in the library,

modify an exercise, or create a new

exercise. This fas,t time simulation

capability is necessary in support of tasks

"B" through "I" under the exercise

development function (Figure 3). Review,

modification, or development of an exercise

can be an extremely cumbersome and time

consuming process. This is particularly

the case where calculation of the

developing tit** line sCenario interaction

is necessaryto'assure appropriate scenario

events in support of the exercise

objectives. Furthermore, it is well

recognized that scenarios often turn out

substantially different when run on the

device than as they appeared on the desk

top plot sheet of the developer. The fast'.

time simulation should provide capability

for the instructor to:

(1) call up an existing exercise and run

it in fast time to any desired

point, retrace steps, .and so on;

(2) investigate alternative actions from
any desired time to any other

t desired time;

(3) generate and display relevant

performance indicators and situation
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parameters (e.g., ta et range) at
the various times o the actual
scenario and the alternatives under
investigation;

(4) modify any of the scenario
parameters, enabling compaeison of
the tactical parameters . and
performance indicators at any
.subsequent point in time;

(5) enter new performance indicator
algorithms to be recorded and
displayed during or subsequent to
the exercise;

(6) insert instructor cues to be
automatically keyed at times during
the exercise based on various
aspects of the scenario parameters
and/or time;

(7) configure new feedback display
formats for trainee briefings based
on the training objectives, issues
to be focused on, or parameters
generated during the scenario, and
so on;

(8) develop new subjective performance
monitoring input categories for
observation entry by the instructor
during the actual exercise;

set up all necessary scenario
parameters for running the scenario
on the training device;

(10) permanently record the exercise in
the exercise library for later
review-via this fast time simulation
capability, or for actual running
during a training exercise on the
training device.

Additional capabilities coutd -also be
listed; but these present a good overview
of the type of capabilities that should be
available to the instructor in an off-line
mode of the training device to enable him
to revieve- and configure scenarios. A
library of all available training exercise
scenarios should obviously be accessible to
the instructor for this development
process. This fast - time simulation .
capability should be available 'at an
off-line location to the training device,
permitting access and fast time simulation
in parallel with the actual running of the
training device. The terminal should have
appropriate graphical displays and an entry
device,to facilitate instructor interaction,
and'evaluation.

SMARTTS has identified the need for a fast
time simulation capability to assist the
instructor ,in deyeloping exercises. This

(9)
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full capability would require the fast-time
simulation capability as well as other
elements of the exercise , development
function. In the preprototype SMARTTS this

_capability was given secondary importance
to the monitoring, control, and briefing
capabilities. Nevertheless, a fast- timel
simulation capability at a remote terminal
was provided on SMARTTS, partly due to a

particular design of the system which has
two parallel complete operating systems
with associated simulation models and two
complete instructor consoles (i.e., one in
a classroom and the other in an attack
center). The SMARTTS system permits the
fast-time running (i.e., at a rate up to
16X) of any exercise scenario in the
library. All of the tactically relevant
variables and performance indicators can be
evaluated on either of the instructor
consoles. Modifications of any of the
tactical parameters can be effected from
these consoles, with the modified exercises
permanently stored for later training use.
This SMARTTS capability, during the limited
time in which it has been given operational
use, has been found to greatly assist the
instructors in preparing and evaluating
scenario exercises. Requirements had been
earlier identified to more fully develop
this,capability in the later developmental
versions of SMARTTS; initial indications to
date are that these planned additions
should be carried out.

Instilictor Interface Language. The typical
instructOr in military training systems has
a good Operational background (e.g.,
submarine operating experience for a

submarine tactical instructor), although a
limited instructional and computer
background, particularly with regard to
operating particular , training deviCes.
Hence, it is desired to have a, computer
language developed to facilitate the
instructor's interface with the training
device. This interface lanuage should
permit the instructor to interact using
somewhat standardized operational
terminology, instructional terminology,
and/or near-English terminology. It should
be designed to accommodate those activities
normally performed by the instructor when
interfacing to the training device. With
regard to exercise development, for
example, this language should accept,
discriptive commands by the instructor in
the form of the normal operational
parameters (e.g., whereas the computer
manipulates targets on an x, y, z grid,.
operational personnel often view the
geo,graphic situation in terms of range,
bearing, .and depth/evaluation). Further-
more, the . interface language should be
structured to tontain a large set of maceo
functions" that readily translate the
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instructor's needs into exercise,

performance indicator, cue, feedback

display, etc., modifications. For example,

the capability should be provided to enable

the instructor to readily tailor feedback

displays to particular exercises. This

macro function should enable the instructor

to rapidly provide the information

necessary to configure the display in terms

as cloSe as possible to those operationally

used, and then enable the computer to

automatically configure the display. This

might be accomplished using a digital

interface drawing tablet, with appropriate

parameter data readily accessible, and with

standardized manipulation algorithms

available.

SMARTTS, although not oossessing

capabilities to this extent, does permit

instructor flexibility in setting-up and

tailoring trainee information displays.

SM'ARTTS, for example, provides several

generic plot formats of X versus Y with

which the instructor can display any

parameter (i.e., performance indicators and

tactical variables) as a function of any

other parameter. The instructor simply has

to indicate which variables he wishes to

plot and they would be automatically

plotted. The instructor can also set-up,

several groups of - parameters to be

called-up for display simultaneously by

requesting the group(s) rather than each

individual parameter. 'These capabilities

are not only useful during the exercise

generation functiom but are also intended

for the briefing function. SMARTTS has

identified the need for an instructor

interface language, for exercise

demelopment, but has not formally developed

stich a language as part of the preprototype

system, although some capabilities of this

type are included in the preprototype.

MONITOR AND' CONTROL TRAINING. The

instructional support subsystem should

provide a predominence of its cadabilites

for the monitoring and control of training,

and for the briefing function which ' is

addressed later. Suggested monitoring and

control cadabilities are presented below,

in reference to Figure 4.

Exercise set up. At the point when the

scenario exercise will be run on the

training device during actual training, it

7shou$ have undergone prior development and

1. ,evaluation. Hence; typically, 'eercise set

up would be a matter of simply selecting,

the,appropriate exercise from the library

In

prditiating the problem on the training

evrce. Some minor modification may also

,%-bg desired at *this time. , Ari exercise

Vibrary, therefore, should be available to
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the instructor from which he can' select the

appropriate exercise. Actual set up on the

device should be as automated as possible,

so as to free the instructor to perform

other duties, and to enable quick turn

.around time between training exercises if

desired. The exercise sset-up procedure on

today's .training deviCes, even after the

exercises have been fully developed, is

often cumbersome and time consuming; manual

entry of all the set uR parameters is often

necessary at the time of initiating the ,

exercis'e (e.g., in some instances this may

take up to 45 minutes). This laborious

entry process should be unnecessary for

standard exercises; on a sophisticated

training device the exercise parameters can .

simply be stored on a disk for automitiC

entry. A capapility should be provided to

enable the instructor to modify any of the

parameters at the time of initiation-, if he

so desires.

SMARTTS provides an instructor's console

immediately adjacent to the fire control

system consoles from which the instructor

can select an exercise from the exercise

library and have it automatically entered

upon command. He can also investigate and

manipulate many of, the relevant tactical

variables at this ,.time to -modify the

exercise. Furthermore, if ,the instructor

so desires, a imdified copy of the exercise

can be automatically stored in the exercise

:..library as a riew exercise for later use.

This type of capability substantially

reduces the low level time consuming task

of set-up.

Exercise Monitor. The instrudtor must

monitor both the scenario and the trainee

activities. Relevant monitoring informa-

tion should be generated by the training

device, with much' of t,he information

selectable by the instructor in real-time

when he requires it. It should be provided

to him in a timely manner and in a clearly

understood and meaningful format. 'Cues

should be provided as appropriate to

off-load an appropriate part of his

monitoring function. This information

should be provided to the instructor in a

convenient location which-, enables him to

perform his other duties with a minimum of

travel. Both alphanumeric and graphical

information should be provided, depending

on the purpose of the information and the'

precision the instructor requires.

SMARTTS provides an,instructor's console in

the attack center, immeOately adjacent to,

the fire control party and the MK117 fire

control system. An identical instructors

console, is located in the classroom for

briefing purposes. SMARTTS, automatically

records a wide variety of tactical



'variables and performance indicators. This
information is available to 'the instructor
upon request at the instructor's console.
Both graphical and alphanumeric formats are
'provided, depending upon the information

and the initructor's desires. The display
is automatically up dated over time to
provide the most recent information, as

well as to provide historical information
from the beginning of the exercise or other
designated times. Cues are.provided to the
instructor regarding (1) performance
indicator values or tactical parameter
values that have gone beyond predetermined
limits (e.g., probability of counterdetec-
tion going beyond 50 percent); and (2)

pending action by the automatic interactive
target (AIT) (see below regarding control
capabilities). The display formats used to
provide information to the instructor were
developed with regard to the requirements
of the training situation and the type of
information submarine officers normally
deal with (e.g., line-of-sight diagram).

Hence, the instructor need not return to

the program operator consoles to monitor
exercise progress. Rather, he can stay
with the fire control party to monitor the
trainees' actions, and still have the

normal scenario monitoring information

available. Furthermore, SMARTTS provides
the instructor with a variety of additional
information concerning trainee performance
and the problem status.

Data Recording. The analysis of instructor
functions and tasks inevealed that typical
instructors spend a relatively large amount
of time recording exercise data, if they
provide this type of' feedback to the

trainees after the exercise. Furthermore,
the better postscenario briefing sessions
are those in which the instructor has

substantial information amailable for

presentation and discussion with the
trainees regarding various aspects of the
problem. Much of the information recorded
by the instructor is normally generated by
the training device (e.g., tactical

parameters and events). The typical

computer-based training device has the

capability to record these data for later
accessing by the instructor during the

postscenario briefing. In addition, a

considerable part of the instructor's tasks
is to monitor and record actions of the

trainee- that could not be automatically
recorded by the system (e.g., communication
between team members, coordination). These

types of subjective performance indicators
would be relatively difficult to achieve

via automated Means in many training
situations. Hence; the instructor should

focus a substantial portion of his time
monitoring and recording, these types ,of
.performance indicators for later feedback.
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The training device could assist the
instructor by facilitating his recording of
this information via a standardized
interface with the training device.

The SMARTTS system records a wide variety
of tactical variables that occur during the
exercise scenario. Additionally, a set of
objective performance indicators are

generated and also automatically recorded
during the exercise scenario. Finally, a

capability is provided for the instruCtor
to enter a variety of subjective
observations into the training device/-
computer storage facility. For example, if
the instructor observes highly proficient

communication between the fire control
coordinatbr and the plot coordinator during
a particular time of the scenario regaraing
a particular aspect of the scenario, he can
easily enter this observation into the

computer by designating the appropriate
observation. All of the above- data are

readily accessible to the instructor during
the exercise, and also followin4 the

exercise for discussion in the briefing

session. This set of capabilities not only
reduces the instructor's load, but also

provides .tools to the instructor for

training that he here-to-fore did not

have. For example, the instructor
typically was unable to monitor changes in
the fire control system solution accuracy
over the course of the exercise as a

function of ownship's maneuvering; this

informayon is now automatically recorded
and can be accessed by the instructor at
any time, including during the postscenario
briefing session.

Scenario/Exercise Control. The instructor
should be provided with a wide range of

control capabilities to enable him to

readily control all aspects of the

scenario, and also control presentation of
pertinent information to the trainees as

necessary. The control capabiliteS should
be provided in a convenient location,
similar to that for the monitoring

information, preferOly near the 'trainees
such that the instructor can continually
monitor the trainees and the problem while
entering necessary' control commands.
Ideally, the instructor would spend a

minimum of time controlling the exercise,
devoting most of his resources to other
training-related activities. In this

regard, scripted scenarios should be

available wherein the target has predeter-"
mine actions. Additionally, other types of
control for the target and other aspects of
the problem would be desirable if they
freed the instructor from these tasks. It

should be' noted, however, that the

instructor sDpuld be allowed to control, any
of the aspects he so desires. In,addition

.00



to the scenario control capabilities, the

information presentation capabilities

should likewise be located for apPropriate
viewing by the trainees, and 'so that-the

instructor can control the information

presentation via convenient and effective
media. The location of this information

presentation (e.g., feedback) would

noftally pe, either in the operational

simulator,environment (e.g., attack center)
and/or in a briefing room. In either case,

the instructor should have complete control
over the information presented, enabling

.hiM, rapid configuration of the desired

displays.

The instructor's console in the SMARTTS

system is located near the fire control

party in the attack center. The instructor

is presented with monitoring information on
a color-graphic CRT as well as the plasma
display entry device. The instructor can

control many of the felevant tactical

problem variables (e.g., aneuver targets),

from this console, as we 1 as control a

wide variety of information to be presented

to the trainees. The information
presentation to the trainees is achieved in

the attack center via two overhead-mounted
color CRT displays. A variety of display
formats can be put up independently on each
of these CRTs via command from the

instructor's console. The similar

instructor's console located in the

, adjacent classroom controls the information
to be displayed on a large screen displag'

during briefing sessions.

SMARTTS has the normal scripted scenario

capability, along with, an automatic

interactive target (AIT). The AIT

capability provides a computer-controlled

model of an enemy target platform. This

model is based on the best available

intelligence information for the particular
platform. The model automatically controls

the target in response to the evolving

situation events in real-time. Cues are

provided to the instructor prior to any

action on the part of the AIT, enabling the

instructor to (1) allow the AIT to carry
'out its planned action, (2) override the

AIT's planned action by having it continue

doing it current activity, (3) enter a

different target course of action, or (4)

, take over manual control .of the target.

The All' capability is intended to reduce

the instructor's load in controlling the

principle ,target, which has been observed

to be considerable. The AIT, furthermore,

brings in the best available intelligence
information.to probabilistically control the

target in a realistic fashion. This

capability will assist in off-setting

experience differences and biases between

instructors.'
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Information Pgpsentation. Information

presentation to the trainees, in the form

of a preproblem ,briefing or postproblem

feedback,- is- an' lesSential part of an

effective training process. Appropriate

information must be generated by the

training system, and presented to the

trainees in an effective way to assist

their assimilation. A wide variety of

media is available for presenting

information to the trainees. The most

common is that of verbal presentation by

the ; instructor. Unfortunately, ' verbal,

presentation is limited with regard to

handling complex relationships. The use of
augmenting graphical information (i.e.,

pictures) and examples has been shown to

substantially increase the effectiveness of
training (Lesgold, Pellegrino, Fokkema, and

Glaser, 1978). Hence, a visual information
display capability should be made available

in the instructional subsystem, particu-

larly for complex training situations. A

variety of capabilities may be associated
with that information display, such as a

fast time model to explore alternative

actions in a .given problem. . Also, a

variety of information should be available
in the training device regarding the

recently completed exercise scenario for

presentation to the trainees. Ready access

to, and flexible control over, this

information and these capabilities should

be provided to the instructor at an

appropriate location. Obviously, the

monitor, record, and control capabilities

act together with the information display

capabilities to provide appropriate

information .to the trainees.' The

information presentation capabilities are

further discussed below under the briefing_
function which overlaps considerably with'

this monitor and control function.

The monitor and control capabilities of the
instructional subsystem are quite extensive
on SMARM, as part of the submarine combat

system trainer. These capabilities are

generic, although their specific character-
istics have been tailored tot;the submarine

tactics training problem.. The above

discussion presents a very general summary
overview of the particular characteristics
incorporated_ in SMARTTS for this instructor

function, and its associated tasks, tssues

and considerations.

_BRIEFING. The briefing of trainees is a

TiTi-TF--fraining process function of the

instructor. It obviously overlaps with the

monitor and control tasks as noted above,
and also overlaps with the trainee

interface requirementt of the instructional
subsystem. It is the opinion of this

author that, many of the trainee interfate



characteristicS of the insti-uctional

subsystem are the same as thoie requtred
for the briefing function. The briefing
function' of the instructor deals with
providing external infbrmation- to the
trainees to correlate with their actual or
desired actions. This information is a

primary means by which training actually
occurs. For example, this information
provides feedback informing the trainee of
how successful his particdlar actions were
with regard to the operational objectives.
Since a major objective of training is to
develop an awareness on the part of the.

trainee of the relationship between
available information, alternative actions
that can be taken, and.the resultant likely
situation outcomes, external information
presented to the trainee is extremely
important. Hence, the effectiveness with
which information can be presented to and
assimulated by the trainee will have a

direct bearing on the effectiveness of the
training process. Information presented ,to
the trainee attempts to achieve the
following:

(1) explain a particular evolving
situation (e.g., events that occur
during a tactical encounter),

(2) identify possible alternative
situations and actions (e.g., the
types of targets likely to be
encountered in this area, each

target's likely.set of tactics, and
appropriate defenses),

(3) the outcome of the trainee's
particular actions during the
problem (e.g., the trainee teams
tactical approach on a target),

-(4) the relationships between tactical
variables that were relevant in the
problem '(e.g., the relationship
between ownship speed and
probability of counterdetection), and

-() the likely impact of various
alternattve trainee actions on the
situation outcome (e.g., the impact
of different ownship speeds on
achieving a successful target
approach). These catergories of
information might be differentially
brought .up -prior to a real-time
training exercise, during freeze
pause in that exercise, or following
the exercise.

The, information categories ;1all into two
general classes. The first is to provide
information regarding a particular
problem. This is typically in the form of
feedback after the problem occurred. It

may involve, dissecting the problem to
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investigate the trainee's actions, why he
took those actions, what options were
available to him, ahd sT on. The-second
class of information is somewhat
independent of the particular actions on

the part of the trainee. Rather, it deals
with the general set of possible Problems,
investigating relevant issues surrounding a
particular set of -problems. This would
normally occur in a priefing session prior
to the real-time exercise on the device.
It may also evolve during the postproblem
briefing session. Whereas the former class
of information presentation class relies on
the data generated and-collected during the
training exercise, this latter relies on a

fast time modeling capability to generate
the various alternative actions, tactical
paramete?s, and performance indicators.
-This briefing capability should be located
where most convenient to the trainees, and
conducive to the types of activities
occurring during the.training process.

Information displays in the SMARTTS system'
have been provided both in. the attack

'center and in the classroom. These two
locations recognize the different
activities that may take place in both.
The classroom can operate in conjunction
with the attack center (e.g., monitoring
the ongoing exercise in the attack center),
or both can operate independently on

separate problems. A variety of
performance indicators are available for
display to provide the trainees with
information concerning the various aspects
of their performance. The intention - in

SMARTTS has been not to develop performahce
indicators pertaining to good or bad,

performance, but rather to genenate
information that can be meaningful from the
standpoint of informing the trainee about
the scenario and his performance. Often,
performance indicators ,change in an
opposing fashion, necessitating trade-offs
between them when selecting the appropriate
tactical action. From a -training process
standpoint, the important consideration is

not how well .the trainee did, but rather
that the trainee understand the impact of
his actions and the other actions available
to him. SMARTTS provides the instructor
with a wide range of capabilities to access
the varibus information that was recorded
during the training problem. .A variety of
information 'display formats are available
for presenting 'and discussing this
inforMation, as well as a range of
flexibility to *dissect the information and
focus on particular aspects of the
problem. The instructor's subjective
observations, which were entered during the
exercise, are also available for a

reference during the postproblem briefing
session. Also, time-flag -units are

available at seyeral trainee locations to



qvableqiie.trainees to place a time-tagged
indication in the scenario' recorging at a.

point when they were concerned with a

particular issue and unable to bring it to
the intentiori of the instructor. These

trainee-instituted time-tags can be

accessed during the postproblem briefing

seSsion for investigation.

The fast-time simulation, capability,

discussed above several times, js also

available in SMARTTS to generate problems
for presentation and discussion. The

fast-time capability may be used in a

preexercise briefing wherein the trainees

can be given a preview of the particular
exercise, they will encounter, pr other

relevant exercises. Various performance,

indicators and tactical parameters can be'

investigated at this prebrIefing time to

focus on the aspects of importance during
the problem. Alternative sets of ownship
and/or target actions can also be addressed
at this time to explore their impact on the
various tactical parameters and performance

indicators. This capability is also

available during a problem freeze and

during ,the postproblem briefing session.

During the latter session, alternative sets
of 'actions may be explored for the

parttcular probleM just completed in Ahe
attack center. It is important to note

that models are provided in SMARTTS to

generate infOrmation that would nOrmally be
generated by the trainee team (e.g., target
motion analysis solution). This informa-

tion, generated in'fast,time, is useful for
comparison with the actual values' generated
by the trainee team with regard to ,the

alternative actions being investigated for
comparative purposes.

It is important that an adequate human

factors design be implemented foro the

instructor/computer interface with regard

to the briefing capabilities. At this

time, the instructor is standing on-stage

and has to perform in a, timely fashion.
These briefing capabilites provide the

instructor with a substantial amount of

information to access and present, to the

trainees. However, it must be facilitated
in,..such a way that it can be brought up

flexibly and quickly, with relative ease on-
the part of the instructor. It must also
,he presented clearly to the trainees. The

design of the SMARTTS instructor's console
(e.g., a color graphic CRT and a plasma

display entry device), as noted above has

been designed to facilitate this interlace.'

Training System Management

A variety of capabilities are desirable for
training system managment. The most

important capability that the device
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automation can assist is the recording and
storage of data generated during exercise
scenario runs and the statistical analysis
routines to enable investigations of these
data at a later time. As noted earlier,
important training system-related data are
generated each time the training device'is
used. These data can be extremely useful
in evaluating-and upgrading a variety, 6f

aspects of the training process (e.g.,

development of exercises as noted above);.,

The SMARTTS front-end analysis has

identified the need for-,many of thee
capabilities. The preprototype SMARTTS

'system has the capability to record and

long-term store exercise data for lat7
analysis. Additional analysis capabilities
should become a part of the- later SMARTTS
developmental units.

SUMMARyn

The training device is more than a

simulator. It has both simulation and

instructional subsystems, each specifically
designed .for a vastly different purpose.

The instructional subsystem encompasses

capabilities that directly sppport the

training process. These capabilities focus

on the instructor, the -trainee, and

training system management. Their

incorporation in modern , training

devices/training systems is, essential to

achieve the high levels of training

cost/effectiveness requisite for adequate
operational effectiveness of modern weapon
systems.

.

Although many training support"capabilitieS'
should be automated, such as the, computer

driven automatic interactive target and .

others discussed in this paper, many

additional capabilities that are part of
the instructional subsystem can be

effectively accomplished via traditional

manual means (e.g., instructor guidelines

for exercise development). The training

device/training system should provide a

range of capabilities in the instructional
subsystem Selected on the basis of their
cost/effectiveness impact on the training
process. These capabi1ities5 furthermore,
should be flexibly tailored to each

specific training situation. The training
device/training system can greatly assist

the instructor in enabling him access to

here-t6-fore unavailable complex

information directly impacting trainee

performance (e.g., probability of

counterdetection). Presentation of this

complex information can also be enhanced

via presentation on highly eqective media
(e.g., large screen- graphical display). 'A
variety of datsa manipulation capabilitieS

can enable disecting various operational-,

problems, investigation of alternative

ye.)



actions, illustration of- a r nge of
examples, and so on (e.g., vi fast-time
computer modeling). These and 'many other
computer-based and manual capabilities make
up essential elements of *the instructional
subsystem.

The instructional subsystem encompasses
elements beyond those discussed in this
paper, such as a variety of manual media
typically used in the training process.

, The instructor himself, for example, is

probably the single most important element
'of the instructional subsystem and the
training system (Gardenier and Hamm01,
1981). Empirical research hat shown that
the "instruotor can have a substantial
impact on the effectiveness ,of

- simulator-based training. The capabilities
disCussed in this papeftprovide.tools for
the instructor to enablve him ,to achieve a

more effective training process.
Nevertheless, the fundaTental
characteristics of the'instructor hiMself,
independent of these tools, may have a

substantial impact on the effectiveness of
any training situation.

As discussed early in this paper, *e aKe
now emerging on the third generation
training device, emphasizing thea importance
of the instructional subsystem arid built-in
training technolbgy capabilities to enhance
the training process._ ,Although -the
emphasiO' given to the instructional
subsystem in the past has been eelatively
minori its importance 19. becoming
recognized: with inoreasing emphasis given
to these capabilities in the design of
tpday's training devices/training systems.

,.SMARTTS is one example, and a forerunner of
that trend. Another example is a set of
guideline's for' deck officer training
systems (Gynther, Hammell, Grasso, and
Pittsley, 1982) which address the use and
deign of the shiphand)ing/ship bridge
simulator for trabining senioe commercial
ship deck officers. This report recognizes
and places emphasis on ."three major
elements of the training system - tbe
simulator design, the training prograM

__:hructure and____ the instructor
qualifications" (page i). This document,
which' Ts intended to provide training
system design guidance to the potential
users of shiphandling/ship bridge
simulator-based training devices, addresses
and recommends many of the training
assistance characteristics discussed in
this paper, and embodied in the SMARTTS
preprototype.

The instructional subsystem has been
presented,in this paper as one of two major
parts of the training device. AS such the
training-related capabilities were strongly
emphasized, while the fundamental

t,

engineering aspects of this subsystem were
played down. In the past, along'with Ahe
lack -of adequate instructional
capabilities,. most training- devices
received inadequate attention and scrutiny
of their training-related capabilities.
Following from the effective procedures
established to monitor the design,,and
development of the hardware and, software
aspects of the training device, a similar
proceduralPolicy, should be established by
training device procurement activities to
monitor and evaluate the potential training
effectiveness of the training device.
These "procedures should evaluate the
training device from its initial conceptual
design stages on through development,
factory acceptance testing, and site
acceptance testing. The focus ofww.these
additional evaluations should not be on the
specific hardware and softwaee engineering
aspects, but rather on the potential impact
of the trainers and their development
characteristics on training effectiveness.
The evaluation of the potential training
devicds characteristics should nbt end with
the initial conceptual design; rather, it

should continue to monitor the specific
details of the implementation of those
initial concepts. For example, a detailed
human factors review of the various
characteristics of the instructor interface
should be accomplished at appropriate
stages during the development process to
verify effective design .details. SMARTTS
developed a training system evaluation test
(TSET) to be conducted at the time of the
Factory Acceptance Test for the hardware
and software. The TSET addressed specific
characteristics,of the design as they were
expected to impact the effectiveness of the
training process. This type of evaluation
,should* take place at all stages from
initial conceptual design through' the
production run of a particular device, and
continue after the device is operational to
constantly evolve its capabilities and
hence improve its training effectiveness.

This paper focused heavily on training
system aids for assisting the instructor,
and providing an effective interface with
the trainee. It did address, although to a
linlited extent, the /importance of the
tr$ining methodologies employed for
achlevement .of an effective training
process. The instructor, the training
detice and its tools are mechanisms for
implementing an effective training
pr9cess._ The methods they use in

imPlemdritin94 this process are extremely,
important for achieving maximally
cost/effective training. The training
methods are, obviously, tan extremely
important part of the instructional
subsystem. They represent the strategy
that is employed to achieve the training

1



s objectives. As training system cal3abilites

improve, the breath nd potential

effectiveness of available training

methodologies also increase. For example,

learning by example hAs been shown to be an

effective training method (Letgold et al,

1978). This can be accomplished in the

modern training system in a variety of

ways, including several fatilitated by

capabilities discussed in this paper (e.g.,

fast-time modeling in the classroom to

investigate alternative tactics). By

providing appropriate instructional support

capabilities on the training device,

effective training methods that could not

be used due to the problem complexity or

other situation limitations are now

available.

The training expert must also be careful

not to overlook other training methodology

principles which are available but might be

overshadowed by tile automated capabillttn
provi,ded on sophisticated training-

devices. For example, overlearning is a

potentially, effective approach for the

training of7 individuals to perform under

high stress conditions; to take advantage

of the benefits of overlearning In such
situations does not -require 'any particular

instructional subsystem capabilities

(Fitts, 1965). As always, the most

cost/effective training process will be

achieved by taking into account all of the

releVant elements that impact that process,
including the simulation characteristics of

the training device, the training methods

employed, and the capabilities of the

instructionarsubsystem.
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PROCEDURES MONITORING,AND SCORING IN A SIMULATOR

Steve Seidensticker
Terry Kryway

Tactical and Training Systems Division
Logicou, Inc.
San Diego, CA

ABSTRACT

As the quality of cockpit simulation increases and as economic pressures
force more training into simulatori, the number and type of training tasks
handled ip tlte simulator are also expanding. Many of these-new tasks are
procedures oriented. This is particularly evident in pilot replacement training
in high performance aircraft. In such situations the simulator is used to
expose the student to emergencies and other situations where judgement and
the ability to follow certain procedures accurately and quickly are vital.
To do this rational techniques are needed to detect and aapign meaning to
the procedural events. This paper xill relate in some deith the efforts
to incorporate a comprehensive procedures monitoring and scoring facility
in an Operational Flight Trainer.

BACKGROUND

The quality of flight and weapons systimm
simulation in military simulators has advanced
rapidly with the application of.digital com
puters. This is particularly visible in
the areas of visual scene and weapons system
simulations. Transitional (from one aircraft
to another) training curricula have taken
advantage of these recent,advancements and
flight trainers are now being used in matarios
where more than just flying skills and the
rote responses to emergencies are being taiga.
Instructors are now subjecting the student
to situations where preplanning, headwatk
and a thorough knowledge of the aircraft
and its systems are required.

General Problem

The quality of training received fram
these expensive systems depends a great.deal
on the instructor's ability to operate these
trainers and of his ability to keep up with
activities in the cockpit. Often the existerme
of such ability is an exception rather than
the rule. This is not because instructors
are incapable of the tasks, but because the
complexities of operation require substantial
training and experience in order for the
instructors to become proficient. And operation
of the trtinet ig Only one Of the mtny respons
ibilities of the flight instructor.

An example of such a situation stems
from a recent improvement to the Navy's F-14
Operational Flight Trainer (OFT), device
2F95. The visual s stem has been epharmed
to simulate carriek operations including
catapult launches. The training syllabus
has taken advantage of this and now single
engine failures are being practicediduring
the catapult shots. A timing probleml'exists
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in the.insertion ofthe engine failure after
the catapult stroke has started. If it is
not inserted at precisely the correct moment,
the simulation is not accomplished correctly
and the training value is lost. Therefore
the instrUctor spends most of his attention
in the operation of the trainer and not to
the student's reaction to the emergency. If
the student crashes, the instructor obviously
notices the result, but does not know what,
if anything, the student was doing prior
to getting wet.

Recent emphasis has been placed on
simulator design to help the instructor with
scenario generation and probled control. One
of the important aspects.ol problem control
is that of procedures monitoring and performance

measurement. Though simulators in the past
have attempted to provide the instructor
with this type of information, in Most cases
these enhancements are the first to be ignored
by the instructor.

Early Attempts

An mingle of recEnt performance measurement

capabilities are on the existing F-14 OFT.
This trainer has the capability of monitoring
the performance of a trainee and issuing
a hardCopy printout whenever performance
limits are exceeded. The instructor may
select five of ten flight parameters-and
set a low and high'limit on these values.
He may also segment the exercise.by time.
Then by paging into an alphanumeric display,
he may observe the trainee performance with
respect to thes flight parameters.

Same o the problems voiced by instructors

*ith respect to this particular mechanigm.
are:



The performance monitoring is restricted

to flight parameters only.

The high and low limits are not stmulimdilted

and the values are often meaningless
because they usually must be related
to the scenario.-

Indexing by time into the training
session is not,effective in that iistructors

do not keep track of a training session

by time, but by training task. Time

references may be meaningful if used

withine particular training task but

not irlused with respect to the entire

training session (e.g. two miles
after commencing.an approach is meaning ul,

however, 17 minutes after ,commencing

the exercise is not).'

Setting up the performance-measurement

is'a laborious process. The instructor

must use a keyboard and paging functions

for data entry.

The data generated is not readily available

nor is it in a format easy to interpret

and apply to the evaluation of the

student's progress.

Another performance measurement feature

in a recently delivered flight simulator

is an overview of the cockpit activity where

the trainee's 20 most recent actions are

listed on a CRT.

Interviews with and observations of
users of this device indicate that the time

event monitor is not very effective for monitoring

specific procedures'in the cockpit because:

Not all of the 20 most recent actions

may be applicable to the task the instrucfor

is monitoring and the page tends to

become cluttered with inappropriate

information.

Certain procedures applicable to the

task may not be represented on this

page and must be followed on another

area of the Instructor/Operator Station

(I0S).

When the student becomes very busy

in the cockpit, these action messages

appear and disappear more qutCkly than

they can be read.

ISS APPROACH

Rational techniques are needed to detect

and assign meaning to the procedura4 events

and performance measurements in'a drainer.

This information must be made readi45available

and must be presented in an easy ko)understand

format to the user. While this may not seem

to be a difficult task on the surface it

has not been built into any trainer 4uccessfully.

The remainder of this paper describes

efforts by Logicon personnel to incorporate

a comprehensive procedures mOnitoring and

scoring facility in the InstrUctor Support

System (ISS). The /SS is the preduct of

a general effort to improve 106s sponsored

by the U.S. Naval Training Equipment Center.

Problem Management

In approaching this effort one of the
first technical issues that arose was the

sheer size of the problem and computer processing

power required to handle it. The F-14 OFT
has approximately 350 sWitches and other

prlot adjustable mechanisms in the.cockpit.

If one attempted to monitor all of them all

the time and condense, evaluate, and present,

derived information to-the instructor, one
-

would require moie processing power than

is available with any computer and more software

than a small army of talented programmers

could produce.

The only reasonable solution appeared
to be the creation of a mechanism whereby
only the subset of activity in the cockpit

:-that was appropriate at the moment would

be monitored and processed. This resulted

in the establishment of "task modules".*
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These are operationally logical training

segments such as takegf, departure, or hydraulic

malfunction. A training session/scenario

is composed of a group of'these task modules.

Part of each task module are detectable "events".

The ISS can follow the scenario by watching

for these events. For example, a combination

of events suilb as gear transition to up,

flaps transition to up, speed increasing

through 200'knots, heading increasing and

passing 275 degrees, "start's" a task module

representing a particular departure from

NAS Miramar. When this task module is started,

only those flight parameters ind procedures

applicable to this training task are monitored

and processed.

Task modules may also bke "forced" to

run by direct action of the instructor.
More than one task module can run at the

same time, if the activities associated with

them overlap. This quality was also used

to monitor vital safety functions at all

times the aircraft was off the ground. A.

task module was defined whose start condition

Nwas "weight off wheels" and stop condition

* A companion paper, also prepared for this

workshop, entitled MODULAR CONTROL OF SIMULATORS

explains the concept of task modules in depth.

Although this paper indicates how task modules

fit into procedures monitoring and scoring,

the reader is encouraged to refer to the

other paper for additional information.
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was "weight on wheels". Among other items
it monitored the,accelerometer and informed
the instructor of any aircraft overstresses.
It was nicknamed the "umbrella" and kept
the 1SS from looking stupid by not informing
the instructor if some disaster occurred
The maximum number of concurrently running
task nodules in the ISS is four. This constraint
was due to processing power limitations,
but it did not hamper operations.
Task Module Structure

In order to understand in more detail
how the ISS monitors procedures and performance
measurement,one must examine the ISS software
and task module structure. The system is
driven by a data base consisting of task
module data files. Each task module is defined
by a set of data files Which are unique to
that individual task.

One of the files within a task module
set defines detectable events (or actions)
that are directly, functionally, and physically
related to the training task. Directly related
actions are those that are depicted in the
NATOPS manual as part of the procedure (e.g.
switch A - off, switch B - stby, lever C
- up, etc.). Functionally related actions
are any actions which are similar in function
but are not part of the procedure. (e.g.
in a particular hydraulic failure a secondary
hydraulic isolate switch is part of the hydraulic

system of the aircraft, but does not play
a-part in the particular procedure.) By
identifying this switch, a diagnostic message
can be created informing the instructor if
this switch is mistakenly thrown. Physically
related actions are those linked to switches
-that..are in close proximity to the appro-
priate switch and may look the same (e.g. if
the wrong circuit breaker was pulled in a
procedure, this identification would produce
a diagnostic message).

In the definition of these events the
following considerations are made:

Relationship of the cockpit device
value to a reference value (greater
than, less than, etc.).

Stahle time (to avoid triggering on
transient changes).

Whether the event is external, something
happening in the trainer, or internal,
acombination of external events.

Whether the event is a verification
of a value or a change in its state.

Whether the event has the "dropout"
property (whether it is considered
to be another occurreiace when the reverse
of the initial happens).

Procedures Monitorinf;

A program dedicated to monitoring these
events is notified when a task module becomes
active and opens a file defining the appropriate
events for that task module. In this way,
only a select group of switches are monitored
at any one time.

Whenever any of these events have been
detected, this event monitoring program informs

another program, dedicated to the procedures
monitoring function. Like the event monitor,
this program is also informed when a particular
task module becomes active. It opens a file
which has defined the relationship of the
events.

This program evalnates 'aitiona with
respect to relationships and contingencies
aad causes-a variety of actions to be taken
by the system. Mist is, it 'can evaluate
a sequence of events such as the case where
switches A B C must be thrown in sequence,
,and C D E must be thrown after the the first
three bul not necessar y in sequence. An
example of this ia t e engagement of nose
wheel steering during an F-14 takeoff. The
steering is optional prior.to 15 knots, a

requirement between 15 and 80 knots,.and
must be disengaged prior to 100 knots.

With respect to contingencies, not
only must the specific action be identified,
but also the circumstauces under which it
is to take place must be defined. That is,
when an event occurs, alternate actions may
be specified depending on other circumstances
8r contingencies. For example, during takeoff
if the aircraft heading drifts off the runway
heading by a specified amount while the plane
is still on the runway, an illegal action
has occurred andadiagnostic message is gener-
ated. However, heading changes after the
wheels are- off the runway are normal and
no action is taken by the system.

Performance Measurement

One of the actions that may be taken
by the system se the result of theoccurrance
of an event is taking measurements of flight
parameters. For,example, when the aircraft
reaches a certain altitude the system may
start measuring the pilot's ability to maintain
that level altitude. Or it may take a single
measurement at a specific point. For example;
when the aircraft reaches Ground Controlled
Approach (GCA) minimums, it may measure the
distance from the centerline of the runway.
A performance measurement program is dedicated
to taking measurements associated with a

task module while it is active and when caspletedr
calculates a score for the task. It, like
the other programs, is informed when a particular
task module is active.

A



The measurements are each defined in

one of the task module files. They fall

into several general categories:

Continuous. A measurement with predefined

start and stop conditions. The parameter
is sampled 1 to 20 times per second.

Aionitor. A continuous measurement
wherein a limit is defined. The parameter

is sample during the time that it is
outside the limit.

Snap Shot. A single parameter is sampled

once.

Procedures Evaluation

Performance measurement for normal and.emerge4cy

procedures, because of.their nature, is handled

quite differently than flight parameters.
The following factors, or subset of them,

are considered:

Critical errors. Those actions which,

by their
produce catastrophe.

omission or commission, will

Recognition reaction time. This measures

student response to certain cockpit
stimuli in the case of aircraft system
degradation and/or failures.

Total procedure time. This measures

the total time required to complete

the procedure.

Percent of mandatory actions taken.
These are actions that are depicted
in the F-14 NATOPS manual.

Percent of optiOnal actions. These

are actions that are not manda-tory
but demonstrate that the student is
well prepared and well in commilnd of

the situation.

Scoring.

The performance measurement program
is informed when the task module is completed

and calculates a score. It does so by comparing

both the flight parameters measured and the

procedures evaluated with criteria unique

to the task module.

Scoring of performance by a computer
is a controversi'll issue and isone of the

first to be questioned by students and instructors

alike. Developers of the ISS have attempted
to defuse this problem by putting the grading

criteria under control of the user's community

and by making visible to the instructor
his request) the measurements and calculatrons

used to derive the score.

The key to this is a scoring template

in which are placed all measurement definitions

and scoring formulas. This template is one

of the files making up the task module definition

and is easily established or modified using

a text edi,tor. After a talk module has been
executed the system display.); the template

in a format similar to that in which it was

created but with the addition of the actual

measurements takep and all the figures used

in deriving the final score.

Figure 1 is a template for a task module

which defines the SAN, PEDRO DEPARTURE from

NAS Miramar. The first column under "MEASU E"

are measurements that the student is ged
on in performing this depirture.

DME SNAPSHOT is the distance from a
particular fix-the student is to fly over.

This is a single measurement.

RADIAL DEVIATION is the a.bility

fly a specific radial. This is a cont,i.nuous

measurement. RMS indicates that "root mean
squared" is the basic transform used in processing

the data. 4:i

AIRSPEED DEVIATION is ability to maintain

a specific airspeed. This is a continuous
measurement and the RMS transform is used.

The second column under "NOMINAL" is
the reference value of the particular measure-

ment. This can also be used to differentiate
between measurements with the same name. In

this example the first radial measured is

the 280 degree radial and the second is the
300 degree radial. Likewise the 1, 2, 3,

next to the DME SNAPSHOT meesurements indicate

the first second and third fixes in the departure.

The "4.0, 3.5, 3.0, 2.5" columns are the

scores on the Navy's 4.0 scale. The grade

for a particular step in a task module is
derived by canparing the measured value with

the range of values below these columns.
For example, the first measurement listed
on figure 1 is the distance at closest point

of approach from the first fix the student

was to fly over. The actual value measured
was .79 miles recorded under the "VALUE"

column. By looking across the template opposite--

the first DME measurement we see that the
measured value, .79, falls between 0 and

2.5 which is under the 4.0 column. Therefore

the student is assigned a 4.0 for thatmeemure-

ment. This is recorded under the "GRADE"
column. The last column "WT" is the weight
factor given to that particular measurement.
In this case it was worth 10 percent of the

total grade. After all of the steps have
been calculated in the method described above,
they are summed to form the final grade,

which in this example is 2.7.

This example does not show any procedures

scoring. If it did, REACTION TIME, % MANDATORY
STEPS, or the like would appear as additional

measurements. That is, procedures are scored



GRADING CRITERIA

MEASURE

SAN PEDRO DEPT

NOMINAL 40 3 5 3 0

FINAL GRADE = 2

2 5 VALUE 'GRADE vT

DME SNAPSHOT 1 2 5 ' 2 75
..-

3 3 5 79 4 0 10

1 0 2 SI 2 lg 3 01
RADIAL DEVIATIONCRMS) 200 2 3 5 10 469 V 0 10

200 0 2 DJ 3 01 5 01
ALTITUDE DEYIATION(RMS) 2000 100 200 300 SOO 206 96 3 0 10

2000 0 100 01 200 01 300 01
AIRSPEED DEVIATIONOIMS) 325 10 25 SO 100 69 06 2 5 10

325 0 10 01 25 01 SO 01
OPE SNAPSHOT 2 1' 1 5 2 3 55 V 0 10

2 0 t 01 1 51 2 Of
RADIAL DEVIATIONCRNS/ 300 2 3 5 10 i3 16 2 0 20

300 0 2 Oi 3 01 5 01
ALTITUDE DEVIATION(RmS) 26000 100 200 300 500 535 34 2 0 20

26000 0 100 01 200 01 300 01
DME SNAPSHOT 3 I 2 3 5 5 13 2 'V to

3 0 1 01 2 01 3 01

Figure 1. .Scori'ng Template

in the same manner as flight parameters.
An exception is the CRITICAL ERROR. If one
of these occurs, the task module is assigned
the,lowest pdesible grade regardless of other,
measurements.

Information Presentation

Although it may not seem to have direct
application to procedure monitoring, the
manner in which the information is presented
to the user is very important to the successful
application of these features. Tbe ISS approach
again centers around task modules. As part
of each task module's definition, pictures
are defined in the task module data files.
As task modules become active and are completed,
appropriate pictures are added to and removed
from the user's displays. Mak modules covering
procedures (e.g. check lists, malfunctions)
are composed of text identical to the procedures
as depitted in the aircraftaNATOPS manual.
As each step in the procedure is accomplished,
the action is noted next to the appropriate
step.

Figure 2 shows two concurrently runniag
task modules on the upper half of the display,
a normal checklist on the left and a malfunction
on the right. Both are proceduu oriented
and indicate that the steps are in progress.
The section belov, labeled "diagnostics",
containsmessages generated by the procedures
monitor program. These appear at the bottom
of that section and move up either When displaced
by a new diagnostic message or when 30 seconds
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have passed. All messages eventually disappear,
from the top of that section. The small
rectangles represent menu selections that

_can be eicked by the user yia7a touch mechanimn,
associAta.d.vitb-t16'display. This is the
input/control mechanism of the ISS.

SUMMARY

<Tr-

This paper has descObed a software/hardware
system that is able to monitor procedures,
and score individually, and concurrently,
the many training tasks'in a complex training
scenario. This system has approached the
problems from the instructor's viewpoint
and id intended to give him understandable
and appropriate information on an uncluttered
instructor/operator station. Using this
he will be able to better evaluate the student's

performance and provide the instruction needed
to improve it.

The 1SS, of which this procedure monitoring

and scoring mechanism is a key part, has
been under development for several years
and is now undergoing operational evaluation
at NAS Miramar. The concepts developed in
this prototype promise improved training
in existing flight trainers and can serve
as the basis for instructor/operator stations
on new simulators.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Steve Seidensticker is the TeOhnical
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THE CASE FOR A STUDENT SELF-TRAINING CAPABILITY
IN FLIGHT SIMULATORS

JOSEPH L. DICKMAN
Sperry Systems Management - SECOR

Fairfax, Virginia

ABSTRACT

The conventional use of instructor pilots at flight simulators contains a
nuMber of problems--a continuous training program is required because of instructor
rotation to the assignments, pilots are often not interested in being simulator
instructors, and they frequently require assistance from device operators. Further-
more, to obtain maximum utilization of a simulator a large number of instructors
are required. The use of student self-training programs, enabling a simulator to
be operated without an instructor when required, would solve many of these
problems. This paper presents the advantages of such a capability and discusses

-the related design considerations. It describes the required instructional
programs and offers several solutions to the problem of locating simulator con-
trols in the cockpit. In addition, it discusseg"the subjecis of safety and
realism and concludes with recommendations applicable to future specifications.

INTR UCTION

onventionally, flight simulators have
been equipped with more or leSs elaborate
instructor stations, located either on-board
(in the cabin behind the pilot's or
co-pilot's seat) or remotely (entirely
removed from the cockpit). With the
on-board instructor station the instructor
iS able directly to observe the crew
members and evaluate their performance;

_with the remote instructor station the
instructor observes the crew performance
through repeater instruments and CRT displays.

In either case, the trend has been to .

strengthen and emphasize the roie of the
instructor. Instructor stations have been
designed to enable the Instructor to take
maximum advantage of the simulator's in-
structional capabilities, to provide him
with extensive information- regarding the
progress of the student's training, and at
the same time to reduce his (the instruc-
tor's) workload.

,r

Yet there are many problems inherent.
in this arrangement. Instructors require
training--the more sophisticated the
simulator the more extensive is this
requirement. Then, after a certain amount
of utilization, most instructors rotate to
other assignments and never return to
instructing on the simulator. Or, if they
go to sea duty or other forms of lengthy
TOY (temporary duty), they need retraining
when they return.

Many pilots do not want to be simulator
instructors. If the simulator is complex,
pilots find that learning and keeping
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current on its operating procedures de-
tract from their concentration on keeping
current on the aircraft. These procedures
are perhaps not difficult to learn but
apparently are impossible to retain with-
out frequent practice. The problem is
exacerbated by the fact that Many instruc-
tor stations are equipped with a confusing
array of switches and other controls, often
pdorly labeled, and offer a bewildering
variety of'instructional features, many
rarely used. Furthermore, most pilots
never accept having to operate an alpha-
numeric keyboard with lengthy formats
for data entry.

It is possible to design instructor

station controls, displays, and programs
to reduce the drands on instructors.

'The instructor station for Device 2F132,
the F/A-18 Operational Flight Trainer,
is an example of such an effort.l1) However,
the ultimate solution to this requirement
has not yet been demonstrated.

The uSe of device operators is a way
to solve these problems. Device operators
who do not have other, conflicting duties
can keep current on all of the instructor
station features and procedures and can
assist instructors in many ways, from
serving as operator of the alphanumeric
keyboard to handling all of the complex
instructional features. However, device
operators are usually not provided at
on-board instructor stations, probably in
order to minimize the number of persons.
in the,pabin and to conserve on the size
of the instructor station. Furthermore,
if device operators are always required,
in addition to instructors, the manpower



requirements for operating the simulator

become sivnificantly increased.

. Another approach is to hire former
pilots--retired milftary or naval personnel--

to be simulator instructors. Since they will

presumably have no other function, they can
keep as proficient on the simulator as

device operators can. However, there are

issues involved in this approach--the
instructors' credibility with the students,

the cost of the additional personnel, and
the availability of qualified individuals--
that may militate against widespread

adoption.

Regardless of the source of the instruc-
tors, the reqUirement to have the simulator

manned by someone other than the students

is a limitation on its utilization. A

modern'simulator-is capable of operating

at least 16 hours per day. To continually

provide an instructor for this level of
operation for five days per week requires a

force of at least six instructors if they
are not active duty pilots, or approximately

twice that number if they are.

A different solution to all of these
problems is to develop.a concept of student
self-traininacjnot to eliminate all instruc-

tors, of course, but to provide users with

the capability to conduct some training
without the presence of an instructor

-being required.

CONCEPT

In a simulator with a student self-
training capability the student should be

able to conduct a complete training exercise
using controls entirely in.the cockpit.
To this end he should be able to initialize

at a desired geographical location, fly a

pre-planned flight profile; introduce and

remove malfunctions, operate simulator

control functions such as freeze and crash

override, and operate instructional
features such as demonstrations and per-

..

formance measuring.

The exercise should be part of an

overall training syllabus that would include

both aircraft missions and simulatowxer-
,cises. The qumber of self-training exercises

with ah instructor-being present should be

planned in advance and scheduled in the

syllabus. Self-training should never be an

"ad lib" use of the simulator, resorted to
only when an instructor is absent.

The optimum ratio between self-training

and instructor-monitored exercises in a

syllabus would depend on a variety of condi-

tions. The availability of trained iostruc=

tors wobld be a major factor. If the number

of available instructors is small and the

number of students is large, self-training
exercises would comprise a substantial part

of the syllabus. The qualifications of '

the students would be another factor. A

pilot who needs only refresher training
could use more self-training exercises than

a recent flying sChool graduate. In general,

if instructors are used priparily for
initial indoctrination and/for checkrides,
the ratio of self-training exercises to
instructor-monitored exercises could be

in the order of four or five to.one.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

iproviding a student self-training
capability will have a significant impact

on simulator design--on the instructional

system software and, to a lesser extent,

on the student station hardware (i.e.,

the cockpit).

Controls

Controls in the student staten will

have to be considerably more elabdVate than

for,a conventional simulator, which may
have only a Freeze switch located lery

inconspicuously. How elaborate will depdnd

on the number of functions provided for the

student--to the same degree that the com-

plexity of an instructor station depends
on the functions provided...for the instructor.

If cost'considerations dictate an austere
approach, student station controls can be

kept to a minimUm--only sufficient for
initialization; freee, motion control and

emergency off. Additional capabilities

can be provided at increased cost, although

the fact that these capabilities must be :in

the Cockpit, not at an instructor station,

will have a distinctly limiting effect.

Student station controls must have

certain required characteristics. The

first of these requirements is that the
tbntrols--and the instructional features
that they relate to--Must be understandable
and easily operated by untrained individuals,

In this case, "untrained" means not having

attended an operator's course and having
been required to read only minimum instruc-

tions on the simulator's operations.
Simplicity and consistency in the design of

simulator controls wjll be required to a

degree far greater than heretofore.

A.second requirement is that student

'station simulator controls be-easily

accessible. Since the Student will be

devoting his full attention,to flying the
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simulator, it is imperative that the distrac-
tion of locating and operating non-aircraft
related controls be kept to a minimum.

A third requirement, which is not easily
reconciled with the previous one, is that
controls be located as inconspicuously a$
possible. On the premise that student accep-
tance of a simulator depends on how closely
its cockpit, sound effects, and "feel" resem-
ble the aCtual aircraft, it is apparent that
panels, switches, and indicators that are
foreign to the aircraft would be an irritant
to the student. Obtrusive simulator controls
in the cockpit would be as distracting as
those that are hardito find.

Two simulato`rs built by Sperry Systems
Managemett SW:1R contain,controls for
operation from the cockpit, although tow
much they will be usecifor aircrew self-
training has apparently not been determined,
The two approaches have both similarities
and differences, with respect to scope of
capabilities and concept of operation.

One design, the CH-53 Operational Flight
Trainer, the first unit of which is scheduled
to be delivered to the U.S. Marine Corps in
late summer 1982, contains a small control
panel on each side of the cockpit, above and
in front of the two side windows (see

- Figure 1). The panels are identical, each

Figure 1. CH-53 OFT Remote Control Panels
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having 'push-button switches for Initial

Conditions 'Select, Freeze, Motion Ready/On,
Emergency Off, and Motion Emergency Disable.
Two thumbwheel, controls on each panel
enable the students to select a set of
initial conditions from twenty available.
The control panels are not covered or
otherwise concealed but are located above
the pilots and copilot's normal forward
field of view..

The other approach is found in the
HU-25A and HH-65A Flight Training Systems
currently being built for the U.S. Coast
Guard for delivery in early 1984. A 20-key
keypad, provided primarily forfthe instructor
station:which is located in the cabin,,is
installed with a cable that enables it to
be placed on the pedestal or the floor
between the pilot's and copilot's seats.
The keys include.Freeze, Override (for
crash), Store (for flight conditions), Reset,
Enter, Clear, Remove (for malfunctions),
ten digits, two punctuation marks, and
backspace (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. HU-25A/HH-65A FTS Keypad

In both the CH-63 and the Coast Guard
trainers the students will be able to use
the instructor station controls to accomplish
functions that are not possible via the
cockpit simulator controls. Conducting
demonstrations would be an example of such

a function. Also, if necessary one of the
students will be able to call up displays on

610
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the instructor station CRTs and use them for
self-training purposes. For example, the
students, will be able to inspect the air-
craTt track depicted on an approach display,
after making an approach.

The self-training capabtlities of these
simblators.are facilitated by the fact that
they have on-board instructor stations and
two-man crews. The copilot.cay readily go .

to the instructor station and use the simu-
lator controls as he desires without-
interfering with what the pilot is doing.
If the simulator had a single-place cockpit
and a remote instructor station, the
student station controls for self-training
would have to be more self-sufficient.

Formats

The design of the controls will be
influenced considerably by whether the data
entry formats are page-dependent or not.
For a "worst case" situation, in which the
student will have no access to the display
system, the formats will have to be non-page
dependent, utilizing input codes for entering
and clearing malfunctions, modifying flight
parameters such as fuel load and armament,
and modifying environmental parameters such
as ceiling and visibility.

Since an alphanumeric keyboard in the
,cockpit is out of the question, all input
codes will have to be useable on a keypad.
This requirement suggests that the codes
should be numeric, but to help the student
remember at least the most-used ones the
keys on the keypad could 4e labeled both
alphabetically and numerically, like a
telephone, and the codes could be alpha-
betital.

If alphabetical Codes are used, and
other alphabetical inputs such as N, E, S,
and W for latitude and longitude are
required, the student will need a shift
key to select one of the three letters on a
key and to differentiate between letters and
numerals. This'approach tends to complicate
the operation of the keypad but the alterna-
tive, the use of all-numeric codes, is less

desirable.

There is another alternative to the
LAe of shift keys, i.e. a two-digit code',
used inthe FAA's Voice Response System for
telephonic weather briefings, that identi-
fies each letter on a key. For example, the
letter "A" is selected by entering "2,1"
(referring to the 2 key and the first letter
on it). Similarly, "B" is "2,2". This

method, however, will increasp the time
spent in entering all forMate, and is con-



sidered to be acceptable only if the input
codes can be kept to one or two letters in
length.

The number of input codes'*required will
depend on how much capability is provided to
the student. It is likely, however, that
the number Vill exceed what can be rememz
bered by the student, particularly if he
is not uing the simulator frequently.
Therefore, a list of input codes will be
needed to be kept in the cockpit. This list.
could be part of an abbreviated checklist,
similar to the Pocket Checklist used in
aircraft, and could cover all of the oper-
ating procedures that the student would need
to be reminded of.

Functions

In a self-training mode the student
could forego' many functions that are*
available at the instructor station in a
conventional simulator. Also, many func-
tions that are usually accomp}ished with
controls could be performed via alphanumeri-
cal entries to the computer. These
principles will have to be imaginatively
applied to the design of the student station
in order to keep.the number of controls to a
minimum. A minimum-sized control unit,
whether it is a panel like the CH-53 OFT or
a keypad like the Coast Guard simulators,
is essential to meeting the three required
design characteristics discussed previously.

%

The following discusses a broad rahge,
of functions typically exercised at an
instructor station and describes how they
could be best performed with-controls in
the cockpit.

Turn-On Procedures. Turn-on procedures
can be considered to include powering-up.the
system, initializing the computer and
peripheral equipment, turning on the visual
system if there is one, and pefforming a
readiness test. None of these procedures
requires special consideration for the self=
training concept; they can all be accom-
plished by maintenance personnel, who
presumably will always be present.

Initialization. In conventional simu-
lators, initialization is accomplished in a
variety of ways: thumbwheel controls,
pushbutton switches, and alphanumeric key-
board or keypad entries are used, sometimes
in combinations, to select the set desired
and enter it into the,computer. Keyboard
entries and pushbutton switches are used to
display the available sets on a CRT at the
'instructor station. If the instructor
wishes, he cin modify the parameters- by
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making keyboard entries.

Forthe self-training cohcept, keypad
entries should be,used exclusively,. in order
to minimize the need for hardware controls.
In the absence of a CRT in the,cockpit, the
available sets can be included in the abbre-
viated checklist mentioned previously.

The question arises whether the student
should be allowed to make on-lihe modifica-
tions to an initial condins set before it -

is entereda,and if he is a owed to make '
i modifications, how he will be able to record

them. The simplest approach is to allow no
pre-entry modiftcationy. In this case, if.

the student is not satisfied with the initial
.conditions he can make grameter chabges
after the set is entered. The student will
then observe the results directly on the
aircraft instruments.

Motion. Because of safety considera-
tions, the motion system presents a special
problem for the self-training concept. With
a six-post system, the operator, before
activating the system, must have a positive
indication that access ladders are stowed
and maintenance platforms around the cockpit
are cl,eared. Even smaller systems have
safety problems.
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One approach, for the self-training
concept, would be to make the maintenance
personnel responsi6le for operating the
motion system--they could;use an intercom
system to communicate with the student when .

necessary. On the other hand, it would be
almost mandatory to provide a "disable"
capability in*the cockpit. If a switch is
provided for that purpose, it could be
designed to indicate a "motion ready" condi-
tion and to provide.both an "enable" and
"disable" capability for the.student

, some types of installation, this may not
be feasible; an additional switch may be
required). Additionally, the student could
13"e requiged to obtaih-a verbal clearance
with thermaintgnance personnel, over the
intercom, before activating the system.

Normal Operating Functions. There are
a number of routine operating.capabilities,

usually performed with push-button switches
at 0 converitional instructor station, that
must be provided in the cockpit, in 6 way
that conserves hardware controls as much as
possible. The most basic of these is
Freeze; dedicating a push-button switch for
this functtoh appears-to be mandatOry.
Emer§ency OR is a similar requirement,
although the switch should be guarded in a
way that guarantees against inadvertent actu-
ation. Crash Override can be accomplished

13"



with a keypad entry, if it is assumed that
the student will not need to activate it as

-an immediate response to difficulty. Slew-

ing,Which in a conventional 'simulator
usUally 'requires a jaystick control aq A
pushbutton switch; can be omitted in the

self-training mode. If the student wants

to change the geographical position of the

simulateds aircraft he can enter a neW
;latitude and lOngitude with a keypad entry

' (or', with a more sophisticated program, a
radial and DME.from a NAVAID). Or-te can

reinitialize. Although possibly not essen-

tial, Store IC's and Reset are very Useful

functions; they enable the instructor to
store the existing fliglig conditions at any
time and then to reset the simulated air-

craft there when desiredlater. If,these

functions are provided for the self-training

concept, two pushbutton switches would be

needed. Finally-ran intercom capability

with maintenance personnel must be provided.

A switch is not needed, however, if the

student's microphone is continually "hot".

Instructional Features. 'The major in-
Structional features found in most current

simulators are demonstrations, checkrides
(also known as programmed missions),
playback, parameter record, and event print.

Probably the one most ipplicable to the
self-training concept is demonstrations; the

possibilities for learning by observation

and emulation, through this method, are '

almost limitless. All of the actions
required to select, activate, and termtnate

a demonstration can be taken with keypad

entries (plus use of the Freeze switch Ito

start after the pre-demonstration initial '

conditions have been attained).

Checkrides are also very applicable to

the self-training concept, although they,
will pose a problem with respect to the-

monitoring function. In a Conventional

simulator, the instructor uses the CRT
displays to monitor the progress of the

(mission; if the student makes a gross error

sufficient to confuse,the computer and induce

it.to scorej leg that is.different from the

one that the student is flying, the instruc-

tor can correct the situation with aJManual

Advance switch. In the self-training mode

jt is not feasible to provide the stulipnt
with this capability or to expect him to

monitor the Mission leg by leg. It is

essential that the mi-ssions be very .care-
fully designed so as to reduce to a minimum

the need for instructor interventions if

the mission cannot be completed as intended,

it will have to be aborted.

Playback (DynaMic Replay), will be of

lesser usefulness without:ag,instructor
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present to contribute comments. The student

will know generally what his errors were;

redding the maneuver Or procedure correctly

will be his primary concern. -If desired,

however, Playback can be operated with keypad

entries, assisted by,the Freeze switch,

A variation'of Playback called Minute

Replay, or sometimes Instant Replay, enables

the instructor to store a number of segments

of flight history, usually Of one-minute

duration each, and,to replay them during the

critique period-after the mission. This
A

capability is not considered to be important

-in the self-training mode. To provide it,

however, a switch will be needed to enable

the Student to quickly select the segment

to be stored.

Parameter Record is a Tittle-used

data-gathering capability. To operate

Parameter Record the instructor must select

individual parameters to be monitored,

specify the reference value and tolerances,

and start and stop the recording. These are

time-consuming functions that are not at all

suitable for a student to perform.

SimilarlyEvent Print is not appro-

priate for the self-training concept: This

feature prints, either on the Parameter
Record printout or independently, the time
of occurrence of a number of events that the

instructor selects in advance. To be useful

this capability must be part of a very
detailed analysis and critiqueof themission
which only an instructor can conduct.

Malfunction Control. As in conventional
simulators, malfunctions can be entered

and cleared in the self-training mode by

using keypad entries. The list of program-

mible malfunctions can total several hundred

items depending on the type of aircraft apd

amount of attention to this subject desired

by the user. A shorter list can be devised

for the self-training mode and included in

the student's abtweviated checklist. A

Mal'function OveWide control, if_desired,
wfll requift a pushbutton switch.

;Critics of self-training could say that,

considerable traintng value is lost, due to

the absence of surprise, if the student

enters the malfunction himself. However,

all training value is not lost, particularly

with respect to practicing the steps in

emergency procedures. Furthermore, it

would be possible to enable the student to
prolgram a series of malfunctions to occur,

. randomly during a mission, thereby assuring

that he would at least not have foreknoWledge

of when a malfunction would occur, Also,

programmed malfunciion "packgbes", with

1



different types of'malfunctions and levels
of difficulty depending on.the mission and
student qualifications, could be entered
by the maintenance personnel.

Miseellaneous. Additional functions
found in conventional simulators can be
accommodated in the self-training mode with
keypad entries or omitted entirely in the
interest of simplicity. A volume control
for sound effects, for example, can be
omitted (if considered necessary this
function can be accomplished with a keypad
entry). Controls for the voice recorder,
if one is provided, can be omitted--
separate,control is not needed in the self-
trainiol mode. The catapult-hold and '-fire
functions, for a carrier-based aircraft,
dan be accomplished with keypad entries.
Alternatively, catapult fire can be program-
med to occur a few seconds after the pilot

gives the "ready" signal by turning on his
exterior.lights, or in another way, after
he lowers the hand-grip. Similarly, chocks,
external power, starting air, rough air, and
arresting gear'can be provided via keypad
entries. A warning horn for a malfunction
of the simulated oxygen system, provided
at the instructor station in conventional

simulators for safety reasons, can also be
installed at the student statipn (if, in
fact, it.is truly needed).

Optimum Design

In,summary, it is concluded that the
most desirable functions for the self-
training concept could be accomplished with
a keypad containing 20 keys. The following
functions arp considered to be the most
useful: Mofion Ready, Motion On, Emergency
Off, Freeze, Malfunction Override, Store ICs,
Reset, ten digits, Enter, Clear, punctuation,
and backspace.

The 20 keys could be accommodated in a
unit similar to(the hand-held terminal manu-
factured by th Termiflex Corporation.--
Various models of the Termiflex have the
capability of displaying one or two lines of
alphanumeric text, each 10 to 12 characters
in length. This feature would be esseritial

for the self-training concept, to enable the
student to verify hi-5-input codes and values
before entering them into the computer.
Three shift keys would prov.ide access to
Oe letters and punctuation. An example of
a self-training terminal is shown in
Figure 3. 7--.

The terminal sho.uld have some features
not found in the current models of the
'Termiflex. The keys should be backlighted,
to enable readidb when the coCkpit is .
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darkened for simulated night operation.
Further, certain function keys (Free/e,
Motion Ready/On, and Malfunction Override)
should be brightened when selected, to
provide a status indication to the student.
Also, the Emergency Off key should be
guarded, preferably,with a cover that would
have to be lifted before the key is actuated.

A hand-held terminal eliminates the
problem of finding a blank panel in the
cockpit behind which to conceal the switches.
The terminal could be hung behind the sat
or stowed under it, seat design permitt1ng,
and could.be removed entirely for instructor-
monitored missions if it had a plug-in
capability similar to the Termiflex.

Displays

In the4oregOing discussion of simulator
functions and the options available for
accomplishing them, it has been assumed that
the CRT displays normally found at an
instructor station would not be available
in the cockpit. However, it is possible
to display both graphic and alphanumeric
data to the student via the visual system.
This approach has been used modestly in the
A-6E Night Carrier Landing Trainer (NCLT),
'Device 2F122; one display, depicting a plot
of certain parameters (vertical velocity,
bank;.pitch, rpm, glide slope, and center-
line) recorded during an approach, can be
shown on the two visual display CRT's in
front of the pilot and B/N.

In the NCLT the alphanumeric/graphic

display replaces the visual scene; an
alternative method is used in the A-4M OFT,
Device 2F108/2834F--a line of weapon scoring
data is superimposed across the bottom of -

the visual scene. The parameters include a
hit or mis's evaluation, bearing and range of
the input, airspeed at release, and others.
This information is available only on the
instructor station viSual monitor, but, it
could be easily displayed to the pilots.if
desired.

The possibility of using the visual
system for alphanumeric/graphic displays
_provides almost unlimited opportunities
for enhancing self-training. If a side-
viewing visual CRT is provided in the
cockpit, it could be used, as frequently
as desired by the student, for any'of the
displays available at the instructor station.
A front-viewing visual CRT could also be,.
used, but in a more restricted wa,Y.

Of predictable interest to fhe student
would be the procedure monitoring display4$
of normal and-emergency procedures showing
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the results of the student's attempts, the

approach displays showing the various pub-
lished approaches and a record of the
aircraft track, and GCA/CCA/ILS displays with
both horizontal and vertical projections
of the aircraft track. Static data such as
the list of input codes and the contents
of the initial conditions sets, Which would
be available as instructor station displays,
could also be presented in the cbckpit,
rather than in a Pocket Checklist as
suggested previously. Special displays
providing checklist instructions for oper-
ating the simulator could be included.

If displays are available to the
student, it is possible that tie will want to
print the most significant ones for post-
mission analysis. Checkride summary data
would be particularly useful. In any event,
the display printout function could be
operated by a keypad entry.

Safety

In any discussion of students operating
a simulator without an instructor, concern
is usually expressed regarding safety.
There are a number of potential sources of
danger around a simulator--high voltage
electricity, high pressure hydraulics,
the motion system, and possibly others.
However, most of these should be of concern
only to maintenance personnel. There should
be no reason for Students to bg exposed to
high voltage, for example. In any event,
maintenance personnel will always be present
during self-training periods and can be made
responsible for enforcing restrictions on
access to hazardous areas.

The only source of danger of importance
to the self-training concept is the motion
system. The danger, of course, is to
personnel working outside-and in the
vicinity of the student station. As dis-
cussed previously, the best solution to this
problem is to have motion system.turn-on

procedures involving both.the students and
the maintenance personnel. Communication
between the two is a necessary element of
these procedures.

CONCLUSIONS

Excluding the basiC flight training
period, most training in flying is conducted
without the immediate presence of an
instructor. This statement is made on the
premise that flying to maintain proficiency
is essentially training. Throughout his
career a pilot receives instrument checks,
annual proficiency checks, upgrade thining,
and refresher training, during all of which
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an instructorpr supervisor is very much in
evidence; but in most of his flying he is
expected to train himself--to assimilate
guidance and instructions on the ground and
to apply them in the aircraft. .Especially
in practicing takeoffs and landings, in
instrument flying, and in weapon delivery,
he learns primarily by self-correction and
repetition. In brief, he is training by
acquiring experience.

It follows that a pilot can learn in
a simulator also by these methods. .What

makes self-training effective in an aircraft
is the pilot's conscientiousness and pro-
fessionalism; the same characteristics in the
student can make self-training effective in a
simulator. There is a difference in the two
situations, of course. The penalty for lack
of motivation or a lapse in concentration is

sometimes fatally severe in an aircraft; in
a simulator there is no penalty other than
wasted time and a relatively small amount
of money.

A controversial aspect of self-trarnilg
is the effect of the loss of realism caused
by the student's frequent interacting with
the simulator. From time to time during a
self-training exercise, the student will
take such actions at reinitializing the
simulator, entering and clearing malfunc-
tions, storing flight conditions and
resetttng to the stored conditions, and
adding fuel and armament. In addition he
may display emergency proeedures via the CRT
system and review them before entering mal-
functions, freeze the trainer and study the
pertinent approach plates, andOnterrupt
the flight and call up a demonstration. All
of hese actions would be foreign to his
procedures as a pilot. The question is,
would they reduce the transfer of training
expected from the simulated control re-
sponses, instrument readings, and visual
scenes that he is also perceiving?

It is believed that the answer to that
question is negative. Again, professionalism
and conscientiousness will enable the student
to bridge the gap between managing his own
training and receiving effective_training
experiences. One ingredient is necessary:
the management task must not become too
engrossing.

A related concern is whether the design
of the student station--and the associated

software--is sufficiently simple. It would
be possible to'overwhelm the student by
attempting to provide all the capabilities
of an instructor station. Designers will
have to keep in mind the three required

characteristics for student station controls



cited praviously--simpl'city, acceAsibility,
and inconspicuousness--a _tbe-likessity to
be conservative in providing instructional

features. The need for disciplined and
responsive human factors engineering will be
possibly greater than for any other area of
development of a simulator.

In conclusion, it is recommended that
specifications for flight simulators (cockpit
procedures trainers, operational flight
trainers, weapon system trainers, team
tactics trainers, and similar training
devices) include provisions for a student
self-training capability, in addition to a
conventional instructor station. The users

will gain tremendous flexibility in simulator
utilization. In the final analysis, they
will be able to schedule simulators like
aircraft--simply, some flights can be solo

and some dual. 41\
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GENERIC SIMIOTOR INSERUCROR TRAINING
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Flight sirulation has been extensively
used in both military and commercial aviation
training for the past several decades. Every
year the complexity and versatility of flight
simulators grow. However, the full training
potential of these devices is not often
realized. There are, of course, a variety of
reasons why this situation persists. Lack of
transfer of training due to procedural or
configurational similarities between the
simulator and pareht aircraft, lack Of
adequate out-the-windaa visual displays, and
the cunyleteness of the mission relevant
aspects of the simulations are but a few.
However, the point of this paper is that the
training potential of flight simulators could
be enhanced by improving the kncwledge and
understanding of the operating principles of
the devices, by understanding instructional
arrangements and by utilizing instructional
skills.

Lack of realization of the full training
Acotential of many sirulators varies a great
deal from one simulator to another. This
variance is created by the complexity of the
mission being simulated, the age and sophis-
tication of the simulator, the instructor/
operator station design, and the availability
of instructional aids.

In this paper, a solution to the problem
is explored--the development of generic
instructor training1.- packages for flight
simulators. In the following sections of the
paper, the several general topical areas
relating to generic instructor training are
presented. These include the advantages of
simulator training, the principles of
effective instruction related to simulator
instructional features, and possible imple-
mentation and delivery strategies.

Advantages of Simulator Training
Ground-based flight simulators play an

irportant role in the overall training scheme
of most civilian and nearly all military
aviation training programs. The advantages
of sirulator training are clear. It offers a
means to provide cost effective and instruc-
tionally effective training in a safe environ-
ment. Cost savings are realized in both the
obvious and iame not so Obvious training
parameters. Obviously, fuel and maintenance
costs associated with actual flight are
conserved. Net so obviously, tremendous
savings in time are realized in simulator
training. These savings are observed in both
student and instructor time requirements.
Students get more relevant training per hour
of "flight" because they can concentrate on

the goals of a particular mission while
.instructors may supervise much more relevant
training per hour of their commitment.
Surulators also allow a safe training
environment. In the area of safety, the
advantages are clear and obvioussimulators
allow practice in flight activities where
the only negative consequences are learning
with some erbarrassment and where realistic
responses to emergency or compound emergency
situations may be practiced. Last, but from
the point of view of this paper, by no means
least, simulators provide a necessary
hands-on instructional format for flight
operations. With snulators as a part of
the overall flight training regimen, the
opportunity is Tresented to allow hands-on
and associated cognitive learning experi-
ences of the proper training density in

proximity to the preceding academic events
and to the, sUbsequent inflight events.
These simulator Events are particularly
valuable becausb they provide practice with
appropriate feedback for the learning
objectives of interest, as well as allow
repeated exposures to particularly difficult
and important segrents of a mission.

Needless to say, a ccuFonent of any
instructor training course related to flight
simulation should be a thorough discussion
of these and other advantages of simulation.

Instructional Principles and Instructional
Features

A generic simulator instructor training
program should amplify a few basic prin-
ciples of effective instruction particularly
as they relate to the usual set of instruc-
tional features found on most in-service
flight simulators. The following is a list
of such principles with their relationship
to some commonly available instructional
features.

1. Student Preparation Leads to
Effective Learning. It is a well estab-
lished, even intuitively obvious, fact that
the better prepared the student is when he
comes to a simulator exercise, the more he
will profit from it. A generic simulator
instructor training program should be
designed to emphasize this point as well as
to key the instructor to use some commonly
available student preparation aids. These
aids would 'include the formal ,simulator
exercise guides and prompts/briefing aids.
Formal simulator exercise guides are univer-
sally vailable in all Navy training
squadrons. Some are squadron developed
while others are the result of contractor
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supported ISD development activities. The

generic training should emphasize that

through the use of these guides both the
instructor ana the student will be prepared
for the content and flow of the activities
in the exerdise. Also, depending on the
sophistication of the,documents, the student
may have an excellent feeling for the level

of, proficiency he is expected to demon-

strate. At least one simulator program, the
F-14 OFT program at NAS Miramar, has been
supported by a very sophisticated device, the
Instructor Support System, which allows CRT
displayed briefing aids. Aids of this type

could become part of a device-resident
oeneric instructor course or any course in
support of a new ICS design that is suffi-
ciently complex to contain it.

2. Accurate and Timely Feedback Leads to

Improvements in Performance. Another well

known principle of effective instruction is
that accurate and timely feedback' leads to

improvements in performance. A properly

designed simulator instructor training-course
would emphasize this point and relate it to
the several instructional features which are
commonly available on most simulators that
allow accurate and timely feedback. These

instructional features include freeze record/

replay, automated performance measures,

graphics displays and hardcopy printouts.

The freeze function allows imediate feedback
for the development of fine Motor control as

well as directional control. It is

particu1nr1y useful because it can be

employed in, both real time or during a

performance replay session. Record/replay

has an obvious application and, in fact,

provides the basis of many of the other

instructional features. Automated perform-
ance meastires provide an excellent oppor-
tunity for lessening the workload of the

instructor while providing a more accurate
and complete record of performance than even
the most diligent instructor is capable of

providing. However, while the value of

automated performance measures should be

emphasized in a generic simulator instructor
training program, it must be noted that the
value of this instructional feature depends

on the amount of instructor inputs to the
variables, the weights of the measures and

the accuracy of the computations. While

automated performance measurement systems are

not generally available for most current

simulators, it is clear that they will be
available in future systems or in outboard

support systems. Graphics displays, parti-

cularly those which display approach, weapons

delivery, and pattern information, are an

excellent weans to provide post:.session

performance feedback. These displays are

fairly common on many current simulators,
although some are fairly unsophisticated.

However, future simulator instructor stations
and support systems for current simulators
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will include these displays. A clear emr
phasis should be placed on the value and use
of these displays in a generic instructor
course. Hardcopy performance printoits are
almost universally available on all complex

simulators. However, they are almost

universally unused as an instructional

feature. A generic instructor training

course would emphasize the potential value

of these printouts as well as provide
suggestions about how they could be sum-
marized to be a more useful resource. Here

again, the value and acceptance of these
printouts depends on the legitimacy of the
measures expressed.

3. Practice Improves Performance.

Another well established principle of

effective instruction is that practice,

particularly practice coMbined with accurate

and timely feedback, improves performance.

As a matter of fact, it has been conclu-
sively demonstrated that practice beyond the
point of proficiency is effective in consol-
idating learning and making it less likely

that deterioration in future performan:e .

will occur. Opportunities for practice ae
provided by both supporting materials and
instructional features. That is, within the

supporting materials designed for specific
training goals, the training objectivi4have
been arranged to provide practice that is
related to the difficulty, criticality, and
frequency of the psychomotor response in

question. From the point of view of in-
structional features, the reset function is

a key feature that allows repeated practice

flior difficult or problem maneuvers. Reset

is a commonly available feature which alloys

the instructor to reinitiate a training

routine repeatedly with constant or variable
flight conditions until satisfactory per-
formance is observed. Malfunction insertion

is another practice-relevant instructiomil
feature. With this copponly availdae
feature, the instructor tan mdnually or

automatically insert aircraft malfunctions

l
at any stage in a "ssion. These malfunc-

tions may be presen d once, or repeatedly,
at the instructor's option. This feature
allows excellent practice in dealing with
emergency situations.

A generic simulator instructor training
program would emphasize the importance or'
use of these Practice-relevant features.

The course would include clear direction
relating to the use and adherence to the'
supporting Materials- Several ' problem

analytic studies have shown that departdre
from the training routines specified in

supporting"materials is a problem in many
Navy training squadrons. The course would

also include direction relating to the:

proper use of the reset and malfunction
insertion features. This direction should
emphasize that resetting is an excellent and



timely method to provide repeated practice
for problem raneuvers. Emphasis would be
placed on the proper use of the rmlfunction
insertion features. Here the theme would
center on adherence to required malfunction
insertions specified on supporting materials
and, the proper use of random malfunction
insertion. The generic course would make it
clear that intentidnally overloading the
student with compound emergencies is unreal-,
istic and may lead to confusion and
restricted skill advancement in the areas of
primary,interest.

4. Guidance and' Mbtivation Improves
Performance. A final generally accepted
principle of effective instruction related
to simulator training is that proper guid-
ance and motivatiOn inproves performance.
Surely, one of t most inportant jobs of
the simulator in ctor is to provide
proper guidance M direction to the
student. The gener è9urse would emphasize
that this guidance il1st be organized,
mission relevant, and provided in an in-
structional mode. That is, it must be
provided in a cooperative setting charac-
terized by Joint achievement student/
instructor goals. Several instructional
features relate to the organization of
student guidance in the simulator setting.
These include use of the trainer supporting
materials and use of the prompts/briefing
aids. These features provide a vehicle for
guidance. However, the key vehicle for
guidance is a sensitive student/instructor
relationship. A generic course should
emphasize that point. Instructor provided
motivation is another key feature in the
student/instructor relationship. A generic
course should emphasize the need for
motivational comments, rewards, and open
communication. In addition, the course
should enphasize the use of some commonly
available instructional features which may
aid student motivation. These would Include
'the demonstration feature, the freeze
feature and all the features that provide
feedback about performance. A generic
course should erphasize that demonstrations
can be motivationally effective if they are
not overused or if they are used as a
feedback mechanism to provide direction on
the proper procedures. The freeze feature
can also have a profound motivational effect
when it is used to intercept poor
performance or to indicate a "terminal"
condition such as striking the ground or
being hit by a weapon. The course would
point out clearly that the instructor is

responsible tor providing motivation through
the thoughtful use of all of the performance
feedback features. These would include
automated performance Treasures, record/
replay, graphics displays, and hardcopy
printout. The emphasis here should be on
the proper and sensitive use of these data
Sources to improve performance.
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Implementation of Generic Training
There are several potential advantages

for a generic simulator training program.
The program would undoubtedly improve the
effectiveness of the instructor cadre for
every simulator where it might be imple-
mented. This improved effectiveness should
lead to a more professional ffproach to the
overall use of simulator training, or a part
of flight training in general, and to poten-
tial improvement in student performance. In

addition, the,course should lead to improve-
rents in student management from both the
interpersonal and administrative points-of-
view. Interpersonal inproverrents could
result from the course content in the areas
of guidance, motivation, and performance
feedback. Administrative improvements could
result from the generally inproved organi-
iation of simulator training and from, the
use of automgted management aids that6hight
be part of a device-resident training course.

A disadvantage of the proposed concept
is that each instructor training course
associated with a particular sirnalato would
have to be tailored to reflect the particular
instructional features and the nature of the
supporting materials of that device. This
requirement admittedly diminishes the generic
value of the concept but, hopefully, only a
small amount of tailoring would be required
to address most simulators. The training
course could be impleniented in two distinctly
different formats--device-resident or device-
independent. In the device-resident format,
the course could be contained,in the software
of the simulator =touter and presented on a
CRT associated with the IOS, or a supporting
system. With this format,the course would be
continuously available, obviously convenient,
and might even be made contingent for in-
structor utilization of the device. In the
device-independent format, the course could
be presented in a stand alone redia, such as
a workbook or slide/tape, and could be pre-
sented in an individualized study atmosphere
in a learning center, or training support
center. This format would allow instructor
access in a self-paced, individualized
arrangerent which is consistent with the
manning dehands otmost training squadrons.
In either forMat, the course would demand a
minimum of intrusion into training squadron
activities during its development while
providing a maximum of benefit for instruetqc
training.
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of the research reported
here is to evaluate the feasibility and useful-
ne,se of applying two emerging technologies to
naval training. These technologies are
artifical intelligence and voice recognition
and synthesis.

,

Artifical intelligence (AI) is a body of
concepts and techniques which have been devel-

oped to permit computers/machines to do seme
of the complexzcognitive activities that have
been regarded traditionally as the unique
providence of 'ivan beings, in some instances
exceptionally talented human beings. Rep-
resentative cognitive activities are problem
formulation, searching for problem solutions,
diagnosis, and decisionmaking. These
activities require representation of knowledge
and inferential reasoning about that knowledge.

If these concepts can be combined with
voice recognition and synthesis, then an inter-
active, oral dialogue cap take place; the
verbal exchanges can be flexible, meaningful,
and appropriate to the context of the on-going
events. Applied to training and education,
computer-aided instruction moves a major step
in the direction of a realistic journeyman-
apprentice relationship. The journeyman can
be designed to be not only a technical expert
but an expert tutor as well.

The organization of this paper consists
of four parts:

Review and Evaluation of the Component
Technologies and Principal Concepts in
Artifical Intelligence

Review of Naval Tratning Needs Suitable
for a Prototype Course Using AI and Voice
Recognition/Synthesis

Recommended Guidelines'for Instructor
Support

Discussion of Implications and Issues

This research has been funded through two
sources. One source is an on-going, multi-
year project under Honeywell's program of
Independent Research and Development. The
second source is a contract with the Naval
Training Equipment Center (NTEC 81-C-0093-13)
entitled "Use of Voice Technology a the
Instructor's Assistant."

It is assumed that the demographic pre-.

dictions of unavailability of future militiry
manpower are accurate. Therefore, it will be
necessary to develop more efficient training
systems and instructienal methodology that are
more effective in amount of competence produced
per hour of instruction. The proposed approach
is feasible and will provide a training capa-
bility to meet the nPed. The cost,versus
benefit is more difficult to assess, .however.
We can assume that software costs will continue
to accelerate and that all technology is expen-
sive to deelop. Intelligent systems of,this
type are software intensive. Further, the
technological development needed is undeter-
mined but certainly net trivial.

Artifical intelligence and voice tech-
nology may no longer be embryonic but they are
far from mature for most applications.

REVIE: AND EVALUATION OF THE COMPONENT
TECHNOLOGIES AND PRINCIPAL CONCEPTS IN

The needs'of the Navy in instructional
ca0bility were examined briefly for the
purpose of guiding the survey of technology.
The results of that survey were that the Navy
needs instructor support, friendly and for-
giving interfaces between the training devices
and both the instructor and student, and
automated performance measurement. The
functions and tasks for which instructor
support is needed are:

Subject Matter Expertise
Performance Evaluation
Problem Selection

Deliver:ing Feedback
Progress Management
Documentation
Role Playing

The review of AI technology was organized
into the following topical categories:

Knowledge Representation
Learning Theory
The Nature of; Expertise

Intelligence Computer Aided InstruCtion
Software Architecture for Artifical
Intelltgence

Natural Language Understanding
Interactive Speech

The mijor conclusions will be summarized
briefly.
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The area of Knowledge Representation is
known as Domain Knowledge. There are two

relevant domains for a training system: the

knowledge content of the technical specialty
being taught and the instructional knowledge
of methods, strategies, and procedures. They

present no unresolvable problems for knowledge

representation. The Content of the domains
will become manifest as the training materi-

als are developed. However, not all of the

necessary knowledge has been explicitly
articulated or well-defined.

An important area of -in-Structional

knowledge is the evaluation of.student perfor-

mance. The level of effectiveness of a train-
ing system is dependent on the availability
of two kinds of evaluative data:

Assessment of the level of.performance
in terms of level of competence and one's
standing in the subject matter.

Diagnosis of errors committed in terms of
specific deficiencies in knowledge or
skill and necessary corrective action.

Existing techniques f knowledge rep-

resentation are adequa for constructing an
intelligent, interactive training device to

support-an instructor. These techniques con-
sist of representing things and events_in tem-
plates, frames, and scripts and the relation-
ships among them in control rules and produc-
tion rules. These rules also govern additions

to knowledge derived internally by inference.

The contribution of Learning Theory is
primarily in providing a structure and method-

ology for preparing training materials. One's

first expectation might be that learning
theory would provide models of the learning
process; however, it performs that,function

only indirectly. Learning theory will provide
a generic, transportable framework and methods
for developing courseware and rules and tech-
niques for performing task analysis. These

methods and techniques entail specification of
stimuli, acceptable and unacceptable responses,
feedback, sequencing, branching, display for-
mats and so on; they are in turn a function of

the domain content, training objectives,
instructional strategy, media, rules for per-
formance asFessment, and specific instructional
techniques?' All of this is dependent on the

learning process. However, that knowledge
must be encoded into the rules for...instructional
expertise and it will be transparent in the

application.

Our interest in the nature of expertise
is how the knowledge of competent practi-
tioners should be used in the training

system. Examination of the representation of
that knowledge revealed that the form of rep-
resentation varies with domain. Domains
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differ ii structure encompassing the gamut
from production rules to hierarchical organ-
ization; multiple conceptualizations for the
same-phenomena are available in some domains;
multiple levels of abstraction are character-

istic of some domains.

Problem solving methods also varied across

domains. Different methods are available for

different tasks. A given problem solving
method is also adapted to the requirements and
constraints of specific task conditions.

Therefore, it seems unlikely that exper:
tise can be captured in a few, simple, generic
algorichms or procedures that are generaliz-
able across knowledge domains or even within

a domain, The interaction between the nature

of expertise and knowledge representation is
perhaps the most critical element in develop-
ing an intelligent training system. Knowledge

structures and control rules that canrepresent
the complex contingencies will have to be

developed. The subject matter to be learned
at novice levels will probably be relatively
simple and without much of the troublesome

complexity. This problem must be faced,
though, when the training moves into more
sophisticated or intermediate level topis.

One perspective on the purpose for devel-
ooing these intelligent systems is to
shorten the transition time from novice to

expert. We want to produce higher levels
of competence in shorter periods if instruction

and with lower support costs. Ideally, this

transubstantation will be accomplished on
trainees who are naive with respect to the
technical area and of no more than average
intelligence (general intellectual ability).
An instructional system that will accomplish
this feat will fieed a model of the sequences
of developmental stages from novice to expert,.

states within those stages, and the pedagogical
techniques for transformation between states

or stages. At the present state of our tech-
nology such a model must be derived within the

context of a specific domain.

The Software Architecture for Artifical
Intelligence was viewed as consisting of two

parts: the hardware necessary to execute the

program and the software. The hardware was

found to be specific to the training program
and thus no generalizations can be made. It

was concluded that LISP is the software system
that should be used for development and
operation of such'training systems. Knowledge
representation techniques exist in LISP as
well as an assortment of supporting tools and
facilities. Further, there is a history of
experience with this language which provides
both a body of knowledge and experience AI
practioners to draw upon.

Interactive Speech and Natural Language
Understanding present no obstacle in principle



although deriving and organizing the detailed
dialogue requirements can be a challenging
management task. Spoken messages can be
synthesized at the current state-of-the-art.
Generation of the messages in the context of
on-going events and conditions and in an
adeqUate approximation to real time s uncer-
taip and must be determined in the specific
applications.

Current and near future voice reCognition
systems can recognize utterances of only a few
words in length; recognition.and understanding
of unconstrained, connected speech is not
feasible and may not be practical for some
time. This character of voice technology
imposes a requirement that the natural lan-
guage dialogue consist of short statements.
Short statements may be characteristic of
speeeh ivLtask-oriented situatipns and thus
this tonstraint may not be a practical
limitation.

REVIEW OF NAVAL TRAINING NEEDS SUITABLE FOR
A PaOTOIYPE COURSE

Four training areas were reviewed for
suitability. They are:

Electronic Maintenance
Air Intercept Contr'ol

Naval Flight Officer Course
Anti-Submarine Warfare Team Training

In addition, training equipment in team
training and air traffic control was analyzed.
The team trainers analyzed were TACDEW,
14A2 ASW, and 14Al2; the air traffic control
trainers were PARTS (McCauley and Semple,
1980) and the AIC Trainer (Halley, King, and
Regelson, 1978).

The criteria used to evalpate the train-
ers were cost-benefit, availability/shortfall
of instructors, appropriateness of content
to AI and voice, impact on readiness, and
stability of the subjeCrmatter. The cost-

benefit criterion was broken down into three
parts. First, the developmental cost of the
prototype was treated in terms of the
availability of appropriate information,
data, and on-going training. Second, operat-
ing cost was treated as cost of instructors
as the major factor differentiating among
courses. The third part was a payback com-
ponent in terms of readiness of trained per-
sonnel and reduction in personnel replacement.

P:-propriateness of the s..,bject matter for
the use of artifical intellijence and inter-
active voice is an important methodological
consideration. The prototype application must
be able to reflect an advantage from utilizing
the new technologies. Artifical intelligence
will be beneficial in domains that have'a
significant cognitive component;`voice tech-
nology is useful in areas of high worWITad
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which can be reduced by using hearing and .
speech as media of interaction.rather than
vission and manual responses.

ASW team training was chosen out of the
four training areas as the best candidate for
a prototype application. Electronic main-
tenance was rejected because it does not have

a signifitant voice potential and develop-
mental costs could be high. Maintenance-
skills are poorly understood and significant
costs and delay could be incurred in getting
necessary information. Air intercept control
and the naval flight offictrs course were
rejected because the subject matter is not
stable.

RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES FOR INSTRUCTOR SUPPORT

.Analysis of the instruction yielded
needs for the.following modules for

instructor support:

Record Keeping,
Scenario Set Up
Subject Matter Expert
Subject Matter Tutor
Speech Generation
Speech Recognition
Ability to UnderAand Errors
Omniscient Instructor

The major components of an Automated
Training System are:.

Instructor Work Station
Student Work Station
Domain Expert
Instructional Expert
Performance Measurement

The Instructor Wogk Station was.examined
in more detail to identify the capability it
should have. The Instructor Work Station
should have the fgllowing functions:

-

Explanation of Decisions and Actions
Re&ord Keeping and Scheduling
Scenario Design and Debug
Communications Control
Problem Status

A

Anjmportant capability of the system is
to'recognize and cope with errors committed'
by the trainee. This.capability entails
several requirements in knowledge and use of
the knowledgt to make inferences about the
trainee's behavior. The system must know the
constraints reflected in the rules for correct
behavior. Since the application is ASW team
training, the system must also know how the
trainee deals with other team members. Each

player must itnow the roles of the other
players at a minimal level of their nominal,
expected behaviors in.relation to one's own
role.



Therefore, the system must know.hot only
the role structure of the team but also each,
trainee'sibeliefs about knowledge and com-
petence of other players. It must be able to
follow a trainee's Teasoning about the knowl-
edne of other players and know whether he.
atiributes erroneous or unexpected behavi-or
from another player to a lack of knowledge,
misinformation, or faulty, missing, or in-
appropriate procedures. The inferences the
trainee makes and how,he responds to theother
player's behavior are relevant; he may fill
in missing information, correct the other,
player, request verification, or adjust his
own behavior to compensate for the perceived
deficiencies in the other player's behavior.

These'capabilities have'been clustered
into four sets which represent increasing,
levels capability aruilderated to three stages
in developing an intrligent, automated in-

-struCtor or instructor's assistant, based on
Crowe et al., (1981). We have modified the
model of Crowe et al. by adding a fourth
stage Consisting of the ability to provide
feedback and performance evaluation to.team
behaviors. Thd cross-correlation of these
classifications is depicted in Table 1. '

The correspondence between the major
components of an Automated Training System
and the AI teciinological areas on which they
depend is summarized in Table 2.

DISCUSSION OF IMPLICATIONS AND ISSUES

Opyr- intent in t'his,section is to be

exptielt about some issues and concerns that
were recurrent during our analyses and set
aside for the purpose of attaining the
immediate goal of developing some guidelines
for how to proceed in developing an simulated,
intelligent, talking instructor's assiitant.
They should at least be stated openly because
they may represent potential problems or
obstacles to developing, fielding, 'and

effectiveness of this type cif system. The

intrepid innovator can then beware and
take appropriate cautionary or preemptive
actions.

These issues and implications are:

Impact on the Instructor
Reduction of Personal ,Contact between

the Studeit and Instructor
The Achievable Level of Naturalness
Effect of Complexity on Friendliness

and. Support

.Importance of Message Generation Versus
Voice Synthesis in the User-System
Interface

Compressibility of the-"Novice-To-
Expert" Curve

There are several possible effects on the
instructor and his, role which cin have a neg-
ativé impact_on system effectiveness. The
content of instructor training will necessarily
be changed and perhaps increased in length and
difficulty. Our intuition tells us fhat the
instructor will need a better understanding of
the instructional process than he presently
has. At the same time his automated assistant
wil-1 permit him to handle more trainees and
attain'higher levels of proficiency; his
productivity should undergo a marked enhance-
ment. However, without an instruc4ionally
sophisticated supervisor the automated in-
structor's assistance can run amok like-the ,

sorcerer's apprentice.

The instructor's morale, involvement, and
sense of using his own talents wi 1 be affect-

ed. These factors will be enhan d if the in-
structor perceives his automated assistant as
k,tool which helps him in 'doin his job, as
something to which he delegate tasks and
which'increases his effectveifrss and permits
him to do a better job. If i contrast he
sees the "iron monster" as so ething which he
must labor to support and domi tes his
activities, then his mcirale, Iiiotivation, and,

involvement will decline.

Reduction of personal contact between the
instructor and trainee can compromise the
effectiveness of social reinforcgrs and
attenuate an important source'of feedback and
diagnostic information which every good in-
structor learns to use. It will also minimize
the opportUnity to use a mentor relationship
to model behaviors and facilitate the instruc-
tional process. The voice of the simulated
assistant may take on a personality and a
reality-as an individual and thus be able to
satisfy some of these social functions.
Realizing them may be a functi.on of the
creativity in preparation of the dialogues,
the types interactions embedded in them, and
the naturalness of the interaction as per-
ceived by the traidee. The personality 'of the
automated dssistant may be another domain of
expertise needed to develop and.deploy these
systems. . ,

,The achievable level of naturalness is
unknown at this time ds is the required level
of naturalness. Naturalness and friendliness
are concepts that are not well defineg4and
have a large subjective, intuitive co-MAnent
as the terms are used. Specifications are
difficult to state and satisfy under such
conditions. These terms need to,be differ-
entiated and made more.precist.

The impact of naturalness and the com-
plexity of the interactions on sys-tem sbppoft
and maintenance is a very serious issue. Tue,

transparency of natural, friendly, simpPe
dialogues is achieved by putting the com-
plexity and processing behind the -interf,acing
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Technology Tutor

Expert System X

Explanation

,s

Simulation (With Errors)

Speech Generation:

Speech Recognition

Understanding Misconceptions
& Intent

Learning Model & Feedback

Stages of System Development

Limited Role Student Omniscient

Play Model Instructor

TABLE 1. CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT,OF AN
AUTOMATED INSTRUCTOR'S ASSISTANCE AND AI CAPABILITIES
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,

console and into the software. 2Experienqe
tells us that'maintenance and support,in-
crease as software and,hardware become more
-complex; Murphy's Law is imperatiVe.

'Voice synthesis with some degree of
natural sounding speech is relatively easy to
_achieve in the current state of the art.
However, the appropriateness of the message
in the context of on-going events and the -

speech oommunity of the listener are more
difficult to accomplish. These features are
the problem of message generation. It is

dependent on apot of information processing
invOlving knoW1edge representation, inference,
and domain knowledge. This areas0 critical
to the 'effective use of voice tecHcology.

Compressibility of the curve for trans-
forming a-novice jnto some level oftexpert
is an ultimate instructional issue. There

are many differences between novice and
expert in amount of knowledge, its organ-
ization, techniques for formulating and
solving problems, and tfie use of heuristics
derived from experience and the dccumulated
lore of the discipline. A subset of these
things must be chosen in terms of their
utility on the job for a given level of
proficiency, the ease of learning them, and s

the progression of states of know1-edge and
skill in the growth df,profiCiency. There

is a multitude of empirical questions in-
herent in this issue; they must o6 unscraith-

ed addressed if we are to have an effect-
ive technology 'Ifor'autylation -of instruct-

ional systems, .

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Application of artifical intelligence
"and voice technology to training systems in
the fd7-m of an automated inslructor's

assistant is feasible and can provide s'ig-
nificant incre'ases in the cost-effectiveness
of training. Artifical intejligence provides
several concepts and teChniques which are
useful in,structuring and impleMenting the
design anduse of sUch :a system. This paper

is a brief summary of_an on-gOin,g investi7
gation of the feasibility, util.ity, and
approach to developing an autiimAed
instructor's assistant for.use in training
Navy personnel. ASW team training was chosen
as the vehicle for a prototype application
of the automated instructor's assistant.
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